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Abstract

Inasmu&h as Broward Community College was approached by the Principal

of a middle school in the Broward County School System concerning

the possibility of setting up a type of orientation program for the

Gifted students in his school so that they might be helped to gain

their potential in a more effective manner, the Broward Community

College consented to begin a pilot program with this school. The

project was an initial attempt to provide a diverse and systematically

defined inter-institutional approach to enhancing the cognitive and

affective domains of Gifted students. The aim of the project was to

determine the effectiveness of the program with the intention of ex-

pansion for the 1974-75 school year. It has been dete'rmined that

such a project could be effectively used with all middle school Gifted

programs should appropriate financing measures be arranged between

Broward Community College and the School Board of Broward County,

Florida.
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INTRODUCTION

Until recently, Broward County has had no designed program

for the Gifted child at the secondary level except for the one

begun at the Nova Complex as an experimental project funded by

federal monies. Therefore, when the Broward Community College was

approached by the Principal of a Midge School in the county system

concerning the possibility of setting up a type of orientation program

for the Gifted students in his school, the College consented to begin

a pilot program.

A search of the literature revealed that while there were many

varied programs for the Gifted in progress, more of the writing

contained philosophies concerning the concept of Gifted and much

of how these children should be treated and motivated, but not

.y of the writings contained specific projects-to be carried

on to attain the goals as set forth in the philosophies.

Based upon the testing and identification results of the Gifted

children in the Olsen Middle School with whom the program would be

concerned and the philosophy developed by the middle school as well

as that of the Broward Community College, the following design was

initiated as a pilot study.

A series of seven mini programs was developed for Gifted

students through a cooperative effort by staff from the Broward

(iv)



Community College and the School Board of Broward County, Florida.

The mini projects included Astronomy (Planetarium), Learning

Resources, Library, Art, Psychology, Self-concept ("Getting-To-Know-

You"), and Mass Communications (Data Systems/Publications).

Each project was offered once to the entire group of students

during an intensive three-hour time block. Six of the projects were

held on the Broward.Community College campus, and one, the Self-

concept project, was held:in the participating middle school. The

project was an initial attempt to provide a diverse and systematically

defined jnter-institutional approach to enhancing the cognitive and

affective domains of Gifted students. The aim of the project was

to determine the effectiveness of the nrogram with the intention of

expansion for the 1974-75 school year.

N".
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IMPLEMENTING MINI PROGRAMS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL GIFTED STUDENTS:

An Inter-institutional Project of Broward Commqnity College

and the School Board of Broward County, Florida

by: Carol Findleyl

Identifying the Problem

a.

At the present time, 1973-74, except for some work being done in

the Nova Schools, no program for the Gifted children has been set up

in the Broward County School System as such. Each school, rather, is
1.;;.

responsible for working out its own project with the help of the testing

service .furnishi'd by the County personnel.

Inasmuch as Broward Community College was approached by the Princi-

pal of a Middle School concerning the possibility of setting up a type

1Coordinator of High School/College Articulation, Broward Community
College, Fort Lauderdale, Broward County, Florida, an educational and
cultural complex contained on three campuses with more than 25 buildings.
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of orientation program for the Gifted students in his school so that

they night be helped to gain their potential in a more effective

manner, the Broward Community College consented to Kenin a pilot

program oith this school.

It was prQposed that a survey be made of all the middle schools

in Broward County to ascertaih how many would be interested in bet-

coning a part of the overall nrogram. the question of whether or

not all the needs of the Gifted child in this age range were being

met in the regular middle school program was initiated by a Principal

who believes such an orientation program carried out by the College

might help to enrich the studies of all the Gifted children in his

school.

If the investigation and research revealed the need on the oart

of students as well as schools for such a program, Broward Community

College could plan a series of specil classes designed especially

for the Gifted children who would be participating. It would then

be possible for the College to set up classes for the parents of the

Gifted children which would be helpful in assisting then plan for

their children's future. This Program could include special counsel-

ing sessions as well

ti
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Philosophy of Rroward Community'College

This partqular Program for the Gifted appeared to .coincide

with. the nhilosophy of Broward Community College which follows:

Because Broward Community College is committed to the

ideal of the Worth and dignity oethe individual, its
underlying philosophy is to provide opportunities for

youthand adults to develop themselves for a purposeful,
gratifying and useful life in a democratic society. The

College, Operating in the larger context of local, state,
regional, and national higher educational pat lens, seeks

to respond to the needs of tlike individual at his level

of ability and development . .

For some time the Nova Schools had been able because bf-their

proximity, to take advantage of the many resources and programs at

the College, and if the maecer of transportation could be overcome,

there would he no reason why programs from other schools.could not

he enhanced by the,use of the sane facilities.

Toerefore, the President of Broward Community College, Dr. A.

lugh Adams, encouraged and supported the above.philosophy by anoroving

the Olsen Middle School4Gifted Child Program. Furthermore, Dr. Adams

has expressed the desire that this should become an on-going program

to be made available whenever the need arises with as many schools

as can be accommodated.

;f1
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itof3alsarStatemeldPhilso41
fliftWearovit'ACiitomrn-ifty-rcirlec* Project

with the Gifted Children of Olsen Middle School

ld(ntification of the Gifted Olsen Middle Scholl students in

particular was getermined by testing and use of intelligence ratios,
,

is well as by determ ing specialized talents prAviouslyindicated

and noted by directiri eache,s.

Because of.thesi special talents, it was the conviction of those

working with `these Gifted children that these individuals should be

given the opportunity to partItipate in a specially improvised program'

at Broward Community College to provide experimentation in fields of

study not available to them ontheir regular school campus. They

believed that measurable results could be tabulated to prove that

such Gifted childre6muld benefit from such programs in Broward

Cont' were they made available to all the Gifted children who could

be identified and providecywith such- an opportunity.

;.;

The goals of the program were to:

1. Provide pre-tests to be given to the students to-dgtermine

prior knowledge in the field of study.

2. Provide an interesting and stimulating programin several

fields of study on the campus of Broward Community CollegeI

3. 'Provide post-tests which would measure the gain made in

various areas of study in which the pilot group participated.



Philosophy for the Gifted Child
in the Broward, County School System

The objectives and curriculum for the Gifted are based on

awareness of the unique interests and capabilities of these students.

The objectives and curriculum should: (1) provide a learning at-

mosphere which will enable the Gifted to develop potential and ex-

ceptional abilities particularly in the areas of decisjon making,

planning, performing, reasoning, crrating and communicating which

makes the Gifted child unique; (2) provide an opportu$.ty for the

student to utilize his initiative, self-direction and originality

in dealing with problems; (3) provide the environment for realistic

goal setting in which the student accepts responsibility as evidenced

through the selection of projects'and programs which are designed

t6 aid in developing and expanding his cognitive and affective abili-

ties and to broaden his field of personal reference; (4) provide ac-

tivities which incorporate a multi-media, multi-level, interdisci-

plinary approach and for transfer of learning a diversity of life-

oriented situations;,(5) provide an opportunity for relationships

and experiences in order to extend his experiential horizons, project

greater goals for himself and gain a sense of responsibility and

intellectual freedom.
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Procedures for Screening, Referral and Identification

of the Gifted Child
the Broward County School System

Screening

Students of all ages (kindergarten through 12) are eligible

for placement in programs for the Gifted if such placement is indicated

after an evaluation by the school' psychologist. In order for the

-0- screening program to be effective the assistance of all professionals

with whom the student has had contact is necessary. Initial screening

should be done by classroom teachers and guidance counselors. Students

obtaining I.Q.s of,1:6 standard deviations (125) or more above the

mean (100) on group intelligence tests should be referred for further

evaluation by the school psychologists. Students may also be referred

for further evaluation based on classroom observation and significant

academic achievement. Checklists of behavioral characteristics should

be filled out by clastrqom teacher(s) and attached to the referral form.

Students who have demonstrated exceptional ttlent in the creative

arts (e.g. music, painting, sculpture, poetry) may be referred to

programs for the Gifted on the basis of accomplishment in their speci-

fic area.

Referral

Referrals are made by classroom teachers, guidance counselors,

r
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community professionals, principals, administrators and parents.

The referral should be explicit as to demographic data, socio-

economic background, special areas of competency, test data from group

testing (I.Q., academic achievement) and educational history. Referrals

should be signed by the principal of the school which the student attends

and the referring individual. Referrals should be directed to the appro-

priate Area Special Services Office.

Identification

An individual psychological evaluation should be done on

each student referred. The evaluation should be done by the school

psychologist or other practitioner licensed by the state of Florida.

The evaluation should include an individual intelligence test (e.g.

Stanford-Binet, Wechsler) a personal interview and other tests as judged

necessary by the evaluator. Examples of exceptional creative ability

should be judged by a professional in the student's area of specialization.

The Instructional Program
and Student Assessment for Gifted Students

in the Broward County School System

Instructional Program

The instructional program is entirely a resource program

repairing close coordination with the regular school program particularly

to insure flexibility and individualization in total instructional planning.
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A maximum number of contact hours in the resource program 4.111 not

exceed 280 hours per week (i.e. 40 children at 7 hours" 56 children

at 5 hours.) Organization of the instructional programs for the

Gifted may include: (1) A resource class maintained in one regular

school. (2) An itinerant teacher in a cluster of schools providing

a resource program.

Procedures

Procedures for grouping may include: (1) Cross grade grouping:

a flexible arrangement of grade levels. For example: 4, 5, 6; 4, 5;

1, 2, 3; 7, 8, 9, 10. (2) Independent study: specifically designed

with an individual student to meet specific interests. (3) Grade grouping:

a class may be grouped by grade level for a portion of the allocated time.

Student Assessment

The primary method of student progress is based on periodic

review of the specific instructional objectives established for each

student and the degree to which these objectives have been attained.

A standardized system which emphasizes written reports and personal

conferences for reporting student progress to the parents and regular

classroom teachers is used.



Conceptualizing a Solution

9

After identification of the Gifted students was completed at Olsen

Middle School, teachers were assigned by the Principal to assess the needs

and interests of these students and the desires of the parents for their

children. Time was set aside for field trips around Broward County and

advanced reading and study programs were instituted in keeping with ex-

pressed interests.

At the same time, the Principal of Olsen Middle School, Mr. J. W.

Davidson, contacted officials at Broward Community College to ascertain

what assistance could be given in the way of enrichment programs in varied

areas that might conceivably motivate and stimulate the interests and capa-

bilities of these students. Hr. Davidson was of the opinion that Olsen

Middle School could not adequately provide the necessary stimulus or re-

sources such as those available at Broward Community College.

Thus, a contact was made and the sitting for coordination of a

program was gradually built into a comprehensive pilot program that could

be used for other schools. Also, it could become a model for other programs

to be set up in different areas of interest as an on-going part of the curri -.

culum for the Gifted in all qualifying middle schools in Broward County.

In order to organize such an orientation program for the Gifted

children in the middle schools of Broward County, it was necessary

to determine what types of programs could be offered which would enrich

A
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the middle schools' present program and help fill the needs of these

particular children. It was necessary to discuss with the Olsen

Middle School Administrator, teachers and students what areas would

fit into their current program which could be supplied through the

facilities of Broward Community College. To achieve this goal, a

comprehensive study of the literature on the subject of Gifted

children was made and reviewed. Parents of the children were consulted

and their desires noted. Mrs. Findley met with all the middle school

Principals on December 13, 1973, and presented a questionnaire to

provide input for the Gifted program. (See section under Principal

et

Survey)

Mr. David Howard, teacher of the Giftea at Olsen Middle School

was consulted and participated throughout the entire program.

A survey was made by Mr. Howard to determine the interest of the

students in the Gifted classes. At the same time, Mrs. Findley

began arranging for programs as suggested by Mr. Davidson and Mr.

Howard to coincide with the expressed interests of the students.

Other meetings were set up and parents were consulted to determine

whether the programs arranged would meet the needs, and to decide

what others would be beneficial to the students. Areas which were

ultimately eliminated after final analysis were drama, music, and

physical education.
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Facilities not available at Olsen Middle School were provided

by the College: the Planetarium, Psychology Laboratory, Fine Arts

Exhibit Area, Computuer Systems, Publication Facilities, Closed Circuit

Television and Audio-Visual Systems Studios. Books for study not

available in their school were made available at, the College library.

All of these Gifted programs were designed by the College specialists.

When the project was completed, evaluations were made at all levels.

(This material is contained in the section regarding Practicum.)

As a result of the Olsen Middle School Gifted child program,

other schools are applying to the College for similar programs. The

program could be available on the same basis for other schools. However,

the high schools are now asking for assistance as a result of the

publicity given the pilot project and it is anticipated that Mrs.

Findley, of Broward Community College, and Dr. Skalny, of the School

Board of Broward County, Florida, will soon be visiting high schooli to

assist with the initiation of similar programs at a higher level for

those Gifted students who have now been identified. The high schools

are expressing interest in areas where Broward Community College can be

of assistance with their Gifted students. Such meetings have been arran-

ged with the personnel involved with the Gifted at Piper and Northeast

high schools and it is expected that others will follow.
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Permission was granted to Mrs. Carol Findley, Coordinator of High

School/College Articulation, to use monies from her own budget to finance

the Olsen Middle School Gifted child pilot project.

A committee from Broward Community College has been formed to eval-

uate this program and recommendations from the committee will be submitted

to Dr. A. Hugh Adams, President of Broward Community College. Dr. Adams

will then meet with Mr. William Drainer, the Superintendent of Broward

County Schools, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, to discuss increasing and

broadening such programs and financing continuing programs.

According to Broward County SCW.K.; policy, transportation for Gifted

is governed by the same regulations as for the regular student.. Provisions

must be made to assure that transportation is provided which would enable

students to attend and/or participate in unique experiences which cannot

be Onvided on the regular school campus,'to participate in seminars, and

to utilize special facilities available at local colleges, and other commu-

nity facilities.

The parents of the Olsen Middle School Gifted students provided private

cars to transport the students to and from Broward Community College.

In the future, financing can be handled on a cost-sharing basis if the

Principals so desire and may be worked out by a formula type funding. At

the high school level, transportation is not a problem as students'cars are

readily available. The staff at Broward Community College can be utilized

on a limited basis and lecturers can be brought in by the high schools
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themselves, financed by the extra monies derived from the new FTE (Full

Time Equivalency) formula which allows extra money for such programs.

Plans are already underway to develop committees to work out the details

of such programs for schools wishing to participate.

A compilation of the information gathered has been made from this

pilot school project. The material is included in the portion describing

the pilot progrn in detail.

A survey to determine interests, needs and programs has been

made and this information is included in the overall curriculum offer-

ings of the program.

Following the pilot project, a questionnaire was sent to the parents

of these Gifted students to determine how successful they considered the

overall'program to have been. This material is also included in the

portion covering the pilot project in detail. (See the section regarding

Practicum)

The students and teachers involved in the Olsen program engaged

in a continuing analysis. The students and parents also participated

in questionnaires which are contained in that part of the body of the

program describing the details of the project. (See the section regarding

Practicum)
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Counseling with students, teachers, parents and the Principal

was an important aspect of the overall plan. Contacts were made at

Broward Community College to insure full cooperation of staff members

Who would need to become involved. Official clearances were made through

the Broward Community College Administrators and the Personnel of the

School Board of Broward County, Florida.

Through varied means of communication, it was determined that

the following needs were not being met in the program being carried

on at the middle school level in relation to Olsen Gifted students.

1. The Gifted were not involved sufficiently to be

challenged to their capacities. (Mr. Davidson, Principal;

Mr. Howard, Advisor.)

2. It was reported by many teachers of the Gifted that although

these students were being academically challenged in some

areas, at least as much as was possible for the middle

school program to accomplish, that many of the students

were in need of improvement in their social maturation level.

This applied to both the social and emotional areas. Dr.

Fred Skalny, County Coordinator for Programs for the Gifted,

Broward County, corroborated this fact and expressed concern

for their lack of social adjustment in these particular

students.,

4
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Therefore, meetings were held to discuss this type of program

with Mr. Davidson, Mr. Howard, and Mr. Tom Parker and Sue Smith,

both Counselors at Broward Community College, and Mrs. Findley, the

Coordinator, to assist +n development of the special Self-concept.

Program. Such a program was developed and Dr. Skalny visited Olsen

Middle School to observe the program in action. He expressed a

positive reaction to it and remarked that he would like to see the

Self-concept Program expanded to other schools and be included in

schools where Gifted students would be involved.

Possible Implementation

The pilot project as designed for Olsen Middle School Gifted

children is ready for implementation with any other middle school

requesting it for their Gifted.

In addition to this, new programs for the Planatarium, art, drama.,

and other departments of the College are being prepared to continue

the program started with the Olsen Middle School students. The ex-

pressed interest of these pilot project students will be used as a

basis for establishing further programs this year for the Gifted.

The following people have been contacted and have indicated their

willingness to support and help implement the proposed program as in-

dicated by research: Cabinet members of Broward Community College:
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President Dr. A. Hugh Adams, Executive Vice - President Dr. Clinton

D. Hamilton, Dr. David A. Groth, Vice-President for Academic Affairs

and Director of Community Services, Dr. George W. Young, Vice-Presi-

dent for Student Development, Deans of all Broward Community College

campuses, Dr. Roy Church, Assistant to the President, and Mr. Ron

Quigley, Director of Public Relations.

Personnel from the Broward County School System: Dr. Hilton

Lewis, Director of Secondary Education, Mr. Larry Walden, Director

of Special Programs, Dr. Fred Skalny, County Coordinator, Programs

for the Gifted, Dr. Dan Lee, Director of Research and In-service

Training, and Mr. Edgar Elder, President, Middle'School Principals.

ft
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miesaatemglsfj3ACreFlhatthel'teratureReports
Relative to Gifted Programs,Being Carried on Throughout the Country

When speaking of the Gifted child most of the literature agrees

that one is speaking of an individual with high abstract intell-igenc.

This distinctive quality of mind, says Ruth Strang, is extremely

tive to all impressions;,sees things in harmonious relations; has

great ability to oncentrate, and has high periods of creative energy.

1
But Giftedness is a process of becoming as ell as nativyo the indi-

vidual and it needs nurturing and wise cou eling to reach its potential.

Characteristically the Gifted have a'strong desire to pursue

topics of their own choice in depth and with built-in drive. They

tend to show great curiosity and work above age level in one or more

areas. -Usually they hold high expectations for themselves and for

others. They frequently resist routines and drills, preferring to

use their own creativenPqc and uniqueness.

17
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For many years the United States has been experimenting in
,

various places with education for the Gifted,"but it was not until

Sputnik that the movement really received its greatest impetus. I

The Ford Foundation by means of specialized grants fostered many

experimental programs including one in the Nova Schools now.going

on in Broward County. Special grants came from government sources

in the form of Title grants for special teachers, guidance counselors,
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and materials that would enhance school programs for the exceptional

child of which the Gifted were a part.
1

"During the 1971-72 congressional year the Federal government,

through the U. S. Office of Education: committed itself to a new

and extremely important area of concern -- the education of the

Gifted child."2

This is a significant statement inasmuch as in the paSt,these

children's educational needs have been greatly overlooked due to a

misconceptioh of the purpose of education in a democratic-society.

For example, in 1967 seventeen states alluded to the Gifted in their

statements on educational needs, but only ten provided any type of

guidelines fOr determining the type of child to be served. Even then

this does not mean that programs were provided. Educeors have been

much more concerned up to this time in pushing programs for the mentally

and physically handicapped and to meet the special needs of children

frotk poverty background and minority groups, based upon the traditional

concept of democrai.ic procedure.

1Catherine Kornfal, Marilyn Laskey, Therese Roberts, "Focus on the
Gifted Child Pilot Program at the Nova Schools," Warren G. Smith,

Director of Special Projects and the Nova Schools, p. 1.

2U. S. Commission of Education, Education of the Gifted and the

Talented - Report to Congress, 11572, p. 222.

J

I
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At the same time, these same educators have neglected a valuable

portion, approximately 2,000,000 children, of our national product.

All, over the country they are now beginnidi) to see growing demands

for provisions to really educate more fully those children who are

specially endowed with greater intellectual capacity than the average

bright child, or those children who possess special talents in special-

ized areas, such as art and music.

Furthermore, it is being recognized that many of the,Gifted

group draws its members from all categories of children: middle.

class, agricultural migrants, Blacks, Cubans, Indians, and others,

as well as from the more affluent groups. It has been learned from

studies that the Gifted Black; do not receive as much attention as

their more slow-learning classmates.

Although it is estimated that only about 80,000 Gifted children

are now receiving appropriate education, it is felt that since a

national goal has been set to double this figure in'the next five

years and money has been sat aside to assist with this developmental

program, the various states will begin an all -out eftort to work with

and for this particular group. A leadership office has been set up

in the regional offices to assist with projects and the goal is to

train educators to promote work for the Gifted.

Probably the most articulate spPkesman for educators at the

19
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hearings was Dr. James Gallagher, Professor of Education and Director

of the Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center at the University

of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Gallagher sought to

demolish what he called "myths" surrounding the public's attitude

toward Gifted children.

Myth -- Gifted children will triumph over mediocre education
programs, -and achieve at a superior level without special

assistance.

Fact -- Many Gifted children do not triumph over adversity,
resulting in an incalculable loss to society in leadership
potential for the arts, sciences, government and business.

Myth -- Gifted children come from affluent, well-educated
parents who represent the white suburban elite of our
society who are able to take care of themselves.

Fact -- One of the greatest potential sources of gifts and
talents yet untapped for this nation are those children
whose gifts are disguised by clothing, dialect or cultural
differences from the standard norms.

Myth -- Helping Gifted children means giving them an addi-
tional competitive advantage and will result in a lower
achievement by less talented students.

Fact -- Proalems such as mass transportation, pollution
and the energy crisis will yield only to the most sophis-

ticated and well-trained minds. The prindOle,problem in
correcting the situation is the lack of money.'

One idea for education of the Gifted emanated from the German

Gymnasium and is based on the concept that the Gifted should not be

3James J. Gallagher, Teaching the Gifted Child, Boston, Massachusetts:

Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1964, p. 74.
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separated from the other students except for special work. Otherwise,

the Gifted student takes part in a core program where he spends

slightly more than one-fourth of his time.

Outside the core and physical education classes, the school

program has two major areas which offer elective possibilities: the

first is the arts elective field, the second includes the traditional

academic disciplines of mathematics, science, foreign language,

English, and social studies. The program involves the core teacher,

the counselor, the special area teacher, the student, and his parents.

Plans for college, other vocational preparation, and the aptitudes

of a student are prime determiners of each student's pattern of academic

electives. This program places great emphasis on the identification

of purpose in the mind of the individual learner. When he is able to

do so, he may enroll in college classes. Heterogeneous grouping, it is

felt in this New York school, helps Gifted children realize that they

are not Gifted in everything and provides them with good opportunities

for practicing leadership.

In a medium-sized high school program in- Portland, Oregon, ability

grouping also is avoided. Only the very retarded children are placed

in special classes. the grouping remains heterogeneous in both English

and social studies with the exception of senior English. At this level

students are given special courses in whatever area they are deficient.

This allows for human growth and development in having students of all



abilities work together and learn to appreciate others' talents. The

program for the Gifted is a combination of individual instruction and

special courses of study. The only problem here is getting sufficiently

competent teachers to handle such a program.

A program in a small high school in Germantown, Pennsylvania, is

carried on as an enrichment developmental series. Here the homeroom

teacher guides the students' school lives. The program prepares the

students not only for college but also for daily living. The more ad-

vanced the student, the more enrichment is offered him. History is re-

quired for three years based on the premise that the study of the past

assists man in understanding the present. There are no advanced courses

or advanced sections within a course. The belief of those directing this

program is that the problem of individual differences is being met by

greatly differentiated assignments and the growing use of small group work.

Students participating in this program know that much of the work of the

class is dependent upon their own initiative and preparation.

The University High School of Ohio State University offers a core

centered program. From the earliest grades the school culture recognizes

talent, sometimes unique talent. The elementary school curriculum is organ-

ized around units of work or group study. As group study develops, many

opportunities arise for students to work at the growing edge of their

talent.
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The junior nigh school program is basically an extension of

teacher-pupil planning of similar studies. The core is centered around

the social studies and English with physical education, music, art

and science used as elective courses. The Core varies according to

the student's ability. It is based on pupil-teacher planning. The

unit frequently begins with a general survey cr organization of

background information, but at some stage the unit will be broken

down into group and individual studies, requiring research, note

taking, reporting, creative writing, etc. This produces long periods

of self-directed activity with the teacher responding for advice

and direction.

The state of Connecticut, in a report concerning their Gifted

Child Program, stated that these talented pupils have special needs.

Their unique abilities must be developed, and they must learn that

tEcause of their lifts, they are charged with an extraordinary burden

of responsibility for leadership -- a burden they must accept willingly

and with grace. The public schools, the report stated, must recognize

their duty to such pupils early in their career and provide an encoura-

ging climate and suitable programs.

Seventy-eight percent of the elementary schools in Connecticut

use enrichment in regular classrooms. Thirty-five percent use part-

time special grouping of Gifted students; twenty-nine percent use

full-tihe special groupinn of Gifted students; einhteen percent use
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acceleration including early admission.

According to the Connecticut report, at the secondary level eighty-

four percent use ability grouping and enrichment subject by subject.

Thirty-four percent use acceleration. Forty-two percent used advanced

placement. A small number of schools reported after school and Sat-

urday enrichment programs, and summer programs leading to acceleration

through the regular school sequence. Two schools reported programs

of independent study by which students could earn credit without

attending class. One high school has worked out an arrangement

whereby their high achieving juniors and seniors can take courses at

a nearby college.
4

Joseph W. Cohen, writing in his book entitled, The Superior Student

in American Higher Education, suggests that in most high schools

honors courses are assisting the Gifted student and he feels that these

courses designed for inductive teaching in sequential and cumulative

order are important. The requirements in the Pittsburgh Scholars

Programs are five years of English, Fine Arts, four years of social

studies, three years of mathematics, three years of science and three

years of modern language.
5

4A Case Book in Secondary Education, ed. by Samuel Everett, New York:

Harper and Brothers, 1961, p. 82.

5a W. Cohen, The Sur-..rior Student in American Higher Education,

!iew York: McGraw-R111-Book Company, 1966, p.231.



Columbia Teachers College has a Talented Youth Project in which

is stressed the value of implementing personal adjustment in relation

to achievement. It relates the work with the building of the self-

concept and emphasizes the importance of the dynamics within the

family relationships.

A program for the accelerated learner at Thomas Jefferson High

School in New York City stresses guidance coordinated courses along

with the honors programs in English and science.6

Still another program at Manhattanville Junior High School in

New York was evaluated after it had been in operation for some time.

Fifty percent were selected for a study. The evaluation was found to

be difficult because of the variables in ability level, motivation,

socio-economic level, teaching methods, past educational process, and

others. However, some conclusions were drawn from this study: (1)

Homogeneous grouping was considered to be of questionable value; (2)

Individuality and creativity were found to be good; (3) Most students en-

gaged in a wider range of activities than others; (4) Goldberg found

that an accepting, flexible teacher who was effective in group work was

able, within the space of one school year, to increase to some extent

the motivation of underachieving Gifted students; (5) Findings by

6
Jane B. Raph, Miriam L. Goldberg, A. Harry Passow, Bright Under-

achievers, New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia, 1966, p. 65.

25.



Worcester et al indicated positive results from chronological

acceleration. They consider the advantages of early admission to

far outweigh the disadvantages.

26

The San Diego, California schools have a program in which the

Gifted children may earn credits in five modes: attendance at regu-

lar classes, contract arrangement with subject area teacher for in-

dependent study, subject area seminars supervised by a moderator,

independent study courses, and off-campus work at universities or

colleges in adult Classes.

In addition to the curriculum offerings listed above, community

resources and field trips are considered important aspects of the

enrichment program for the Gifted. Non-credit seminars led by

students have been developed. In evaluating the program annually

control groups have been set up in order that research may be dnnP

on the effecLiveness of the program. One of the most important

aspects of this program is that of choosing the teachers. They are

selected for their skill in handling the Gifted, their empathy for

the talents and special characteristics of such children; their

innovation in handling the curriculum, and their initiative in

motivating the students in their charge. All the research indicates

that one of the most important aspects of any program lies in the

selection of proper teachers who have the special qualities needed



to motivate and deal with the many facets of any such group of people.

Teacher training institutes and in-service courses are considered

to be two important means presently being used to implement the

skills needed for such teachers.

In many places acceleration was one of the first techniques for

dealing with the academically talented child and often bright ten

and twelve-year old children could be found with children two or

three years their senior. They were regarded as in some way peculiar.

The acceleration used today is that of permitting progress to move

more rapidly when two years work may be achieved in ofle, or three

in two. It is now more common for elementary and secondary schools

to use some form of individualized grouping which enables the in-

tellectually superior to accelerate their progress and carry a

qualitatively different load of work and still remain in the company

of their peers. Classes which enrich in breadth and depth have been

adopted in many instances. Honors classes, seminars, advanced

placement and dual enrollment have added to the growing means of

allowing the Gifted to work at a faster rate of speed than those

students with whom they may be enrolled.

According to much of the current literature, partial segregation

of the Gifted in comprehensive high schools is more favored than total

separation. Although there are still a number of older schools

27
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open only to the Gifted children, these have produced impressive

numbers of leaders in all areas of the professional world.
7

Among these special schools for the Gifted is the Bronx High School

of Science, which began in 1938 and which since that time has had

4,000 children competing annually for admission. It is only one of

five New York City schools for the Gifted -- the High School of

Music and Art, the Brooklyn Technical School, the Stuyvesant School

and Hunter College Elementary and High School. All of these schools

have set impressive records.

The Mirman School, founded by Dr. Norman J. Mirman, has been started

in California. This school now has 130 students and carries a flexible

schedule which allows children to explore interests not available in

any planned school curriculum. Greek and electronics have been re-

cently requested by some of the elementary school students. It opens

the door to the intellectually curious where no one is laughed at

for having an unusual idea or opinion.

A suburb of San Francisco, California, has a broad range of special

enrichment programs for the Gifted children along with the regular

school program. There are both in-school activitiPc and after-school

7Joseph W. Cohen, The Superior Student in American Higher Education,

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966, p. 231.
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programs in which the Gifted children may participate at their own

pace.

Connecticut now has fifty different programs to broaden and

deepen the educational experience of most of their more Gifted children.

One program revolves around the Science Center for Student Involve-

ment where these children may engage in original investigations guided

by experienced scientists. Classes are held on week-ends, in the

evenings, and during the summer.

In other programs, high school students attend college seminars

on nearby campuses in such subjects as "Philosophy of Literature,"

"Background of Folk Ballads," and "Computer Processing."

Georgia has a special department to develop programs for the in-

tellectually Gifted which is now in its 15th year and there are about

ft

eighty special programs for the Gifted students in the state. The

programs also include honors courses and enrichment classes.

Despite the progress made in some states only ten State Depart-

ments have a full time person responsible for implementing programs

for the education of the Gifted or Talented.

The Illinois plan for Gifted children, begun in 1964-65, is one

of the most publicized in the nation. The rapid growth of the program

can be attributed to the acceptance by school administrators and

(4)



teachers of the responsibility to offer all.children appropriate

educational experiences. Recognition is being given to the fact,

that children of exceptional ability exist in all social and economic

levels of society, and that since they are children, they cannot

"take care of themselves." This is especially true of children from

homes and communities which do not provide information and experiences

which children require to make judgments concerning their educational

needs. Because the Illinois Plan includes provisions for flexibility

in identification and in educational experiences, encouragement is

given for providing special educational activities to the Gifted

child who is achieving at a high level, to the Gifted child who has

exceptional creative ability, and to the child who has potential to

be outstanding in any one of the many traits included in Giftedness

but who has not developed these latent talents. Thus, the support

and encouragement to identify various kinds of high ability and

assistance in developing special programs for individuals increase

the retrieval of talent at various socio-economic levels and at all

educational levels in the public schools in Illinois.8

The rationale for talent retrieval is based on the following

concepts: identification, enhancement of self-concept; freedom

8American Education Office, Talent Down the Drain, 1972, pp. 13-16.
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for individually paced learning; provision for individualized study

and experience; resource persons for counseling and guidance.

"Basic to 'learning is motivation and the motivation to learn is

tied strongly to a positive self concept."'

Perfection in schools is as impossible as perfection in human

beings, but we seek only towardf,perfection, which is a challenging

process, frequently frustrating, often painful. These are the thoughts

of those involved in this program. They have set a goal. aimed toward

talent retrieval among the humag resources of their schools., Training

, .

programs for teachers have been developed. Summer institutes and

'n-service training have been implemented as a part of the program.

4our essential features which have been providedat the University

of Illinois institutes were the involvement of teachers, consultants,

directgrs, and supervisors in'the self-asseisment procep: (1) Ana-

lytis of examination questions; (2) Analysis ur student-teacher

interaction; (3) 9pdent.descriptions for the classroom: Teachers

and supervisors were given the opportunity to adapt model procedures

and materials to their own use after watching demonstration class

teaching: role playing, examining films, tape recordings, examination

9
Leadership for Education of the Gifted and the Talented," Intellect,

December, 1972, pp. 13-16.
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questions prepared by evaluation experts, and textbooks exemplifying

new approaches. All were given the opportunity to practice while

still in the in-service program.

The use of community resources provides the opportunities for

the oiivation of the students; the identification of the area of

interes' the individual; the development of communication between

generations; increasing the general knowledge and background of the

community; a new sense of understanding of its people; nurturing

a desire for the identification of community problems and the'sub-

sequent solution to these problems; and creating a new community with

a new image that reflects pride, loyalty, and security for potential

leaders of the future.
10

"'1
14

For the purpose of definition, the National Center for Educational

Statistics conducted by Marguerite A. Dickey of the Center, academi-

cally Gifted pupils were defined as, "... pupils whose level of mental

development is so far advanced that they have been identified by

professionally qualified personnel as in need of special educational

opportunities ... if they are to be educated up to the level of

1°Theodore Hall, Gifted Children - The Cleveland Story, New York:

The World Publishing Company, 1951, pp. 77-78.



their a6llity."11 This report showed that only a small percentage

of the identified Gifted in the elementary schools were being given

.adequate educational impet"s, while the secondary schools showed

somewhat more emphasis. There was little evidence, however, to show

that adequate educational emphasis was being placed oPithe education

for, the Gifted or Talented child in any but a few exceptional areas

of the country.

The October issue of Florida Schools carried a special edition

on this state's programs for the academically talented. The opening

statement was, "Florida is on the move in providing programs for the

Gifted because we have people who care, people who believe it is

not ideas we lack -- just a willingness to tinker with routine, some

interest and energy.
42

From 1959 to 1970 programs for the Gifted were included-in the

Exceptiundl.Child Program and no dynamic growth was evident. However,

since that time each Legislature has earmarked special funds to

promote programs for the Gifted so that as of 1972, some 173 teachers

' were involved in such programs, and a total of 17,131 students.

1 .14ationdl Center

for Gifted Pupils

for Education Statistics, Specialized Instructor
in the Public Schools, Fall, 1968, p. 1.

14Joyce M. Runyon

Florida Schools,

, "Variety of Programs Serve Florida's Gifted,"

October, 1973, pp. 1-8.

1
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The philOsophy of the rlorida program reads as follows:

A. Gifted child is unusually endowed with outstandigg

intellectual and creative talents. These attributes maY

Ioe...,ifurtured and stimulated or stifled,and repressed de-

pending on the atmosphere in whictrthe youngster at an

early age perceives his Iworldl Self-actualization occurs

when learning is relevant, self-motivated, and valued by

accepting teachers, peers and family.

Educators bear the responsibility of knowing-the
total Gifted child and need to understand personal needs
and anxietief-a-well as achievement competencies in

order to facilitate growth. We need to create a warmly
responsive, non-threatening climate in the classroom.

We need to help others who are charged with educating

these Gifted children to understand and utilize teaching

strategies involving higheOthought processes. It be-

comes our responsibility to prepare these future leaders

for a rapidly changing world where facts become outdated

before printed; where learning how to learn, how to adapt

and change, relying on process rather than static know -

ledgeare highly significant factors in determining edu-

cational goals for the Gifted and Talented. 13

According to this concept, then, Gifted children need opportuni-

ties for optimal level use of language. Divergent, open-ended teaching

strategies, minimized use of rote drill, an atmosphere of valuing

unigueness,and self-directed discovery are a necessary part of the

conceptualization of their needs.

Group interaction is considered by some to be an important aspect

13Milton J. Gold, Education of the Intellectually Gifted, Columbus, Ohio:
Char17E. Merrill-Books; Inc., 1965, p. 150: c
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so that opportunities for assuming roles with increased exposure to

people of diversified backgrounds, provisions for understanding self

and heightened sensitivity to others should become an integral part

of any planned program for the Gifted.

Inasmuch as the Gifted have a high capacity for physical and

intellectual expenditure of energy, they need many opportunities for

involvement in learning activities which challenge their intellectual

and creative abilities. This may be accomplished, reports the Florida

Journal, by means of role playing, writing plays and producing them,

research, and the use of many audio-visual games and ices. Fre-

quently, the Gifted are underachievers mainly because their talents

aren't challenged in the average classroom and they become intellec-

tual drop-outs at an early age.

The objectives, therefore, set up by the state of Florida for

Lhe Gifted are:

-- Developing a framework for identification of Gifted children;

Devel:Tino information for educational staffs regarding Gifted

children;

-- Developing ongoing components for staff development of current

and aspiring teachers of Gifted children;

-- Developing communit4 programs geared to understanding nf nro-

grans for (lifted children.1'

14
Joyce "1. Runyon, "Variety of ProgrAms Serve Florida's Sitted,"

Florida Schools, October, 1973, p. 3.
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The program recommended by the state of Florida is based on

what is needed in any specific county as it pertains to their own Gifted

children. This may take the form of grouping, acceleration, enrich -

ment, special classes, cluster grouping, or homogeneous grouping.

Within the classroom itself there may be independent study projects

for the Gifted, or supplemental learning kits. Accelerated subject

matter units where the higher thought processes are challenged may be

made available in such subjects as mathematics or the language arts.

Team teaching by competent teachers for specialized subject matter can

cut across grade levels or schools, if necessary, and bring variety to

the talents of the Gifted. Seminars and lecture demonstrations may be

made available on campus by specialists brought in for the occasion or

arranged fcr at a nearby college if the opportunity provides.

The same article suggests that one way to increase fluency and en-

large vocabulary and concepts is a process known as brainstormin. This

procedure allows for a free flow of ideas or thoughts without fear of

criticise. The more students who get into the act, so to speak, the

better the brainstorming Process will be, except there should be some

sort of understanding that a premium will be set on the contribution

of unique or unusual ideas. An integration and combination of ideas

should be welcomed. Later comes the evaluation and synthesis.

.

One of the programs outlined in the October, 1973, issue of
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Florida Schools is the experiment going on in Hillsborough County where

a Gifted student can spend one half-day a week exploring the field

of learning he has chnsen from a wide range of courses offered by

sixteen resource teachers. The facility is an abandoned building,

but it has been converted to an enrichment center which fills the

need for a program for the Gifted for that county.

In Polk County the program is individualized within the school

itself. There are seven Gifted specialists assigned to the county's

four school districts to assist individual schools and teachers

towards maximizing their own resources in serving the Gifted. A

team of paraprofessionals work closely with the specialists to

maintain files of community resources and arrange for curriculum en-

richment by matching resource persons and other community resources

with groups of students to new areas of study and thought-provoking

ideas.

Both counties also provide summer enrichment programs for their

Gifted students by means of a Center where the students can meet for

intensive and varied programs not readily available in their home

schools.

The Polk County project is called Matchmaker. The philosophy

states that the primary purpose of Project Matchmaker is to match
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talent of students with human and/or material resources available

in the community. On the theory that all students are potentially

talented, it is the hope of this project to discover and develop

these talents. The aims are to extend the development of the human

and material resources file to include all areas of the county. This

fie is for the use of all school personnel to aid in developing inter-

es:s of the individual student, small groups, or an entire class. A

teacher may request the services of the Matchmaker (1) to provide

an enrichment speaker for the entire class, (2) to provide a resource'

person to work with only one child or with a small group of children

who have been identified as having talent in one particular area, (3)

for assistance in recognizing children with particular talents.

In the Pasco County Program, a group of children is selected

from every elementary school to receive enrichment programs for two

hours each week, plus occasional field trips. The rest of the iden-

tified students are pre and post tested so that the benefit being

derived from the program can be determined. This research supports

efforts to acquire more Gifted units in the future. The goal is to

be able to offer Gifted programs to all Gifted students, the students

currently Identified as Gifted as well as those students who will

be identified later by time-consuming but necessary individual testing.

Activities that the regular classroom teacher might provide for
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the Gifted include:

1. Assisting the slow learners in the classroom.

2. Making a study of great inventions and inventors.

3. Making a study of Utopias.

4. Participating in a Science Fair.

5. Serving as a class librarian, or as assistant in the school

library.

6. Engaging in after-school sports.

7. Studying mythology, philosophy, psychology, literature, history.

8. Editing a class newspaper.

9. Studying mathematics in advance of the age and grade level.

10. Making models of villages, vehicles, etc.

11. Learning to type.

12. Serving in school offices, on safety patrol, etc.

These and many other suggestions were made for activities for the

Gifted, some of which have been included in other special programs

elsewhere.

The Pine View School in Sarasota, Florida began because of the

concern of the members of the Sarasota County Board of Public Instruc-

tion, the Superintendent, and some staff members who believed that

an adequate education program for intellectually Gifted children was

not being produced. The consensus was that a special effort should
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be made to provide for the needs of the Gifted. Therefore, a pro-

cedure was initiated in the school. The student had to be recom-

mended first of all by school personnel and then subsequently, be

individually tested by a psychologist. Any student who met this cri-

teria would be identified as Gifted. Basic courses as well as many

enrichment courses are included in the program. The program was

funded in the summer of 1968, is now a centralized project operating

under the County School System.

Probably the best known school in Broward County is the Nova

School complex where considerable attention has been given to working

with the Gifted child. Their philosophy briefly stated is as follows:

Focus on the child emphasized the need for acceptance
of individual differences in learning characteristics, in

interests, in personal needs and in experiences as well

as in potentiality and capability. Among the Gifted,

also, a focus on the child has highlighted the fact of

individual differences in Giftedness, of 'differential

Giftedness' (Dr. Richard Hodes, 1973), and the need for

educational experiences which may be effective in meeting

these differences.

Focus on the child demands considerations not only

of the nature of the child's in and out-of-school exper-
iences, but also of the nature of his knowledge. The

child of the 1970's is a particpant in a rapidly changing

society composed of a variety of sub-societies which are

also in a state of flux. He lives in an environment which

bombards him with information, stimulations, and demands

requiring decisic and choices. It is an environment

offering opportunities for freedoms and individualism

yet demanding conformity, restrictions, and responsibi-

lities in a society and a sub-group of that society.
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The home, the school, his peers, the media, the larger

society exert often conflicting pressures and tensions.

It is a time when discoveries in all areas of knowledge

have been upsetting and overthrowing traditionally entren-

ched ideas, morals, values, facts, and societal institu-

tions and structures. The child has experienced the

formulation of different, 'new' systems, of beliefs, values,

and knowledge. Admittance of all values in a society of

sub-societies has created the need for understanding the

responsibilities inherent in freedom.15

Basic to the philosophy of this program is the theory that no one per-

son, no one source, no one method of instruction is efficient or sufficient.16

The conceptualization and implementation of the Nova program for the

Gifted includes many of the ideas and goals included in the other programs

already discussed. A report on the program is available from the school

itself. The pilot program at the middle school level was successful and

the program was recommended for continuance in the 1973-74 school year.

The first priority for additional units were recommended for the elementary

level.

It was recommended that a total of ten such units be carried out in

the county and this has been done to some extent.

A bibliography was suggested for those schools not yet entered

15Sidney P. Morland, Jr., "Our Gifted and Talented Children - A Priceless

National Resource," School and Society, October, 1973, pp. 12-22.

16Eileen Lanson, "Gifted Children I Have Known," Today's Education,

January, 1973, pp. 36-37.
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in such a program as well as a report of the programs already in

progress for use in other schools.

It was recommended that the teachers participating in the program

be made available to staffs and administrators of county schools

requesting in-service assistance.

The program has received strong support from the parents, teachers,

and administrators on the Gifted Child Committee of the Broward County

School System.

A report on tape by Mrs. Joan Pippin is included in this practicum

report. Mrs. Pippin, a teacher of the Gifted, has been working with

the Gifted in Florida for some time and is presently on the staff of

Bennett Elementary School, Broward County, Florida.

Mrs. Pippin was one of the first teachers in Florida to work with

the Gifted and participated in the program as outlined by Miss Joyce

Runyon, Consultant, Programs for the Gifted, in the Florida State

Department of Education. Miss Runyon, working at the state level,

was instrumental in obtaining thirty-five units throughout the state

of Florida. Mrs. Pippin talked abuat how the teachers involved ex-

changed ideas for the good of the total group. This took place before

thc flew funding program gave added incentive to principals to set up

such programs.

Mrs. Pippin recommends that the teachers work in their own strengths.
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For example, art and guidance are emphasized in her own program.

In Bennett Elementary School the individual projects for Gifted are

based upon the grade level of the child and his interest. The

students are learning to work without much direction from teachers,

learning to solve their own problems. These elementary children

have had contact with both the middle and the high schools in their

areas in an enrichment way. They have also been involved in the

community theatre. It is planned that they will eventually become

involved in the Broward Community College Program for the Gifted

if time, College staff, and budget allow.

Dr. Fred Skalny heads the Gifted Child Program for Broward

County at this time and his remarks are also on tape. As he has

said, there has never been any official "Gifted Child Program" in

EirOWIrd County. It has been included in the program for the Excep-

tional Child but the emphasis"has been on the below normal intelli-

gence rather than on the h41 level of intelligence, probably because

of the idea of democratic ideology prevalent in this country for

the past ten years relating to the underprivileged, and partly because

of the fact that now additional funds are available for this type

program and everyone wants to get,his share. Some teachers who worked
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at Nova, continues Dr. Skalny, were handling that type of program

and were paid from the funds of Dr. Wieland, Director of the Excep-

tional Child Department. Now, because of the F.T.E. (Full Time Equi-

valency) funding formula, approximately 2000 students have been iden-

tified as Gifted in Broward County and some programs have already

been set up, such as the one Mrs. Pinpin spoke of, and there are

others. Approximately 75 staff members are working throughout the

county now and more will be added for the coming school year. The

students get special help with their projects on a basis of seven to

twelve hours a week for which the school receives additional funds.

To date, most of the emphasis is on the elementary and middle

school as it is believed that this is where the program should begin.

Also, it is felt that in most instances the high schoq0 program pro-

vides some assistance along these lines by course offerings of higher

levels, such as honors classes, advanced placement, et al.

Evaluation of the Gifted student is accomplished by screening

through the recommended process of teacher evaluation, testing for

academic potential, and creative interest as shown in the classroom

or outside. Skills of all kinds are considered. Those working about

two years above grade level are the ones who usually are tested first,

as well as those showing talent in art, music, or physical skills.

A score of 130 I.Q. has been discussed but this has not been set as
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the absoluteabsolute cut-off point for selection for the Gifted Child Program.
r

So far, there are about ten teachers trained in working with fhe
--,

Gifted. At present, if these teachers were assigned to areas to

assist in planning for the in-school programs, they could be used to

advantage. However, at the present time, teachers of the Gifted are

taking care of programs in their own schools as laboratories to which

other teachers of the Gifted may come for demonstration, ideas, and

advice. Invitations are extended to any who wish to take advantage

of observing the program in action, and in this way, ideas are ex-

changed.

Dr. Skalny recognizes that in selecting teachers to work with,

the Gifted it is important to understand that the person should be

one who will not be made insecure by the questioning curiosity of

the Gifted child, but rather it should be a person who is able to

understand and tolerate the range of differences. For this reason,

a very brilliant teacher in his field who tolerates no deviation from

his presentation might not be the one to work with the exploring

curiosity of the Gifted child in that field.

Florida Atlantic University is offering for the first time a

program for teachers who will be dealing with the Gifted child, and

a few other universities and colleges already have such a program.

1 ..

ei



In 1973, the Florida Legislature committed itself to appropria-

%lit

ti g funds which could be used to continue the present programs for

the ed and to encourage other lotting special tonies for

that provision. This money is`presenfiy being used not only to
tok..... ...

-..' carry on the present programs, but to expand them, to Identify more
k

children in'every school and to set up pilot projects which may be

used to build on for a total 'school program in Broward County..
.........../"1/4

Broward Community College is being asked to help. ).

46
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Evaluating the Results of the Practicum

A group of forty middle school students participated tn the

pilot project between Olsen Middle School, Fort Lauderdale, Florida

and.Broward Community College. The students were in the age group

from 11 - 14, encompassing grades 6 - 8. These students had been

identified as Gifted by the County Schaal Board Special Services Staff

under the supervision of a school psychologist. A data card was

designed to obtain specific information regarding each child enrolled

in the Gifted program in that school in order to obtain information

relative to the pilot project. (See data card which follows). The

original group was to be selected and matched for sex and I.Q., however,

the twenty finally used in the experiment were those who were not

absent from any of the programs. The only exception was the Self-

concept Program where anonymity was essential, necessitating the use

of data on all of the forty students.

In the following data sheets the students are listed as subjects

A through I in rank order of I.Q. Subject A had the highest I.Q. which

was,138. Subjects S and T represented the lowest I.Q. se- which were

130.

Behavioral objectives were set forth for three programs (Planetarium

Program (Astronomy). Art Program, and Mass Communications (Publications/

Data Systems Program.) Information obtained from other programs
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3,

were evaluated by different procedures which are self-explanatory.

At the end of each program there is a resume of taped inter-

views with Broward Community College personnel involved with the

specific programs. These tapes may also be distrit.ted to interested

teachers of Gifted students for their consideration for possible par -

tic,pation with Broward Community College programs. At the conclusion

I I

of.the information regarding specific programs, resumes of two taped

interviews follow with: (1) Dr. Fred Skalny, Coordinator, Special

Learning Disabilities and the Gifted Child Program, School Board of

Broward County, concerning, "Broward County and the Gifted Program."

(2) Mrs. Joan Pippin, instructor of the Gifted for grades 1 - 5 at

ennett Elementary School, Broward County School System, Fort Lauder-

dale, Florida, regardtng, "The Origins and Growth of the Gifted Child

Programs, National, State, 4d County Wide."

In addition to the resumes provided in this Practicum section,

the original tapes are also included. A photo album depicting the

4arious programs, students and Broward County School and Broward

,Community College personnel involved is enclosed, as well as a brochure

designed specifically for this program.

Included in the Practicum section along with the surveys from

the students, parents and principals are some of the teacher surveys

carried out by Dr. Fred Skalny, County Coordinator, to obtain input
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4

for determining Ae value of the program and for obtaining informa-

tion which would be valuable in- implementing the results gained from

the pilot study.

Various workshops sponsored by the Broward County School System

ti

were held at intervals throughout the year. During these workshops,

Dr. Skalny attempted to have those teachers already working with the

Gifted provide input into the meetings which would aid teachers new

to the program. The questionnaires subsequently distributed and

partially evaluated by Dr. Skalny are included in the Practicum. The

workshops are continuing and the evaluation of their effects will be

handled by Or. Skalny as the evidence of their value to the School

System becomes apparent.

If there is evidence that these workshops are not adequate for

the total training purpose, then Broward Community College may become

involved in providing instructors to train the Broward County teachers

working with the Gifted.
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Date of Birth Sex Race Grade

SPECIAL TAL71T

Placer.o,At o:". Gifted to f".7ch,-zrs ;:(;ink Order) :

Group Scoras (if possible):

Atteneance in Enrichment Program at -CC:

Finny Et.,,.us:

lo. of Cis.adrn in Fanily:

Parents'
Father
NotAar
Guardian (specify)

narita/ Status of Parents:

?arents' Em?lovnent:
Father
Mother

Pirents' Incore:
Father

Sotiler



I.Q. GRADE LEVEL 6TH:

OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

GRADE LEVEL 7TH: GRADE LEVEL 8TH: GRADES 6-8

M F M F M F TOTAL

138 1 1

137 1 1

136 0

135 1 1

134 1 1

133 1 2 1 4

132 2 3 1 1 7

131 1 2 3

130 1 1 2

TOTALS 1 6 6 4 2 1 20

MEAN IQ 133 133 133 133 131 132 133
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3EHAVIORAL ONECTIVES PLANETARIUM PROGRAM

Three objectives have been defined which will provide behavioral

outcome which can he objectively evaluated. The cvaluation nrocedure

will be based on the pre and post test design.

(1) It is expected that 7fr of the participating students will increase

their knowledge of our nrehistoric world based on their response to

items 1 throunh 11 by appropriately answerinn (by a rating of 3 or

greater) ? out of 11 questions.

(2) It is exnected that ar of the particinating students will increase

their knowledge of behind the scenes production based on their response

to items 12 through 17 by anpropriately answering (by a rating of 3 or greater)

A out of 5 gtnstions.

(?) It is exnected that 52" of the participating students will indi-

cate that their experience in the Planetarium Program increased their

knowledge in soecific areas based on items 12, throunh 2F by answering

the questions.

4
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EVALUATION OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR THE PLANETARIUM PROGRAM

Three objectives have been defined which will provide behavioral

outcome which can be objectively evaluated. The evaluation procedure will be

based on the pre and post test'design.

(1) Objective number one stated that it was expected that 70% of the

participating students would increase their knowledge of our prehistoric

world based on their responses to items 1 through 11 by appropriately

answering (by a rating of 3 or greater) 8 out of 11 questions. Fifteen

out of twenty met the objective resulting in 75% compliance which ex-

ceeded the 70% expected.

(2) Objective number two stated that it was expected that 60% of the

participating students would increase their knowledge of behind the

scenes production based on their response to items 12 through 17 by

appropriately answering (by a rating of 3 or greater) 4 out of 5 questions.

Thirteen out of twenty met the objective which resulted in a 65% com-

pliance versus the 60% expected.

(3) Objective number three stated that it was expected that 50% of the

participating students would indicate that their experience in the Planet-

arium Program increased their knowledge in specific areas based on items

18 through 26 by answering the questions. Seven items (Numbers 18, 19, 20,

21, 22, 26) received positive responses from all students, resulting in

100% compliance. 'tem 25 received 18 positive responses out of 20 resulting

in 90% compliance. Item 23 received 15 positive responses out of 20, re-

sulting in 75% compliance. The overall average on items 18-26 was, therefore,

88.3%.





ASTR9NOMY PROGRAM PLANETARIUM BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

STUDENT'S NAME

GRADE

AGE

DATE

SCHOOL

BIRTH DATE

Directions: On the lines below sentences are begun but not finished. Complete

each sentence in a way you consider will give accurate information about that

subject.

Sample: A shovel is used for the purpose of (digging).

I. Stars are born out of

2. The age of the earth is

3. The appearance of pre-historic earth was a mass of

4. A reptilian class of animal most dominant in pre-historic times was

5. The age of a star can be determined by

6. Pre-historic life forms originated in

7. The phase of the evolution of the earth when the oceans were born could

be described as

3. When the earth was first formed, its atmosphere was characterized as

9. Today the earth's attosnhere is characterized as

10. The dinosaur disappeared because

56
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11. Man has been on earth approximately how long by comparison to other

forms

12. To give the most emphasis to an item on a slide, the photo slide prepara-

tion employed is

13. A panorama is prepared by

14. Slide projectors are used for

15. In preparing a Planetarium Program, the actual spoken message is produced

or blended with music by

16. The most effective procedure for producing a Planetarium Program which

contains both the spoken message and background music includes

17. Characteristics of a good narration in a Planetarium Program are



POST-TEST
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ASTRONOMY PROGRAM PLANETARIUM BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

STUDENT'S NAME DATE

GRADE SCHOOL

AGE BIRTH DATE

Directions: On the lines below sentences are begun but not finished. Complete

each sentence in a way you consider will give accurate information about that

subject.

Sample: A shovel is used for the purpose of

1. Stars are born out of

2. The age of the earth is

(digging).

3. The appearance of pre-historic earth was a mass of

4. A reptilian class of animal most dominant in pre-historic times was

5. The age of a star can be determined by

6. Pre-historic life forms originated in

7. The phase of the evolution of the'earth when the oceans were born could

be described as

8. When the earth was first formed, it's atmosphere was characterized as

9. Today the earth's atmosphere is characterized as

10. The dinosaur disappeared because

59
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11. Man has been on earth approximately how long by comparison to other

forms

12. To give'the most emphasis to an item on a slide, the photo slide prepara-

tion employed is

13. A panorama is prepared by

14- Slide projectors are used for

15. In preparing a Planetarium Program, the actual spoken message is produced

or blended with music,by

16. The most effective procedure for producing a Planetarium Program which

contains both the spoken message and background music includes

17. Characteristics of a good narration in a Planetarium Program are
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18. In addition to any of the above, I observed

19. In addition to any of the above I was impressed by

20. The Planetarium made me feel

21. I liked most the

22. I learned more about

23. If I were assigned the task of planning a program for other middle school

children visiting the Planetarium, my program would include:

24. Having a telescope of my own would be

25. Before visiting the Planetarium I never heard of

26. I would like to know more about



MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Gladwyn Comes, Astronomy

FROM: Carol Findley, Articulation (L .1

DATE: February 4, 1974

SUBJECT: GIFTED CHILDREN PROGRAM - OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

Thank you for all your help with the program for the Gifted children from
Olsen Middle School. The students and instructors were most pleased with
the BCC program.

Attached find pre and post tests for the Planetarium Program. I would
appreciate your having three members of your staff serve as a panel of
experts to check the answers for us. Please have your panel rate 'responses
to questions 1 through 17 on a 5 point scale as follows:

5 - Excellent responses
4 - Very good responses
3 - Good respontes
2 - Fair responses
1 - Poor responses

If the experts do not agree on the number a response should receive, average
the response number, or if two agree on one number and the third person
agrees on another number, the number recorded should be the one that two out
of three experts agreed upon. Would you please list the names and positions
of the three persons serving on the panel.

I will send you a complete report of the Gifted child project at a later date.
Meantime, thank you kindly for your cooperation.

CF:ym

4

,
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APPP.OPR IA Tr. RESPONSES
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PRE-TEST POST-TEST GAINED
S'.13JECTS )1.:E ST I ONS 1 - 11 r1UESTIONS 1 - 11 RE.SPONS

P

C'

S

5

7 11 4

10 4

1

5 5

1

10 6
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4

10

3

7

10

7

A

1C7 7.3
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ASTRONOMY PROGRAM

In considering the responses of the Olsen 'Iddle School students

to the post test questionnaire, the following results were noted:

QUESTION

OSSERVATIO'6 AERE lADE ADDITIO!: T1 MOSE ALREADY T,E5?)

All the students listed additional observations.

(.:ER: THEY PPRESSED SY °THE: PARTS OF THE PRCS= I% AMITE% TO
THOSF PREVIOUSLY LISTED?)

All the students gave positive responses to the guestiuo,

(i.0 PLA%ETARIU:: "AY-. T1E'l FEEL?)

All the students responded positively.

1 T:'2Y T.17 "OST.)

All tnc students expressed interest in sone particula- Part of tlo. nrrirlran.

-22: WAT TAE! LEt.:;EJ 11Y 1E ANUT.)

All the students stated tut they learned ore aL)oJt 7.ertain parts :)f t'rle

progra than they had previously known.

,23: WAT TiFY JCUL'kJ :;0 !.F.7.:E THY ASSIT:ED TNE .MS: OF PLA:=S

FOR OTAER IDDLE SC:i0OL CHILDRE% VISITIT; Ti=E =LA'JETAF.IU-?)

Fifteen responded positively with sunnestionsf three 7ave nenative responses;

two onitted answering the question.

:21: (11.TKE-..; 'HEY MULL) FEEL ABOUT WI: TELES:OPE 0,7 THEIR Cj::?'

7,11 answr oosftively.



IF T:7" 17,77') S',)'17"7=; -PrIR

iteen resrlontel nositively: two omitted tie answer.

21: (X

:t11 sttpnents.

" r y

173 7ositiv-.? Resnonses

(7h' foJr list' inder "rIt'ler" were t",2 unanswereA.

4 .

'F st-: tht
:r

s47111.4- a:Inroximlt-flv

S

for r)re
)r=2 C( (,)-!rn.:,ns to C.OPt
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"NW TS31.M3TIVC)M2@ WY®{223e

FIVE BILLION YEARS AGO OUR SOLAR SYSTEM WAS BORN OUT OF

A GIGANTIC COSMIC CLOUD OF GAS AND DUST, OUT OF THE HEART OF THIS

CLOUD, OUR SUN WAS FORMED-COOL A7 f1RST, THEN GRADUALLY HOTTER AND

HOTTER UNTIL IT REACHED SEVERAL MILLION DEGREES. OUT OF THE RE-

MAINING MATERIAL OF THIS CLOUD, AIL THE OTHER PLANETS WERE FORMED;

THEIR BIRTH AND SUGStO,UENT DEVELMENT TOOK PLACE OVER A LONG

PERIOD OF TIME: THEYSLOWLY SWEPT THROUGH SPACE, GRADUALLY
ACCUMULATING MORE AND MORE OF THE REMAINING COSMIC MATERIAL - AND

DARKNESS REIGNED,
THE SUN CONTINUED TO BRO.. HOTTER AND BRIGHTER SENDING

OUT VAST STREAMS CF ENERGY, tlf,f A GREAT (,'INP. GRAVOAIly THIS/
SOLAR WINO BLEW A.,AY '.!aCH OF THE RU!AlN1NG GAS AND DUST, AND SLOWLY

THE PLANETS COOLED Off AND SECA'q SCUD, - AND THE EARTH BEGAN.
MAN HAS ALWAYS TALOA, ACCUT A H-GINN1NG, AND IN GENESIS

WE FIND THE ACCOUNT 6EAUTIFULLY AND SUCCINCTLY STATED IN THE

MIGHTY OPENIN. PHRASES. IT TELLS THE STORY PEST "IN THE BE-

GINNING, ,GOO CREATEP THE, HEAVENS AND THE EATH, AND THE EARTH WAS

WITHOUT FORM, AND von), AND DARtN.ESS WAS UPON THE FACE CF THE DEEP."

SCIENCE IFACHES US THAT THE 611;1i1 AND VEVILCIT OF OUR
EARTH DID NOT PROCEED )UIETLV VIOLENCE AND UfHLAVAL MARKED THE

PROCESS AS THE EARTH'S CRUST FCC ND AND CRAMP UNDLR THE STRAIN,
VOLCANOES FORMIV AND IRRUPTED, STEAM AND HOT LAVA COVERED THE

SURFACE /0.0 As TIME ADVANCED VAS' d:LANTITIES Of RAIN FOLO AND
FELL TO f',":TH'S H01 SE11aAC/, AND THE OCEANS FORMED. GRADUALLY

THE EARTH ;.ETTLEO DO INTO A "NCH 'UlETEP ROLE,-
FOR ITS EIrST ILT P,111.101: VEAF:S., THE EARTH LAY BARREN AND

EIFILIs, NO /EVEN CI1flTURE LAN TO SE FC4k:P ON THIS PLANET. AS

TIME PASIV, LIFE A/Tt1;,:ft) = E I tiT IN THE OcIANS AND THEN ON THE

LAND: SE"PIE 11.\NE r ANILS APPEAITiP IN THE 6E61NNING. LATER

T./ESE DtVEICPE" 51'10 1'. /U(?) PAPTS ANP SHAH/ MORE COMPLEX.

1151', A"cf:biA`..s N THE 1,/ 1'11L E SUS,:t oft/ NrEV,

MA,OAts AND 6I7.1,.E, IOCk OVER TUE EARTH, Ik:'.,0ABLf 071ti; SPECIES

AROSE FCI; A.41) cOWN".11), OlDE ;'s WON TI'G

SUCCESS triAc,c EE 1' HOPI SUCCESSFUL

OH-SKIN', OR SE'C'),E.1) TO CHAN S IN ENVIECNENT, ALI OF THIS

INFO"AlION (t.. (NTIFIC EANINATION 01 FOSSILS

AND E;,4Ifi' TREE SI!,'1EWAV POOP OF THE EARTH.

BEITouCii Of Tht IS 1W:CPUTE, FOE' SCIENCE HAS VET TO FIND A

SHAPLE E ;vr. PI AN OF ,IIVIIOPING 11I I,

THE r,,E. ANT; .H110 THE EA NTH FO "r. A'

PEPIN), Of ()VET' 1C, 'EFII0k1 CIA, Of ANIMA'

01,,AFElAip" PASSI1 10 A ClAS Of ANIMA'S,

f1.1 ::f- IN 1TH EENTAI PHYSICAL

"EH 7 I.E /,'AS PAUL

WNO tiP. "IOC 1/-1 THIN.s Of THE :::criv to CONFOUND

THE THIN -S .:'(TIC!!



PLANETARIUM PROGRAM

RESUME

OF

TAPED INTERVIEWS

WITH

MR. GLADWYN COMES, DIRECTOR OF PLANETARIUM

AND

MR. FRED READ, PLANETARIUM ENGINEER

Carol Findley, Articulation Department
BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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Mrs. Findley talked with Mr. Gladwyn Comes, Director of the Planetarium

at BCC, and with Mr. Fred Read, Planetarium Engineer. They discussed the program

that had been planned for the Olsen Middle School Gifted students around the

particular subject area, "Our Prehistoric World", which happened to be the

Planetarium special show scheduled at that time. There had been a pre-test

and a post-test given the students, ana the behavioral objectives for this

particular program were achieved. Mrs. Findley asked Mr. Comes to comment on

the program.

"As you know," explained Mr. Comes, "the students were given a test in

their school on some of the information contained in this program, then they

came to BCC and saw the program, after which they were given another test. The

show, 'Our Prehistoric World', was about the beginnings of our earth over three

to four billion years ago. During the show, we showed them the formation of

the earth and the development of life on the earth, and an idea of the theories

we have on the biological origins of living species. The program is interesting

and a great deal of information is transmitted. It is a type of program which

not only is informative, but helps people see things in larger concept and by

sights and sounds that are certainly different from the classroom approach, and

more effective. From the results of the post-tests, it appears that these

students had a very real learning experience from the Planetarium Program."

"Yes," said Mrs. Findley, "our expectations were that 70% of the par-

ticipating students would have increased their knowledge through that particular

part of the program, which, based on the responses to the questions they answered,
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they did. Mr. Comes, would you discuss some of the types of questions that we

expected them to know the lhnswers to by the time they finished the program?"

"During the show," replied the Planetarium Director, "we discussed

the formation of not only the earth and the biological formation of animals

and plants on the earth, but we also talked about the formation of the stars

in the universe, and, as a matter of fact, the formation of the whole universe.

One of the questions we asked was: 'How are stars born? Out of what process

are they born?' Most of the Olsen Middle School students apparently came with

very little knowledge of this. ACCording to the pre-tests, they had no idea

of the theory behind any of this, and after attending the program, they had

apparently a much better understanding of the theories behind these questions.

The age of the earth is another question we asked them, and as I recall, a great

number of them had some concept of this, but a majority of them didn't have any

idea of this either. We discussed the appearance of prehistoric earth and how

we think the way we do from the evidence in the rocks of today's world, and

we compared visually how the earth might have been then with what it is today.

I feel that the students grasped this very well. Of course, It must be mentioned

that with anything we present at the Planetarium we always qualify and point out

that this is a theory, and that even minor changes can alter a theory. We

tell them a theory is just a model that we use, it is the way things seem to

look, and that we must keep an open mind. We asked the children also about

a reptilian class of animal dominant in prehistoric times, and this they knew

pretty well because they've been introduced to the concept of the type of life

that existed during the so-called Dinosaur Age. But we were able to show them

some very excellent photographs of dinosaurs, possibly introducing them to a
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greater number than they were aware of. We also talked to them about the

age of stars and how this can be determined by modern methods. About this

particular question, they knew virtually nothing before the program.

After the show was over, they seemed to have a little more insight intoothat

as well. We talked about prehistoric life forms and how they originated.

Here, also, they seemed to develop some understanding. We talked about the

phases of the evolution of the earth, how the oceans were born. When asked

to elaborate upon this in a form that they filled out, they were quite

perceptive in their answers. Another point we questioned them on was

'When the earth was formed, its atmosphere was characterized as different

than it is today.' This was another area they seemed to grasp, that the

atmosphere at first wasn't the same as it is today. They seemed to under-

stand that if you lived perhaps a billion or two billion years ago, cer-

tainly that the atmosphere would have been a lot different, and possibly

life could never have developed here on this planet under the conditions

that we have today. Naturally, they understood today's atmosphere and

how it is different. We tried to get them to understand why or how the

dinosaur disappeared. The idea of the whole show being for everyone to

see the inter-relationships between various organisms...that there are

certain conditions that allow an organism to survive, and if the conditions

are drastically changed, then perhaps that organism will no longer survive,

and this is what happened to the dinosaurs. The youngsters seemed to

grasp this quite well. Then we talked about how long man has been on the earth

and we asked them questions regarding this topic. In summation, I think these

children Me able to get a great deal from this particular Planetarium show. It

seemed a very natural type of show for Gifted youngsters, and it still amazes me
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to see the quick grasp that some of these kids have. In this particular case,

they came to us with virtually no knowledge of these rather difficult concepts,

and they left, judging from their responses to the post-test questionnaires,

with what would appear to be a great deal more knowledge on the subject."

Mrs. Findley then explained the second part,of the Planetarium Program.

"We had a behavioral objective on behind-the-scenes type of activity which

involved how the Planetarium shows were developed and put together. We achieved

our behavioral objective in the second part of the program, too. We expected

that sixty percent of the participating students would increase their knowledge

of behind-the-scenes production based on the responses to the questions they

were asked." Mrs. Findley then asked Mr. Read, who was in charge of the second

part of the program, to explain a little about how the behind-the-scenes part of

the Planetarium Program was developed and to relate some of the reactions of the

students and the questions they asked.

Mr.'Read said "I guess almost everyone who comes to the Planetarium

wonders how a' program goes from a written script to a polished program, and

these students were certainly curious about that.

When you walk into the Planetarium Chamber," Mr. Read continued, "you

see a very sophisticated looking ,control console. One is suddenly confronted

with some three hundred and fifty knobt, dials and rwitches staring one in the

face. Naturally, these students were very.intg..eited in how all of this worked.

They wanted to see what went on everywhere -- behind the console, in our projection

rooms, slide preparation rooms, and the recording studio. Of course, they did

not have much knowledge at all on how the Planetarium worked before they came.
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One of the que tions asked was about slide projectors and how they are used.

We showed the ow slides Are made, duplicated, masked off, and enhinced in

many special different ways. We told them how all this worked and gave them

a small demonstration. Of course, the limiting factor was time. We had to

rush, and'meantime, the students wanted to know more and more. I sincerely

wished we could have had the time to show them more, but, of course, we

couldn't. We had to move on. We talked about the Planetarium sound track which

is a tape recorder used to produce a sound track of voicratid music. We talked

(1.

about the narration - what it should be like, hoti it should be delivered, about

the music and how the music enhances the program - building up high spots, climax,

and suspense. We also discussed the panorama system existfiig in the Planetarium

which consists of a series of several interlocked projectors that throw a scene

across the horizon. This interested them greatly because it is a kind of awe-

inspiring thing. When I showed them how this worked, they were very interested.

All in all, I'm sure they left with a great deal of knowledge as to how a Planeta-

rium functions and that they gained in this respect."

Mrs. Findley asked, "Mr. Read, can you remember any of the questions

the students had or any particular thing they were interested in?"

i"Yes, I would say, one of the things they were interested in the most

was the console behind the Planetarium itself -- the control console, and what

it can do. And, of course, here again, the lack of time and the small amount

of room were the main problems because they were very inquisitive about the

console. Being quite allarge number of students, it was very difficult to get

all behind the console who wantAlto see it. But they were very interested in

how it worked and I showed them as much as I could. They also were enthusiastic

,
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about the system in the sound room, and here again our problem was that it is a

very small recording studio and we couldn't get them all in then at once. But

we did our best to accommodate them and they were very interested in how this

was operated. For example, the recorder we have has an echo chamber and it has

a sound-on-sound device and quite a few special effects with this type of re-

corder can be created. We let them speak into the microphone on echo and things

such as this which really seemed to enhance the intercst they already had."

Mrs. Findley recalled that the students were reluctant to leave. "We

had divided them into two groups and when it was time for them to switch areas,

. ) we had a very difficult time getting them to leave the Planetarium." Mrs.

Findley then addressed the Planetarium Director: "Mr. Comes, if we had students

who were particularly interested in Astronomy and wanted to know more about it,

let's say that after taking part in the Planetarium program, they decided they

wanted to pursue this subject and had developed a keen interest in it, is there

anything we can do at BCC to nurture this interest in Astronomy?"

Mr. Comes said,4 was sure that it was possible. "We here at the Pla-

netarium, are very much interested in spreading goodwill among the people of our

community, but also we want to encourage youngsters and adults alike to be

interested and more knowledgeable in the area of Astronomy. Upon occasion I've

invited youngsters to come and sit in on an Astronomy class, however, that presents

a few problems because the business of classwork is a little different. When

you have college students in there and the youngster is let's say, from a grade

school, he is certainly welcome, but it has to be in a very limited manner in

respect to the regular college classes. But we do have an Astronomy Club, not
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for the very young, but for youngsters of Middle School age perhaps, especially

if they're mature. They are welcome to attend our Astronomy Club meetings on

Thursday evenings where they meet with people of like interest. It is surprising

the understanding some of these youngsters have of Astronomy, so they might fit

in very well. They are also welcome to come out on Thursday evenings when we

use our telescopes -- this whets the appetite of a great many people and it starts

them on a very interesting hobby for life. Well do anything to encourage Astro-

nomy. We've been working with the public schools for a long time and its rather

an informal program, one that we sort of play by ear, trying to determine the

needs of the youngsters at that particular time. But certainly we can do something

for them."

Mrs. Findley asked Mr. Comes if he had any recommendations for future

programs, perhaps some ideas as to how we might improve the program.

Mr. Comes had the following comments to make. "One of the most important

things, as I see It, regarding the presentation of our Planetarium Program to young

students is, of course, that it should entertain, but it also should meet some

need and'should educate. For instance, frequently, in the public schools, while

the teachers are giving instruction in a certain subject area, we, at the Planet-

arium, can reinforce that area. For example, if a teacher is on a unit of European

History, especially around the 1500's, it would be a very fine thing for the stu-

dents to come out here to view an Astronomy program where we could discuss the

sky as seen in that particular period of time. We did a show last year called,

'The Voyage of Magellan' which would fit into a history class very well. And this

is one of the things we try to do. We try to write programs that center around
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intellectual topics --topics that may not all be pure Astronomy. Besides history,

we do program that center around biology. Very often the mistake is made of

compartmentalizing knowledge when actually, all knowledge is related. So we are

capable of doing a great deal in that respect and I think that teachers should

be made aware that this kind of thinking exists here at the BCC Planetarium.

Most of the teachers that we have already dealt with in the public school of

course, already know this, but some of the middle schools and high schools proba-

, bly dOn't realize it. We would like all the teachers to know that when a group

of, youngsters are studying a particuly-area of a subject, we can either give

them a program which will whet their interest in that particular study, or, after

the program is over, we can give them a Planetarium show which will be the cul-

mination of all the things that were covered in that subject area. Naturally,

these things have to be worked out well in advance, but we have been doing this

type of thing in a formal way with public stilools for a long time. We just haven't

done it too much with the higher grades. The teachers of the lower grades seem

to be more cognizant of this interaction between outside activities and what

goes on in the class. Perhaps the high school teachers and junior high tevier:

are just too busily engaged in classwork activity - there are undoubtedly reasons

why we don't get as many of these students - but we would certainly like to do

programs for the older students as well. This would be my suggestion ... to offer

programs that fit into the school curriculum and enhance the studies that youngsters

are undertaking in order to give them a greater interest in what they are studying

and the world around them."

Mrs. Findley thanked Mr. Comes and asked Mr. Read if he had some recom-

mendations for the behind-the-scenes activities part of a Planetarium Program,

or, in the Program generally, for the future.
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Mr. Read said that he did. "I would say that for 5ehind- tne- scenes,

the two main th;ngs that we need more of and would need more in the future, are

smaller groups and more time. The groups would need to be divided up into

smaller segments so that students can come through in one small segment at a

-time. Although we more or less tried to do this the last time with the Olsen

group, it didn't quite work because we didn't have quite enough time and had

too many people per group. We have several very small rooms here at the Planet-

arium with much expensive equipment that not only requires individual monitor-

ing but which we must keep an eye on. Therefore, for behind-the-scenes programs,

we have a problem with students being able to hear and see demonstrations of

this specialized equipment contained in the small rooms. But, as this is a Very,

interesting aspect of the Planetarium, I'm sure these students would enjoy the

program more if they_could see more of the actual operations and perhaps even

do a little themselves, it might be possible to do a very small mini program

on this particular aspect of the PlanetoriumAn the future, here again, time

being the limiting factor. Of the Planetarium Programs in general, I would

say that, as Mr. Comes said eari.ier, we would like to do programs that will fit

the need of the individual class, teachers, or students, which would include my

part of putting the programs together once they are written. Here again, it is

a time-consuming task, but other han that, we want very much to mold the programs

to fit t4c needs, and I'm sure something like a behind-the-scenes program could

be done and be interesting and worthwhile if there were more time allocated and

smaller groups to handle."

* Mrs. Findley had one last question to ask Mr. Read. "If we did have

students who were particularly interested in behind-the-scenes activities, since
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youare the Planetarium Engineer, do you think that there might be an opportu-

nity, ona limited basis, taking staff time and facilities available into con-

sideration, for a few students to come to the Planetarium and talk with you to

learn more about your particular area?"

Mr. Read replied that this, in'fact, does happen at the Planetarium.

We have many interested students who do come out to us wanting to do this

type of thing. Here again, the only limiting factor is the staff time. We

have our own programs we have to develop and it takes several months to get

one Planetarium show completed. If the problem of time is taken into considera-

tion, I'm sure that we could.do this. Personally, I enjoy doing it and I know
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that students are usually thrilled to be able to do this type ofthing. In fact,

we have people almost knocking the door down, so to speak, asking us if they

can't work here as volunteers or something similar, which, of course, they cannot.

But I'm certain that it is possible to work this out in the future."

Mrs. Findley thanked Mr. Comes and Mr. Read for taking the time to

discuss the Planetarium visit by the Olsen Middle School Gifted children with

her.
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LIBRARY PROGRAM

STUDENT DATE

4
it

bIRTHDATE SCHOOL

MENU EXTRAS

1. -You are going to learn about:

A. Catalog system used by BCC.

B. Type of filing system.

C. Inter-loan library system.

D. Differences between your
library and college library.

E. Kinds of books.

F. Types of magazines.

1. What is another name for a magazine?

2. What is the name given to the system
used to catalog books?

3. What kind of books are'not put in the
BCC library?' 4

4. What kind of magazines are available in
the BCC library that are not available
in your library?,

5. For what kind of study are the college

books bought?

6. How does the location of the library
differ from yours?
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LIBRARY PROGRAM

In considering the responses of the Olsen Middle School students

to the Library questionnaire, the following results were noted:

QUESTION

#1: WHAT IS ANOTHER NAME FOR A MAGAZINE?)

Nineteen students responded with a correct answer; one student omitted

answering the question.

#2: (WHAT IS THE NAME GIVEN TO THE SYSTEM USED TO CATALOG BOOKS?)

All students responded correctly.

#3: (WHAT KIND OF BOOKS ARE NOT PUT IN THE BCC LIBRARY?)

All answered correctly.

#4: (WHAT KIND OF MAGAZINES ARE AVAILABLE IN THE BCC LIBRARY THAT ARE NOT

AVAILABLE IN YOUR LIBRARY?)

All students gave positive responses to the question.

#5: (FOR WHAT KIND OF STUDY ARE THE COLLEGE BOOKS BOUGHT?)

All students responded with appropriate answers.

#6: (HOW DOES THE LOCATION OF THE LIBRARY DIFFER FROM YOURS?)

Eight:een students gave positive responses; two students did not respond to

the question.
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LIBRARY PROGRAM

OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

Item Number

Positive
Response

Negative
Response Other

No
Response

Total

Responses

Item #1 19 0 0 1 20

Item #2 20 0 0 0 20

"Item #3 20 0 0 0 20

Item #4 20 0 0 0 20

Item #5 20 0 0 0 20

Item #6 18 0 0 2 20

Total: 117 0 0 3 120
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Mrs. Frances Brown, Librarian at Rroward Community. College, met with

Mrs. Findley to discuss and review the structure and results cf the Library

Program for the Olsen Middle School Gifted students. Mrs. Findley briefly

reviewed some of the program results.

The students were asked to fill out a questionnaire and some of tilt

questions were as follows. "What is another name for magazines?" (Mrs.

Findley explained that this was the type of information that the students

were expected to know once they finished the program). Nineteen of the stu-

dents responded with correct answers out of a total of twenty; one student

omitted answering the question. They were asked, "What the name was that is

given to the system used to catalog books?" All the students responded cor-

rectly to that particular question. To the question, "What kind of books are

put in the BCC library?" - all answered correctly. To the question, "What

kinds of magazines are available in the BCC library that are not available

in your library?" - again, all the students gave positive responses. To the

question, "For what kind of study are the College books bought?" - all the

students responded with appropriate answers. How des the location of the

BCC library differ from yours?" - eighteen students gave positive responses;

two students did not respond to the question.

Mrs. Findley then aAed BCC Librarian, Mrs. Brown, to discuss the

program offered the Olsen students regarding the library, how it was divided,

what the students did when they visited the library, and the inter-loan system.



Irs. Drown., in narrating the Library Program in detail, said that

it had beeria very informal program.

The students met with Mrs. Brown downstairs in the Reserve Room

so that the children would stay together and she could talk to them a little

without disturbing those in the main library area. She explained to them

the general layout of the library and what a college library tries to do

for a college. They listened, answered some of her questions, and .she

explained the differences between a college library and a school library.,

At the end of fifteen or twenty minutes they came upstairs to the main

reading room and the magazine room, and Mrs. Brown gave them a quick informal

tour of the locations of different materials, explaining ;pie th'nas to them,

for example, how the cutter numbering is different.

firs. 3rown pointed out that she felt the rftst important thingin

the program for the Gifted was that these students know of the research material'

available in the BCC library for checking out and understEnding the Procedure.

If they knew how to go about this, there would be books in the BCC library

that they might well use in their studies, being the kind of students that

they are. It did not seem so important to her that they know where the magazines

are kept so long as they understood that if their own school library could not

supply in-depth information on a subject -- for instance, they might need more

information for a report they might be working on -- they should be aware that

they can go to their own school librarian and with her assistance, be able

to get additional background material for their work through an inter-library

loan system. Mrs. Brown made it as clear as possible that the material in the



College could be useful to them and can be made available to them as well

as to the College students.

Mrs. Findley reminded Mrs. Brown that the fact wa; also mentioned

that this would be useful to the librarian at their school to use, not only

as a backup to their own library resources, but because then the librarian

would know what books the students were actually looking for, the type books

perhaps that their library actually needed and she could possibly order the

specific books needed by students for the following year.

The BCC Librarian said she felt that this was a good part of the

program and that she was glad that the Olsen Middle School Librarian, Mrs.

Rosaline Brown, was able to come to Broward Community College with the

students so that she,too, woulJ understand the process by which she could

check out material from the College library for her students. "And," she

added, "there is certainly a fringe benefit in getting some idea of the

interests of the students and what books they might need in the future for

reference in her own book-buying program."

Commenting on the Library Program as a whole, Mrs. Findley said that

she had noted the students had requested', if they had the program again,

more time in the 'V'rary. Also, she had been really surprised how readily
I

the boys and girls went to the different_files to look up beds, how they had

examined the stacks looking to see what type of books the College had. She

noticed that they had utilized the time in the library actively, not standing

around in groups talking. They had seemed very anxious to investigate in order

44
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to find out what type information was contained in the library. She felt

they could easily have spent another half hour just browsing around.

Mrs. Brown agreed that they had "scattered like a covey of quail",

once they entered the main reading room, many going straight to the card .

catalog. "They were a very sophisticated bunch of students as far as library

usage goes, and I like to think that the twenty minutes that I spent with

them was responsible for this, but I'm afraid I can't take c lit because

obviously, they brought with them a great deal of background in doing research.

Someone along the line has done a good job with these kids teaching them how

to use a library because they understood immediately where to go and how to

go about it, needing very little direction."

Mrs. Findley said that the Olsen students spent a total perhaps of

forty-five minutes in'the library as it was a day in which several programs

had been combined. An hour had been given to the Planetarium Program, and

another half-hoirr for a behind-the-scenes Planetarium Program. Then approxi-

mately forty-five minutes had been spent in the Learning Resources Depart-
.

ment, leaving forty-five minutes for the library. She thought that if such

a program were done again, perhaps an hour and a half could be spent in the

library, although this seeme6like a long time -- at least it had seemed so

when the program was being planned originally. But after going through it

one time, she felt that the students could be allOwed at least a half-hour

of browsing ttme, checking the stacks and looking in the files, asking

questions and getting into.reference material.

The BCC Librarian pointed out:in her remarks to the students during



the program that anybody in froward County is free to use the BCC library

at any time. "They are free, come here, do their research, xerox materials,

use the periodicals or whatever their needs might be. The only restriction

on thjs is that theoaterials cannot be checked out to individuals who are

not currently enrolled in the College. This makes for Problems. BCC students

have priority.. The library has a bad batting average for getting books returned

from people who are not enrolled in the College. If there was a need and

if provisions had been made, there would be no question that anyone would

be welcome to come to the library, particularly in the late afternoons or

evenings, they would be more than welcome. The only rule or operating policy

we make about this at the present extends to the Nov: High School/Middle School

complex. Those students have been asked to come after two o'clock in the

afternoon because, in the past, it was found that if a lot of students come in

the morning, and the situation i7.; new to them, that the library staff needs to

spend more time with them, sometimes to tare detriment of time with our own

students who may be soliciting nelp in research or have location problems.

The gCC student popultqion tends to concentrate in the morning hours which are

the Very busy times in the library, It is less busy in the afternoons, and

certainly less in the evenings. Of ,..ourse, it would be necessary for visits

to be structured the students would have to be transported, both coming

and going, and that siwt of thing. Piut there would he no problem about using

the facilities of the library, even less problem as far as these particular

students are concerned as they really seem to know their way around."

rs., rindlej, asked "rs. Brown, if, inasmuch as it was a first for

the bro(jran and rathelr liited in tine, and the concentratipn had been on

88
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reference hooks, periodicals and so forth, if there were additional rlaterials

or equipment available through the BCC library that were overlooked which

'night have been interesting to the students or that could be investigated in

a future program.

Mrs. Brown said she thought certainly one of the strengths of the

BCC library as compared to a school library is the BCC microfilm collection

of backdated periodicals uld the depth of this periodical collection as com-

pared to r,iost school libraries. She explained that the questions of use

and budget usually limits the magazine and periodical subscriptions that

a middle school Might have. She felt that the BCC library could he helpful

in that area. 4ther than that," Mrs. Brown said, "the prime use that could

be made of our Tibrary is nc,* so much in areas that are different, but just

the depth in those areas that would not"be available to students in the middle

school,., For example, if the students were interested in wild life or in some

gue:tion of ecology, their middle school library is going to deal with that

subject, but it woulJ deal with it on a very different level as'comnared with

the material that BCC would have available. The College library could offer

the denth which these students, in perhaps pursuing studies beyond the average

middle school student, might need or at least find very interesting."

Regarding the gueS-tionnaires given the students and which were dis-

cussed a little at the beginning of this resort, Mrs. Findley asked firs.

Brown whether these needed changing, also what shoe hoped the students would

respond to those particular questions.

Mrs. Brown said she thought the students did very well and were
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very definite in their ideas about what they were interested in looking for

in the library. She said: "They were a sparkly group that responded quickly.

I don't know that we'd really want to change the questions. I think that

these were fine and they related to what t,as told the students. I still feel

that the important thing is that they know or have a pretty good idea of

what we can do for them in the way of research that they could not find in

a public library or their own school library. If they came out of this program

with ar understanding of what is available and how to go about checking books

out or using the library to look up something they need to know, then I think

that's the important thing."

Mrs. Findley asked Brown if she had any additional recommenda-

tions if another group came out to the College and went through the Library

Program, besides the fact already mentioned of having additional time.

Mrs. Brown could not recommend anithing else to add to the program

except to say that .nore time WAS a Good idea. She also said that she felt

almost insistent that if it %%ere at all possible to make arrangements as far

as school scheduling goes, to have the school librarian come with then because

it would be helpful to her for future programs. Other than this, she did nut

see anything that needed changing, adding to, or taken away. he felt the

students themselves could make the best.; criticisms or recommendations.

Nrs. Findley agreed !!r.s. Brown and said it was evident that in

any future Librar:? Programs, more time in tne libr.,,ry would need to be allotted

as the students had enjoyed their visit sufficiently to complain that the

time spent thcrp had t.:Prl toc, short and, julqinq L'y their nencral nthusiasrll and

their responles, they seemed to nave benefited a great deal from the Library
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Program. On this note Mrs. Findley thanked Mrs. Brown and the discussion

was ended.
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LEARNING RESOURCES -- PROGRAM

BIRTHDATE

DATE

SCHOOL

MENU EXTRAS

You are going to see:

Specialized equipment

Tape recorder

Closed Circuit TV

Video Tape recorder

Film Strip

Dark room

Enlargement of pictures

Language Lab

1. What have you seen?

2. What did you like best?

3. Would you like to learn to take pictures

and develop them?

4. Did ycu like seeing yourself on TV?

5. Does a tape recording of your voice sound

the way you thought it would?

6. Would you like to learn a forei,, lan-

guage?

7. Would you like to visit Learning Resources

again?

8. I would like to know more about

9. Did you enjoy seeing the collection of

antique cameras?

10. Did you know that a TV picture could be

recorded on tape?

(H)
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LEARNING RESOURCES PROGRAM

OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

Item Number

Positive
Responses

Negative
Responses Other

No

Response
Total

Responses

Item #1 20 0 0 0 20

Item #2 20 0 0 0 20

Item #3 14 3 3 0 20

Item #4 19 0 0 1 20

Item #5 19 0 0 1 20

Item #6 17 3 0 0 20

Item #7 20 0 0 0 20

Item #8 20' 0 0 0 20

Item #9 20 0 0 0 20

Item #10 0 20 0 0 20

169 26 3 2 200
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Mrs. Findley talked with Mr. Bud Call, Director of Learning Resources,

and Mr. George Chillag, Media Specialist, about the program which took place

in the Learning Resources Department of BCC for the Gifted children of Olsen

Middle School.

Mr. Chillag commenced the discussion by. reviewing what the program

hoped to accomplish and how it had been conducted. He said-the goals of the

program had been primarily to orient these students on the acquisition of infor-

mation via audio-visual processes. This was 'Introduced through three basic areas

of audio-visual information. One was information acquired through television,

the second was graphic arts -- a visual two-dimensional material whit in ludes

photography. The third area was audio, which, like the other areas, was accom

plished by a visit to the Language Laboratory where they were given explanatio

and the students were able to see the equipment as it Is utilized in the Learning

Resources Department.

own contribution to all of this," Mr. Chillag said, "was in the

area of photography and demonstrating the basic processes in developing an image

on film, letting the children actually take part in taking pictures, and then

elveloping them within the darkroom facilities. Of course, due to the short

period of time available, it was necessary to show the students only the most

basic aspects of the equipment."

Mrs. Findley said that Mr. R. W. Anderson, the TV Engineer in Learning

t` t
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Resources, had been in charge of the section of the program where the students

appeared individually before the TV camera. This was played back for them and

they could see themselves via video. As Mr. Anderson was not present, Mrs.

Findley asked Mr. Chillag if he would mind explaining a little about the TV

process that comprised this part of the program -- not so much the technical

aspects, but what the objectives had been in this particular part of the

Learning Resources Program.

Mr. Chillag thought the most important thing regarding use of TV and

other sensory techniques, had been to show students that there are recording

devices that are visual, there are those that are audio, and them there are

the combinations of both. It is through these technological devices students

are made Aware of the basic general categories of the methods and the uses of

information acquisition. "Our explanations to them were simple," sold Mr.

Chillag, "and we tried not to get too involved or too far away from what these

various mediums accomplish. They could see themselves on television, and then

we tried to make them aware that this is essentially two-dimensional in a visual

sense ... that the introduction of sound gives a very realistic copy of what

actually went before the camera. We did this because it is important in the

early phases that students understand about these various facsimiles or recording

devices which are trying to acquire life-like information -- whether it is by

the reproduction of actual sound or by visual information. We attempted to make

sure that they became aware of the separations of information which can be acquired

through these different recording instruments."

Mrs. Findley said she thought the students really did learn something
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in the studio because, in relation to the TV picture, one of the questions that

had been, asked the students on some descriptive data that had some feedback

was, "Did you know that a TV picture could be recorded on tape?" All the stu-

dents responded that they did not know about the video tape. Mrs. Findley

further remarked that she had been a little surprised during the TV filming at

some of the students' reactions. Although they seemed a little shy at first

and wanted very much to appear before the camera, when they actually had to

face the camera surrounded by their peers, they became overwhelmed with em-

barrassment and had to be very strongly urged.

Mrs. Findley then asked Mr. Chillag if he had noticed or made any special

observations of student reactions to any of the experiences they had during the

Learning Resources Program -- in the photo lab, darkroom, or elsewhere, and

how the students had responded, whether it was positively or negatively.

Mr. Chillaq replied that his first reaction was that the students were

more familiar with still photography than they were with television. They were

certainly more sophisticated in that area, not only about the function of the

camera, but some of them were familiar with the total process of darkroom

procedure. He said that it had been of some value to him to see this age group

so familiar.and practiced in the use of the photographic medium. He also noted

the students appeared to have enough practical knowledge of science to answer

some questions concerning how the procedure was related to the chemical process,

and he became aware that they were quite knowledgeable in that area.

Mrs. Findley said, according to answers given on the questionnaires,

that one had to assume the students did have background knowledge or some



experience. For example, when they were asked, "Would you like to learn

to take Pictures and develop them?", fourteen students gave positive resppnses,

three gave n ative responses, and three indicated that they already knew.'k?ow.

However, when they were asked about the antique cameras, "Did you enjoy seeing

th, collection of antique eras?", they all gave positive responses. It w uld

seem they had enjoyed th antique camera collectiop. Concerning the questio

"Wh t would you l!ke to know more about?", all the students stated examples of

the dia they were interested in lear* nq more about. "So, I think," Mrs. \

Findley added, "their interest had certainly been stimulated by the Learning \

Resources Program. In fact, many students indicated they hoped in any future

programs, time could be extended so that they could becqme more involved in media \

areas within the Learning Resources Department. Besides extending the forty-five

minutes spent in the Learning Resources Program," Mrs. Findley asked, "would you

have any other suggestions or recommendations if we did this program again?"

Mr. Chillag sal at as far as the total program is concerned, he thought

one area that would be helpful would be for students to observe the actual taping

of a program in progress for television. "Stepping back a little from that," he

said, "I think it is important for them to see the total process, something

comprehensive within a practical period of tine, beginning with the conception

of an idea through to its end by means of the use
v
of the technology we have here.

I think this would help the students to see the over-all purpose of the equipMent

-- how it functions, and theultimate goal of the equipment that is utilized in

this department."

71rs. Findley said she thought this total concept idea very worthwhile,
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thanked Mr. Chillag, and asked the Director of the Department, Bud Call, if

he would like to make some comment or recommendations for future programs.

Mr. Call said they were very happy to have the Olsen group come, and,

of course, any other group as well would be very welcome. He said he would like,

first of all, to mention briefly four primary areas of interest in which the

Learning Resources Departmentat BCC is involved and then he would answer the

question as to what might be done on suture programs.

"I suppose one might say the primary purpose of Learning Resources is

that of obtaining and distributing educational film and equipment materials

being used in the classrooms. Last year, approximately 6,000 films were

shown on Central Campus alone which would give some idea of the volume of work

carried out by the department.

A second function, of course, which has already been discussed, is

programming, production, and distribution. an this area, we do sometVng which

is a bit unique. It is the operation of a rather large five-channel, closed

circuit TV distribution system capable of transmitting programs to any of

approximately one hundred and forty-three TV receivers throughout Central Campus

alone. These are in both color and ulack and white. Last year, according to

our records, there were approximately one thousand hours of TV programming done

in the course of the rlgular year. Most of this programming was supplemental

material which was fed directly into the classroom. In some instances, such as

in our Nursing Program, there were large Nursing Program time-blocks aired to

students for use outside the classroom. This, of course, supplements the instruc-

tion they are getting in the classroom.



The third chase, which George Chillag has already touched upon, is

media production which includes all phases of phctography and graphic produc-

tion. In this respect, it occurs to true that the next time we have a group such

as this perhaps we mighty conduct a brief demonstration but a little more in

depth on how these materiAs are produced. I'm sure students would be inter-

ested to find out how some of the materials used by their own teachers are

made. This.would make the presentation all the more interesting to them and

one which I think they would enjoy.

Finally, Mr. Call said, a fourth service area is the operation and

'maintenance of our Language Laboratory. At the present time, we are offering

, five foreign languages on this campus - French, German, Russian, Spanish and 1-,N

Hebrew. Tapes are availablI for the introductory courses in &language pro-,

viding the stUdent.with a drill situation whereby he hears a master recording,

mimics the correct pronunciation, and then is able.,to compare his pronunciation

with that of the master tape. Other applications that we are making for our

Lan9uageetab equipment are: teaching dialect for drama students in the prodess

of putting on productions, and we recently produced a series of medical.ter-

minology tapes which enable a student to learn medical terms in the same fashion

',a, someone learning a foreign langiage. Also, there is material'available on

casette tape for a number of courses which strictly supplement 'classroom in.'
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jtruction,. In this argie, the Math Department was the first to get off the

le'

ground and, as a result,:_this departMeit
is now offering three co ses on cassette

tapes - basic arithmetic,, basic algebra and a more advanced al bra course( We

have cassette tapes available\in other areas such as Accounting, nd also, in the

English Department. These are areas where cassette tapes are being used to

supplement regular classroom instruction.



However, our efforts are concentrated within the four malov. areas

of film distribution, TV distribution, media production, and the :,peration

and maintenance of the Language Laboratory."

In reference to Mr. Chillag's suggestion of having a TV tape produc-

tion in process, Mr. Call said he thought this was quite a valid idea. He also

said that he felt his previous suggestion was worth repeating ..."that in plan-

ning future programs, the department include holding brief in-depth demonstra-

tions on the production of media materials."

Mrs. Findley then asked Mr. Call what he thought about the possibility

of having a correlated program, such as the one recently completed,called Mass

Communications which had been a correlation of Data Systems and the Publications

Department: She pointed out that Learning Resources could be closely related

with many areas such as photo-journalism, the arts, or perhaps the library -

whether it be in preparing materials, or in an activity such as art, or perhaps

in the preparation of a news story.

Ir. Call agreed this was so, particularly in the field of communica-

tions because this is one department which, by its very nature, reaches into

all areas of service throughout the college, whether it be academic, administra-

tive, public relations or the classroom. He said that there had been quite a

few applications made by !Irs. Betty Owen in teaching her creative writing

courses where TV equipment or multi -media equipment was being effectively used,

so he fel'; sure it was possible to get together on something like this to pro-

duce a combirled effort type of program.



!It's. Findley thanked Ir. Call and Ir Chirac, for their cooperation

and assistance with the aimed program, saying that the students had enjoyed

visiting the Learning Resources Department very much and that they had all

expressed not only their great interest in the department, but also the hope

that they would be able to return next year and spend a longer time if it were

at all possible.
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EXPL1\ %7IM OF PSYCHOLOGY PPORAM

The purpose of the Psychology Program was not to establish

behavioral objectives, but to re-enforce learning. A Psychology

Program student handout entitled, "Killer" provided an elementary

basic b3ekyround in psychology. When the students had completed

reading the handout materials they were given a test which had

been ineluded In the handout. They were permitted to refer to

the information portion while taking the test should it be necessary

for them to do so. Before the students came to the campus for the

demonstretion, the handouts and tests were collected. This as

followed by a program in the rat "kb demonstrating the concepts which

were presentee in the introduttory material.

A second test which was re-worded but essentially covered the

same questions as asked in the previous test, was administered later.
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PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAM
(STUDENT HANDOUT MATERIAL)

"KILLER"
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After you do something really dumb; doesn't someone usually ask you,

"Why did you do that?" There are people in this world.who ask that question

all the time. These people are called PSYCHOLOGISTS. Psychologists study

the way people behave, and then they try to find out what things CAUSE the

BEHAVIORS they are studying. Psychologists are interested in everything we

do -- dumb things, the smart things, the silly things, and the serious

things. While one psychologisl. may be trying to find out why Johnny beats

up his sister, another psychologist may be working on a new way of teaching

kids how to read. Since people do so many different things, psychologists

really have a lot to study.

Now that we know what a psychologist is, we can go on to see how he

learns about man's behavior. First of all, a psychologist is a scientist.

This means that he performs tests in order to find out why people act as

they do. Most of these tests, or EXPERIMENTS, are done first with animals, and

the.1 later on with people. Psychologists perform experiments with all kinds

of animals -- rats, pigeons, monkeys, and even worms. It is from these ex-

periments that psychologists have discovered one very important fact and that is,

if animals or persons are given a REWARD after they do something, then they will

keep on doing that thing for a long time. These rewards are also called

REINFORCERS.

It's really easy to see just how reinforcers affect behavior. Say,

for example, that you want to teach your pet dog, Killer to roll over. .!hat

r
`
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would you do to Killer after he rolled over for the first time? Would you

c

hit him with a newspaper? You could but then Killer would probably never

roll over again. ,So, instead of hitting him after he rolls over, try giving

Killer a Milk-Bone biscuit, or a doggie doughnut, or even a pat on the head.

And do you know what'll happen? Well, you'll probably then have a dog who spends

most of his time rolling over.

Reinforcers work pretty much the same way for people, too. Let's

say that your next-door-neighbor comes over and asks you to help her clean out

her attic. Since you don't like cleaning attics, you tell her that you'll

be busy all day. The next morning, she comes over again to ask you for help,

and tells you that she'll pay you $10.00 for helping her. Of course, you run

right over there as fast as you can. Why? Well, because today she's offered

to pay you for working, while yesterday she never mentioned anything about money.

Your neighbor is rewarding our working behavior with the money. Without the

reward, she probably would ver have talked you into helping her clean her

attic.

Of course, there's one very important fact that you must always remember

about reinforcers. If you want to reward a person or a pet for doing something

right, then that reward must come AFTER he does it. In other words, the rein-

forcer will work only if it follows the behavior you want. If your neighbor

had given you the $10.00 before you cleaned her attic, do you think that you would

have cleaned it very well or very fast? Probably not. That's because you had

already received your reinforcer, and so you really had nothi j to work for.
.

The same thing goes for Killer. If you rewarded him before he rolled over, then

there's a good chance that he would never do it. After all, why should Killer



go throUgh all the trouble of rolling over when he gets hi's reinforcer

beforehand? Like you, Killer wouldn't have anything to work for either.

See how easy it is to understand what reinforcers are and how they

work! It's kinda hard to believe that it took psychologists years of research

and experimentation just to find out about reinforcers, isn't it? But, these

early years of research were just the beginning. Today, psychblogists know

a lot more about behavior than they did fifty years ago. And as they find

out more about man's behavior, psychologists are also finding out more about

the way man LEARNS his behavior.
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Most people believe that the only place you learn anything is in

school. Now, we all know it's true that we learn how to write, read, spell

and work math and science problems in a classroom. But what about all the

other things we do? Did you have to go to school to learn how to dress

yourself, or turn on the TV, or ride a bike? Of course not. You probably

learned these and many other things at home, long before you ever went to

school. A baby learns very early in his life that if he cries when he's

wet his mother will come and change his diaper. And yet, he learned this

without ever leaving his crib. Not only does this show that learning takes

place at home as well as at school, but that we begin to learn things at a

very early age -- in fact, the day we are born!

Even after a child does start school, much of his learning still

takes place outside the classroom. On the playground, for instance, many

kids learn how to make friends and to play different kinds of games. Other

kids, those who don't like learning how to make friends avid play new games,

usually learn how to fight for fun. And those kids who don't want to learn

how to make friends, play games, or fight usually learn how to sit by thehselves



and ignore everyone else. Probably none of you ever thought that you

learned howto behave on the, playground when you were little. That only

goes to show that sometimes learning really can be fun, especially when

you don't even know you're learning!

0

But, as you may have guessed, our learning, doesn't stoe4the

playground. Later on, as we begin to earn more difficult subjects

in high school, we also begin to learn more complicated behaviors outside

the classroom. Things like driving a .car, working at a job, and going

out on dates are certainly harder to learn than crying when your diaper's

wet or playing football at the neighborhood playground.

You can probably see by now that the things we learn in school

are pretty different from the things we learn outside of school. Inside

a classroom, you learn by listening to your teachers and reading your
,

c:
textbooks. But, outside of school, you learn about things through

EXPERIENCE. Instead of just reading about or hearing about our world- -

our ENVIRO1MENT -- we see it, hear it, touch it, smell it, and taste it

ourselves. And it is mostly through experience (the senses) that both

animals and humans come to learn about their environment (the world--'

that surrounds them).

Now you may be wondering what all this about learning has to do

with the reinforcers we mentioned earlier. Well, psychologists have

found that if you reward a Person or animal with a reinforcer while you

are trying to teach them something new, then that person or animal will

learn bette'r and faster. Not only do reinforcers make it easier for

someone to learn a new behavior, but they make the teacher's job easier,

too. After all, if you were Killer's teacher, wouldn't your job be

easier if he learned to roll over in a short period of time?

a
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By now we have seen that rainforcers ark pretty helpful when

trying to teach people and animals new behaviors. Also, we know that

people and animals learn new things in pretty much the same way. Does

this mean that people are no different than Killer, or Morris, the Cat,
4

or even a rat? Well, in some ways, people are very different from animals;

and in other ways, they're no different at all! That seems hard to

believe doesn't it? Well then, just for fun, let's compare a person and

a rat. Like a human being, a rat has a brain, a heart, two lungs, and

many bones and muscles. Rats, like people, also love to eat many differ-

erent kinds of food. A newborn baby doesn't have to learn how to sweat,

drool, sneeze, sleep, or becomes afraid of loud noises, and neither does

a rat. So, although a human being does not look at all like a rat, you

ti

could say that, on the inside, their bodies work pretty much the same way.

This is why psychologists can study and experiment with rat behavior and

still be able to find out what causes humans to do the things they do.

There are many reasons why psychologists perform experiments ,

with rats rather than with people. First of all, rats are easy to take

care,of. Also, since. thpy eat only about ten chunks of rat chow a day,

it doesn't cost much to feed them. But, probably the most important

reason for using them in exp ments is that their experience with the

environment can be controlled by the psychologists. This could not be

done with people. Once a person left the lab after an experiment, he

would begin to learn a whole bunch of new things in his outside environment.

Later on, this extra learning.could have a big effect on the results

of the experiment. But since the rats never leave the lab, the psycholo-

gist performing the experiment does not have to worry about the animals

learning something that he doesn't want them to learn.

IR,
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Psychologists have taught rats how to do many things. For instance,

while one rat was learning how to drive a toy car, another rat was learning

how to climb a rope. While one rat was learninghow to swim, another rat was

learning how to roll over (one of K ler's friends). Jr all of these cases,

each rat was taught a different behav _r by using food as a reinforcer. But,

in order for food to be a reinforcer, the rat must be a little hungry. So,

before any experiment where the reinforcer is going to befood, the psycholo-

gist must put his rat on a diet for a few days. This diet is also called

DEPRIVATION.

The need for deprivation is pretty easy to understand. If Killer had

just eaten a big dinner, do you think that he would want .to roll over for a

Milk-Bone? Probably not. Since he wouldn't be hungry, he wouldn't want the

Milk-Bone. And if he didn't want the Milk-Bone, then he wouldn't roll over.

The same thing goes for the $10.00 your neighbor offered you to help her clean

her attic. If you had a million dollars in your, pocket, then her.$10.00 proba-

bly would not be a very good reward for you. But, if you only had fifty cents

in your pocket, you would probably be glad to help her for $10.00.

After deprivation, a rat is usually placed inside a special chamber

called a SKINNER BOX. This cha-ber was invented by a famous psychologist

named B. F. Skinner, and is used mainly f a imal experiments. Inside the9

Skinner Box is a silver bar that the rats 1 ar to press. After every BAR

PRESS that a rat makes, a food pellet drops down automati lly into a food

I
1

Icup. That's?em(the rat gets his reinforcer.

RA(1;1 a Skinner Box. That's why the psyc

Of course, a rat d s 't know h(oll to bar press the first time he's

ogist must teach him how

1,-
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to do it. To teach the rat how to bar press, the psychologist uses a step-

by-step method called SHAPING. In the first step, the psychologist gives the

rat food pellets for just putting his head into the food cup. After about 15

pellets, the rat stops getting the food until he takes his head out of the

food cup. This is step two. After he's gotten about 15 more pellets for taking

his head out of the food cup, the food stops coming again. Next, during step

three, the rat gets pellets for looking at and sniffing around the bar. This

is followed by step four, when only touching the bar will get the rat his

pellets. Finally, during step four, the rat learns that he must press the

bar before he gets a pellet.

This is how sharing works. By using this simple method, the psycho-

logist was able to teach his rat a new behavior.

To understand shaping better, think cf a mother trying to teach her

baby how to walk. At first, the-baby learns from his mother how to sit up,

and then how to scoot around the floor on his rear end. During the next

step, the baby starts to push himself up on his hands and knees, and then

lea-ns how to crawl around the house. His mother rewards each new behavior

by telling him he's a gdod boy and giving him an 1 & M. Later on, at step

three, we can see the baby Pull himself up and stand cn his own two feet.

This is soon followed by the last step, when the baby begins to walk for

the first time. All this time, the baby's mother keeps rewarding his behavior

with reinforcers. If she didn't, then her baby might never learn how to walk.

In these few pages, you have read many things about behat.finr that

roblbly never knew before. And it is very imnorfant that vOu urr4erstand
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all that you have just read. To make sure that you do, just answer these

questions about behavior. After you're done, check back to see if your

answers are right. We hope that they are, because then that will mean

that Hiller and all the rest of us have been good teachers!

I

/
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FIRST TEST



PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAM BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

STUDENT'S NAME

GRADE

AGE

SCHOOL

DATE

BIRTH DATE

Directions: On the lines below sentences are begun but not finished. Complete

each sentence in a way you considc, will give accurate information about that

subject. Please circle the correct answer to the True or False questions.

1. People who study the behavior of humans and animals are called

2. Psychologists perform certain tests to learn about the behavior of animals

and people. These tests are called

3. If you give Killer a reinforcer for rolling over, then he'll never roll

over again. True or False.

4. Reinforcers will work only if they are given

a person or animal does something you want them to do.

5. Before we started school, we learned many things at

6. In scnool, we learn things through experience with our environment.

True or False. 0

7. Human beings and animals are really very much alike on the inside.

True or False.

8. The diet that a psychologist puts a rat on before he teaches the animal how

to bar press is called deprivation. True or False.

9. A Skinner Box is another name for a toy box. True or False.

10. The step-by-step method used by psychologists to teach rats how to bar

press is called
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PSYCHOLOGY PROGRAM BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

STUDENT'S NAME DATE

GRADE SCHOOL

AGE BIRTH DATE

Directions: On the lines below sentences ale begun but net finisned. Complete

each sentence in a way you consider will give accurate information about that
subject. Please circle the correct answer to the True or False questions.

1. Because psychologists are scientists, they perform
in order to learn about the things that cause behavior.

2. A reinforcer is the same thing as a

3. If you hit Killer with a newspaper after he rolls over the first time,

then he'll probably never roll over again. True or False.

4. You should reward a person for doing something before he does it, not

afterwards. True or False.

5. We learn many things at home, long before we ever start school. True or

False.

6. A person will learn new behavior taster and better if his teacher gives

him a after he does the right thing.

/. Because huma s and animals are so airrereoL, psychologists never bother

to perform experiments with animals. True or False.

8. In order to be sure that food will be a reinforcer, a psychologist will

put a rat on a special diet. This diet is also called

9. The special chamber used by psychologists for animal experiments is

called a

10. Shaping is the step-by-step methn.; used by psychologists to teach a rat

how to bar press. True ur False.



MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Walker, Jackie Terranova, Psychology Department

FROM: Carol Findley C'

DATE: March 15, 1974

SUBJECT: GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM - OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

Thank you for all your help with the program for the Gifted children,
particularly to Jackie for putting this program together and training

the rats, etc.

We would very much appreciate it-if we could further impose on your

time to have the answers checked for us. The plan currently in use

for this has been that a panel of three from the department - in this
instance, Psychology, check the answers to the questions on a 5 point scale

as follows:
5 - Excellent responses
4 - Very good responses-

3 - Good responses
2 - Fair responses

1 - Poor responses

If the experts do not agree on the number a response should receive,

average the response number; or, if two agree on one number and the

third person agrees on another number, the number recorded should be the

one that two out of three experts agreed upon. Would you please list the

names and positions of the three persons serving on the panel.

A complete report on the Gifted child project will be sent to you at a

later date.

Meantime, thank you again for your cooperation.

CF:ym
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Dr. William Walker, instructor in the Psychology Department of

Broward Community College, and Miss Jackie Terranova, a student majoring in

Psychology and who recently received her degree, prepared this particular

program for the Olsen Middle School a little differently from the other

programs for the students.

As Dr. Walker explained it, it was decided to show the Olsen

Middle School Gifted students how we train rats, explain to them why we do it,

and how we do it and a few concepts in Psychology, using the rats. In order

that we might get more out of it, Jackie Terranova wrote an introduction and

an explanation of Psychology and the students were given this explanation at

their school before they came out to Browerd Community College in order that

they would understand better the object of teaching the rats to perform the

way they did.

It's difficult to tell whether or not the explanation had any effect,

but the students read over the explanations and took a test before they came

to the College. When they arrived, a program was put on for them that involved

using four rats, each rat being trained to do something different. The students

watched this program and asked questions while Miss Terranova demonstrated.

Dr. Walker felt that without that original explanation, the students might not

have been able to ask the questions they did about the rats.
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Inasmuch as Jackie Terranova had designed the program, she was

asked to report on the concepts of the pre-test and the type information

transmitted to the students through the data they received.

Miss Terranova reported that the object first of all was to tell

the students what Psychology was and what the Department and the rat lab in

particular did. She explained how behavior could be changed, in fa,:t, why

behavior is, etc.

In designing the program, the material, "Killer", was set up, not

so much as a story, but as something enjoyable to read. She felt if it had

been just a story then the students wouldn't have paid any attention to the

things being taught them about behavior; and if it had been in any simpler

story form, then this point would not have been clear. Examples from every

day life were used in order that the students might be able to identify with

them.

The object was to see how rat behavior was related to human behavior.

Miss Terranova explained that this objective was obtained by spelling it out for

the students by first talking about the rats. She then told them about how

psychology would motivate a rat, how it is rewarded whenever it does something

good, how the psychologist watches the rat and how he does tests to find out

what motivates the rat and what rewards the rat After talking about the rats

specifically, then their behavior was related to human behavior, even to them-

selves: how the rats were motivated and rewarded.

In the pre-test handout, it was pointed out that basically, the rat

and humans are physiologically alike in that they respond to things that happen

in their environment; i.e., if the consequences to behavior are good, then the
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behavior will occur again. This is what was demonstrated to show the students

how, through the rats, this was accomplish'ed. Than it was pointed out how this

applies to the students lives.

Mrs. Findley asked Miss Terranova what lab prep rations had been

involved prior to the students coming out to the College.

Miss Terranova reported that training the rats Makes time and some

of the rats had been learning long before the program was ever even conceived.

A'together, the program would have taken two to three weeks.to put together,

even with three of the four rats already in different stages of training devel-

opment.

One rat bar-pressed only, which was the only thing. he had been taught.

He received a pellet every time he pressed a lever that is inside the training

chamber called the Skinner Box. The next rat pressed 25 times for one pellet

which means he would make twenty-five lever pressing responses to get one pellet

of food. Another rat had a light pole inside his box. .It knew to press the

light pole first which would make the light come on. It then would .go over to

the bar, press the bar one time, the light would go off:, and a pellet would

drop down. The fourth rat was trained to roll over, which was a little different

from the other three because there is no pressing involved at the time-the rat"

is rolling over. But it did get a pellet every time it rolled over.

When the students first arrived, they were taken around and shown the

part of the lab where the rats stay in their home cages, how they are fed and

how they get their water. Then the students saw the part of the lab where experi-

ments are conducted, the apparatus the rats are trained with, the Skinner Box, and

various things usually found around a psychology lab.

cFP)
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Then the group went over. to the lecture hall, the rats in their

cages were brought in and the program was ready t6 start.

The rats were put in the Skinner Box one at a time, and the students

were shown what each rat could do.

Miss Terranova was surprised how well the Olsen students responded

to any questions she would ask, showing that they.had read the handout, "Killer",

which surprised her. She was also surprised how the boys and girlsliked-id

come up and work with the rats themselves. There was one rat that they were

permitted to go up and pti off with a pellet of food themselves -- the rotI -over

rat. It would roll over and one of the students would give it the pellet. The

students enjoyed doing this very multi. After they hid seen all four rats perform,

some of the'students played with the rats for a while which the students also

. seemed to enjoy. Miss Terranova remarked that she-felt the program had gone

well.

Mrs. Findley said there had teen some comments about whether the

students should have been allowed to play with the rats or not, pro and con,

and acknowledged that she had been a little apprehensive herself fearing that

a rat might bite a student. She noted that Dr. Walker had seemed a little

apprehensive at this time as well, though not necessarily for the same reasons.

However, the students seemed glad that they had an opportunity to play with the

rats. Upon inqurihg of Miss Terranova if she thought handling the rats was a

good part of the learning experience,-and at she would do if the program had

7

to be done over again, Miss Terranova assured Mrs. Findley that no one need

have any fears concerning the rats as they are handled almost every day and

are tame and usually do not bite. She said that the fears built up around rats
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is true of wild rats, but that these rats had been brought up in a lab since

they were born and that there was no reason to fear them. Moreover, she said

she thought it was good to watch the students overcome that fear, that it had

helped them to play with them and the students had enjoyed it.

Mrs. Findley then asked Dr. Walker whether he could visualize this

particular program, the Psycholog/Program; being correlated with any other

program at the Co ege.

Dr. Walker stated that he could see the program possibly being

correlated with other courses in the College, for example, Sociology and

Anthropology, which would fit in with Psychology and how we learn to behave

the way'we do. In terms of the other study areas covered this year, he could

not see any correlation there.

Mrs. Findley asked Dr. Walker what comments, suggestions or recom-

mendations he would have if it were possible to continue. these programs.

, Dr. Walker said he had observed in this and other similar programs

that there is one thing motivating people who watch programs like this and

that is, for them to be able to engage in some of the activities themselves.

The students want to hold the rat; they want to tell you what to do to the rat

and when to get the rat a pellet of food -- they just like to participate.

Therefore, anything in the direction of actual participation rather than

passive observation may be beneficial.

Dr. Walker said he thought it was a very worthwhile program. He

remarked that it had been of some intelest to the Gifted students who no doubt

benefited, but that he often thought of the other end of ,the continuum and

how they could benefit even more from such a program. He wondered if this

..j"ic.(0
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could be done with just any group of students, not necessarily just Gifted

students. His second thought was that in an educational program, to give

students an explanation of what they will see before they see it, may be cf

teaching value. He said that if it were possible to find out whether this

Is true or not, if it could be measured, he thought it could be of Witional

value in teaching. Judging from the program that had just been put on where

the studeat s seemed to be able tovrespond a little better and seemed to have

appropriate reactions according to their questions, he did not think they would

have had such responses had they not read the explanations given them ahead of

the program. His third suggestion was regarding the size of the group. If

it were feasible. a gioup such as the Olsen students could be reduced,to ten

or fifteen instead of forty-two, as there were now, or perhaps half this

number. Students like Jackie Terranova, who, he acknowledged, were a rarity,

might be able to go into the schools and put on a program suCh as this in the \-1

schools. Or,aent s could come out to the College from the high schools or

middle schools, could 4et together with some of the advanced students at the

College, and watch what they are doing with their experiments.

Mrs. Findley terminated the interview by thanking Dr. Walker and

saying that the program was being very well received and it was encouraging

that some of the other schools had been calling to ask if they could make

special arrangements themselves to take adiTage of the program. Mrs. Findley

commented that we were very fortunate to have Jackie Terranova working with us

this year and that she would be missed next year.



BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES ART PROGRAM

Two objectives have been defined which will provide behavioral

outcome which can be objectively evaluated. The evaluation pro-

cedure will be based on the pre apd Post test design.

(1) It is exnected that 65' of the participating' students will

increase their knowledge of art concepts based on their response to

items 1 through 20 by appropriately answering (by a,rating of 3

or greater) 13 out of the 29 questions.

(2) It is expected that 65 of the participati students will

indicate that their experience in the Art Proq m increased their

knowledge in specific areas based on items 21 through 25 by

answering the Questions.
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EVALUATION OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR THE ART PROGRAM

Two objectives have been defined which will provide behavioral

outcome which can be objectively evaluated. The evaluation procedure will be

based on the pre and post test design.

(1) It was expected that 65% of the participating students would

increase their knowledge of art concepts based on their response to

items 1 through 20 by appropriately answering (by a rating of 3 or

greater) 13 out of the 20 questions.

All the students responded correctly to items 1-20; however, of

the students achieved the behavioral objective on the pre test. Therefore,

this may indicate that the students knew more about art concepts rela-

ting to this program than was anticipated. (For more detailed analysis

refer to discussion of Art on the tape.)

(2) Objective number two stated that it was exp cted that 65% of the

participating students would indicate that their experience in the Art

Program increased their knowledge in specific areas based on items

21-25 by answering the questions. Nineteen out of twenty gave positive

responses to items 21, 22, 23 and 24 resulting in 95% compliance versus

65% expected. One student did not answer items 21-24. On Item 25,

eighteen students out of twenty gave positive responses. One student

gave a response other than positive or negative. One student did not

respond at all. This resulted in a 90% compliance versus the 65% ex-

pected. The average compliance for these questions was 92.5%
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Sandy Seaton, A,Ft Department

FROM:

DATE: March 13, 1974

SUBJECT: GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM - OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

Carol Findley, Articulation

Thank you for all your help with the program for the Gifted children.

Attached please find pre and post tests for the Art Program. I would appreciate

it if three members of the Art Department staff would serve as a panel of experts

to check the answers for us. Your panel would rate responses to the Questions

on a 5 point scale as follows:

5 - Excellent responses
4 - Very good responses
3 - Good responses
2 - Fair responsbk
1 - Poor responses

If the experts do not agree on the number a response should receive, average the

response number; or, if two agree on one number and the third person agreas on

another number, the number recorded b%ould be the one that two out of thre

experts agreed upon. Would you please list the names and positions of the ree

persons serving on the panel.

I will send you a complete report of the Gifted child project at a later date.

Meantime, thank you again for your cooperation.

CF:yrn
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ART PROGRAM BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

STUDENT'S NAME

GRADE

AGE

SCHOOL

DATE

BIRTH DATE

1. Some of the reasons man creates art are:

1.

2.

3.

2. Some of the different kinds or categories of art man creates are:

1.

2.

3.

3. Considerations a designer uses to determine the appearance of the product

he designs are:

4. The roots of trees reach out into the earth hPcause

5. The shape of the roots are determined by

6. A cat has long, skinny whiskers because

7. The way in which a rock in the bottom of a stream obtains its shape is



8. In olden days forts or towns were often built in a round shape because

9. In designing a new drinking cup the factors to be considered are:

104 Important characteristics to incorporate in the design of a bridge are:

1.

2.

11. The basic photographic process is a

reaction to light.

12. In a negative, a white cloud would appear

13. The effect of the invention of the camera had on painters and their work

was

14. Blueptuits are regularly used for

15. The term "abstract" in speaking of art means

16. An art gallery is

17. Persons who may exhibit there

18. Other places where artists may exhibit their works are

19. Some ideas artists may try to communicate through their work are:

1.

2.

i
'1
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20. The difference between an art gallery and an art museum is

0

or

r
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ART PROGRAM BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

STUDENT'S NAME DATE

GRADE SCHOOL

AGE BIRTH DATE

1. Some of the reasons man creates art are:

1

2.

3.

2. Some of the different kinds or categories of art man creates are:

1.

2.

3.

3. Considerations a designer uses to determine the appearance of the product

he designs are:

4. The roots of trees rfach out into the earth because

5. The shape of the roots are determined by

6. A cat has long, skinny whiskers because

7. The way in which a rock in the bottom of a stream obtains its shape is

I "
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8. In olden days forts or towns were often built in a round shape because

9. In designing a new drinking cup the factors to be considered are:

10. Important characteristics to incorporate in the design of a bridge are:

1.

2.

11. The basic photographic process is a
reaction to light.

12. In a negative, a white cloud would appear

13. The effect of the invention of the camera had on painters and their work

was

14. Blueprints are regularly used for

15. The term "abstract" in speaking of art means

16. An art gallery is

17. Persons who may exhibit there

18. Other places where artists may exhibit their works are

19. Some ideas artists may try to communicate through their work are:

1.

2.



20. The difference between an art gallery and an art museum is

21. Two new ideas I learned during my visit to the Art Department are:

1.

2.

22. The thing I enjoyed most during my visit to the Art Department was

23. Something I would have liked to have learned ore about in the Art Depart-

ment is

24. The portion of the art work in the gallery I liked best is

25. Using the photo-blueprint method I made
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ART PROGRAM

OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

SUBJECTS

APPROPRIATE RFSPONSFS
GAINED

RESPONSES

TO
PRE-TEST

QUESTIONS 1 - 20

TO

POST-TEST
QUESTIONS 1 - 20

A 12 19 7

B 13 17 -1

C 15 19 4

D 12 19 7

E 17 19 2

F 16 19 3

G 15 19 4

H 1G 20 4

I 14 17 3

J 10 19 9

K 14 20 6

L 16 18 2

TI 12 1n 6

12 15 3

0 11 19 8

P 11 20 9

Q 19 20
1

R 15 10 3

15 20 5

T 1? 1c I

374 1,6
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In considering the responses of the Olsen Middle School students

to the post test questionnaire, the following results were noted:

QUESTION:
/

#21: (TWO NEW IDEAS I LEARNED DURING MY VISIT TO THE ART DEPARTMENT ARE:)

All the students except one listed two new ideas they had learned. The.orie

student did not respond.
1

422: (THE ,THING I ENJOYED MOST DURING MY VISIT TO THE ART DEPARTMENT WAS:)

All the students but one listed something most enjoyed. One student did not

respond.

2,3: (SOMETHING I WOULD HAVE LIKED TO HAVE LEARNED MORE ABOUT IN THE ART

DEPARTMENT:)

All the students except one lispd something they would have liked to learn.

One student did not respond.

:`24: (THE PORTION ,OF THE ART WORK IN THE GALLERY I LIKED BEST ISO

All the students except one listed the portion of the art worked liked best.

One student, did- not respond.

si

425: (USING THE PHOTO-BLUEPRINT METHODL1 MADE:)

Eighteen responded positively to the question; one did not respond at all;

one responded that his photo-blueprint Was not successful.
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. I.

ART PROGRAM'

OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

POST-TEST RESPONSES

ITEM NUMBER
POST-TEST

POSITIVE

RESPONSE

NEGATIVE
RESPONSE OTHER NO RESPONSE

TOTAL
RESPONSES

21 19 0 1 20

:22 19 0 1 20 .

23' 19' 0 ' 1 20

24' 19 0 1 20

25 - '18 0 1 1 20

TOTAL 94 1 5 100



ART PROGRAM

1

RESUME

OF

TAPED INTERVIEW

WITH

MRS. SANDY SEATON, ART INSTRUCTOR

Carol Findley, Articulation Department
HOWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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Mrs. Findley talked with Sandy Seaton, Art instructor at Broward

Community College, who designed the Art Program for the Gifted students from

Olsen Middle School. She asked Sandy Seaton what the objectives were and what

she had hoped to achieve in designing this particular program.

Mrs. Seaton explained that the program had been divided into four

parts, centered around art and shape, with the idea that shape, or form,

follows the function. The first part of the program (a preview of the objective)

took place when the children came in and went around the exhibit hall to look

at the different paintings, work of an ex-student from the College. The idea

behind this viewing was for the chileren to experience seeing an artist's work

firsthand, and to find out the function of a gallery, particularly the gallery

in an Art Department of a learning institution. Then the children and the

teacher adjourned to a lecture room where a lecture was presented specifically

on shape, or form and cn function, and the relationship between the two.

This was demonstrated by showing a series of slides taken from nature anti some

other slides that made, comparisons to the similar shapes that had been taken

from nature. For example, there were some logs that looked very much like

4 a print on a batik. The students were told to look very closely at a pic-

ture of a tree's roots; then discussion followed as to why the roots stretched

out in those long skinny shapes, and the function of a trec': roots. Included

in the slides were a number of objects that were designed very simply; some of

these objects were very old and in extremely simple forms. There were possibly

50 to 75 different slides along these form/function lines.
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After the slides, shapes and the different kinds of shapes were

discussed more, and the variety of different shapes that can be found in nature,

1 discussion ensued about the abstract and the realistic in nature and in art.

Entering into another Phase of the Art Program, the children were

asked to work with a blueprint method similar to a photogram done in a darkroom.

qrs. Seaton explained darkroom techniques and chemicals briefly, and what the

architect uses the blueprint for. Then they were assigned to take some objects

that had been collected for them and to make first, an abstract blueprint, and

secondly, a realistic blueprint for themselves. They chose objects, went out-

side into the sunlight and after laying the objects on blue or black paper for

four or five minutes, the sun exposed the shape of the object, like a silhouette,

and the stuccr,s Lame inside to treat their blueprint with chemicals. Aile

this was not a permanent process, it would last for up to 24 hours, and it was

explained to t,en if this were done by an architect in a machine, of course,

iE would last even longer. But this simple experiment gave them a chance to

see the direct relationship between the object itself and its shape. :";,. setting

a leaf or paper clips, shells or stones on the paper, a shape had resulted,

leaving out any of the details of the object.

After this, Mr. Steve Eliot, instructor in the Art DeTartent,

the Olsen students a series of slides which concentrated on the different

kid of art work that junior college or community college students can

become involved in, and specifically At Sroward Community College. The

idea behind this was for them to get some idea of the kinds of art being

taught and studied in a community college and the variety of tiirls it is
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possible to do in art. The slides which Mr. Eliot presented consisted

of approximately fifty different pictures in an almost collage fashion.

Mrs. Findley asked Mrs. Seaton why one particular area of.art had

been selected. When they had discussed the Program, there had been so

many areas of art under consideration that the subject would have been spread

very thin had they tried to cover them all. Therefore, it was decided to con-

dense as much as possible and to emphasize one phase in the art area, such as

the abstract versus the traditional and to include in this erphasis, shape

and form, one reason, of course, being the particular exhibit in the BCC

Fine Arts building at the time.

Mrs. Seaton pointed out tnat having decided to cover one specific

area, it was necessary to go in depth so that students could really net

a feel for one thing, and particularly for them to get into something that

they could do themselves, get their hands into it and become involved. Mrs.

Seaton commented that this proved to be a change of pace for then and was

possibly the best received nart of the program. She felt that this was due to

the fact that they actually not to create something themselves, bringing

hone the points of tne talks,

thought it was worth :rentioninq that the slide

presentation was not a "canned presentation", and that lrs. Seaton had taken

her calera out into the field and looked for Particular shapes that could

correlated with the program.

!-!rs. Seaton further explained that she had been collecting slides

for a long time on this -)articular subi:ect. Also, that fortunately, she had
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been able to use the 5roward Community College Library which had some outstanding

books containing some great photographic studies of leaf and plant forms she

had used in combination with her own slides of art related nature studies on

form that she had collected over the past seven or eight years.

lrs. Findley asked Irs. Seaton how (in relation to the abstract

versus the traditional) she felt about abstract art and the reactions of the

students to the abstract art experienced by them in this particular program.

rirs. Seaton replied that she thought being adult made a'difference

in reactions. ur4rst of all, children react more honestly to abstract art

and related things that possibly the older generation somet,nes thinks of as

too wild or too disconnected to get anything out of. Abstract art has really

been wiL:i us for a long time now, and we are exposed to it daily more than

we realize through advertising, TV, and in just the things that we see around

us. If we look closely, we'll see that it's actually there. This was pointed

up in the slides, as, while we were zeroing in on a small part of possibly

a tree or a plant, or something under the microscope, there were many visual

connections and correlations one csuld make between tee things from our

realistic world and the pure design of the abstract world. Children seem to

get an emotional reaction to much of this art and I was delighted with their

reaction to the work hanging in the gallery which was abstract. One little

boy found a very individual and rather hidden signature that the artist had

used."

Findley asked irs. Seaton what some of the items were that the

students used for their photo blueprint.
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Mrs. Seaton said that they had been selected from a collection of

paper clips, twigs, leaves, cotton wads, spoons, balloons, styrofoam beads

used in packing, and that they had made some really very interesting designs.

They had taken their projects home and a few wanted to make extra ones. Many

of the students wanted to continue making blueprints when the time allotted

had run out and the program had to be cut short. "I think that if time would

have permitted, they would have stayed another hour or so. They really enjoyed

it!", Mrs. Seaton said.

Mrs. Findley asked the Art teacher what, in designing the program for

these Gifted students, she felt were the particular questions on the pre-test

she had wanted to stress, and what it was she hoped the students would have

learned more about by the end of the program.

Mrs. Seaton replied that the actual pre-test and post-test both very

closely followed in sequence the presentation to the students, with the

exception of the yaliery questions which happened to come at the end while

the gallery experience actually came at the beginning of the program. The

questions were gathered and selected from quite a few more than appeared on

the tests and were chosen carefully in order to be relevant to the program that

was presented. She said, "First of all, Ih.e discussed and then the children

answered in a variety of ways, the reasons for their answers to the question,

WHY !AAN CREATES ART. Then we talked about different categories of art that

man works in -- the different kinds of artistic thine that he does ... maybe

he's a potter, a jeweler, or a sculptor, etc. And here again, the childrL.1

supplied a multitude of answers. We discussed the tools of the desiner.
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This was tied in with the slides when we had shown them different objects

that are designed by designers and discussed the reasons they were made a

certain shape, taking into account the production and the shipping of differ-

ent products, their end use and how long they would last if designed a certain

way. For example, one would not want to a very fragile handle on a cup

that was going to be used daily by people who really needed a cup to last a

long time, maybe for twenty or thirty years. Then going into questions that

correlate closely with the idea of form and function, we talked about the

trees, the shape of the roots and their reaching out into the earth, and

about the functions of a cat's whiskers. We talked about the rucks at the

bottom of a stream and how they happened to be snaped and have a smooth and

shiny surface. Getting into larger, man-made shapes, we discussed forts and

towns, how the living units or towns of primitive peoples were designed in

a very simple and practical fashion, basically to protect themselves from

other people. Then we discussed bridges. (If we had had time to do it, there

is a very interesting project that can be done in line with this. Giving

students a uniform number of modular pieces to make a bridge themselves, we

can see which child creates the longest or the strongest bridge with just so

many pieces, emphasizin] the idea that it is possible to build into a design an

economy of materials.)

In connection with the photogram process, the Olsen students were

first told how light had a great deal to do with it and chemicals. We spoke of

negatives a little and how things appear on film. Then we discussed the effect

of the invention of the camera upon painters, and surprisingly, most of the

children had a very good idea -- maybe not the precise answer but a very good

idea, of the effect of photography on people in the visual arts.

Finally, we spoke of the function of an art gallery and of art
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museums, the differences between these, why an artist exhibits in a gallery --

even down to the question of -/hy an artist does what he does. In other

words, what reasons would a person have for spending a lifetime, or any part

of a lifetime, working in this field? This is the substance of what we

covered."

Mrs. Findley thanked Mrs. Seaton and said that there had been some

interesting answers on some of the post-test questions. For example, the

students were asked to name, "Two new ideas that they learned during their

visit to the Art Department." All the students except one who failed to

respond to that particular question, listed two ideas that they had learned.

When they were asked, "What things they enjoyed the most during their visit?",

all the students but one listed something most enjoyed. Mrs. Findley commented

that it seemed Possible that perhaps one student just neglected to check that

particular sheet. The students were asked if there was "Somethin9 that they

would like to know more about in the Art DerJtment." Again, all the students

but one listed something they would have liked to have learned more about, and

one did not respond. When asked, "What portion of the art work in the gallery

they liked best," all the students again, except the one, listed portions of the

art work that they liked best. Usinn the photo blueprint experiment, they were

asked what they made and eighteen responded positively to the question, one

did not respond at all, and one student resnoncled that his photo blueprint was

not successful. :lowever, all in all, the students were very hapny with the

program and seemed to have enjoyed it. 1

Mrs, Seaton commented that the most outstanding reaction she had

noted was that hardly any of the students could stay in their seats when it
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came time to make the photograms -- that they just about had to be tackled

to stay in the room. She thought the students had especially enjoyed the

gallery visit because, once again, they were very much involved. But more

than anything else, they had enjoyed the photograms the most and it seemed

that many of them would have liked to have spent the rest of the day working

with photograms and photographic materials.

Nrs. Findley mentioned that in compiling the statistics on the Art

Program there had been an outstanding number of positive or accurate responses

to the pre-test questions. This would indicate that these particular students

did have some knowledge and background in art -- whether they had just com-

pleted a unit in art, or, due to social-economic factors they had been exposed

to different phases or types of art, and therefore, had experience in this

respect, was open to conjecture. The results of the pre-test showed that they

had almost already achieved the objectives of the post-test. Irs. Findley

felt that if ever this program were done again, perhaps it should be made a

little more sophisticated -- that maybe more could be expected in the way of

knowledge in the arts than had been expected in preparing the pilot program.

riot knoying what the students had received in the way of art instruction or

what their exposure had been at home in the art area, had been a drawback.

She asked nrs. Seaton how she thought this program could be changed and

what suggestions or recommendations she had if this Art Program were to be

done again.

nrs. Seaton acknowledged that the pre-test did receive a lot of

positive. responses, but that she felt many of the questions had merely required

an intelligent response and had been actually pitched-towards intelligent
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children who could have answered pretty accurately thinking things out.

However, she also felt that this had been part of the idea behind the tests.

They were supposed to help the students teach themselves by causing them to

think about art in a different way than they may have thought about it before.

Just by actually asking them to think about it, Mrs. Seaton felt the children

had made some worthy mental and visual conned ions and that they had come up

necessarily with some ideas that correlated art with the academic world, the

world of nature, and their own environment. She was not sure at this time

whether it would or would not be desirable to do the same thing again in terms

of the questions. However, if it was desirable to vary the approach, she

felt that the questions could be more specifically applied, thereby getting

more into the specifics of various areas of art learning. The same program

could be done, she felt by just pitching the questions a little differently.

As to another program or expanding this program, Mrs. Seaton said

that first of all, in any future programs she would like to contact the

students' teacher and be able to consult and work with the teacher beforehand

in order ti, be sure that the-program would be an enrichment for tne students.

She thought a later time would be better for her to examine what the 'students

have done, evaluate it in terms of her own experience and what she has done in

the past, and what she would like to do with these children. She could then

show them things she felt they would appreciate, could become involved in, and

be able to carry out in depth:

Mrs. Findley replied that these were sone very good suggestions;

that she agreed that this was a functional type program; that part of its

function was trying to get the students to think; that the program itself should
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be a learning and creative type experience for them.

Hrs. Fi6dley said that according t) the comments of many of the

students to their teacher, Hr. Howard, as well as to herself, and by the

remarks overheard to their friends, they had really enjoyed the program

and seemed to gain a lot. She said that one cannot always evaluate an

experience such as this in how many points the students gained in a pre-

test/post-test situation as it is subjective in mlny ways, but, she said that

she was sure it had been a very positive learning experience for them.

Hrs. Findley thanked Hrs. Seaton for her efforts in designing the

program and hoped that they would be able to work toiether on similar type

programs in the future.



EXPLANATION OF THE SELF-CONCEPT PROGRAM

Two main objectives of this program were to develop positive Self-

concepts within each individual as well as developing the idea of dwelling

on the positive attributes within one's self as well as within, others. Due

to the nature of the program it was not possible or intended to secure infor-

mation regarding each person individually. Therefore, it was essential to

keep all responses anonymous.

As a result, all responses to both questions asked are reported in group

form as this would be the only logical way to gather such information.

The first question: "Would you please write down on the cards you have,

what your feelings were about this morning's experience." This comment was

asked of the students immediately following the conclusion of that day's Self-

concept experience. Since it was impossible to detect what emotional reac-

tions came into play, it was decided that the second question: "What lasting

benefits do you feel you derived (received) from the Self-concept ('Getting-

To-Know-You' group experience program you had on Friday, April 26,,1974?" was.

to be administered at least two weeks later. This would tend to lessen the

emotional reaction and lend objectivity to the experiment.

In response to the first question, all 37 of the students indicated

that they had positive feelings about the Self-concept eXperience.,

In response to the follow-up question, 33 responded with positive

comments, one responded negatively and two responded neither positively nor

negatively.



The first question was presented to the Gifted students at Olsen

Middle School at the end of the program on April 26, 1974. Two

weeks later, a follow-up question was given'to the-same group of

students.

FIRST QUESTION:

"Would you please write down on the cards you have, what your

A
feelings wene*out this morning's experience."

'11

FOLLOW-UF QUESTION:

"What lasting benefits do you feel you derived (received) from the

Self - Concept
('Getting-To-Know You') group experience program you

had on Friday, April 26, 1974?"
r,44,
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Memorandum

To: Dr. George Young
Dr. Carl Crawford
Dr. Dave Cox

From:, Tom Parker

Subject: Group Experience-Olsen Middle School

Date: May 7, 1974

At the request of Carol Findley and the Principal of Olsen Middle School,

Sue Smith and I conducted an experimental group project for a class of excep-

tional

(

students on Friday, April 25. -,

'\i>

The p oj

\ia

ect was modeled after a program we conducted for the Nursing Depart-

Ment h re at North Campus on March 14. The format was basically the samemith

some modification made tb account for the age group, grades 6 - 3 etc.

The feed-back Sue and I received concerning the program has been gOod. Bot

Sde and I feel certain modifications should be made if a future program is

planned for this agP r!rnup. We will review hese with Mrs. Findley and type

up a new format for future reference.

1 am attachitg.to this memo the written comments of the paeticipants. There

were 33 students and one instructor who participated.

cc:; Mrs. Carol Findley
11r. Howard
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Program for Olsen Middle School

Conducted by Sue Smith - Tom Parker, April 26, 1974, 9:00-12:00 NOON

Project: "Getting-To-Know-You"

The following are written comments by the participants in the program:

I feel this was really worthwhile. I learned much more about my friends.

I also found out how my friends feel about me. And I felt I could express

my feelings today (here) more than anywhere else.

I think this was profitable. It helped me learn more about other people. It

was interesting and I think it should be spread through other schools. I

really did not learn too much more about myself.

I felt it was very worthwhile because I saw all the good points of myself
emphasized instead of my bad points. It also taught me that everyone was

a human being and everyone has many good points as well as bad.

I thought it was very worthwhile and it taught us to associate with others.

Also, I learned how to learn about and evaluate others.

I think you ought to do it more often. I especially liked the Target. I

enjoyed this very much. I really never knew that I was jumpy or energetic.

I really think it was all worthwhile.

I think this was "mind blowing". I learned a lot about the way I think and

other people think about me! More time should be spent with it. I think most

people were honest, or tried to be!

It was very interesting, especially the Target thing. I think if you were doing
it to another group (same ages as ours), they would very much enjoy it! Thank
you very much!

At first I thought it was sort of dumb but at the end it was fun and educational.
You learned about yourself and how others feel about you. I think it would be
worthwhile for other classes. This program came out good.

I think this was a good experience, and I got a lot of good feelings from it.
Everyone thinks of themselves worse than others do.

It was a good experience to know yourself as well as other people in your group.
It was a little uncomfortable telling your own ideas because I and others always
fear we will get laughed at.
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I felt that this was very good. I had a chance to find out what people think

about me. Also, I learned more about people and their personalities. It also

helped me know more about my girlfriend.

I felt that what we did this morning was very useful because I found out

how everyone in my group felt about me and how I felt about them. Also I

think we should do this more often.

I think this should not have been jumped into so fast since in the beginning

everyone was real nervous and not apt to say what they felt. It was a good

way to find yourself and I'm sure it helped a lot of people. Altogether, I

learned a lot about people. The session was very good. I'm really sorry

about the timer.

I think this was a good program. The best part was the thing with the Target.

I think it would be worthwhile to present this to other classes.

I liked it but in the beginning I was a little unsure. I really liked the

Target and almost everything. It was worthwhile.

I think it was worthwhile. I learned what people like about me.

I feel that what we did today was very interesting. It pleased me, because I

learned most people like ne. I think it was fun, and I know my group had fun.

The only thing wrong was we went too fast.

It made me sort of embarrassed to tell some things, but I think it was worth-

while. I got to know things about people I never knew.

I think what we did was great. I learned a lot about myself.

I think what we did was very interesting. I enjoyed it. I think others will

too.

I think it was fun and enjoyable. I learned a lot about different people and

think that it was worthwhile. At first I thought that it would be boring but

It wasn't. I LIKED IT!

It was very worthwhile. I liked it because I could tell other people how I

felt about things and they would listen. I found out what some people liked

about me and got a chance to tell them what I liked about them.

It was -eally interesting. I learned about myself and other people. I

think it was worthwhile and that other people would enjoy it.

I liked this program. I thought it was worthwhile.
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I believe that this was a very good experience. I learned many things

about other people that I didn't know and I learned what many people
thought about me.

I feel that it was fun and worthwhile. I learned what other people think

about me and some things about other people. I think it is something new

and different and helps many people.

Learned a lot, very worthwhile, fun. It helped ne to learn more about myself

and other people. Got a lot out of it.

I think it was a good idea. We got to know the people better and we were

able to express ourselves.

I thought it was helpful in dealing with others. I told people some things

that I never said before.

It was very worthwhile. I learned what my friends think of me. And I

learned a lot more about my friends. It was real fun.

The first part was boring. The Targets were good. I learned more about a

person I didn't know. Fun. I had a good time.

It was a pretty nice idea because everybody got to know each other'better.

The only thing I didn't like was the color.

It was O.K. It helped me to learn identities of others.

I liked it. Now I know what others think of me. Even though it was hard

to think of something to write.

Good. It's a good idea. I learned a lot shout everyone. I liked it a lot.

It opened me up more to other people that I never really knew.

I liked it. It was fun. I learned about other people and myself.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. George Young
Dr. Carl Crawford
Dr. Dave Cox

FROM: Tom Parker

SUBJECT: FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION OF GROUP EXPERIENCE - OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

DATE: May 17, 1974

Sue and I wanted to do a follow-up evaluation of the group exper-

ience we facilitated at the Olsen Middle School in order to ascertain if the

students felt they benefited from the program in any lasting way other than

the obvious immediate emotional uplift they related at the conclusion of the

experience. Then on May 15th, two and a half weeks after the experience, the

students were asked to reply to the following question:

"What lasting benefit do you feel you derived (received) from the

Self-concept ('Getting -To- Know -You') group experience program you had on

Friday, April 26th?"

I am attaching to this memo the written comments of the participants

to the above question. Sue and I feel encouraged as a result of the follow-up.

P.S. The comment from the first student, on the attached sheet alone would

make the project worthwhile.

cc: Ms. Carol Findley
Mr. Howard - Olsen Middle School
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Program for Olsen Middle School

Conducted by Sue Smith - Tom Parker, May 17, 1974

Follow-up question on the April 26th Group Experience

The following question was given to the participants on May 15th,
two and a half weeks after the experience: "What lasting benefits do you feel

you derived (received) from the Self-concept ('Getting-To-Know-You') group

experience program you had on Friday, April 26, 1974?"

The following are the written comments to the above question:

I have felt much better about myself since the program. I sometimes go into

depression fits for months on end, and I haven't had one moment of selfodoubt

or unhappiness since then. Thank you very, very much.

I received great satisfaction in knowing what people really think about you.
I believe this is essential to a good productive social life.

I think that I learned to give compliments. It helped me to give credi

other people and pay more attention to what they say and not if I look a

right. Also, I learned that other people think the same way I do and have' the

same interests.

r,

I got to know more people better. I also found out that I can give good

compliments, not only bad. I also got to know people really good that I thought

I already knew.

I received the idea that not everyone hates me. I also got to know that other

people have about the same feelings I do. I also got to really know what people

thought of me. I thought that was good for their feelings to really come out.

I also got my feelings out about other people!

The lasting benefits I have gotten from the experiment was that I had the chance

of getting to know the people around me better. I also learned more about myself.

I learned how to judge, people better and find out what they're like even if I

hardly know them.

That not everybody thinks bad things about me. That people can be decent, which

tends to be unusual.
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I found I could look at the positive side of life and myself. And the people

in my group know me better and I know what they think of me.

I think the lasting experience from the program is that I got to know the
people I work with better and also I didn't mind to talk to strange people
in which I am usually frightened.

I learned about people's nature and the things they 'do when they're in situa-
tions like that. In the long run it might help me in life but it hasn't been
that long since the program yet.

I got a better relationship with other people. I learned a lot about the
other people in my group and I got to know them much better. I also found

that giving people compliments makes them friendlier towards you.

I felt I learned more about my classmates' feelings. It also gave me the benefit

of getting to know myself better.

I got a better relationship towards my friends. I found out more about friends

that I didn't know before. Also, some of the things I learned has made me
hive a better view of my friends, plus I found out about how other people
feel about me.

I learned to be more aware of others' inte-gists and to listen more intensely.

A long lasting benefit I received from it was that I learned about other people
- what they like to do, what they're like. I also learned how to communicate

and get along with other people.

I know a lot more about people that I didn't know before. I know more about

me and what people think of me.

I found that it's better and more fun to give compliments and accept them than
to cut people down for three and a half hours.

I got some benefits from getting to know my fellow students a little better and

also, I'm a little more confident.

I learned to judge people better in less time and get to know them.
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It showed me that everyone has good habits and traits and it also showed me

how to judge other people.

I feel that I am trying to look at the positive side of things and people and

I did enjoy taking part in it.

I learned how people feel about me, to say your own feelings toward one person.
To express your own feelings.

I thought that when you do it people get to know you and you know them. It

was fun.

I learned more about myself and the people around me. I really can't think of

any other long range benefit, but I really enjoyed it.

I feel I got a lot out of this program such as I found out how people react to

me.

The experience was interesting. I learned a lot about my group. I learned it's

fun to listen to people. Also, what they said was interesting.

I learned how to judge what other people are like without knowing them very

well.

None.

The lasting benefits I received were getting to know the people in my group

better.

I discovered that my social objective was completely successful and that my

actions were not in vain.

I learned to think more about people and to try to get to know my friends

better.

I learned things about other people I didn't know and I found out what they

thought about me.

I really got to know people who I hardly knew before. Since we liked it a lot,

some of us are going to do the same thing.

I think that I learned more about my friends in the group, about their personality,

and I learned about people that I hardly knew.
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I do not feel that I have changed in any way because of the program. But I

did enjoy taking part in it at the time.

I think I know my fellow students much better. Other than that I don't see any

other lasting benefits.

.ot
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The Gifted Children Program, a pilot project set up exclusively

by Mrs. Carol Findley of the Broward Community College Office of Articulation,

is a special program being conducted with the children of Olsen Middle School --

a study group of forty Gifted students which were used as a sampling in this

program.

Based on the success of a Self-concept Program entitled, "Getting-

To-Know-You", conducted by Tom Parker and Sue Smith, Counselors at BCC's

North Campus, Mrs. Findley'asked them if they could do a similar program as

part of the pilot program with the Gifted children.

Both Counselors felt somewhat apprehensive as to whether a similar

Self-concept Program would work because they would be dealing with sixth,

seventh and eighth grade levels, and also working with children in this age

group would be new to them in the framework of their counseling experience.

They had structured the Nursing Group Program on the positive aspects

of the individual, towards their strengths, prohibiting all negative thinking

or response, and decided that basically, the same premises and goals existed

for the younger students, i.e., that it is necessary for each individual at

any age to acquire a feeling of worth.

In going over the outline for the Olsen Middle School group, they

decided that the same format could be used as with the adults in the success-

ful "Getting-To-Know-You" Nursing Group Program with a few minor changes and

alternatives to fall back on if the program seemed to be stalling or the
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objectives were not being obtained.

Following this plan, they asked for a large, unfurnished, carpeted

room. An area in the library of the Olsen Middle School was turned over to

them for this purpose. This gave the Counselors the atmosphere of informal-

ity they were seeking as well as enough space for the test groups to move

around.

After a general briefing, Mr. Parker and Mrs. Smith, acting as both

directors and facilitators, explained to these students that the program was

going to be voluntary and positive. It was emphasized that nobody had to do

anything they didn't feel comfortable doing, that emphasis would be placed

on the positive strengths of the individual (and therefore, no cause for embar-

rassment) and if they were going to participate, it would be up to each one of

them individually to determine what they would get out of it.

The students were given 3x51/4cards and asked to list three or four

things that they would like to explain to the others and have other people

know about themselves and their feelings. Naturally, there was a little

apprehension (as there had been with thd Nursing Group) and at this point,

there was a lot of giggling, some reluctance, looks of apprehension, etc.

Although slow in starting, eventually, a few students began to write,

and soon others, observing this, followed suit. This took even longer than the

Counselors anticipated knowing that at this age, most of the youngsters are

afraid to say things, afraid to be laughed at or ridiculed for anything they
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might say or do by their peers. (This fear of ridicule held true during the

entire program.)

By the end of the time, all had written something down, a few

revising what they had written, changing gradually from joking things to the

serious.

Mrs. Smith observed that the Olsen children had the same apprehen-

sions as any group that is trying something new, but that surprisingly for this

age, some things came out almost immediately at the feeling level the Coun-

selors were seeking -- such as, "I am nervous." "I don't like being laughed

at," etc. The two Counselors were pleased with this result so early: (They

also noted at this point this age-group had a high noise level and the charade

facade of chattering, jittering and giggling the students felt compelled to

put on just had to be tolerated.)

The students were asked to tape the 3x5 cards on their shoulders on

which each had written what they would like others to know about themselves.

Then the students and their teacher, Mr. Howard, milled around observing what

each had written. Two or three students who had seemed apprehensive at first

about writing something down, after reading what the others had written, took

their cards off and rephrased what they had written. If their comments were

not conrorming to the others, was perhaps joking or in a light vein, they

turned the card over and some of the real things'were written down. There was

a great deal of curiosity, a great deal of activity and walking around to see

what others had written. The tone became serious much sooner.than had been

expected. The children were keeping it non-verbal and, this stage of the pro-

gram was progressing as planned.
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Next, they were asked to fall out of the group with one of their

fellcw students, preferably one they did not know very well or would like

to know a little better, based on either something the person had said about him-

self on his card, perhaps something based on having associated with the person

all year that made them feel they would like to know the person better. The

tendency for most was to play safe and to find a friend to pair off with,

which they did, girl to girl and boy to boy, as was.expected with this age group.

There was some need for direction here. Both Tom Parker and Sue

Smith were moving around with the whole group. Like the students, they had

written their own thing on their cards and wore these on their shoulders. They

made sure no one was left out of the pairing-off, and were endeavoring at the

same time to see that the process would be neither selective nor mandatory.

After this pairing, the students were then asked to pair off with a couple they

didn't know too well and would like to know better. With a little direction,

this eventually gave the desired male/female balance for Bach group being sought

by the two Counselors. But it didn't just happen. The children had to be led

into it with Mr. Parker and Mrs. Smith ready to match themselves up so that no

one would be left out. As it turned out, this wasn't necessary'as they ended

up in five equal groups of eight.

The students were then asked to spread themselves out into areas of

the room in groups of eight, away from the other groups so that each group of

eight had an area to themselves. They were told to make themselves comfortable,

relax, take off their shoes if they wanted, and to close their eyes and reflect

on their feelings on this entire seitction process.
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whether having more facilitators would not have been better with this age-group.

While this part of the program worked well with the adults, they were uncertain

as to whether the group would be at the expected /gelling level at this stage.

They felt that the non-verbal process had been a long one -for this age, so far,;"

v.

By this time, both Tom Parker and Sue Smith were becoming concerned
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about forty-five minutes, (longer than with the idults)',' to get to this point.

Proceeding with the program, volunteers from each group were asked'

to start by relating to other members of thegroup of eight, one of the first

,

meaningful, memorable and positive experiences they'could remember,'perhapis a.':

pleasant memory that they looked back upon with good feelings thathey had when

they were very young children. The other members of the group were instructed

to try to listen hard, explaining it was a commOt complaint from both children

and adults that nobody really listens. The complaint is, "They hear whatj.

say, but don't really listen!". The members of each group were asked to concen-t

trate and pay full attention to what the student was relating. At first there.

was more giggling and joking, then they became more serious, but it seemed diffi-

cult for them.

In most groups, there was at least one person who was willing to

start, but then at this stage a facilitator would have been helpful in starting

out by relating his experience.

When the starter has related a pleasant experience in his very early

childhood, the person on his right continues and relates an experience, until

each member of the group has had a chance at this narrative process. Many of

the students got into some real things that were on the deep-feeling level in
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telling about some of their experiences, to the surprise of the Counselors.

For others, it was more difficult. They didn't know what to say (girl talking

in front of boy), and for these students .t did not go smoothly. Generally

speaking, the groups dia not react as well as with the Nursing Group in this

part of the program. Had facilitators been there to model and set,the tone,

perhailk it would have gone more smoothly. In fact, this phase progressed almost

too rapidly. Some groups completed the narration in three or four sentences,

saying the experience had been a pleasant one. In the adult program, the oppo-

site happened. The time for each person's narration had to be limited to two

or three minutes.

The next phase was the elementary experience. Again, the students

were asked to relate successful, memorable, positive experiences, but this

time they were to relate to an experience which took place a little later in

their childhood, their early elementary school years. By this time, some were

getting into deeper thinking but almost all of the students were getting restless

and doing their narrations at a rapid pace. It was obvious to Tom Parker and

Sue Smith that the children needed some kind of break. Perhaps less of the

verbal and more action, even a Self-concept project expressed in collage, some-

thing to get avay from the talking and into the doing. However, the students

were being cooperative and tryingto "get into it", inspite of the feelings

that most of them seemed to have, apprehension, or an idea that "this whole

thing is silly" crept in. They made an effort to overcome these emotions and

tried to let the deeper feelings Mr. Parker and Mrs. Smith were seeking come

through, not only to please the Counselors, but perhaps also because they sensed

that they were "really getting into something." During this time, both the
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Counselors were in and out of the groups, and the students were warming somewhat

towards them as they acted as facilitators for all five groups, giving friendly

encouragement.

At this point in the program, both Counselors knew there would have

to be a break before the final phase, and time-wise, they would have to alter

their plan. The plan, still at the "Getting-To-Know-You" stage, called for

the boys and gi is continuing to talk in order to reveal further things about

themselves.

After short break during which the Counselors consulted with each

other, they decided on color.

"If you were a color, what color would you be?"

The answers were: "I'm brown because I like brown." "I'm blue

because I like blue." The color experiment obviously would not work.

The animal experiment worked better. The questions "If you were

an animal, what animal would you be?" brought out feelings such as, "Bird. I am

a bird because I want to be free." Several students chose birds because tney

liked the feeling of flying free and being loose. One wanted to be a wild horse

and just roam the countryside. Another, a porpoise. because porpoises have the

oceans to roam, do their own thing and feel free. Movement and freedom were the

Olminant feelings involved. Personal characteristics came out in many answers,

such as gentleness. The animal question seemed good for this age group because

they used their imaginations.

Only moderate success was met with the question, "If you coil's()) be
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a famous person, who would you be?" The children focused their attention

mostly on what the famous person had, or had accomplished, rather than who

the person was, or any favorable personal characteristics.

After the "Who would you be?" question had been answered by all of

the students, the time for the scheduled third and final phase of the program

was reached. This had been very successful with the adults. The previous

Self-concept exercises had been given to reach this final phase, the Target

exercise. The Counselors gave the children another break before going into this

phase.

The Target exercise is two-fold. A Target is given to each student

along with severel small stickers. Each student must write his name on the top

of thisTarget. Then, one person, the Target person, beginning with a volunteer

starter in each group of eight, passes his Target around to the members of the

group, beginning at the right. Each member of the group has to take two or

three minutes and think about this one person, the Target person. The students

write down each thing, they like about that person on small gummed stickers,

one thing they like about that person per sticker. When this is completed, each

student in the group takes his turn and has to look straight into the eyes of

the Target person, say to him what he lies about him, such as, "You have a

very friendly smile!" Each student then pastes the little sticker with what

he has, written on the Target and passes it to the next person on the right

until all the students have had a chance to contribute their comments. The

students were not limited to the number of stickers or comments, but were told

merely to write down good characteristics about the Target person. The Coun-

selors conducting the program were pleased to see that the students did not
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4

limit themselves to mentioning four or five characteristics. They found that

some of the students were getting carried away and were writing just to see

who would write the most. (In the future, perhaps it would be well to limit
ti

the students to a certain number of responses).

Mr. Parker and Mrs. Smith noted that it did not take long for the

'feeling level" to appear, not the funning, giggly things they would normally

put down, but such things as, "I like your feelings about horses because 1 feel

the same way, too!" Or, "You have a warm personality!". It also came as a

surprise to them to learn that these students who were aware they were intellf-

gent and in a category apart from their peers, were astonished when they learned

that the other's thought or cared about them. for example, some students remarked,

"Hey, I didn't know you knew that about me!".

By passing the Target to the first person on the right and continuing

this process, all seven had a chance to look at the Target person and tell him

what they thought were his main strengths. When the Target person got his Target

back, he had a visual confirmation in his hand of what the group tnought about

him. It was a warm, glowing experience for many of them. You could see their

smiles and embarrassment, much the same as older people tend to be when compli-

mented.

The second part of the exercise involved the Target person writing

on the back of his Target what he liked about himself. (This was done while the

others in the group were writing comments on their gummed stickers.) The purpose

of this part of the Target project was to got the students to think about their

own positive attributes. As Mr. Parker remarked, "It is always easy for us to
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think about our faults or what is,wrong with us but sometimes we tiave diffi-

culty thinking about or looking at our Sown good qualities." This part of the

exercise also gave the students, a.chance to compare how they viewed their

positive attributes in relation to how the others in the group perceived them.

Many of the students found this part of the exercise somewhat embarrassing and

several of them appeared to be a little uncomfortable when they were asked to

read their positive qualities as they saw them. This was done when the Target

person received the Target back, after all the members of the group had placed

their gummed label comments on it,

On the whole, the Facilitator/Counselors,,Mr. Parker and Mrs. Smith,

felt the Target exercise had gone very well'. It had taken a good4hour which

was shorter than the adult program had taken. Some of the comments were: "Gee,

I'm going to take this home and frame it!". And, of course, there was some

curiosity and peer rivalry, some who couldn't wait until the program ended to

see what responses had been written on other Targets. The Targets were passed

around hetween the groups and there was a tendency to "count how many I. got"

type of comment, rather than the quality of the comments.

After a brief break, the students were asked next to form a large

circle, including the facilitators. They were then asked by the facilitators

if they would like to share with the rest of the students what they thought

about the day's experience, and about the program as a whole. There was no

response and a definite silence. As a group, verbally, they were still embarrassed,

still fearful of peer ridicule. In the small groups oc eight they had eventually

been able to speak, perhaps because as time went on, they became more comfortable
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with each other. Now, here in the larger group, somebody would start to say

something, look around at the other members of the group and decide not to say

anything.

As had been done with the Nursing Group, 3x5 cards were passed

around as they gathered in this last circle, and they were asked to write on

the card what their feelings were about the morning's experience, without

putting their nMes on the card. This was the only instruction given them.

The room suddenly became very quiet and all were eagerly writing. None hesi-

tated and all started to write something immediately. When they were finished,

they passed the cards back, many of them passing their cards to Tom Parker and

to Sue Smith with an expression of appreciation, or a comment that the program

had been worthwhile in some way. In other words, individually, in writing,

many, of these children could express themselves to say things they were not

,going to risk saying verbally. To most of them, writing was a necessary outlet.

The resulting feedback on these cards produced more than positive reactions.

There was not one negative feedback out of the entire group of forty children,

many of them felt elated, reporting that the program had been beneficial in

some way. (This had been true of the Nursing Group Program as well in which

there had been also forty participants).

The "Getting -To ;Know -You" Program, as outlined by Mr. Parker and

Mrs. Smith, is basically one group experience facilitating the lext, building

clarification and positive reinforcements. The involvement becomes more serious

and deeper as it progresses, creating deeper feelings to be brought to the surface.

Two weeks later, these gifted young students were asked, "What lasting
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benefits do you feel you derived (received) from the Self-concept ("Getting-

To-Know-You") Program experience you had on Friday, April 26, 1974?" The

follow-up *results suggest that most of the students derived some lasting

benefits from the Self-concept Program. As Mr. Parker remarked in his May

17, 1974, memorandum, "The comment from the first student alone would make this

project worthwhile." This student said, "I have felt much better about myself

since the program. I sometimes go into depression fits for months on end and

I haven't had one moment of self -dojbt or unhappiness since then. Thank you

very very much."
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM
(DATA SYSTEMS/PUBLICATIONS)

Twelve objectives have been defined which will provide behavioral outcome
which can be objectively evaluated. The evaluation procedure will be based
on the pre and post test design.

1. It is expected that 90% of the participating students will demonstrate
proficiency in the current encoder- channel- decoder theory of communication.

2. It is expected that 50% of thc: participating students will demonstrate
proficiency in how bias can be introduced into media coverage.

3. It is expected that 50% of the participating students will demonstrate
increased knowledge in what freedom of the press means.

4. It is expected that 75% of the participating students will demonstrate
increased knowledge of how computer analysis can be used or abused in media
coverage.

5. It is expected that 90% of the participating students wilI'be able to
distinguish between the terms input and output.

6. It is expected that 75% of the participating students will be able to
identify at least one input device.

7. It is expected that 75% of the participating students will be able to
identify at least one output device.

8. It is expected that 90% of the
identify what a program is.

ating students will be able to

9. It is expected that 90% of the participating students will be able to
identify at least one mass storage device.

10. It is expected that 75% of the participating students will be able to
identify at least one possible cause of invalid output.

11. It is expected that 75% of the participating students will be able to
identify at least one function of the Central Processing Unit.

12. It 4s expected that 90% of the participating students will indicate that
their experiences in the Communication Program (Data Systems/Publications)
increased their knowledge in specific areas based on items 24-33.

'
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EVALUATION OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

Twelve objectives have been defined which will provide behaviordl

outcome which can be objectively evaluated. The evaluation. procedure was based

on the pre and post test design.

(1) Objective number one stated that it was expected that 90% Rf the

participating students would demonstrate proficiency in the current encoder

channel-decoder theory of communication. Fourof the students scored perfect

and fourteen students improved resulting in 90% compliance which attained the

prediction of 90%. (Questions 1 and 2 relate.)

(2) Objective number two stated that it was expected that 50% of the par-

ticipating students would demonstrate proficiency in how bias can be intro-

duced into media coverage. Four students scored perfect and thirteen stu-

dents improved, resulting in 85% compliance versus the predicted 50%. (Ques-

tions 4, 5, 7 and 8 relate.)

(3) Objective number three stated that it was expected that 50% of the

participating students would demonstrate increased knowledge of what freedom

of the press means. Thirteen students scored perfect and one student *-
AO

proved, resulting in 70% compliance versus the predicted 50%. (Question 9

relates.)

(4) Objective number four stated that it was expected that 75% of the par-

ticipating students 'mid demonstrate increased knowledge of how computer

analysis can be used or abused in media. coverage. Eight students scored per-

fect and six students improved, resulting in 70% compliance versus the pre-

dicted 75%. (Questions 14 and 15 relate.)
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(5) Objective numtier fivellstated that it was expected that.90% of the

participating students would be able to distinguish between the terms

input and output. Nineteen scored perfect and one improved, resulting

in 95% compliance versus 90% predicted. (Questions 16 and 17 relate.)

(6) Objective number six stated that it was expected that 75% of the

participating students would be able to identify at least one input device.

Four students scored perfect and sixteen improved, resulting in 80% compli-
,

ance versus the 75% predicted. (Question 18 relates.)

(7) Objective number seven stated that it is expected that 75% of the

participating students would be able to identify at least one output device.

Two students scored perfect and nine improve8;,resulting in 55% compl ance

versus the 75% predicted. (Question 19 relates.)

(8) Objective number eight stated that it was expected that 90% of the

participating students would be able to identify what a program is. Fourteen

students scored perfect and two improved, resulting in 90% compliance versus

the 90% predicted. (Question 21 relates.)

(9) Objective number nine etated that it was expected that 90% of the par-
.

ticipating students would be able to identify at least one mass-,storne device.'

Nine students scored perfect and 10 improved, resulting in 95% compliance

versus 90% predicted. (Question 20 relates.),

(10) Objective number ten stated that it was expected that 75% of the parti-

cipating students would be able to identify at least one possible cause of

invalid output. Fifteen of the participating students scored perfect and op
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improved, resulting in 80% compliance versus 75% predicted. (Question 22

relates.)

(11) Objective number eleven stated that it was expected that 75% of the

participating students would be able to identify at least one function of

the Central Processing Unit. Three students scored perfect and 13 improved,

resulting in 80% compliance versus the 75% predicted. (Question 23 relates.)

(12) Objective number twelve stated that it was expected that 90% of the

participating students would indicate that their experiences in the Comp-

-nications Program (Data Systems/Publications) would demonstrate increased

knowledge in specific areas. Of the twenty students responding 97.2%

demon d increased knowledge versus the 90% predicted. (Questions

24-33 relate.)
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. On your test paper - circle the one letter which you feel most accurately

answers the questions.

2. Using the test you have just completed, transfer your answers to the IBM

card provided and follow the instructions below.

A) Turn your IBM card over and write your name on the back (ins'ink) on the
line indicated for name.

B) Write -your grade on the line indicated for student number. \

C) Now turn your IBM card over and use your IBM pencil to complete the
following information.

D) With the card facing you (horizontally) - look in the'left-hand column
and'you will see numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. "Bubble in" (darken in

space listed for Number 1). Make sure your lines are heavy (dark enough)

and keep inside the lines outlined for Number 1.

E) Now turn your card strai t up and down (vertically) so that the columci

starting with Number 1 i facing you (to your.left side).

F) You are W& sfer the ans ers which you have circled On our question

sheet th the fo lowing mane r: - "bubble in" (the. is, fill in the space
with,-four IBM pe il) the 1 'tter which you have circled o your test.

G) REMINDER: YOU WILL ONLY'8E TRANSFERRING ONE ANSWER FOR EA QUESTION.

1
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PUBLICATIONS/DATA SYSTEMS BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MASS COMMUNICATIONS

STUDENT'S NAME

GRADE

AGE

SCHOOL

DATE

BIRTH DATE

1. In communication theory, the encoder is

(a) the person who gives ar encore after regular performance.
(b) the person who transcribes a message into Morse code.
(c) the person'or persons generating the original message.
(d) the person who receives the message.
(e) the person who pays for the transmittal of the message.

2. In communication theory, the channel is

(a) the means by which a message is sent from one person to another.
(b) the body of water between England and the continent.
(c) the television station's allocation of wave frequency by the government.

(A) the television production studio.
a perfume closely related to Chanel #5.

3. Channel noise is

(a) static.

(b) mechanical difficulty.
(c) bias words.
(d) all of the above.

le) none of the above.

4. The first and main thing which a reporter seeks when covering a story is

(a) whether he can get a story which will be used nationwide by the wire
service.

b the slant which agrees with his editor.
c the slant which agrees with his publisher.

(d the facts.
(e) his own impressions and reactions to the event.

5. A reporter's objectivity may be hampered by

(a) the fact being elusive.

(b) hisown feelings about the situation.

(c) his physical limitations in sensing the total situation, such as sight,

hearing.

(d) all of the above.

(e) none of the above.
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6. In general, a lead is

(a) the opening paragraph, which gives the most mundane facts.
Cb) the opening paragraph, containing the 5W's -- who, what, where, when, why:.

c) the anecdote which opens the story.
(d) the large title over the story.
(e) the closing paragraph.

7. If a reporter or news commentator is honest, he will also be correct.

(a) True
(b) False

8. Since a photograph records an actual scene, there is no way it can be unfair.

(a) True
(b) False

9. Freedom of the press means there are no restrictions on what can be said or
published.

(a) True
(b) False

10. Libel is

4

(a) any fact which a person involved prefers not be published.
Sb) the printing of anything which is unfair and damaging to a person.
c) siding with the government on a controversial issue.
(d) publishina documents which prove someone has violated a law.

(e) not punishable by law.

11. Surveys are often made

(a) to establish what the nation as a whole feels.
(b) to help a publisher know what the people think.
(c) to help define problem areas.
(d) because actual numbers are more logical to consider than "hunches'.

(e) all of the above.

1%. In making a survey

(a) it does not matter how r.lany people are involved.

(b) one must consult everyone in the nation.
(c) it is desirablp, to have only a few reerle.
(d) a representative sample, with as many people as possible, is desired.

(e) it does not matter who you choose to Fill in the survey.
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13. Statistics

(a) ilfress the public because they are considered scientific.
(b) are more readily available since the advent of computers.

(c) can be interpreted in several different ways.
(d) all of the above.

(e) none of the above.

14. In a statistical analysis of a survey

(a) a percentage figure can be used to bias the resultant effect on the reader.
(b) the graphic illustration of the survey can be used to bias the impression

on the reader.
(c) using a long number after a decimal point can influence the reader.
(d) a.11 of the above.

(e) none of the above.

15. Computer analysis will be used more and more by mass media in the next decade.

(a) True
(b) False

16. The term "IT'UT" used in data processing means

(a) the number of comouter instructions in a program.
(b) the answers that are received from the computer.

'(c) a card reader.
(d) the data that goes into the computer.
(e) the computer program.

17, The term "OUTPUT' as used in data processing means

(a) the informition that comes out of a computer.

(b) the computer program.
( c) the Central Processing Unit.
(d) the data produced by a keypunch.

(e) the reproducer.

1U. Of the following choices, which is an input device?

(a) The Central Processing Unit.
(b) The card reader.
(c) The reproducer.
(d) A keypunch.

(e) A printer.

19. Of the following choices. which is an output device?

(a) A disk drive.
(b) A keypunch.

(c) A printer.
(a) The Central Processing Unit.
(e) A card reader.



20. Of the following, which is a mass storage device?

(a) A magnetic tape drive.
(b) The Central Processing Unit
(c) A card reader.
(d) A printer.
(e) A reproducer.

21. A computer program is

(a) a set of instructions for the computer.
(b) the Central Processing Unit.
(c) a deck of cards.
(d) the data.

185

22. Which of the following can cause data processing results (answers) to
be wrong?

(a) A "BUG" in the program.
(b) Wrong input data.
(c) Invalid logic in program design.
(d) Poor computer operations.
(e) All of the above.

23. Which of the following is a function of the Central Processing Unit?

(a) To read cards.
(b) To perform any arithmetic desired.
(c) To use for mass storage of data.
(d) To read data from magnetic tape.
(e) To read data from magnetic disk.

,
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IlSTRUCTIO

1. On your test nangr - circle the one letter which You feel most accurately

answers the ouestions.

2. questions 24 through 13 will require you to write out answers to questions.

Please respond to all questions and do not leave any answer hlan.

Ising the test you have just comnleted, transfer your answers to the IV

card provided and follow the instructions helm/.

') Turn your 11m card over and write your name on the hack (in ink) on the
line indicated for nave.

;) 'Jrlie your iradn on tc lire indicated for stii-!e.it nurher.

C) Th.: turn your Infl card over and use your pencil to coTnlete the

following information.

'1th the card facing youb(horizontally) - look in the lefthand' colunn
lnd VOA 'rill nUT11,1PrS 1, 3, 1 and "fluhhle in" (daren in smite

listo,i for 'unher 1). '1a!e sure Your lines are heavy ((Jar!: enounh) and

ee^ te lines outlinel for '!umher 1.

',n',; -turn your card ;traioht Pind (vc,rticallv) so that thn colurrn

"u vft)er 1 is facing You (to Your left side).

!"; You am to tran:,for te anw2rs -hich ynd have circlor' on vruir gunstion
-1-12,-,t, in t11- fnllorinn in"(t.lt is, fill in thn snace

"rmr lot tor ':n.1 havg cirelP! on Your tost.

0-1 Yfl'!
F Tin IY!Y7r) roP ""(-;

"^, trnnsfrrrrY! to ,,Tir I"- oar!, r--rofore

vni l onl thrnunh 'Iumhor '7. 'Io!lovor, make certain

th,it ynu have romnleted re,mnses to nuestions 2 through 33 on your Test

sheet.
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PUBLICATIONS/DATA SYSTEMS BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
MASS COMMUNICATIONS

STUDENT'S NAME DATE

GRADE SCHOOL

1. In communication theory, the encoder is

(a) the person who gives an encore after regular performance.
(b) the person who transcribes a message into Morse code.
(c) the person or persons generating the original message.
(d) the person who receives the message.
(e) the person who pays for the transmittal of the message.

2. In communication theory, the channel is

(a) the means by which a message is sent from one person to another.
(b) the body of water between England and the continent.
(c) the television station's allocation of wave frequency by the government.
(d) the television production studio.
(e) a perfume closely related to Chanel #5.

3. Channel noise is

(a) static.
(b) mechanical difficulty.
(c) bias words.
(d) all of the above.
(e) 4nc e above.

4. The first and main thing which a reporter seeks when covering a story is

(a) whether he can get a story which will be used nationwide by the wire
service.

(b) the slant which agrees with his editor.
(c) the'slant which agrees with his publisher.
(d) the facts.
(e) his own impressions and reactions to the event.

5. A reporter's objectivity may be hampered by

(a) the fact being elusive.
(b) his own feelings about the situation.
(c) his physical limitations in sensing the total situation, such as sight,'

hearing.
(d) all of the above.
(e) none of the above.
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6. In general, a lead is

(a) the opening paragraph, which gives the most mundane facts.
(b) the opening paragralh, containing the 5W's who,what, where, when, why.

(c) the anecdote which opens the story.
-(d) the large title over the story.
(e) the closing paragraph.

7. If a reporter or news commentator is honest, he will also be correct.

(a) True
(b) False

3. Since a photograph records an actual scene, there is no way it can be unfair.

(a) True

(b) False

9. Freedom& the press means there are no restrictions on what can be said or

published.

(a) True

(b) False

10. Libel is

(a) any fact which a person involved prefers not be published.
(b) the printing of anything which is unfair and damaging to a person
(c) siding with the government on a controversial issue.
(d) publishing documents which prove someone has violated a law.

(e) not punishable by law.

11. Surveys are often made

(a) to establish what the nation as a whole feels.
(b) to help a publisher know what the people think.
(c) to help define problem areas.
(d) because actual numbers are more logical to consider than "hunches".

(e) all of the above.

12. In making a survey

(a) it does not matter how many people are involved.
(b) one must consult everyone in the nation.
(c) it is desirable to have only a few people.
(d) a representative sample, with as many people as possible, is desired.
(e) it does not matter who you choose to fill in the survey.
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13. Statistics

(a) impress the public because they are considered scientific.
(b) are more readily available since the advent of computers.
(c) can be interpreted in several different ways.
(d) all of the above.
(e) none of the above.

14. In a statistical analysis of a survey

(a) a percentage figure can be used to bias the resultant effect on the reader.
(b) the graphic illustration of the survey can be used to bias the impression

on the reader.
(c) using a long number after a decimal point can influence the reader.
(d) all of the above. .

(e) none of the above.

15. Computer analysis will be used more and more by mass media in the next decade.

(a) True
(b) False

16. The tern "INPUT" used in data processing means

(a) the number of computer instructions in a program.
(b) the answers that are received from the computer.
(c) a card reader.
(d) the data that goes into the computer.
(e) the computer program.

17. The tern "OUTPUT" as used in data processing means

(a) the information that comes out of a computer.
(b) the computer program.
(c) the Central Processing Unit.
(d) the data produced by a keypunch.
(e) the reproducer.

13. Of the following choices, which is an input device?

(a) The Central Processing Unit
'1)) The card reader.
(c) The.reproducer.
(d) A keypunch.
(e) A printer.

19. Of the following choices, which is an output device?

(a) A disk drive.
(b) A keypunch.
(c) A printer.
(d) The Central Processing Unit
(e) A card reader.

JO



20. Of the following, which is a mass storage device?

(a) A magnetic tape drive.
(b) The Central Processing Unit.

(c) A card reader.
(d) A printer.
(e) A reproducer.

21. A computer program is

(a) a set of instructions for the computer.
(b) the Central Processing Unit.
(c) a deck of cards.
(d) the data.

. 22. Which of the following can cause data processing results (answers) to
be wrong?

(a) A "BUG" in the program.
(b) Wrong input data.
(c) Invalid logic in program design.
(d) Poor computer operations.
(e) All of the above.

23. Which of the following is a function of the Central Processing Unit?

(a) To read cards.
(b) To perform any arithmetic desired.
(c) To use for mast storage of data.
(d) To read data from magnetic tape.

(e) To read data from magnetic disk.

24. Two new ideas I learned during my visit to the Mass Communications
Department were:

(1)

(2)

25. As a result of my visit to the Mass Communications Department, I changed
..my view on

26. The thing I liked most in my visit to the Mass Communications Department
was:

13
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27. 'The part of Mass Communications I would like to know more about is:

28. If I were assigned the task of planning a program for other middle school
children visiting the Mass Communications Department, my program would
include:.

29. Two new ideas I learned during my visit to the Computer Department were:

(1)

(2)

30. As a result of my visit to the Computer Department, I changed my view on

31. The thing I liked most in my visit to the Computer Department was:

32. The part of cppputers which I would like to know more about is

33. If I were assigned thelask of planning a program for other middle school
children visiting the Computer Department, my program would include:

4
6
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MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

PUBLICATIONS/DATA SYSTEMS

THE MASS COMMUNICATIONS/COMPUTER SESSION FOR GIFTED STUDENTS

The objedtive of the Joint session on Mass Communications and Computers

wa: to try integr4ting the two areas while als0 dealing with explicit informa-

tion in each discipline. From the response of the students to seeing the

computer results generated on their data, the experiment appeared to be a

success. An analysis of the data on th control group reveled the following:
,z7

1) There is no significant correlation between IQ level and rank on

test perforeance. Since the IQ ran small, this is to be expected.

ti ./'*

2) No student missed fewer questions on the post-test than on the

pre-test. One student remained the same, all others improved their scores.
06

3) Items 11 and 12 on the objective test regarding surveys, showed a

slight increase in the number missed. ,Analysis of the wrong answers chosen

suggests that having the data computerized gave it an authenticity which made

the group believe that small numbers are adequate for a survey even though it,

was carefully verbalized during the session that the larger and more varied or

representative the group surveyed, the better the survey results.

1
4) Since question number 7 of the test was central to the Mass Commu-

nication session, the response to it was compared with the open response to/ihe

post-test written answers to items number 1 and number 2. (Question number 7 was

true-false: "If a reporter or news commentator is honest, he will also be

correct.") Students who missed the question on both the pre and post tests,

when asked what they learned, verbalized: "Different people see things in Offer-

ent ways," ."People see and hear an event the way they want to." Each person

/, A
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MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

I

PUnICATIONS/DATA SYSTEMS

sees things differently." Students who missed question 7 on the pre-test but

answered correctly on the post-test, made similar remarks: "People have differ-

ent ideas about things," "The facts of a reporter's story may be changed and

incorrect if the reporter is not observant." This suggests that answers to

some questions may be more difficult to integrate than others. For example,

learning that an encoder is defined as the sender of a message does not involve

une personally, whereas concluding that being h.-zest is not the same as being

factual does involve a person's value system a6d their background.

The written comments were more re-enforcing than the test results

showed in That the students singled out the basic conceptual objective of being

aware of how mass media can influence.
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(Data Systems/Publications) Pre and Post Test Responses

Item Grid:

The red letter denotes which wrong answer was on pre-test.

b The red dash (-) denotes no response on pre-test.
e

The black letter denotes which wrong answer was on post-
test.

No letter denotes right answer.

Bottom Numeric Tabulation:

The red number denotes total number of students missing
that question* on pre-test.

11

The black number denotes total number of students missing
that question* on post-test.

* Question number is at the top of column.

Right Side Numeric Tabulation:

The rea number denotes total number questions missed by
that student* on pre-test.

The black number denotes total number of questions missed
by that student* on post-test.

* Student identified on the left edge of paper by the letter.
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MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

(DATA SYSTEMS/PUBLICATIONS)

In considering the responses of the Olsen Middle School students to

the post-test questionnaire, the following results were noted:

QUESTION:

#24: (TWO NEW IDEAS I LEARNED DURING MY VISIT TO THE MASS COMMUNICATIONS

DEPARTMENT WERE:)

All the students listed two new ideas they had learned.

#25: (AS A RESULT OF MY VISIT TO THE MASS COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT, I

CHANGED MY VIEW ON:)

Eighteen students indicated they changed their views as a result of their

participation in the Mass Communications Program. Two of the participants

responded they did not change their views.

#26: (THE THING I LIKED MOST IN MY VISIT TO THE MASS COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT

WAS:)

All the students listed something they most enjoyed.

#27: (THE PART OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT IS:)

All the students except one listed something they would have liked to learn.

One student did not respond.

#28:* (IF I WERE ASSIGNED THE TASK OF PLANNING A PROGRAM FOR OTHER MIDDLE SCHOOL

CHILDREN VISITING THE MASS COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT, MY PROGRAM WOULD INCLUDE:)

Twenty participants responded positively with suggestions. Most responses were

a repeat of the BCC program.
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#29: (TWO NEW IDEAS I LEARNED DURING MY VISIT TO THE COMPUTER DEPARTMENT

WERE:)

Nineteen students listed two new ideas they had learned. One student listed

only one new idea he had learned.

#30: (AS A RESULT OF MY VISIT TO THE COMPUTER DEPARTMENT, I CHANGED MY

VIEWS ON:)

Eighteen students indicated they changed their views as a result of their

participation in the Computer Program. Two of the participants responded

they did not change their views.

#31: (,HE THING I LIKED MOST IN MY VISIT TO THE COMPUTER DEPARTMENT WAS:)

All students listed something they most enjoyed.

#32: (THE PART OF COMPUTERS WHICH I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT IS:)

All the students listed something they would have liked to learn.

#33: (IF I WERE ASSIGNED THE TASK Of PLANNING A PROGRAM FOR OTHER MIDDLE

SCHOOL CHILDREN VISITING THE COMPUTER DEPARTMENT, MY PROGRAM WOULD INCLUDE:)

Twenty participants responded positively with suggestions. Most responses

were a repeat of the BCC program.



MASS COMMUNICATIONS

(DATA SYSTEMS/ PUBLICATIONS)

OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

POST-TEST RESPONSES

Item Number

Post-Test

Positive
Responses

Negative
Responses Other

No

Response

Total

Responses

Item #24 20 0 0 0 20

Item #25 18 0 2 0 20

Item #26 20 0 0 0 20

Item #27 19 0 0 1 20

Item #28 20 0 0 0 20

Item #29 19 0 1 0 20

Item #30 18 0 2 0 20

Item #31 20 0 0 0 20

Item #32 20 0 0 0 20

Item #33 20 0 0 0 20

Total: 194 0 5 1 200
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. Turn your IBM card over and write your name on the back (in ink) on the

line indicated fOr came.

2. Write your grade on the line indicated for student numbed,

3. Now turn your IBM card over and use your IBM pencil to complete the

following information.

4. With the card facing you (horizontally) - look in the lefthand column

and you will see numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. "Bubble in" (darken in space

listed for number 1). Make sure your lines are heavy (dark enough) and

keep inside the lines outlined for Number 1.

5. Now turn your card straight up and down (vertically) so that the column

starting with Number 1 is facing you (to your left side).

6. You are to select one answer for each question. Once you have selected

your answer to the question, using the answer sheet, - "bubble in" (that

is, fill in the space with your IBM pencil) the letter which you feel

answers the question most accurately. SELECT ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH

QUESTION. THERE ARE NO CORRECT ANSWERS. YOUR OPINION IS THE IMPORTANT

FACTOR.



MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM SURVEY

"WHO RUNS AMERICA?"

I. Which of the following men do you consider the most influential in
America today?

(a) Ralph Nader
(b) Richard Nixon
(c) David Rockefeller
(d) George Meany
(e) Henry Kissinger

2. Which of the following men do you consider the most influential in
America today?

(a) William Simon
(b) Edward Kennedy
(c) Gerald Ford
(d) Mike Mansfield
(e) Warren Burger

3. Influential leadership should be attributed mostly to

(a) a person's personal qualities.
(b) a person's organizational or institutional ties.
(c) both of the above.
(d) none of the above.

4. The most influential U.S. Senator is

(a) Barry Goldwater (Republican/Arizona)
(b) Henry Jackson (Democrat/Washington)
(c) Mike Mansfield (Democrat/Montana)
(d) Hugh Scott (Republican/Pennsylvania)
(e) Edward Kennedy (Democrat/Massachusetts)

5. Which of the following institutions or organizations is most influential
on decisions or actions affecting the nation as a whole?

(a) Labor unions
(b) White House
(c) Newspapers
(d) Supreme Court

(e) Television

201
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6. Which of the following institutions or organizations is most influential
on decisions or actions affecting the nation as a whole?

(a) U.S. Nouse of Representatives
(b) U.S. Senate
(c) Industry
(d) Labor unions

(e) Government "bureaucracy"

7. Which of the following institutions or organizations is most influential
on decisions or actions affecting the nation as a whole?

(a) Financial institutions
(b) Educational institutions

(c) Magazines
(d) Radio
(e) Organized religion

8. Which of the following institutions or organizations is most influential
on decisions or actions affecting the nation as a whole?

(a) Cabinet
(b) Democratic Party

(c) Republican Party
(d) Organized religion

(e) Advertising agencies

9. Which of the following do you consider the most influential in America

today?

(a) Political and governmental institutions
(b) Religious and educational institutions
(c) Business, industry and finance

10. Does America have a lack of good leadership?

(a) Yes

(b) No

11. Does the fact that a person is influential mean that the influence he
exerts is good?

(a) Yes

(b) No



12. King Faisal of Saudi Arabia influences the United States today.

(a) Yes
(b) No

13. Mao Tse-tung of Red China influences the United States today.

(a) Yes
(b) No

14. Pope Paul VI influences the United States today.

(a) Yes

(b) No

15. Golda Meir of Israel influences the United States today.

(a) Yes
(b) No

4

16. Soviet boss Leonid Brezhnev influences the United States today.

(a) Yes
(b) No

..,

1../ i 0 i

203
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MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

(U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT SURVEY)

"WHO RUNS AMERICA:" - A VIEW FROM THE GIFTED SIDE

The final program for the Gated students from Olsen Middle School

involved a combined seminar on Mass Communications and computers. The inte-

grating aspect of this program was a survey taken by the udents on WHO RUNS

AMERICA which was processed by the computer and then used in the Mass Commu-

nications session for discussion as to how the media might present it and

how bias could be introduced.

Whereas the students had only 20 to 30 minutes to assimilate and

discuss the results of the survey, it was felt that an analysis of the findings

compared to the original survey would be a beneficial spin-off.

The original survey was conducted by U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, issue

of April 22, 1974. on 500 leaders in America today. The survey of the Olsen

Middle School Gifted test group was conducted at BCC, May 23, 1974. The results

were analyzed by th'e computer as one group and then also analyzed by dividing

the students arbitrarily by alphabet into two equal groups.

SURVEY RESULTS

National people, national institutes and international people were the

three cluster influences studied.

Under national figures, the student group ranked Kissinger as more in-

fluential than Nixon (40.6% vs. 34.4%). However, significant differences with

the student groups existed: Group number 1 favored Nixon 37.5% over Kissinger

25%, while Group number 2 favored Kissinger 56.3% over Nixon - 31.3%. The

leaders in the U.S. NEWS magazine survey ranked Nixon first and Kissinger

4,



MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

(U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT SURVEY')

second. Both students and leaders ranked the next thC'ee figures in identical

order -- Meany, Nader and Rockefeller.

205

In a second question on influential men, the student ranked Gerald

Ford first (71.9%), followed by a tie between William Simon and Edward Kennedy,'

and ending with Warren Burger (3.1%).. The leaders ranked Warren Burger first,

William Simon, Gerald Ford, Mike Mansfield and Edward Kennedy in descending

order. Perhaps the time factor of over a month could be regarded as a factor in

the higher rating of Ford. Or, as the students suggested, familiarity with the

name influenced them and Ford had been in the news more than the other men

during recent times.
A

Familiarity with the names was also advanced by the students as the

reason for rating Edward Kennedy and Barry Goldwater as the'most influential

senators (50% and 31.3% respectively) while the leaders. ranked Kinsfield and

Jackson as the two.most\nfluential senators.

.
In agreement with the leaders, the. students (87.5%) felt tnat influ-

ential leadership should be attribdted to both the personal qualities and the

organizational and institutional ties.

On national institutes in generalythe students viewed the government

as more influential than the leaders did. Given the five influences listedas

top by the leaders, the students ranked the White House first with 46.9%, the

Supreme Court and newspapers tied with 18.3%, television with 12.5% and Labor

UniOns last. The leaders ranked television first, followed by the White House,

the Supreme Court, newspapers -and labor unions, in that order.

#
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MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

(U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT SURVEY)

The students ranked the Senate as much more influential (62.5%) than

government bureaucracy, the House of Representatives, labor unions and industry.

The U.S. NEWS' feaders' group gave equal ranking to labor unions, the Senate

and industry, with government bureaucracy and*the House of Representatives lower.

The Cabinet (28%) was ranked higher than the Democratic Party (25%),

the Republican Party (21%), advertising (18%), and organized religion (6%). The

leaders ranked the Democratic Party first, advertising second, followed by the

Cabinet, the Republican Party, and organized religion.

Both groups agreed that financial institutions were more influential

than educational institutions, magazines, radio and religious institutions.

However, the students placed educational institutions higher than magazines,

and organized religion higher than radio, while the leader group did the reverse.

Both leaders and students ranked political and governmental institu-

tions as much more influential (69.6%) than business, industry and finance (28.1%),

with religious and educational institutes ranking a very low third place (3.1%).

Students agreed with leaders that there is a definite lack of leader-

ship (71% said yes, 28% said no). However, it is interesting' to note that the

student groups differed. Group number 1, which ranked Nixon higher than Kissin-

ger, also gave a lower percentage "yes" answer -- 56% yes, 43% no. Group number

2, which ranked Kissinger higher, gave 87% yes and 12% no. Both rveys ob- .

served that a person could be influential without necessarily being a "ggod"

influence.
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MASS 'COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

(U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT SURVEY)

Influence by international figures was recognized by the students.

Two out of three of the students felt that King Faisal of Saudi Arabia, Golda

Meir and leontd Brezhnev were influential in the United States. Only one out

of three students felt that Mao Tse-tung and Pope Paul VI were influential in

the United States. One interpretation given by the students was that perhaps

they were biased by their own religious preferences but a show of hands on

Jewish students voting for Golda Meir and Catholic students voting for Pope

Paul VI made this interpretation questionable.

Whereas in,the original U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT survey of leaders

the respondents generated the names, in the Broward Community College Gifted

child control group survey the students responded to structured options. However,

the general conclusion seems warranted that the students placed more'emphasis

on government influence and less on media influence than the magazine's leader

group did.
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President Richard M. Nixon

"He can make military Ka
nornic social things hap:)en
more than any American

'

I
/

George P. Shultz

As Secretary of the Treas
ury, "the real brains in

the Nixon Administration
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Some respondents in th
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Energy Czar William E. Simon
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strous power and publicity
during the energy crisis
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Labor's George Meany

One assessment. "Certain-
ly one of the premier pow
er wielders in America "

Vice President Gerald R. Ford

Seen as "a sensible,, open.,
honest man'' swho may re-
st( re faith in -The System '"

Consumerism's Ralph Nader

In recent years. "watchdog
of government and Indus
try for the common man

pre r.....m-

;

1

/

Representative Wilbur D. Mills

A tax authority hailed as
"perhaps the most powerful
figure ur the U. S. House.,"

_
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Banker David Rockefeller

As a financial counselor,
"soundest of the bankers

willing to speak out

t

r

\
\
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;

Senator Mike Mansfield

"Great influence in the Sen-
ate and,, therefore., on the
course of national events

Chief Justice Warren Barger

In the hignest court in the
land, "a supreme irterctret
er of the Constituti:n

IP

Senator Edward M, Kennedy

Bearing a magic' name,
"he represents hope for
many disenchanted people."

Replies to a question about the relatise strt iigth of in-
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(continued on nett page)
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THE MOST INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE IN NINE FIELDS-AS RANKED BY THEIR nuts

One of the questions in the "U. S. News & World Report" survey asked those queried to list the three men or women

they considered to be the "most influential" in each respondent's particular field. Three points were awarded to the person

named first, 2 for the secondplece choice. 1 for third. The results:

LAW

1. Warren Burger, Chief Justice of
the U. S

2. Chesterfield Smith, president,
American Bar Assoo.ation

3. John Sirica, federal court judge
4. William Saxbe, AttarnPy General
5. Leon Ja.vorski, Speciai Watergate

Prosector

LABOR
1.",

1. George Meany, president, AFL-
CIO

2. Frank Fitzsimmons, president,
Teamsters

3, Leonard Woodcock, president.
United Auto 17cal.ers

4. Alexander Darkan, pctin:.31 direc-
tor, AFL C10

5. 1, VI. Abel, president, Steelwork,
ers Union

ADVERTISING

1, Witham Bernbach, rt rf exi,k.utive
irl

2., David 0;:ilvy, 1.):-.-yrri chairman,
01;11v, f. Mather

3. John Crichton, pr ,. -tnr, Anion
can Ascociathan of A.x.erte n
Arwiries, Inc

4 tt.ley Vvrol-. I a.srence, president,
Wells, Rich, Green.

5, Edward Ney, cri,et eecutive offi
cor, Young & Inc.

NEWSPAPERS

1. Katharine Graham, publisher,
The Washington Post"

2. Arthur 0. Sulzberger, publisher,,
"The New York Times"

3. James Reston, columnist, "The
New York 'limes"

4 John S. Knight, editorial chair
man, Knight Newsp2per0, Inc.

5, Paul Miller, cnairrnan, Gannett
Company, Inc:

LANKING

I

1, Walter Wriston, chairman, First
National City bank of New York

2, David Rockefeller, chairman,
Chase Manhattan Bank

3. Arthur Burns, chairman, Federal
Reserve Board

4. Alden W. Clausen, president,
Bank of America

5. Gaylord Freeman, chairman, First
National Bank of Chicago

U. S. SENATC

Mike Mansfield 'Cern j, M11, itana,
r

2 Henry Jackkon (1.)(11 ), Washing
ton

3. Edward Kennedy (Den; ), Massa-
ehusitts

4, Hurt; t,c Ott Mep ),
Minomy I t inter

5. Barry Coldwater (Rep ), Arizona

4) .

TELEVIS:ON
OVIIWICOMIrOMIMIO

1. Walter Cronkite, commentator,
Columbia BroaCicastin!.; System

2. John Chancellor, commentator,
National Droac:castiri: Corrip;.ny

3. Frank Stanton, .,,ce etta rman,
Columbia Croadcastirjr; System

4, Julian Geoe:man, pre; cent, Na-
tional Broadcasting Company

5. Richard Salant, president, C0,5
News

EDUCATION

1. Clark Kerr, c`',7 Carrezie
Council on HiLsier Lot:cation

2. Caspar tleinn:c:r, Secretary of
Health, Edui..:Itt..n and Welfare

3. Fto;ter Heyns, pie5ioent, American
Council on id.

4. Kin3rnan presider-A,
Yale University

5. Fattier Theodore Fie,,burgh, prZ,c-
ident, Univer,ity of N3fie Dame

U. S. VOZ..!:',17. OF
RE.PRES2NTATIVCS

1. Carl Albert (Derr ' 0°ahoro.

2 Wilour 0 Milis t'kr IT
chairman of the and Means
COl'irrWtet

3 Georce II, Mohan (Dorn
cha r,non of hit, Approprot,ons
Committee

4, Thomas P., O'Nci,::
11,, :.t.i,c r'ty I e.uIer

5. John J. Rhoe. (Rip ), Arizona,
Minority leaner
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Mrs. Findley met with Mrs. Betz), Owen, representing Publications,

and Mr. Fred Scott, Director. of Data Systems, who were responsible for the

Mass Communications Program for the Gifted children of Olsen Middle School.

The" talked about what they had hoped to achieve and how the program was carried

out. Mrs. Findley said that the final results were not yet tabulated but

there was some good feedback on the program. She asked Mrs. Owen to begin the

discussion by explaining a little about how her section of the program, Publi-

cations, had been correlated with Mr. Scott's section of the program, Data

Systems.

Mrs. Owen summarized her thinking as follows: "Perhaps one of the

outstanding things in the communications field is the orientation. The whole

is constantly watched rather than any particular part. So I really felt it

would be advantageous for us to be working with communicating something

specific. Here my thinking was followed with, why not communicate the thing

that was immediately involved? In this case, it happened to be Data Processing,

the next scheduled program. Not only did this work out conveniently, but

generally speaking, the Data Processing field is beginning to have enormous

impact on communications insofar as how things are communicated and even what

is communicated. I think this is something that is going to happen even more

in the future, and so it is imperative perhaps for up and coming Gifted children

to be aware of the theories of communication -- now it happens and what is going

to happen, rather than for us to get into the specifics within communication.

Therefore, this was the approach we took, and from the Publications viewpoint,

4

":
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it was very gratifying.

There were two groups of students alternating between Publications

and Data Systems. The first group had the

;

r sults of their work within about

ten minutes of the information being sent b courier to Data Systems. This

information was the result of a public opinion survey is which both groups took

part. The students were really interested in seeing the results of the work

they had just completed and were impressed how quickly this was done by the

data machines. After receiving definite results from the processed information,

we talked in terms of how we could interpret these results, and theoretically,

what the best way to get this information to the public might be. We discussed

what things could happen to it that could be good or bad in terms of communica-

tion. When the second group came, rfound the same thing was happening. They

had been to Data Systems and had seen how the computer worked with their materials,

but then when they arrived at Publications and were to work with it again, they

were just as interested in seeing how their answers to the survey could tie

right in with the overall thing that I'd chosen which was recognizing how bias

can work into communications. This is good for them to know, because even if

they never work as communicators, they are going to constantly be the recipients

of communication. I think from the enthusiasm that generated among the students,

the integration of the two programs was an excellent idea and really served

our purpose. Perhaps Mr. Scott can tell us what was happening at the other end

of the campus while we were writing and talking."

Mr. Scott replied, "Of course, I enjoy talking to anybody about Data

Processing and Computer Systems. I feel one of the problems that society has
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generally in accepting computers is thejact that they are quite complicated

from a technical. standpoint, yet it is possible to discuss these machines in

very general terms, leaving out the nitty gritty and the very technical aspects,

and people can come away with a very good understanding of what a computer

system is like, what Data Processing is, and I really did enjoy working with

these kids. They were quite sharp, they just swallow up everything you tell
O

them. They seemed to be impressed with the machinery and it was just a great

experience. I like these type of programs from.one standpoint and that is,

in bringing kids out here froi that age group to the College now, we are really

helping ourselves in the future, because these kids have now been exposed to

something pretty well accepted by them that happened at Broward Community

College. Without a program like this, these kids could probably go thrQilgh

almost to,their senior year in high school without really having a good idea

of what Broward Community College can offer. And I think that it's goingo

be a type of program like this that will have a lasting impression on them.

These are sharp kids, and in the past, we've watched how sharp Kids can quickly.

progress to Lhe university system."

"I agree entirely," Mrs. Owen interjected, "and I think that if we

always have to have a sacrificial couple of years, Imould start working with

this age and concentrate on it rather than ones just getting out of high

school -- they are lost!"

Mr. Scott continued, "Yes, but I really do think that this is a

great thing and that we will reap the benefits from programs like this because

these kids are going to remember BCC and some of the good things they saw

here if we have good programs, and I think we did this time. I think that
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people who come out here, particularly kids, who see the Planetarium for

instance, have got to come away impressed and recognize that there is quali-

ty education at this College available to them."

Mrs. Owen added: "I think one thing that we must realize too, when

you point out that these are very bright children, and that is, we should

constantly stay aware at the college level that the education at the lower

levels is expanding and increasing, and if contioued along this line, when

students get here,Wfiat are we going to offer them? It is a challenge to us

to have really outstanding prOgrams to boost our academic level even more

perhaps in view of what is taking place."

Mrs. Findley then asked Mrs. Owen if she would talk about the program

that she had - "Who Runs America?" and how she hoped to correlate the question-

naire with the national survey. Also, something about the movie that she had

shown in the classroom and some of the feedbacks and reactions in relion

to that little experiment she had in her classroom.

Mrs. Owen gave the following description of the Publications part

of her work with the Gifted in the Mass Communications Program.

"The movie was shown first which allowed me to talk about theory

immediately, and then show them something and let them-try it out. The movie

was a two and a half minute silent film which demonstrates a hold-up. The

students watched it and then they were asked to write a lead for a story

using the fact. Facts were emphasized and, using exactly what was seen,

suddenly we discover!d that we had eighteen or twenty people who all saw

4;(i{1
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this same film. Fortunately, I like a lot of discussion and I can stand chaos

rather well in front of creative children, so it didn't bother me at all that

suddenly there were eighteen or twenty voices clamoring. I think the main detail

noticed in the film was the watch pulled, was not really a watch, it was In

identification bracelet. No one was really sure until we ran the filma second

and even a third time. In the meantime, however, they were trying to convince

each other that they were right. But I think they got the point. As Fred Scott

said, they're really sharp. They got the point fast that what they thought were

facts the first time, were not facts, and that (tying this in with communications)

a reporter has the same problem. He can't replay a dramatic event in real life

over again like we did in that film. Maybe, therefore, on-the-spot things that

(you might hear talked about are not being looked at a second time and analysed, so

that we do have error creeping in, and also we can have bias. The students were

really good at picking out things that sway, such as, 'I might have seen it because

I like that kind of car,' or something similar concerning the various observational

elements that were involved. One of these was the get-away car, and most of the

children wrote down that the robber hopped in the car and drove off. Well, he

hopped in on the wrong side from the driver's side, and he obviously was driven

off. I think one of the twenty got that. But the exchange between them was inter-

esting and the dynamics of them seeing each other's work and comparing reactions

with their own; none of them felt badly about the fact that they didn't catch

everything because nobdoy was catching everything. So I think that part worked

well. Then we moved into the survey part of the program. By the time we'd

run through the two and a half minutes of film and talked about it, then the
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results from the computer, the first time around, had already arrived with

the results of the questionnaire they had answered in connAction with the
/'

survey. At this time, we haven't correlated it yet with the national results

and I'd be interested in seeing how these Gifted children compare to the na-

tional norm. Our survey was done at the same time as the News and World

Report'survey was done. An interesting observation was the way students handled

the printout sheets of the survey. We had results run off in three differ-

ent ways - Mr. Scott had run off Group I,, then he'd run offsGroup II, and

then he'd run off the total group of the Gifted students. When the group

that hadn't been over to the computer center yet were handed the printout

sheet, I started to say something about how to interpret it, but they had

already started telling me what was on it. I didn't have to tell them how

to interpret the printout sheet. They already knew.

As to the survey itself which related to how they look at their

country -- Who runs the country? Who are the important people? -- I think

besides their interest, they also found fallacies here in the survey itself.

They would say, 'We don't even know some of the people on here ... we're

voting for names that we know.' This too can turn out to be an additional

learning experience by turning their remarks to: 'Okay, what do you think

happens when you go to the polls and you vote for the names you know, not

necessarily the best man at all, but you go ahead and vote because ycu've

heard a name or something.' Almost anything they worked with wound up being

something that a lesson could be extracted from. It was sort of an open ended

situation. We also found some interesting contradictions in their responses.

There were several categories listed relative to institutional type organizations
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that strongly influence the running of the country. Everybody felt that

the religious institutions would come out as one of the top influential ones,

but this isn't what they marked on their papers. This doesn't mean that they

don't think it's the most important, merely that they don't think at this

point these are the most operative influential institutions. I think they

were even surprisedloy their own group's answers to some of the things. We

didn't get into comparing their results with the national survey results,

there wasn't enough time, 'Iut it was interesting for them to compare each

other's and then the group's, and the composite. One good discussion that

came out of it was with the second group when they got into whet' -r or not

they thought a world figure was influential. When they got to GOLGa Meier

of Israel,they couldn't understand how somebody could nark that she wasn't

influential. So the kidding came up. 'Well, it must be the non-Jews who

didn't think she was influential.' Then we had to have a show of hands on

who is a Jew and who is a Catholic and who is a Protestant -- not for the

idea of remembering this or personal reasons, just for finding out that the

answer wasn't necessarily related to whether or not the person answering was

Jewish, merely the fact that they didn't feel that she was influential. This

led into a discussion of - how do you interpret the word, 'influential'? One

student thought Mao Tse Tung was influential because everything that Mao

Tse Tung does in China influences American policy. This was one student's

reason why he had marked, 'Yes,' he thought Mao was influential. So there

was a lot of hinging on word-awareness, and again, to me this was very grati-

fying because this is a greater part of what communication is -- a tremendous

awareness of how the words affect and what the results are of using them.
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It comes through suddenly in almost everything you do, and this came through

in the survey, too. We also went ahead and talked about some of the fallacies

that can arise with statistics - very simple things like concerting your

number into a percentage. For instance, if we say, 'eighty-seven per cent

of the Gifted children,' this does not mean the same thing as 'eighty-seven

per cent of the Gifted children of Olsen Middle School, Fort Lauderdale,

Florida.' If we say, 'fifteen out of eighteen Gifted ctildren thought ...'

then we know we're talking about a total of eighteen children, whereas when

we give a percentage figure like eighty-seven per cent, the reaction would

be to think, Well, you know, eighty-seven per cent, that's fantastic! So,

the completeness makes a difference, and the actual number versus the per.

centage makes a difference. So they realized this, too. The other thing

pointed out to them, using the same example, is the reaction when a statistic

is carried even further. If we say, '87.95243% of the Gifted children,'

people would believe that number first, simply because somebody's computer

has been programmed to carry that decimal point out infinitesimally, and

they all agreed that most people would. So, instead of doing a blanket

cutoff on figures, just go ahead and sLientifically carry them out, then it

tends to be impressive, and the question was raised, should it? These are

subtle ways that your figures and your computer results, and how these

are communicated car influence people."

Mrs. Owen then asked Mr. Scott if there was anything on the statis-

tical part of a printout or anything similar that he would like to mention

in connection with a communications theory or in reference to reactions to

statistics.
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Mr. Scott said, "I couldn't really talk about the survey, because

we just grabbed those cards and ran across the campus as fast as we could

in order to get the results back to Publications. It is interesting what

you said about the kids being able to take that printout and look at it,

and say, 'Hey, I know what it's talking about!' This makes me feel good

because it means that we've a printout that people can understand -- a

criticism that we sometimes have to live with on other subjects. I think

the comment that I personally would like to make is the relationship here

we have developed between a discipline or area called Data Processing and a

discipline or area called Communications, or Journalism. I think this rela-

tionship was, in itself, a good learning experience for these kids. Because

in most cases, when people think about computers who are not too knowledgeable

about them, they are thought of in terms of mathematics, or science, or busi-

ness. But primarily, I think most people think of computers in terms of math,

science, statistics, and things of this nature. But what we're finding here

is that after twenty to twenty-five years of the use of computers, which

is a very Short period of time, we're seeing these machines becoming so

pervasive in our way of life, in our society. It particularly becomes

numbing when you th'nk, well, what are the next twenty-five or the next fifty

years going to bring? and I think it's quite reasonable to expect that

these machines will become more and more influential in our whole society

until the day comes when nobody will go through a day without using some

type of computer, whether it's going to be a home computer that operates your

stove or your television, or all the different devices you have in the house.

It is possible for computers to collect your income tax ,,formation and then
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at the end of the year, spit it out. It could handle all the billing on

your telephone, for the food that you buy, or it could transfer balances

from your bank account to Jordan Marsh's bank account and things of this

nature. We're eventually going to have these machines become so involved

in our lives that if we don't know what they can do for us, and how they

do it, and understand their weaknesses as well as their strengths, I think

there could be some problems and disruptions in our society."

Mrs. Cwen said, "I think one of the things that was impressive to

the children was that the information off the computer was directly from

them, tying them right in with the computer. It wasn't just a cold machine

that printed out data. It was suddenly something that told them something

about themselves, and I think really they liked that part of it. If as

you say, it's going to be that pervasive, we probably do need to start

building a type of awareness and acceptance of computers -- even a liking

for them. One of the major reasons I, too, liked the integration was in

connection with what we were told about two years ago at the National Edu-

cational Journalism Association meeting. We had a one-day seminar the day

before the meeting just on the impact of computers in the press. It is

really going in two directions. Almost all of the newspapers and magazines

being read rignt now are being 'computer set' already. So, as you are saying,

it is not just going to be another discipline, it's going to be right in

people's homes in all sorts of ways. It was thought then there would be

computer terminals in every press room in the United States, and there are

in many places already. I think it is exceedingly important for these

people to know that the field of communication is changing -- one does not

(Jo
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go out with. a pencil and a pad of paper to cover a story anymore. You learn

how to use the typesetting machine where your material comes up verified.

You learn to go to the computer terminal and ask it all sorts of questions

about whatever you happen to need to know as it would have already generalized

collective data stored in it. After that, its knowing how to ask intelli-

gent questions to the computer to get something out of it to put.in your story

or to write your story based around that information. There's an enormous

influence from the computer already in the communications field which will

undoubtedly increase. So I agree that having students aware of this is

important as this is what is happening out there."

Mrs. Findley thanked Mrs. Owen for her remarks and asked Mr. Scott

if he wanted to mention the main highlights of the basic information he had

tried to get through to the students about the Computer Program through the

two parts in which his program was divided, with the lecture series first,

explanation, demonstration and so forth, and the latter part when the students

went into the computer room and actually saw the parts of the computer, re-

inforcing some of the things just explained to them.

Mr. Scott outlined the two major themes he had tried to follow:

"The first theme consisted of trying to explain to the students how we get

information into a computer. What do those holes mean in a punch card? It

can be fairly easily explained how each of those holes represent a piece of

information to a machine. Within that same category, the second point was,

what types of data or information go into the machine, and how to differen-

tiate between what is data and what is information. I pointed out that data
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is just raw, unprocessed information going into the machine which then gets

processed and manipulated according to some algorisms that have been de-

signed, and out of this supposedly comes good, solid information, things that

are interpretable, things that can be understood. The students marked their

cards with answers to questions that were given through the Communications

part of the program and I tied these back to the prtvious points I had tried

to make. Whereas, anyone looking at a card would not be overly impressed by

any single answer, when the data is all put through the machine, manipulated

and processed, it comes out on a printout that they can pick up and say, 'Hey,

here's something interesting!' And it will mean something to them. This

then is information. And that's the whole idea behind having the computer.

The second theme that I tried to stress was the actual physical

make-up of a computer system. In many cases, people call it a computer, but

actually it is a computer with a bunch of other machines that are connected

to it which we call a 'computer system'. The students were shown the differ-

ent portions of a computer system, the input and output devices, and it was

explained how you read information through certain devices into the computer

and how you get information out of the computer through other devices. I

told them what magnetic tape drives are, and how information is held on mag-

netic tape for ready access by the computer, what disk drives are, and

the difference between sequential accessing of data and random accessing of

data.

Those were the two different themes. First, what goes into the

machine -- the raw data and the program that manipulates the data, the
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instructions that tell the computer exactly what to do and what comes out

of the machine, and secondly, what the physical computer system looks like.

One other aspect that I tried to stress in the first theme was how

there are problems that can occur along the way of processing information

and/or data. If you have bad data, of course, that messes things up. If

you have a program that is not logically written, or hasn't been properly

checked out, this also can create problems. If somebody uses the wrong

algorism within the program, that also can mess things up. It was important

to have them realize that just because it comes out of a computer, does

not necessarily mean the information is right, and they should be aware of

that situation. These machines can be of great help to us in getting right

answers, but then can also come up with wrong answers. It goes at such

fast speeds that there is a tendency to be awed by the performance of the

machine rather than looking at the results and questioning the results

at all times to make sure that what was done was done right."

Mrs. Owen asked Mr. Scott if he thought that people in the computer

field accept the fact there can be fallacies within the computer system ...

that "the machine can be wrong and if they can accept this better than

the public.

Mr. Scott answered by saying, "Certainly, people in my area are,

as in any other Data Processing area, much more aware of what can go wrong

than the general public. As I say, I think there's been a feeling among

the general public at times, like, Geez, it came out of the computer, I

can't question it! Or something like that. These are really the growing

pains, in my opinion, of '.he computer industry. We've all heard of the

e 4)
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types of problems where somebody has received an incorrect bill from a

department store or from an insurance company, and he's written a letter

back saying it is wrong and asking them to please change it! And then he

gets another bill with the same problems, maybe even compounded, and this

goes on over maybe a period of six months to a year or more perhaps. Finally,

the person will take the punch card that comes in the mail and maybe just

mutilates it trying to get somebody's attention that way. And maybe, finally,

this does get some human being to look at the situation. But these growing

pains are within our understanding and we have to learn how to integrate

these machines with people -- how to interface the computers with human beings.

We are all still learning about this, and again, as I said, in the next

decade or so we'll see improvements in things of this nature where people

can find out what information is being held about them, tell people that it

is wrong, and get the information corrected. I've seen programming systems

where ways of making these kind of corrections were just neglected to be

included in the programming. The programmer maybe went along on the thinking

that, Hey, the machine's gonna do it, and it's gonna do it right 'cause I

wrote the program. So there are no corrections to be made! But this type

of thinking is just psychological really, and they're finding out that these

kind of adjustments have to be made. When there are problems, there have to

be ways of correcting them, and correcting them quickly, and to be responsive.

Because errors of this nature have given the computer industry probably itt

worse name -- this problem of people trying to correct information about

themselves and finding that arguing with a machine can be a hassle."

Mrs. Owen said she would like to comment on one aspect of the com-
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puter program: "Even though these were Gifted children and we were hitting

at their intellectual ability, they are still young people (I prefer to call

them just children) but anyway, they are still very young and I think they

got a great big kick out of the road runner printout. Instead of giving them

some really serious computer printout and just appealing to their intellectual

side, I think they really appreciated being recognized as kids. And I think

this is something we need to keep in mind all through any such program, especiall

for this age group, and that is how to integrate this maturation level - emo-

tionally and physically, aloig with the intellectual level. I think the computer

printout of the road runner was in this instance, a good adaptation of a technical

thing for this age level. I do think we have a delicate balance to consider if

these programs were to become more extensive."

Mrs. Findley agreed with Mrs. Owen on this point and asked her: "In

reference to the first part of your program when you were trying to emphasize

certain points in writing a news story - who, what, where, when and why - you

wrote those points on the board and they were to keep them in mind when writing

their story and this was correlated with the movie. They saw the movie and

then tried to incorporate those important points. Did you haye a chance to

read through these stories? I know we read a couple in class but I was rather

interested in your opinion of their stories as a whole. I know they tried

to revise them and write their stories over again after they saw the movie

the second time because they needed to make some changes and were having a

little difficulty getting a consensus of opinion as to the facts. On their

final copies, the authors being Gifted children, what did you think about

their news stories?"
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Mrs. Owen said, "I think they were very aware, because they imme-

diately caught on that some of the basic five W's, as we call them, were not

necessarily there. There was no way from the movie they could produce this

information, and so that awareness in itself was good, but also some of them

did mention that if they were writing the story, they would have found the

information. Some of them were very ingenuous in their story, and went ahead

and created all the information -- which showed creativity, but not necessarily

fact-finding. The major thing that came out was what I really expected and

that is, I don't think there was more than one that didn't get changed, and

I didn't tell them to write a second story, merely that they could change the

first one. Generally, a story was changed relative to the facts, and I realized

this later, that basically, the whole thing was structured around getting the

facts, then all the details and "bther things you want to consider come next. But

the facts were stressed because it was the most important thing and we couldn't
1.4

work with everything, totally in this short time. In looking back through the

- tories, they did grasp on the second go-round that they would have to change

their first facts and this is what they did. They were also very ingenuous in

things like the heads, such as, ROBBER GETS ROBBED."

Mrs. Findley thanked Mrs. Owen and Mr. Scott, saying that she herself

had learned a great deal from the Mass Communications Program and she was

certain the children from Olsen Middle School did too.
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Mrs. Findley talked with Dr. Fred Skalny, Coordinator of Special

Learning Disabilities and the Gifted Child Program for Broward County School

Systems, and asked him to give some information on the background of the Gifted

Program in the Broward County School System.

Dr. Skalny gave the following account. "There never had been an

official Gifted Child Program until the 1973-74 school year. That's when the

State of Florida mandated the Full Time Equivalency, FTE, funding of Exceptional

Child programs in the regular school programs. Prior to that time, we had

approximately three bona fide teachers designated through the Exceptional Child

Center, under Dr. Robert G. Wieland, as teachers of,the Gifted and they were

out at the Nova complex. They were paid out of monies from Dr. Wieland's budget.

We did have, (not to misrepresent the facts) schools that were offering en-

richment type curriculum for students who were achieving'at a higher grade or

level than thefr'grade placement indicated. And there was an attempt to meet

their needs, even though it wasn't officially classified as Gifted. But during

the 1973-7A school year, as a function of the new FTE funding plan, /e identified

approximately two thousand children in the Broward County schools and set up

programs throughout the county for them. We have a total of approximately

seventy -five staff members who are working with Gifted children throughout the

county. The programs employ personnel on a resource basis, which means that a

student who is identified by a school psychologist as ifted can have maximum

extra special help for seven hours Per week - no.more, at 3 higher cyst /weight
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factor which means the school gets more money for educating the Gifted for those

seven hours. However, a teacher of a Gifted child class could only see them for

four or five hours, and, of course, could not exceed seven hours. If they were

to go over seven hours, the cost/weight factor would have gone back down to the

normal school/weight factor. So, we're talking about a resource weight/factor

for Gifted of 3.0 for the seven hours and then back down to 1.0 any additional

time after that. That's just a financial concern. Due to this FTE funding policy,

the major emphasis was to develop programs first at the elementary school level

and then go into middle and high schools. According'to the latest count for this

current year, we had forty-six schools with Gifted programs at the elementary

school level, ten schools at the middle school level, and three high schools.

We see now that once a child becomes identified as Gifted, this label should be

retained by the majority of these students all the way through. This means that

middle school and high school will really have to be concentrated on next year in

terms of program development planning and the type of philosophy to be used at these

different levels."

Mrs. Findley asked what criteria was used for identifying a Gifted child

in the Broward County School System.

"At the present," Dr. Skalny replied, "we operate our Exceptional Child

program in whaf we call call a District Plan. This is a plan written up by a

committee representing parents, classroom teachers, specialists in different areas

of exceptionalities, and other administrators. This District Plan for Exceptional

Child Education is a document that must be submitted to Tallahassee by State law,

and has to be approved before we can operate our programs. It is a document that

becomes our legal performance contract with the State of Florida. We have a

District Plan in Tallahassee at the moment but we do not have official clearance

4 (
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on it yet. It has passed toe Broward County School Board. They have officially

okayed it as we submitted it, with no changes, but we are waiting final official

confirmation from Tallahassee.

In terms of identifying any criteria for selecting Gifted children

generally, we are recommending that the screening process begin with the classroom

teacher. They look over the child's classroom performance in terms of both in-

tellectual skills and different types of talents, such as in the form of art, poetry,

creative writing, dramatics, dancing, athletics, or other areas which would be

classfied more as talent ability rather than intellectual ability. The teacher,

-after identifying these students, compiles a list, with information as Lu grade

levels in reading, arithmetic, and in other academic subject areas. We look for

something approximately two years or more above grade placement level initially.

A second grader at a fourth or fifth grade level is a good indication that we may

find other supportive data that will give us indication that this child should be

tested thoroughly for possible placement in the program. This information is fed

to the Guidance Counselor who also goes through the cumulative folder on the child,

looks through any group testing scores, and if this child has consistently scored

high on the group test scores which give both IQ tests data and achievement tests

data in various academic area,, Lhis barnmes additional supportive information.

Then the Guidance Counselor sets up a list of top priority students to be tested

by the Special Services team operating in each of the four School Administrative

districts of Broward County. The actual identification is in the hands of the

school psychologist. They are the people designated that will officially sign

the document that recommends a child has, upon review of all the data and addi-

tional testing, met the requirements to be classified as 'Gifted' and should,

therefore, have the benefit of an appropriately developed program. The exact
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type of testing that the school psychologist reauires is not necessarily clear-cut.

If enough information is gathered, there nay not be a need to give a complete

Wechsler Intelligence Scale or Children. If information is kind of vague and

the child indicates there is some potential there, but if work samples and other

observations are not clear-cut, the :Mild nay be requested to go through an entire

psychological evaluation including complete individual inteili'ence and educa-

tional achievenent tests. Talent is a difficult problem, because we are at a

point where the school still can na!:e and has the right to Trce a decision that

a child is performing in terms of, let us say, above and beyond the usual capacity

of his average grade placement and age, and if a definite talent shows, it should

be followed through.

When we talk abut some recommendations for next year in terms of

planning, I think there are other ways in which we can be more objective in evalua-

ting talent. For instance, when does a person show he has the potential for being

another Mercury Morris? In this area also, we feel that a person who is very

profitient and agile in athletic skills or gymnastics is someone who should be

classified and accepted under the heading of Gifted or Talented. These parti-

cuiar talented children may not necessarily score very high intellectually, but

w want to have a flexible identification procedure where students can get a

more specialized type of curriculum based on where their real uniqueness falls,

whet;;c; it's intellectual or a talent."

"So you're saying that there's not necessarily a uniform test for all

schools in identifying students," said Mrs. Findley, "is there a particular cut-off,

such as 130 IQ? Could you clarify these points -- uniform testing, and identify-

ing? In other words, is there a certain cut-off on IQ score and in the identifying

of Gifted students?"
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1 great deal of discussion has centered around whether or not 130

cut-off point should be used, and there are a lot of problems in this," Dr.

Skalny explained. "It depends on what test is being administered. We know that

certain tests do not truly reflect the real capabilities of a child who is intellec-

tually Gifted. Some tests yield higher scores than the child really demonstrates

and therefore, we could pick up children who are not truly Gifted, who are bright

perhaps, hut who do not necessarily meet the stiff criteria for eligibility in a

Gifted Program as such. Because of this, we have not specified the IQ be 130 or

above. We would like, rather, to take a composite of data on any one child and look

at all of the information available, and through a review committee composed of

the school psychologists and other specialists, actually make a decision based on

the many different forms of information indicative of whether or not this child

is truly Gifted, by intellect or by talent. We would not be using the same tests

necessarily for all the schools, but there will be some commonality, and this is

being worked out through Dr. Wieland, as Coordinator of the Psychological Services

in the County. There are standard tests that are administered to all of the

children in Broward County, and their scores end up in their 'cum' folders. Again,

when we talk about individual intelligence tests, we talk about the Stanford-Binet

for the younger children, and the WISC and the WAIS tests. The WAIS are for ulder,

high school level children. These are the tests we rely most heavily on when

looking for IQ scores in individual testing. There is not too much concern at this

time, and efforts are being made to try to come up with some type of battery of

testing instruments and ways of collecting certain types of information that will

lend themselves to a common procedure for making a decision on whether or not a

child is intellectually Afted and/or Talented."

mrs. Findley asked Dr. Skalny if he would give some information about
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what is being done this year on the Gifted Program. "I know you worked very

hard in the workshops with teachers and I know it was a task in selecting teachers

for the Gifted Program because many states are not certified. Could you relate

something about the teachers of the Gifted Program and the workshops you held, and

some of the problems that are involved in that area?"

Dr. Skalny obligingly recounted some of his experiences as Coordina-

tor of Specific Learning Disabilities and the Gifted Child Program. "When I assumed

this administrative assignment in November, 1973, we did not have any support

services working directly with Gifted child teachers in the county. We were

using the Nova schools as the demonstration schools and as a place where our

teachers could go to visit and talk with the staff who had been running the Gifted

Programs there in the past. Other areas, such as specific learning disabilities,

mental retardation, etc., had definite and specific educational consultants who

were support services to the teachers and who could go into the classrooms to

help the teachers prepare a curriculum, select materials and help arrange physical

environments and learning centers for these type of exceptionalities. We did not

have this kind of a work force for the Gifted. So what 1 proceded to do was to

search out ana visit teachers that had been working with Gifted Programs in the

county, and who would be ,4illinc, im work as, what I call, Master Consultants in the

area of -.ifted Child Education. As a result of this search, ten classroom teachers

of the Gifted consented to work with me as a committee to try to emphasize what

some of the needs were, also, to open up their schools as demonstration and visi-

tation centers, and to meet with other teachers within their areas who were opera-

ting Gifted Programs in order to give mutual support and to share materials and

ideas. There were approximately two or more selected from cach of the four county

areas which they represented in order to meet the needs of each specific area.
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We met approximately six times as a group and set up our priorities. Onof

the important things we did was to set up a workshop each year in each of the

four districts. The workshops were held for all of the Gifted child teachers

within the area, or for administrative personnel, or anyone else who was inter-

ested enough to want to attend. This was for the teachers from elementary school

through high school. We composed a survey type of questionnaire asking them

what some of their basic needs were, including programs for the children, so

that the information would enable us to plan for the next year. We also made

recommendations on how we could set up some kihd of a centralized place for

materials display and for sharing information which we hope will be enhanced

through the new FLRS program that is coming to Broward County. This program is

the 'Florida Learning Resource Systems' which ties in with ERIC, 'Educational Re-

search Information Centers'. which, in turn supplies material and does in-service

training and staff development, tying in with the national network. We wanted

to be connected with this, of course, as we could use these services very effec-

tively. However, basically, our committee felt that inasmuch as we were but ten

people, we could be made known as being available in the schools. This way, the

doors were always open, any other teacher could drop in, providing they went through

the procedure of contacting the school Principal first. In any case, it would

be possible to come in to the Gifted teacher's school, ask questions, and observe

what these Master Consultants were actually doing in their respective classrooms.

We felt they could get more information and on-the-spot training through this

approach than by going through our natural in-service training program just now.

This worked out very successfully because many teachers contacted the people on the

committee not only within their own area, but they crossed boundaries and visited

programs in other areas. Excitement and motivation is definite and apparent among
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teachers of the Gifted. We now know what the priority items are for next year

and this is where we hope to come across very hard in terms of meeting these needs.

Of course, we will run in-service training programs for Gifted child teachers. Ap-

parently there is no State certification requirement to teach a Gifted child course,

any teacher can do it. But we do have lists of recommendations that Principals are

aware of as to who they should employ for this type of program. Here, there is

controversy again. Does a Gifted child teacher have to be gifted himself, or is

it a matter of just being able to be sharp enough to show the direction and to

assist and structure a type of program for a child? Different people have differ-

ent opinions about this. However, there are a set of certain personality charac-

teristics and abilities that we are looking for when we talk to Principals about

employing a teacher to actually work with a Gifted child class.

Going back to the in-service program, next year we will be starting

a comprehensive in-service training program. It has not been specifically tagged

down at the moment, but will be operational in August when we plan to have quest

speakers from within the county and the state, as well as nationally known

people coming in to talk about sifted Child Education as a part of teacher devel-

opment. We are also offering a plan worked out through Florida Atlantic Univer-

sity's Department of Special Education where a beginning upper level and graduate

level college credit course in gifted Child Education is going to be offered.

This will start during 1974. We hope that the need will be shown sufficiently

to generate interest and that, with State certification pending, F.A.U. will

offer a Master's degree within this area."

Mrs. Findley asked Dr. Skalny if he had any knowledge of how

many states had certification for Gifted teachers and what progress was being
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made regarding certification for teachers of the Gifted in the State of Florida?

Dr. Skalny replied that approximately ten states had certification

for teachers of the Gifted. As far as what is going on in the state, for the

past two years there has been a committee under the supervision or direction of

Miss Joyce Runyon, who is the State Department head of Gifted Child Education.

There has been very little communication out of Tallahassee from Miss Runyon's

office other than program planning, certification requirements, progress reports

and similar type information. There was one handbook or resource manual which

was compiled by the Florida State Department of Education under Miss Runyon's

supervision. It was disseminated this year and was the only real official

guideline that appeared to help individual counties try to organize themselves

and plan programs for the Gifted."

Mrs. Findley asked Dr. Skalny if he would outline roughly the philo-

sophy behind the Gifted Program in Broward County.

"The philosophy is based on the uniqueness of Gifted children. We

have to take this into consideration. We don't want to just focus on what we

call a vertical intelledtual acceleration of knowledge. We want to have programs

that are planned to cross between broadening a Gifted child's knowledge at the

level at which he is functioning while endeavoring to promote the acquisition of

additional knowledge a vertical acceleration. At the same time, they are

branching out horizontally, that is, going more in-depiii at different levels.

Besides this, we would like also to have them participate in diversified experiences

which would be self-relevant and more individually meaningful, so they can learn

to relate academic knowledge with the practical realities of daily life, the
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world and the community in which they live. We are not just talking about field

trips! We are talking about actually having them shadow other people in whose

careers they are interested, such as the lawyer, the banker, or whoever they

choose to emulate. For instance, if medicine or being a surgeon is of interest

to them, we would like them to actually go into the field - such as an operating

room. In other words, for them to be able to do a lot of independent study and

conduct observations that fit their needs and their interests. But the area that

has been grossly neglected and where there is the greatest need is the area of

self-awareness; self-concept is the affective domain of these children. For

example, very little has been done in terms of working on the leadership charac-

teristics of these young individuals, and very little has been done in terms of

career-awareness. There are many of these young Gifted who, by the time they

reach upper elementary and middle school age level, become very frustrated. They

can easily become under-achievers, or they can become psychologically frustrated

because they see or feel perhaps that they have talents or abilities at a high

level, maybe in four, five or six different areas and they cannot make a decision

as to what area they should focus on. So we need to do more actual career-awareness

in planning with these children in self-awareness, self-concept training -- 'Who

am I? Where am I? What am I going to do? Where am I going?' - this kind of

thing. This aspect has already been introduced and we have been trying to

promote it in many of the schools, particularly at the elementary school level

with the assistance of the Guidance Counselors. They have been operating small group

programs and have been trying to concentrate on this particular aspect of Gifted

;Mild Education."

Mrs. Findley then asked Dr. Skalny what his thinking was in relation

to the joint project between the Broward County Schools (and the Olsen Middle
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School Gifted Child Program in particular) and Broward Community College.

This program had included a Self-concept Unit and Mrs. Findley asked Dr. Skalny

what he thought of the program generally, and also what he felt could be done

in the future, if funds and staff permitted, to continue similar programs for

the Gifted.

Dr. Skalny said he thought the inter-institutional program carried

out this year was a fantastically successful pilot project. It really upgraded

the broadening scope of experiences in which Gifted children can actually par-

ticipate, and my heart goes out to Broward Community College and to Carol Findley

in particular, for all the effort put into this project to pull it together. I

think these programs have, in the sense of intellectual ability, focused on trying

to develop critical thinking skills, creativity in approaching problems, and expo-

sure to new and different types of materials. I think the Self-concept Program

is a thing that we should expand, and we are very grateful that this kind of

program was offered and which, I might add, was offered under the supervision of

very qualified people. The review of the information that was gathered revealed

that these mini-programs were most effective, and T think they can be increased

ten-fold and should be increased to meet the specific needs of the different age

leqels pf our children in the Gifted Programs.

Some recommendations in terms of how we could continue and increase

the scope of this inter-institutional approach would be to provide a vehicle by

which the children, particularly in the middle schools, could identify their areas

of interest. A could coonerate with different !CC staff members and take these

areas of interest right into the community and follow through on them. Of course,

)
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I would like to see 'lifted children actually spend more time at 3roward Commu-

nity College, as well as at some of the other universities and colleges within

the area. But also, if you look at it from the point of view of the staff or

faculty at BCC, I think they have much to offer in the way of deve4opinq differ-

ent kinds of materials effective in teaching at the community college level

which also would be open-ended enough to be appropriate for use in different

types of intellectual activities within the public school system. I think there

is a great deal of research that can be done and if staff are interested in

research, we have an ideal population here to work with. I would like to see

people with certain expertise cone in and give some kind of offerins to students,

whether its just a rap session or a discussion group, or going through a couple

of days of intensive activity or leadership with the students. In this way, the

Cifted are expanding under the leadership of a person who knows the subject area.

For example, in the field of art, if there is a person who is a very creative

artist on campus, this person could meet with a group of Gifted students who are

interested in art, go through a program, and be show what additional things in

art they could do, based on the staff member's area of expertise."

Irs. Findley said, "In talking with Mr. Lewis, Director of

Secondary Education, Uroward County School System, he meltioned thelact that

perhaps we could think in terms of FTC funding and sharing some instructional

programs for the sifted child. For example, perhaps the students could come out

to 3CC say, two days a week, and then, on a formula basis, we night be able to

work out a program for then. This would anpear to be somewhat more of a struc-

tured program than we have worked with thus far. That would be your thinking

about the pros and cons of this type program?"
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Dr. Skalny thought this was a very interesting concept. "Definitely,

I would like to see something like this developed. Whether the monies could

be allocated from FTE's units that are set up in the Broward County schools and

then funneled over to Broward Community College is a question that I can't

really answer at this time. I rather doubt it, the way it is specified is that

someone has to be designated as being in charge of these classes - even though

certification is not required. The identification of these children generates '

the money from which a certain part goes into supplies, equipment, and another

portion will go into a general contingency fund for the school and for the county.

And this is how other administrators salaries are paid also. We have a problem

as to who would pick up the tab on transportation and this, of course, would

entail quite a bit of additional transportation. Right now, the transportation

budget is extremely low. What I think we could do is brainstorm this further.

I know that Mr. Drainer would be more than willing to entertain any kind of pro-

posal that we could come LID with in which we could work out, perhaps on a con-

tract basis, some kind of monies to selected people at BCC to actually supervise

and conduct a specifically designed program for the entire school year of for

any portion of the school year. In view of this, I think that we would have to

write a proposal to submit to !clr. Drainer and let Mr. Drainer and his staff

review it to F.ee whether or not, through their contingency, they would be willing

to give a certain percentage toward making this kind of program a reality. We

would have to actually specify what it would costa in terms of transportation, staff

time, or whatever other costs there would be. If we can submit a tentative budget

and a very good rationale and design of the program objectives, and include

details right down to the time it would take, the people involved and
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exactly what they would be doing, I think this way we would at least start off

in the right direction and stand a good chance of picking up some additional

monies."

Mrs. Findley asked, "Do you see it possible to use the Broward County

teachers, your staff, or even the personnel at the Diagnostic Clinic in the

programs in cooperation with BCC?"

Dr. Skalny replied in the affirmative. "Yes, again, if no money.is

involved. I think that a lot of teachers of the Gifted courses would be more

than happy, as they have been in the past, to go out to Broward Community College

and actually work with other people on the BCC staff in terms of developing

programs or taking advantage of the facilities. For example, the different labs,

the Planetarium, and the various physical arrangements that BCC has that are not

available within the county school system, plus the many cultural events the
o

college produces that are not available really in any bulk form in the county

itself. But when we talk about this in terms of how we can work out a monetary

arrangement, I think that this is something about which we would have to do a

lot of hard thinking."

Mrs. Findley told Dr. Skalny of an idea suggested by a middle school.

"Another proposal was male by Mr. Davidson, Principal of Olsen Middle School,

about contracting for BCC s ices. Mr. Davidson really wasn't considering

necessarily the structured classes, but the mini type projects we had this

year, and since the Principals have charge of their budget now, perhaps this

might be a possibility. What would be your thinking on dealing with the indi-

vidual schools and the Principals involved on a contract basis?"
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Dr. Skalny answered by saying, "This is a very good approach and

this is one option that a Principal does have. they could take some FTE money and

pay on a contractural basis, the staff at BCC to perform a particular type of

activity of short duration, in other words, the college would give a contractural

service. Money is not available, per se, that would provide extensive type.

contractural services, and I think if we stayed more with the mini - program con-

cept such as you did this year, I think that some of this could be realized through

FTE funding. Again, this is something that would have to be explored more carefully,

exactly how much time would be involved and what we are talking about in terms of

dollars and cents. If a Principal is willing and has the option to makc this

decision, this is a very viable means of trying to bridge the gap between the two

institulions."

Mrs. Findley thanked Dr. Skalny and said, "In summing up our discussion

today, I would like to ask you one more questiom before we bring this 'teN close.

What recommendations would you have for any future Gifted Programs in Broward

County?"

"First of all, what I would recommend for airy Losiciet.ation to future

Gifted Programs is that we compile a list of all the possible resources in terms

of people who have expertise in certain areas and who are willing to participate

in Gifted Children Programs at all levels - whether they be of elementary or of high

school age level. Then, I would like to see a list compiled of all the physical

sites we have in Broward and adjacent counties where there are unique things

occurring to which these individuals could be exposed. Also, I would like to

see more concentrated effort on intense programming for these children in the

r.
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schools, with their regular classroom teachers. I would like to see this done

in such a way that the children could get out into the community more, instead of

being restricted to the confines of their schools, even though perhaps they have

gone beyond their so-called seven hours of actual time spent with tlie Gifted

child teacher. The reasoning behind this is that a child who is labeled Gifted

is not just Gifted seven hours of the week but during the entire time he is in

school and out of school. I think we have to take this fact into consideration

in order that we don't turn off pis giftedness once he leaves the classroom. In

other words, I don't think we are doing enough to bridge the gap between the

characteristics and the needs of the Gifted child -- as the child's teacher sees

it, as his regular classroom teacher sees it, as his parents see it, and parti-

cularly as the Gifted child himself views himself in relation to the community

and his complete life plan. I think we have to somehow build programs and tap

resources to develop a more comprehensive approach to working with these Gifted

individuals and provide opportunities for them to develop to their maximum potential."

Mrs. Findley terminated the interview by asking, "So if you're going

to develop a list of all the possible resources, something like a directory to

assist the instructors of the Gifted or any other people working with the Gifted

Program, would you say it might be a help to include Broward Community College as

a resource?"

Dr. Skalny affirmed that this was a very good idea.

Mrs. Findley thanked Dr. Skalny again for his time.
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Mrs. Findley interviewed Mrs. Joan Pippin, instructor of the Gifted

for grades one through five at Bennett Elementary School of the Broward County

School System, Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Mrs. Pippin has had extensive exper-

ience in the Gifted Programs in various counties in the State of Florida, and

has also worked with Miss Joyce Runyon, Consultant of Programs for the Gifted,

State Department of Education.

Mrs. Pippin discussed the origins of the nation-wide programs for

the Gifted and the related events that led to the thrust in developing legis-

lation for the Gifted.

"One of the seminars that started in 1968 was conducted by Bill

Vasser at the University of South Florida. This was at a time when people

from different parts of the United States were becoming'interested in Gifted

children and aware of the need to create a national effort for making diverse

programs available to them, and also in evaluating who and where the Gifted

children were, and how legislation could be obtained in individual states and

at national levels. People from Connecticut, California, Georgia and Florida

participated in these seminars - legislator, educators and community people

met for the first time. At that time, different criteria was developed to be

submitted on a national level. This was the original th.-ust in developing

legislation for the State of Florida. it took approximately five years of

work and effort by many people, and Bill Vasser was one of those who worked
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the hardest. He traveled throughout the United States working with different

groups, carrying information back and forth between the groups, and spreading

knowledge of the types of programs that were going on in different areas. This

created a communication system between the states he visited that had an interest

in this field. As a result of this communication, it was decided that univer-

sities should be centers for helping to make the general public more aware of

the needs and concerns of the bright youngsters, and that the policy would be

to try to keep the types of qualifying talents - both academic and cultural,

as general as possible. Music and leadership talents would be open, so to

speak, so that many kinds of talented children could qualify and at the satin

time, the child who was really bright and who needed the types of help and

concerns that we could offer, could benefit. It was important too, that trained

people be available to run these programs after legislation came through, and

be able to develop them. So the university became the natural training place

for teachers to work with Gifted youngsters, both academically and talent-wise.

Research conducted in the state of Georgia during this period showed

that among the initial dropouts at the age of sixteen, seventy-five percent of

them could be considered Talented or Gifted in some way, proving that we were

losing our top children, presumably because of boredom or out of mi.:understanding

when the needs of these bright or talented children were not being met. This

research, along with the other data gathered throughout the United States, was

one of the big reasons that helped bring the national effort together.

Senator Jacob Javits, of New York, was one of the people who became

very interested in the plight of especially bright young people as he felt
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that he himself had gone through many of the problems these children were

facing. So, through his efforts and the efforts of many other leaders in

different parts of the country, and from the report of the State of North

Carolina Senate Subcommittee on Education of the Gifted and Talented, it was

determined that a central office was needed where people could go for informa-

tion on how to work with these exceptionally bright youngsters. Abstracts

were done on all the research that had ever been conducted in the field of

the Gifted, the Creative and the Talented. The people who were really strong in

the research were also the same people who were behind legislation for the

Gifted, many of them serving as officers in the Council for Exceptional Children

- people like Dr. James Gallagher, Dr. John Gowan and Dr. Paul Torrance. There

were others who worked behind the scenes in the field, such as Dr. Dorothy Sisk,

of the University of South Florida, endeavoring to get the national organiza-

tion together, coordinating, having a place where people could go for research,

helping to develop B.A. programs, teacher training, Master's programs and

doctorate level programs, and helping to disseminate information to the general

public. If it hadn't been for the efforts of these people and many others who

worked in the background writing letters, contacting senators and so forth, in

trying to obtain state and national legislation, all this would not have come

about. It didn't just occur over a five-year period, it had been worked on for

a very long time. The biggest need felt by all was to develop communication

at every level. They needed to communicate in order to work together in the

community, on the district level and on state levels in order :o build a con-

certed national effort. The impetus originating at the first meeting on Gifted

in 1968, under Dr. Marvin Gold, Institute III, Research Project, was a sustained

,. w
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one and communication among the interested members became constant."

Mrs. Findley then asked Mrs. Pippin about the Gifted Programs at

the state level and to discuss some of the committees and Gifted Programs in

which she had previously become involved throughout various counties in the

State of Florida.

Mrs. Pippin said that in 1970, thirty-five or thirty-six units scattered

throughout Florida received their first federal funding. Miss Joyce Runyon

acted then as part-time consultant for the Gifted and it was during this time

that Miss Runyon developed a newsletter to keep those involved with Gifted

informed. It came,out monthly usually, sometimes every three months. It kept

everyone in the field aware of the activities of others and enabled them to

contact one another, which they often did, visiting in adjoining counties to

review the programs being used. Miss Runyon served as the vehicle in keeping

communication lines open. Since this was the first year that these programs

were in operation, there was a seminar at the end of the year to evaluate

what had been done, and to exchange ideas in developing new types of programs

throughout the different counties in the State of Florida.

Mrs. Findley asked Mrs. Pippin to outline the work done in Gifted

Programs in Hillsboro County and in Polk County.

Mrs. Pippin gave the following report: "Originally, In Hillsboro

County, the Gifted Program was started by working with the children's parents.

This came about indirectly by the program started at the University of South

Florida. There was a teacher-training program being conducted there for a

Master's degree, and through this impetus, the graduates needed a place to go.
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Of course, they had been working very hard for Gifted Education for which

there was a great need but no facilities at this time. A Board of Directors

was developed through a parents' organization and these parents acquired the

old Public Library in Tampa which was not in use. The Library, accessible by

bus, was made over, inexpensively but attractively. The children there are

currently working in areas such as art, film-making and photography, science,

communications, Spanish, literature, psychology, discussions in humanities -

a whole list of things. The courses change with the talent and background of

the instructors and with the needs and interests of the new students. You

might argue that we have these things in regular school curriculum, but, and

I think this is true in all Gifted Education, it isn't so much the stimulus

used in working with bright youngsters, it is the way it is used. It is the

challenging of their ability to think for themselves rather than having con-

crete projects assigned to them. They are stretched mentally. They have an

opportunity not only to develop skills, but to develop creative ways of working

with things. The idea behind this is to guide these children so that they will

be able to develop their talents on their own, rather than feeding them infor-

mation to retain, or giving them explicit directions on how to do things. At

the present time, the children at the Learning Center in Hillsboro County are

coming for one half-day per week, and there are approximately one hundred and

six elementary and middle school children involved. The specially trained

teachers are working with them for the half day in the Center, but they also

go into the regular schools and talk with classroom teachers so that there is

a continuity within the regular classroom work and within the school to meet

the needs of these children producing some cohesiveness between the programs.

I
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It is really a year-long project, and these trained teachers are available

as resource people in the schools of Hillsboro County."

Mrs. Findley asked Mrs. Pippin how this program varied from the

program offered in Polk County, Florida.

"Polk County has seven Gifted Child Specialists that are assigned

to the four school districts. They work directly with the individual schools

and the classroom teachers, and also as backup resource people for the Gifted

children, often working with them directly. They have a program which was

developed around 1970, called the Matchmaker Program, where the Gifted Specialist

worked with paraprofessionals in setting up community resource files, matching

the students possessing particular talents and interests with the resource,

people in the community in similar fields. For instance,the phosphate companies

in the ,area have been very cooperative, Florida Southern College's Drama

Department has been actively helpful, and also the Polk County Museum of

Natural History assisted a great deal in the program."

Mrs. Findley said she had another question to ask Mrs. Pippin con-

cerning Polk County: "I was particularly interested in the one-day seminar

offered by Polk Community College, 'Why Man Creates', the outgrowth of which

was the enrichment series offered after school by the staff of interested

faculty of Polk Community College who volunteered their time and the college

facilities to provide this additional in-depth enrichment experience. Of

course, being from a community college, this interests me, and I was wondering

what you think about this particular program. Was it successful? Do you know

of any other such programs offered by community colleges in this state? Perhaps
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you could discuss these programs and what they involve."

Mrs. Pippin replied: "The community college is a tremendous vehicle

for helping bright youngsters and for enriching them further because children

need added enrichment at that level. They can relate to it, they're expanded

by it, they need the stimulation that comes from many different areas within

their community.

In Pasco County there was a federally granted program dealing with

the Humanities and the Arts, and the Pasco County Gifted youngsters were invited

to participate with students from St. Leo's College. This was developing into

the beginning of an enrichment program, and, of course, I think the community

colleges and the universities are very good vehicles for enriching these children

and getting them acquainted with where they may very well be going in the future

for further education."

Mrs. Findley then asked Mrs. Pippin if she could think of any other

counties with Gifted Programs and how they might compare with the Polk and

Hillsboro County Programs.

"Yes, indeed there were others," Mrs. Pippin replied, "because once

teachers are exposed to exceptionally bright youngsters, enrichment programs

are developed to help them as they can then see how much of a need there

really is. This just seems to be the way it goes! The smaller counties,"

she continued, "don't have people who came out of the university programs

already trained, like Escambia and Hernando County. Usually, it was their

top or most talented teachers that were chosen to run the programs. They

. visited Hillsboro County and the programs there for extra help and a great
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deal of correspondence went,b4ck and forth. I noticed at that time that the

quality of the programs was very good because the people who were chosen in

the smaller counties to do this were very creative. They were anxious to

learn how to help these youngsters so they were very willing to go out and

hunt for any information or help they could find.

Dade County had a program going also and had printed a very attrac-

tive brochure explaining the different origins of the concepts dealing with

the Gifted. They had some centers at that time where children,were brought

in and where they studied science and other subjects somewhat similar to the

programs in Hillsboro County.

Orange County had a program and a center they were in the process of

developing in 1970 and 1971. Like other counties, Orange County was beginning

to search for enthsiastic, well-trained people, or creative people who were bright

andwoulddevelop programs and do research, and evaluate the needs of children in

their county. They were hiring more personnel, seeking for people just for

teaching the Gifted.

Even though all the counties were in the same state, it was felt

that in many instances each county should have its own individual program be-

cause of differences such as geographical location and size, and many regional

distinctions that made populations different. We all respected and appreciated

the many different types of programs and some of the new ways of doing things

which the communication revealed, and that this was preferable to everyone try-

ing to do the same thing. It was marvelous not only to share the ideas, but

also to be able to use these ideas as a creative stimulus or stepping stones

for something new that would fit into the training of the teacher in a particular
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school, or the resources of a particular community. The programs varied in

the larger counties - people were brought in to the centers, whereas in the

smaller counties, there was a tendency for staff or county people, or specialists

to go out to the classrooms and go from school to school. In the smaller

counties, of course, there were no psychological services available and testing

and evaluations were done by the people in the Gifted Program in the county,

depending upon what resources each individual county had."

Mrs. Findley asked Mrs. Pippin if she would report on what was being

done in Broward County and specifically, in her own school, Bennett Elementary.

Mrs. Pippin gave the following account:.

"The problems of Gifted teachers in Broward County are not really

any different than they were when Gifted Programs were starting out. Communi-

cation is the important factor; being able to be a good resource person in the

schools, communicating with classroom teachers, parents, working towards devel-

oping the Gifted children's talents, using both the cognative and the affective

domains in developing self-concepts. In other words, working with the children

at their established levels and, at the same time, endeavoring to supply their

needs. These are problems that teachers of the Gifted have faced from the

beginning. It helps these teachers to be able to discuss the problems with

one another, with guidance personnel, and with Principals, so that, together, teams

can solve problems by communicating ideas in how to help these Gifted youngsters

progress in developing their potential. For instance, one problem is when the

teachers of the Gifted are released from their regular classes. This does

cause difficulty with classroom work and there is concern in several respects.
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Many problems such as this need to be discussed so that together, the personnel

of the various schools can find the solutions. Similar problems arise in each
ii

community, but how to solve them is an individual school and community decision.

The open meetings have been tremendous vehicles for assisting each other.

Next year, speakers at the national level will perhaps be brought in, and on

the state level, Miss Runyon will be asked to come, thereby creating a total

relationship between individual schools, the county, and the state representatives

in conjunction with the national effort.

Since I arrived in January of 1974 in Broward County, Mrs. Pippin

continued, "I've been participating in meetings with other people in the field of

Gifted. There have been about ten on a committee. We meet approximately once

a month to evaluate the progress of the different Gifted Programs, disseminate

information, and plan for area meetings. In these meetings, ;nterested school

Principals, people in guidance and the teachers of the Gifted can get together,

communicate, hash out problems, explore and exchange new ioeis being used in

the different programs. In thi_ way, each school will not be doing the same thing

but can strengthen one another.

In my own school, Bennett Elementary, I personally follow the philo-

sophy that I have acquired through my training and that is, to stick to the

areas that I'm really strong in. It is totally unfair to these children to

have teachers not thoroughly knowledgeable . While one can admit one's weaknesses,

a teacher of the Gifted should stretch these children in the areas where she is

the strongest. Therefore, since I have Art background, a Guidance background,

as well as training in the field of the Gifted, I started through these areas

when I came to Bennett, using my art background as the most effective and most
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concrete media through which the children could express themselves and which

also gave me time, through discussions, to get to know them better individually.

In my work with them, we have taken field trips once a month to very different

places -- anywhere from the post office to a very small wood - carving shop. We

have also a half-day per month as Game Day, when strategy games are played.

At the end of this year, we took our Game Day and turned it into a Hobby Day.

We had all the talented parents from widespread areas come An and demonstrate

their work to the children, showing them how they too could learn these skills.

During this session, the children created things, but primarily, we wanted to

initiate ideas in them for developing over the summer to keep them busy. We put

together a little 'How-to' paper so that they would have some of the skills at

their disposal. This worked well, and I have children who returned to school

having acquired various equipment and who had been working on developing hobbies.

At Bennett, we also developed a 'Foods Program'. The idea for this

is that if the children become accustomed to trying foods that are strange to

them - whether the food is American or foreign - they will also become more

willing to accept new ideas and new people of different backgrounds and view-

points. We tried Jewish foods, food from France and other countries and during

this time, the children learned about the resources of those countries. Among

other things they did in the culinary line, for instance, the children baked

all types of breads. All in all, this has become a very creative project which

has gone over very well with the result that the children do seem to be much

more willing to accept things that are different, to try new things and to

accept new ideas. Because of this, I've been very pleased with the success

or this project.
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The visual projects done with the Bennett children are based on

grade level.. The children are separated into small groups, ranging from five

or six children to a group up to ten in older groups. My fourth and fifth

graders meet for approximately one hour and forty minutes twice a week, and

the younger ones meet with me three times a week. We have become a kind of

resource center for our school. It happens' frequently that we have had to

drop a project we are working on in order to investigate a particular plant

or insect, or perhaps assist in developing a vocabulary built around something

that has been brought in to us. Sometimes the things brought in to us have

not been easy to identify and we have had to take our research into many

different areas. Frequently, we have had.to go across the street to the middle

school for assistance, or we have had to call a public library for information.

We've even telephoned scientists in the.area for answers to questions. The

children do this kind of research on their own. I allow them to place the calls

and ask for the information, giving them as little direct help as possible.

This has really helped them grow a great deal. They seem much more adept now

at tackling problems which they might have been totally baffled by in the

beginning whereas now, they think of ways to go about solving problems they

didn't know how to approach before. Some of the subject areas we have worked

in have been in the field of art, such as sculpture. We've also done work

in ecology. They were pretty well prepared in ecology because they had

already learned to develop an interest in trees and to be aware of things ...

that there are positive things in' what appear to be negative -- for instance,

the positive facts of a roach, so when my second and third graders participated

with the Fort Lauderdale High School in an ecology program, they came back

I
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from the program and were able to teach the first grade children all the

things they had learned. They also wrote papers on how they felt and many

of these wars showed that they were extremely sensitive. had thought deeply

about the loss of trees and were concerned particularly about birds and plants,

They told how they had participated in the hiol, school program and what they

could do further. Not only was this a successful project, but the faculty

as well as the children were all especially pleased that the school had been

asked to join in,a community undertaking. It's when your community reaches out

and makes you aware that there are many things available for the school to

participate in that there is always a stronger program in the school. This

was true again when we were invited to see the 'Alice in Wonderland' show.

. /

It has been almost an advantage for me as a newcomer not to be aware of the

many community projects and activities because, being new here, everyone expects

me not to know and therefore, they come and tell me. For a school to have

community interest and cooperation is tremendously helpful and is instrumental

in making a really strong program in the school."

Mrs. Findley asked if the "Alice in Wonderland" program had been put

on by Broward Community College.

Mrs. Pippin replied that she believed it was done by the Little Children's

Theater. "But," she added, "perhaps now that we have our contact established

with Broward Community College, I won't let the College cultural events slip by

as I think we need to get into the community activities more and more

"Of course," Mrs. Pippin continued, "there are times that you have

to work with the children individually and be introspective as well. I have my

t.
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time planned so that I can hold individual conferences with every parent of

all the children involved in the program, as well as hold at least one to

two and sometimes three individual conferences with each child.

One of the things I did with my fourth and fifth graders was a

Career Project in which we did career testing. In coordination with the

testing we visited Sunrise Middle School's Occupational Specialist. The

Specialist spent some orientation time with the children, talked with them

individually , discussed careers with them and allowed them to go through

material on the different kinds of careers. We're hoping next year that our

fourth and fifth graders will be permitted to participate in some of the

middle school,programs, hear guest speakers, etc. In this way, children can

be made more aware of the different careers available to them. During this

same period of time, I had individual conference with each child to discuss

the areas in which they excelled and what they thought they really liked, and

then their possible choice of a career for the future. Of course, we talked

about the fact that it wasn't the idea of settling on a particular career at

this time, but being aware of what is available, of their own strengths and

weaknesses in relation to their special interests. I gave every child in the

program a California Personality Inventory. This was used as a stimulus for

discussion with each child, and the characteristics each possessed in comparison

with other children so that none would feel inadequate in any way. This is

very important because I have found frequently that these Gifted children are

perfectionists. Their standards are so high that while we think they have

everything going for them, they do not realize this. Its a shame, but it

happens frequently that some of these Gifted feel they are falling short, or
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that they are not bright enough to do something, or that they're not doing

so well. So that their own self-concept suffers more than we realize. Often,

they tend to feel that they're not living up to their standards. Of course, when

they are so sensitive and their standards are this high, I try to explain to

them that no one can achieve the ideal or the standards they would like, but

that we must keep on working towards the standards. You want them to learn to

accept themselves in the spectrum of reality so that they are not so hard on

themselves and this way they won't feel that they are failures.

There is another point I try to make in working with the Gifted.

They may tend to be harsh in their judgments of other children. They may think

others are lacking in some attribute they look for, or perhaps are not as

sincere or as honest as they would expect. Again, I try to point out to them

that when our own standards are very high, we can be too harsh on others and

I try to encourage them to keep lines of communication open, because if these

children are going to be the innovators of the future, they are going to need

ethers and be able to communicate with others to help them in carrying out their

ideas. This is the time when they tell me about particular problems they may

be having in their classr9om, or at home, or in other ways, and we talk about

communicating with oth&s. Because even though these Gifted have a great deal

of talent, they still have a great deal of ifficulty conveying their ideas or

expressing themselves to others. It is importa,it for them to understand that

it is very necessary for them to have good self-concepts and good ways of

communicating with others. There are many other things that we have done this

year but I've tried to give the highlights and convey a little of the philosophy

behind our program for the Gifted at Bennett Elementary."

I.
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Mrs. Findley thanked Mrs. Pippin and asked her if she had any

recommendations or suggestions that she would like to make regarding the

Gifted at the Broward County school level, or within her own school.

Mrs. Pippin said she would like to see strengthening and she thought

that this was the direction the programs for the Gifted was already headed.

"I am so pleased to see the strengthening of communication at the

Broward County level-- such as having teachers get to know each other on a

-name basis. I have had teachers drop in at Bennett and I know there are other

teachers in the county that have done this. It is a strengthening kind of thing,

even for people who have been in it for a long time. We all need new stimulus,

a fresh approach to things, or simply an opportunity to talk to someone who

has experienced the same things that we have. These are the very same needs

that our bright youngsters have. I think it is important for us to recognize

this in order that we stay attuned to what their needs arc. I think by virtue

of working with these children, we do need very much .0 have the same kind of

communisation that we're trying to provide for them. And so I think its im-

portant for us to be able to get together and to develop ideas and share them.

For instance, in my own school ( and I'm sure this exists in many other schools)

space is a problem. But were working towards solving it and I don't think any

school could ask for better parent support. My own program could simply not

have existed had I not had both parent and teacher support. Sometimes we had to

pull the children from the classrooms for long hours, and sometimes projects ran

overtime. Sometimes it meant working back and forth with teiarie'rs in a resource

capacity, having parents come in as resource people, or naving parents help us

4,
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with the transportation we needed to be able to get out into the community in

order to carry out some of these programs. Without communication and conse-

quent support from everyone, none of it would have been possible."

Mrs. Findley expressed her gratitude to Mrs. Pippin for her inter-

esting and informative talk about the Gifted Programs, not only nationally,

but state and county-wide, up to and including her experience in Bennett

Elementary.

'I fl
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BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Contral ('amino, Davie Road

oil Lotiderdak, 1 londa 33314
00C) SSI-M-M0

N
Dear Student:

ti

You have been participating in a Pilot Program for the Gifted sponsored
through Broward Community College for the past several months. In order'.,

to obtain some information as to the outcome of the program, we are asking\
you to eomp4ete the following questionnaire: \

I. Which of the following programs did you find most informative?
(Rank 1 - 7 in order Of importance).

I. Astronomy Program
2. Library
3. Learning Resources
4. Psychology
5. Art
6. Self-concept
7. Data Systems/Publications

2. Do you feel that this total program has benefited you?

Briefly explain:,

Yes

No

3. Check each program that you discussed with your parents:

I. Astronomy Program
2. Library
3. Learning Resources
4. Psychology
5. Art
6. Self-concept
7. Data Systems/Publications
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4. 7lich flrorTam did you discuss the most with your naro.'ts?

r), riefiv fly-11-1in..

i3. ml !
intrrsteJ in iittv-ndin-7 an 'xnnJ 'J rc'r?: if r.Hs

durin,1 to next scool 'ear?,

Hr suHect5 or of iwnlir, tell -,iLe to so -1.10 in

1,.)0 Of ,Iro-r-..4!- et

1.

' 1 7'

'',1 f,'

14 ''Mns -r



STUDENT SURVEY

#1. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS DID YOU FIND MOST INFORMATIVE?

269

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

0

P

Q

R

S

T

ASTRONOMY LIBRARY
LEARNING
RESOURCES PSYCHOLOGY ART

SELF-
CONCEPT.

DATA SYSTEMS/
PUBLICATIONS

4 7 5 1 6 3 2

2 6 5 4 7 3 1

1 6 4 3 5 7 2

2 5 4 6 7 3 1

3 7 5 2 4 6 1

6 7 5 3 2 4 1

4 7 6 1 5 3 2

4 6 3 5 7 2 1

3 6 7 4 5 1 2

2 7 6 1 4 5 3

2 6 5 1 3 7 4

3 7 6 2 5 4 1

2 7 5 1 6 4 3

4 6 5 1 7 2 3

3 6 1 5 7 2 4

1 4 3 2 6 7 5

1 2 5 4 3

1 5 3 4 2

2 5 3 4 1

5 4 1 2
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SUMMARY

QUESTION #1: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS DID YOU FIND MOST INFORMATIVE?

ASTRONOMY

LIBRARY

LEARNING
RESOURCES

PSYCHOLOGY

ART

SELF-CONCEPT

DATA SYSTEMS/
PUBLICATIONS

1st

Choice
2nd

Choice
3rd
Choice

4th
Choice

5th 6th 7th

Choice Choice Choice
No

Response

4 6 4 4 1 ' 1 0 0

0 1 0' 2 3 7 7 0

1 0 5 2 8 ft, 3 1 0

6 3 2 2 2 '1 0 4

0 1 1 2 4 3 5 4

2 3 4 6 1 1 3 0

7 6 4 2 1 0 0 0

20 20 20 20 16 16 16 8

Amp
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STUDENT SURVEY

#2. DO YOU1FEEL THAT THIS TOTAL PROGRAM HAS BENEFITED YOU?

YES NO BRIEFLY EXPLAIN

A x Interesting

B x Learned and enjoyed

C x Interesting

D x Learned different things -- enjoyed it

E * x Learned more than if I had done it on my own .

F x New ideas ... helped me to investigate new subjects

G x Learned about areas

H x Chance to learn by different methods

I x Liked the Self-concept ... should be continued
.

J x Helped me in class ,

K x Have a general background ... always be useful

L x Learned a lot ... field trips Well-set up

0
M x Learned

N x Learned about things I never knew before

0 x Learned about things I didnt know before

P x Learned many things ... for help in future

Q x Not interested in some of them

R x Learned more ... interesting

S x Learned a lot

T x Learned a little more than I used to

Total: 19 1
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STUDENT SURVEY

#3. CHECK EACH PROGRAM THAT YOU DISCUSSED WITH YOUR PARENTS:

LEARNING SELF- DATA SYSTEMS/

ASTRONOMY LIBRARY RESOURCES PSYCHOLOGY ART CONCEPT PUBLICATIONS

A

B x

C x

D x

E

F x

G x

H x

I x

J x

K x

L

M

N x

0

P x

Q x

S x

T

Total: 15

X x x----c

X x x x x x

x

X X X X X

X x x

X x x x x x

X x x x

X x x x x x

X x x x x x

X x . x x x

X x ec.

X

$ x x x x x x

X x x x
)$

x

x x x

X X x

x , x x

x x x

x x x x

8 13 *15 10 13 19

ti
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STUDENT SURVEY

#4. WHICH PROGRAM DID YOU DISCUSS THE MOST WITH YOUR PARENTS? BRIEFLY EXPLAIN:{

PROGRAM

A Psychology

B All

C Astronomy

D Astronomy

EXPLANATION

1I told them about shaping, reinforce \nts, etc.

I told them about the trips.

What we did and how I enjoyed-it.

Enjoyed the solar system and Planetarium shows.

E Data Syst/Publ. Knowing more about computers.

F Self- concept Something differbnt - very interesting.

G Psychology Most interesting and beneficial. J

H Data Syst/Publ. Interested in computers as a future career.

I Self-concept MoSt interesting.

J Self-concept Learned about others ... likes and dislikes.

K Data Syst/Publ. Most recent - interesting.

L Psychology What the rats could do-and how to make them do it.

M Piychology White rats and hor, they were taught to do different things.

N Psychology How white rats were used for eiperiments.

0 Self-concept Told them what I did and showed them my Target.

P Astronomy I learned more and had much more to explain.

Q None Didn't discus:

R Astronomy I like the stars.

S Data Sys/Puh1, Fascinated with computers.

T Self-concept Most interested in.

3

401

s

-I
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SUMMARY

QUESTION #4: WHICH PROGRAM DID YOU DISCUSS THE MOST WITH YOUR PARENTS?

BRIEFLY EXPLAIN.

ASTRONOMY 4

LIBRARY 0

LEARNING RESOURCES 0

PSYCHOLOGY 5

ART 0

SELF-CONCEPT 5

DATA SYSTEMS/PUBLICATIONS 4

OTHER 2 (Two participants indicated
none.)

20
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STUDENT SURVEY

#5. ,WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN ATTENDING AN:EXPANDED PROGRAM OF THIS TYPE

DURING THE NEXT SCHOOL YEAR?

YES NO

A

B x

D x.

F X

4
X

H x

I x

J x

L x

M x

N x

0 x

P X

Q x

R X

S X

T x

Total: 20 0

-
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STUDENT SURVEY

#6. WHAT OTHER SUBJECTS OR AREAS OF INQUIRY WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE INCLUDED IN THIS

TYPE OF PROGRAM AT BCC? BRIEFLY EXPLAIN.

1ST SUBJECT 2ND SUBJECT EXPLANATION

A Animal Behavior Veterinary Med. Interested in animals and their behavior.

B Aerodynamics None Interesting subject.

C History Future Transp'n Like history & kdow about future cities.

D Future Transp'n History Enjoy both subjects.

E Journalism None Would benefit me.

F Dramatics Classes at BCC Interested in drama...classes to listen to.

G Drama Science Interesting subjects.

H Electronics None Good field.

I Creative Writing BCC Didn*t hear anything about BCC students.

J Drama Law Interesting subject areas.

k Dramatics Science Trainsg None.

L Oceanography None Interested in these areas.

M Oceanography None Interested in kinds of fish.

N Medical None How to treat self and others.

0 None None No explanation given.

P Aviation Astro-Physics Interested in these subjects,

Q Photography None No exlonation given.

R None None No explanation given.

S Nursing, First Aid Archeology I like these areas.

T History None Enjoy recent past.
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STUDENT SURVEY

#7. DIO YOU PREFER THE SESSIONS WHICH WERE RELATED OR THOSE WHICH TREATED THE

SUBJECT SEPARATELY?

SEPARATE SESSIONS RELATED

A x

x

C x

D x

E x

F x

G x

H x

,B

I x

J x

K x

L x

M x

N x

0 x

P x

o x

R x

S x

T x

Total: 15 5

4 ..' 0. ,,

7



STUDENT SURVEY 278

PLEASE LIST ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS OR RECOMMENDATIONS.

A - "Learned a lot, hope you'll continue the program next year."

B - "More time in Learning Resources to explain how cameras work. Otherwise good."

C - "Learned a lot; very interesting; nice meeting people and their jobs."

D "I think the Planetarium shows should be shown more often."

E - "I liked all the programs - all enjoyable.'

F - "Enjoyed the program very much. Helped me learn a little about new subjects."

G - "Whole program was interesting. Taught me a lot of things I have never explored.

H - "Thank you very much for giving me this wonderful opportunity."

I - "Some kids may go to this College. I think you should tell us more about the

College."

J - "Subjects were very informative."

K "Very interesting. Not talk for an hour and then have about a minute to tour

things."

L "More things that the students could have done."

M - "I liked Psychology and Astronomy. I recommend a little more time in com-

puters and less in mass media

N - "Whole program was very interesting, very well organized and very good."

0 - "I would like to do more in computers and your audio-visual center."

P - "During Psychology program, rats should not be passed around. Causes distraction.'

Q - "Shouldn't talk about things as long. Astronomy program was good."

R - More time in the Library."

S - "Really good - very useful for studies."

T - "Very beneficial."
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BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
(crtial (aolui, Dam! Road

1,qt laudetdale Honda 33314
(10S) 581-8700

Dear Parent;:

Your child has been nlrtin-Atin' 1.: , -),..nira for ±h,, qifted

sponsored throun 'rowar! ,$)mr,unitr t.nfliT,. for L)t. : t -,ove,a1

months. In order to hotter asses t,c nronrams cffored, we 're

solicitinq your assist,lh, of the attached nues:jor:,iaire.

':le are nrimarflv int,=rt==t,A in -- inJiu,epdnt reaction of you as a

parent yrwr nay been thn prograr% For this

reason, we would annreciate that you minlete the par,:mt ou-stionnaire

without furtn.er Jiscussinl any ite with ;1,'. If you cannot

resnond to t.,etain to leavo them blank,

Thankino you for your cooneration,

sincerely yours,c.

!Ir. Jim Davidson, ',1r.cinal
91snn 'liddle Schoolr,

Findlov,' Oiector of ;Tticulation

Cwimunity Collene

Y. Dave Howard, Teacher of the sifted

Olsen 'iddle School

lr. Fred Skalnv, ruurdinator, Prolra7!s
fir t' -r.1 rifted, rlroward County Schools

CF:v,1



PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Which of the following programs did your child find most informative?
(Rank 1 - 7 in order of importance).

1. Astronomy Program
2. Library
3. Learning Resources
4. Psychology
5. Art
6. Self-concept
7. Data Systems/Publications

2. Do you feel that this program has benefited your child?

Yes

No

Briefly explain:

3. Check the programs that your child discussed with you:

1. Astronomy Program
2. Library
3. Learning Resources
4. Psychology
5. Art
6. Self-concept
7. Data Systems/Publications

4. Which program was discussed the most by your child?

Briefly explain:

280



5. Would you be interested in your child attending an expanded program of
this type during the 1974-75 school year?

Yes

No

6. What other subjects or areas of inquiry would you like to see included in
this type of program at BCC?

1.

2.

Briefly explain:

7. Which sessions do you think benefited your child the most -- those which
treated the subject separately or those which were related?

Separate sessions

Related

Please-list any additional comments, suggestions or recommendations:

STUDENT'S NAME:

(Parent's Signature)

4
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BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

June 20, 1974

Dear Parent:

282

Central Campo.. Davie Road
on 1-ludo-daft:, Honda 33314

13051 581-8700

We are wondering if you received our questionnaire sent to the parents
of the children of Olsen Middle School who participated in the Pilot Program
For Gifted Children at Broward Community College. Please be assured that your

independent reaction as a parent toward the program in which your child parti-
cipated is important to us and we are wondering if you received or mislaid
the questionnaire asking for your reaction to various aspects of the program.

In the event that you did not receive the questionnaire, we are
enclosing another form for your consideration.

There are many educators interested in the results of this program
therefore your responses are valuable to us and will assist us in analyzing

the data and making this information available to other middle schools.

Hoping to hear your personal and confidential replies to our

questions on this matter very soon,

Sincerely yours,

/'

Carol Findley,
Coordinator of Articulation
BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

CF:ym
enc
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PARENTS SURVEY

#1. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS DID YOUR CHILD FIND MOST INFORMATIVE?

(RANK 1 - 7 IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE)

ASTRONOMY LIBRARY

LEARNING
RESOURCES PSYCHOLOGY ART

SELF-
CONCEPT

DATA SYSTEMS/
PUBLICATIONS

A 1 2

B 6 4 5 1 7 3 2

C 1 2

0 2 1 3 5 7 4 6

E 4 5 6 2 3 7 1

F 6 7 3 2 5. 4 1

*G

H 2 6 4 3 7 5 1

I 2 4 3 5 6 7 1

J 3 5 4 6 7 1 2

K 1 2 5 3 6 7 4

1 2 6
c

3 5 4 1

M 1 2 3 5 4

N 3 6 5 1 7 2 4

0

P 1 2 3

Q 1 3 4 5 2

R 1 7 5 4 6 3 2

S 2 5 4 3 1

T 4 3 2 6 7 5 1

* Parent indicated all were equally informative.

'
I'1, ;
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SUMMARY

QUESTION #1: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PROuRAMS DID YOUR CHILD FIND MOST

INFORMATIVE? (RANK 1 - 7 IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE)

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

Choice Choice, Choice Choice Choice Choice

7th

Choice

No

Response

ASTRONOMY . 6 5 2 2 0 2 0 3

LIBRARY 1 3 2 2 3 3 2 4

LEARNING RESOURCES 0 2 4 4 4 1 1 4

PSYCHOLOGY 3 2 3
i
, 2 2 7 7

ART 0 0 1 0 3 3 6 7

SELOCONCEPT 1 1 4 3 3 6 3 5

DATA SYSTEMS/
PUBLICATIONS 7 5 0 3 0 1 0 4

18 18 16 15 15 18 19 34

4 I

t
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PARENT SURVEY

#2. DO YOU FEEL THAT THIS PROGRAM HAS BENEFITED YOUR CHILD?

YES NO BRIEFLY EXPLAIN

A x "Her most interesting school year."

B x

"C

"Speaks continuously of his involvement."

E x "Exposed her to many areas."

F x "More awareness of different views."

G x "Broaden knowledge."

H x "Learned things he wolAld not have learned otherwise."

I x "Benefited scholastically - not personalitywise."

J x "Bolstered her self-confidence."

K x "Not as important as the school classes she missed."

L x

M x "Many areas for learning."

N x "Learned things she would have in high school."

*0

P x "Improved attitude toward school-fanatic dedication."

Q x "Widened her learning area."

R x "More aware of many things."

S x "Stimulating, but lacked English and Math."

x "Exposed to variety of available services and subject's."

18 1

* Parent checked both Yes and No to question number 2.
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PARENT SURVEY

#3. CHECK THE PROGRAMS YOUR CHILD DISCUSSED WITH YOU:

LEARNING SELF- DATA SYSTEMS/

ASTRONOMY LIBRARY RESOURCES PSYCHOLOGY ART CONCEPT PUBLICATIONS

A

B x

C x

'0 x-

E

F x x x

G x x x

H x x

I x x

J x x x
0

K x

L x

M x x x

N x x

0

P x x

Q x x

R x x

S x x

A

X os X X X

X

Total: 17 13 11 9 4 10 17
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PARENT SURVEY

#4. WHICH PROGRAM WAS DISCUSSED THE MOST BY YOUR CHILD?

PROGRAM

A Psychologyl Also liked Data Systems Program.

B Psychology Rat experiments most interesting. Computer informative.

EXPLANATION

C Astronomy

D Library Did research on projects he was interested in.

E Data Systems/Pub. Most interesting to her.

F Self-concept Something new and interesting.

G Psychology -
Seemed to linger in her mind the longest.

H Data systems Tripto BCC. Learning about computers and their operation.

I Data Systems the computer made up a road-runner picture.

J Self-concept Interested in what others thought of her.

K Astronomy Didn't say much except it only lasted five minutes.

L Psychology

M Astronomy., Interest is high in this area.

N Psychology Trio to BCC.Study about white rats in experiments.

0 Self-concept Helped give the tests to other classes and told us about it.

P Astronomy Deeply interested in the subject. Knows more than I.

Q Astronomy Most interesting to her.

R Library Felt they were not wanted in the library.

S (No response)

T (No response)



#4. WHICH PROGRAM WAS DISCUSSED THE MOST BY YOUR CHILD?

SUMMARY:

ASTRONOMY 5

LIBRARY 2

LEARNING RESOURCES 0

PSYCHOLOGY 5

ART 0

SELF-CONCEPT 3

DATA SYSTEMS/PUBLICATIONS 3

NO RESPONSE 2

Total: 20

288,



PARENT SURVEY

#5. WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN YOUR CHILD ATTENDING AN EXPANDED PROGRAM

OF THIS TYPE DURING THE 1974-75 SCHOOL YEAR?

YES NO

A

B x

C x

D x

E x

F x

G x

H x

I x

J x

K x

L x

M x

N x

0

p x

Q x

R x

S x

T x

Total: 18 2
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PARENT SURVEY

#5. WHAT OTHa SUBJECTS OR AREAS OF INQUIRY WOU1D YOU LIKE TO SEE INCLUJED

IN THIS TYPE OF PROGRAM AT BCC?

1ST SUBJECT

A

B

D Public speaking

E Career guidance

F

G Foreign language

H Useful in daily
routine

I

J Career explora-
tions

K Medical

L

M Future careers

N Something useful

in daily life

0

P Technical skills

Q Archeology

R

2ND SUBJECT

Current events

Type of jobs

Speed reading

Photography

EXPLANATION

Important to communicate effectively
Aware of world.

Children are not prepared to cope in

the world today.

Concerning home, cars.

Do not approve of what was offered.

Simple medical treatments.

Promising career for the future.

Two studies she is interested in.

S Comparative reli-

gion Humanities Demonstrate worth of divers? cultures

and beliefs.

T
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PARENT SURVEY

#7. WHICH SESSIONS DO YOU THTNK BENEFITED YOUR CHILD THE MOST -- THOSE WHICH

TREATED THE SUBJECT SEPARATELY OR THOSE WHICH WERE RELATED?

SEPARATE SESSIONS RELATED NO RESPONSE

A

B x

C x

D x

E x

F x

G x

H x

I x

J x

K x

L x

M x

N x

0

P x

R x

S x

T x

Total 7 6 1
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PARENT SURVEY

PLEASE LIST ADDITIONAL COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS OR RECOMMENDATIONS.

A -

8 - "Believe he found the BCC program beneficial and interesting. A more in depth

experience."

C-

D - "Very pleased with accomplishments to date. Expanding future educational

outlook."

E - "Program is excellent - keep up the good work."

F - "Wanted a chance to familarize self with BCC library."

G - "Hope it continues - extremely worthwhile."

H -

I - "Being singled out for 'Gifted Program' has had detrimental psychological

effects."

K - "Hard to keep up with subjects missed. Learned very little. Made school

year more difficult."

L-

M -

N

0 -

P - "Grades have improved - more responsible, dedicated to reading and study."

Q - "A good program."

R - "Could they have time to use the library?"

S - "Approve of programs, but want more Math and English."

T -
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BRMARD couvrY MIDDLE SCHOOL PRINCIPALS' MEETTIC

DEMMER 13, 1973

AGENDA

I. Call to order

II. Approval of minutes of last meeting

III. County staff personnel presentations

IV. Call for added itoms

V. Agenda i!-c!ms

1. Progran for gif,-.ed students - Mrs. Carol Findley -

Broward Cannuniy College

2. Music program in Middle Schools - Miss Peggy Barber

3. Model Program - Ray LaBelle

4. Testing - Kay LaBelle

5. Inservice and Instructional Modules - Jim Davidson

6. School Office Classifications Committee

7. January special meeting date

8. Internal Accounts - Frank Clinton

9. Computer Assistance for Honor Poll - Bob Sulcer

10. Cafeteria Committee report - Ken Black

11. GUlfstream Confrence report - Ken Black

12. Procedure for hiring additional staff

13. Added items:



Name of liddle School

Principal

1. I an interested in an articulation program

with Broward Connunity College regarding Gifted

students.

2. The following areas would be of interest

to me:

1. Training a staff member.

2. Enrichment program provided by
Broward Community College for
Gifted students.

3. Instruction for Gifted students
provided by Broward Community College.

4. Orientation and/or classes by
Broward Community College for
parents of Gifted students.

5. Other:

6. Would you be agreeable to assisting in
partial funding of this program for
students and teachers from your school budget?

7. Would transportation be furnished by

parents?

o. Comments, suggestions and recommendations:

YES NO

When completed please return to:
Irs. Carol Findley, Coordinator

Broward Community College
3r.)01 S.W. Davie Road

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33314 (Rn. 221, Student Services Building)

, .

f. 'I)



,SURVEY OF MIDDLE SCHOOL PRINCIPALS REGARDING PROGRAM FOR THE GIFTE

YES PERHAPS

LIMITED
AREAS

QUESTION

NO MARK

INTERESTED?

#1 (Training)

#2 _(Enrichment Program)

#3 (Instruction)

#4 (Orientation for Parents)

#5_19ther)

#6 (Partial Funding)
* - Of which 2 are questioned.

- Of which 1 depends on amount.

#7 (Transportation)
* - Of which 1 is questioned.

- Of which 1 adds,"Or school

should be responsible."

21

15 1

18

13 1

9 1 1

14* 1 1

9*

t:
a



SURVEY OF MIDDLE SCHOOL PRINCIPALS REGARDING PROGRAM FOR THE GIFTED

YES PERHAPS

LIMITED
AREAS

QUESTION
NO MARK

PARENT
COULD BE

PROBABLY ASKED

21

15

ram 18

13

r Parents) 9

g)
2 are questioned.
1 depends on amount.

14* 1 1

)

1 is questioned.
1 adds,"Or school

0 responsible."

9* 1 1



COMMENTS:

Seminole: "Soon - suggest one day programs rather than 1 or 2 hour activities."

Nova: "Now using library for our Gifted very successfully."

Deerfield Beach Middle: "If the time is set up so that child could come for an e
North campus for the extreme north area."

New River: "We would be interested in finding out what services are available in

Pines Middle School: "Please coordinate plans for an inservice program relative

Apollo Middle School: "I have not worked toward this program as yet but would li
one of some kind in the Fall of 1974. In my particular s
far more socially maladjusted, emotionally maladjusted, a
learning disabilities than I have that are Gifted. We're
these programs this year - but I'm very interested. But

know how or when -- Keep me in mind! Thanks!"



- suggest one day programs rather than 1 or 2 hour activities."

sing library for our Gifted very successfully."

ch Middle: "If the time is set up so that child could come for an entire day. Use the

North campus for the extreme north area."

would be interested in finding out what services are available in the above areas."

School: "Please coordinate plans for an inservice program relative to Gifted student."

School: "I have not worked toward this program as yet but would like to implement

one of some kind in the Fall of 1974. In my particular situation, I have

far more socially maladjusted, emotionally maladjusted, and students with

learning disabilities than I have that are Gifted. We're trying to implement

these programs this year - but I'm very interested. But at this time I don't

know how or when -- Keep me in mind! Thanks!"

ti
44)
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BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MEMORANDUM

297

4.ntral .impus 14J%it Road
4 ort 1.f 41414741.41e I londi 43314

( Inc) 681.14'00
O

0

TO: Elda H. Carney, Principal - Margate Middle School

FROM: Carol Findley, Coordinator High School-College Articulation

RE: Assistance with Gifted Child Pragram for Middle Schools

December 14, 1973

Please complete the enclosed survey which was distributed at the

Principal's.meeting on December 13th, and return as soon as possible

'to:

Carol Findley
Office of Articulation
BCC Central Campus

(You may send it in the pony. Thank you for your assistance in

- this matter.-)



MEMORANDUM

TO: Paul'Proffitt, Principal, Sunrise Middle School

FROM: Carol Findley, Coordinator High School-College Articulation

DATE: January 28, 1974

SUBJECT: Assistance with Gifted Child Program fo Middl- Schools

Please consider the enclosed survey which was distributed at

the Principal's meeting on December 13th and return as soon as

possible to:

Carol Findley
Office of Articulation
BCC Central Campus

(You may send it in the pony. Thank you for your assistance

in this matter.)
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The School Board of Broward County, Florida
Gifted Child Area Workshops

Questionnaire
Exceptional Child Education

I. Participant's Name

2. 5;;;;T\

3. Date

4. Area(s) of certification and rank

5. Teaching or staff asignment prior to assuming the role as a full time

teacher of the Gifted.

6. Current teaching or st.if assignment for staff assisting in teaching the

Gifted on a non full time basis

7. List any formal college:courses or workshops that you have attended

relating exclusively to Gifted Child Education.
Location &

Course Workshop Instructor Date

1.

2.

3.

4. .0

J.

8. Based on the content covered in this workshop:

A. Do you feel you gained new information which will help you in
program planning for your Gifted students? Yes No

B. If Yes, briefly state the most important information tnat you gained.
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C. If No, briefly state why the workshop failed to be informative to you.

D. List any recommendations for increasing the effectiveness of this

workshop.

9. Would you like additional workshops to be presented? Yes No

A. If Yes, list your priorities of the areas that should be covered.

(most preferred) 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B. If No, briefly state why you feel additional workshops would be

unwarranted and your recommendations as a substitute for workshops.

10. State your preference for attending subsequent area workshops.

Day: Choice 1. Choice 2.

Time: From to

11. Would you be interested in taking a Broward County Scnool Board inservice
training program which would fulfill the anticipated State Certification

Requirements for teaching the Gifted? Yes No

12. Would you be interested in taking college credit courses leading to a
master's degree in Gifted Child Education which would also meet State

Certification Requirements? Yes No
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13. Would you prefer a plan whereby you could take a program which combines
selective college courses and County inservice training only forthe
purpose of meeting State Certification Requirements? Yes No

14. Please state any additional comments or recommendations.

4 -
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PARTIAL RESULTS OF BROWARD COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM

GIFTED CHILD AREA WORKSHOP SURVEY

Administered by

Dr. Fred Skalny, County Coordinator, Programs for the Gifted
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Item #8 (A) BASED ON THE CONTENT COVERED IN THIS WORKSHOP, DO YOU

FEEL YOU GAINED NEW INFORMATION WHICH WILL HELP YOU IN PROGRAM

PLANNING FOR YOUR GIFTED STUDENTS?

YES NO PARTICIPANTS

NORTH 13 0 13

NORTHCENTRAL 7 0 13

SOUTHCENTRAL 19 2 29

SOUTH 12 0 13

Total 51 2 73



Item #8 (B) MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION GAINED FROM THE WORKSHOP

Number of
People Responding Item Description

26 New ideas for programming Gifted child education

12 Exchange of ideas with others

10 Acknowledgement that attempts are being made to
develop program goals and guidelines within the
county school system, and existence of county

coordination

6 Procedures for scheduling

3 Acknowledgement of the importance of the regular

classroom teacher

2 (A) CEC membership (TAG)
(B) Appreciation of materials presented

1 (A) Knowledge of how Gifted are identified

(B) Reassurance that they are doing what others

seem to be doing

(D) Knowledge of resource people available

(E) Knowledge about certification

(F) Acknowledgement re potential problems
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Item #8 (C) REASONS WHY WORKSHOP FAILED TO INFORM

Number
Responding_

2

1

1

Reason

Redundant, previously given (Nova)

Need more examples of forms, surveys and

evaluations to share

No need for history or description of Gifted

child characteristics

1 Presenicaions of moderators geared too much

to speakers' own experiences



Item #8 (D) RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INCREASING WORKSHOP EFFECTIVENESS

Number

Responding

11 Longer period of time required (one hour insufficient)

6 Divide into small groups r greater exchange of ideas

and have one member summa ze to the entire group

4

3

1

(A) Need to schedule one , workday

(B) Need more handouts, materials, lists, etc.

(A) Limit workshop to one specific area

(B) Need individual seminars for each level - elemen-

tary, middle and secor,'arY

(A) Select more effective .
ime during the day

(B) Too much discussion of materials used

(C) Need to focus more on middle school ideas

(D) Piscuss more problemra-eas

(E) Follow-through on work *tops with resource teachers

actually coming out to help the Gifted teacher

upon request

(F) Use a more informal seating arrangement

(G) Need more original ideas

(H) Need list of availble commuflity resources

(I) Give incentive points,for workshop attendance

(J) Provide a list of schools for visitation of Gifted

programs
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Item #9 WOULD YOU LIKE ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS?

YES
4111
1.."

NORTH 12 1

NORTHCENTRAL 7 0

SOUTHCENTRAL 26 0

SOUTH 13 0

Totals 48 1
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Item #9 (A) WORKSHOP PRIORITIES

Number of
People Requesting Workshop Description

21 Approaches to total programming (including out-

of-state)

18 Specific activities (creative, motivational, art,

math, science, etc.)

16 Materials (demonstrations, lists, etc.)

8 Resources; community, individuals

7 Integrating the Gifted resource program with
the regular program (i.e., understanding by and

participation with the regular classroom teacher)

5 (A) Programming for primary age children (K-2)

(B) Identification procedures including minority

groups

4 (A) Differentia' programming: intellectually vs.

talented re scheduling and characteristics
(B) Scheduling
(C) Goals, objectives and philosophy

3 (A) Field trips

(B) Individual workshops re problem and idea

exchange
(C) FTE funding

2 (A) Programming for psychosocial development

(B) Intra-county program idea exchange and

release time
(C) Space and physical set-up
(D) Evaluation (program and student performance)

1 (A) Sociological considerations of the Gifted

(B) In-county distribution of written program

outlines

(C) Promoting the continuity plan: elementary to middle

to secondary
(D) Middle school level discussion of ideas and problems

(E) Demonstration sessions
(F) Career planning
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The School Board of Broward County, Florida

Exceptional Child Education

January 11, 1974

TO: Mrs. Dorothy /

FROn: Dr. Frederic F'-lny
Specific Leern:n: Diselsilities and Giftee -.c c",227,

Summary Recert
Gifted Child Pec:ree

School rincinals, classroom teachers of t'..e G;fe d and other edministrators

have expressed'a critical need to establish end wide coordieation

efforts for eealine with Gifted Child 1 2ucation in :.ee Broward Scheels. Cnnterence.

were arret;ee v:_th verious sches1 iTinsipe1...; and el.,,ercs- teeeers r.f the Gifted

who rei.T.:ecee thQ f.:ee adeinistrative districts a-2 .,ova ''chcole; in an

atteelpt to ideetiEy areas ca.' concern. As a result cf theee diecussions the

followin :; itees as critical issues:

')

1. A Broverd Cont'y Policy for Gifted Child Education that wculd insure

philosephica1 centlnuiey tetwen tt,e 4 school ae:ieistrative diericts

and concurrently provide
for flexibility to meet tne nee of an individual

districe_ or school. The phileseIny should further include provision to

assure contieui'y of Gifted ehlld Edueltion from the elementary school

level through seeior

2. Peecrimeedetion for specific identification proctdeees specifically as

they relate to evaluation instruments end minority school age populations.

3. Guidelines for prozre.e:.in; the Resource C2essroem enviroeLet for the

Gifted with the inclusion of specific procre, models that could be adapted

to meet the needs of inlividuel students or schoole.

4. Instructional :-.ee,eurce (materials and equip-eent) Cuides for principals

and teacher::: of the Gifte2 including; venders, priLes, item description

and skill aeee:, in whir. :, , tee ites can 1)e used -:oet effectively.

5. Devclopnent oi a Teacher's Guide for evaluatien of student performance

and progral effectiveness.

6. Guidelines for principals related to teacher selection for the Gifted

child (Jess.
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74 Inservice training throu,h workshops and the possibility of establishing

demonstration centers (Gifted child classes) in specific schools through-

out the county in order to provide direct and diversified on the spot

trainin.; for teachers who are assuming this responsibility of teaching

the Gifted chili for the firot tine. Furth3r, plars should be currently,

initiated fc inservice training in or-3er to i.nsu:e that the teaching

staff will have course work .!quival:ncy comr^nurate with the soon to

be adopted State Cer.ification Requirements fo14 teachers of the Gifted.

8. Development of comTunity, parent and organizational involvment in specific

projects related to Gifted Chilo Education.

A work session has been arranged for janyary 21, 1-3 p. County

Office Portable 131, to di !.cu-.;r issues an to d:tur::.ine pric,rities

and estahlivh the procudvrez for 1-,roch..cin thu cutcL-les.

Participants in thu iritial session will a _;rcui; of

teachers who tire curruntly teaching, Gifted Child in the cuunty.

These, indivia:,.ls
volunteerd to attcnd st.s_don to rrcvide

input and/or e:.;ist in producing the necessary program service outcomes.
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THE SCHOOL BCARD OF BRC.:ARD COUNTY., FLORIDA

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION

February 20,, 1974.

TO: Principals respcnjible for Gifted Child Programs

Teachers of the Gifted

Guidance Counselors
"Special Services team staff

FLOM: 1-s. Catherine Korefal 1:rs. Ellen Fingor

Toacher of the Gifted and Toacher of the Gifted

Nova Blanche Forman School Floranada School

in cooperation with:
Dr. Frederic Skalny / '1

Programs for the Oifte'd and Specinc Learning Oisabilities
r*.

Your coop-ration is requested to assist in ,providing critical ir.PIt necessary

for the development of P "roward County plan for Gifted Child iducation. the

plan should insure continuity from the elementary to secondary school level*

and between tLe four school administrative districts. ,Further, the plan

should concurrently provide for flexibility compatible with thri needs of the

students, an individual school or entire administrative district.

The initial survey is an attempt to obtain information from you related to

the moaning cf the term "gifted children." Your assistance is requested in

terms of a written response to the follo,Ang items. Please forward all

responses to Dr. Skalny at South Side riagnostic Center. Additional surveys

will be forwarded related to other aspects of Drovard County planning for

Gifted Child Education.

cw

cc: Er. Walden
Dr. Wielfind

Er. Onrdner
Er. Chapr,3n

Er. Aycock
Dr. Keaton
r. iiarc hall

Dr. Ecratler
Mr. Drainer

1



SURVEY

Nare
rcsition

School

1. iy definition of the "gifted child" is:

312

*10110110

2. I reco7mcnd tLt tj.c nTho;oroom tcachPr and/or rufd:lnce unc the

follo.dnr rrociure,:3 in th,.stinit1711
for giftcd chl!dron.

3, Yy cor-mPntr: on dpfinitIon of the gifted child r.nd initinl scrr,eninr !:ro-

cedurPs na tLr :etc to the follo-;i147 con:J!drtion5 zlrc:

a. minority grour cLildren:

b. childrLn in level o K - 2:

c. children frcc, rural nre,ns:

Li I ;ould );':0 to offr tLc nLi t or.i1 crrr:pnU,:

(0 0

If additional space is noPded please, ..iso bacic of sLeet.



THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

Nebruary 22, 1974

Mrs. K. LaBelle, Principal
Nova Middle School

Dear Mrs. LaBelle:

SOUTH ! OE DIAGNOSTIC CENTER
James Ft F usher I. c, 0 0 tu,selor
201 So40 Aeuut,suo,s Aenue
Fort t aufswd shs, F 10r.da 33316
305'525 5141

I would appreciate your nnoistance In permitting Miss Thereoe Roberts
to attend a second Gifted Child work session. The meeting will
focus on developing guidelineo for programming the resource class-
room environm,:ut for the Gifted Child. The guidelines emerging
from this meeting will be distributed and discussed at a later
date in individual area meeting° with the area teachers of the
Gifted.

The work cession is scheduled for March 8, 2-4 p.m., County Office
Portable 131.

Please contact me at 765 6595 if you desire further information
about the work session.

FS/cw

cc: Miss Roberts

r .

1,1 .11

144:41 "
o .

Sincerely,

Frederic Skalny, Ph.D.

Programs for Specific Learning
Disabilities and the Gifted

4

t
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THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

JAW:: March 1, 1974

TO; Principals Retponsible for Gifted Child Programs

314'

ti

SOUTHCENTRALAREACEFiCE
John E AycOck, Are. Suour,r1;444ent
4000 No's^ bth Avonue
Hodvvvood F or.da 33021
305 961 0140

FRO: Dr. Frederic Skalny
Prout.ms for t'ae Gifted and Specific Learninz Disabilities

/. 6outh Central :.red workshop has been planned to assist teachers and/or

scntol alroctly re2Ponsible for providin6 prcgra:,.:, for

tne 0Trociat:, your iLssiste.ncc in perittin: your ct:.:f

represcht-ives to attend tne Area 1:o...k:;hop on '.,:arch 2:45 - 4;00 p.m.

at Plaultt.tion Park Llementary, 875 0. W. 54tn Avenue, Plantation.

The meetino w..11 focus on recm-aenciLtions for ,/;-):,rz.:TI:Ar,F, the resource

classroca environment and nroviae an exchance of i,,cas for continuinL, to
plz.n axropriate leh.rnin2; bituations and strategies. Open discussion

tlme will be' scneduled to insure that staff nave an opportunity to raise

concerns particular to their individual programs.

In the event tnat a teacher cannot attend the scnedulea reeting in this
area, his or her attendance would be welcor-cd at any of the other Area
mectinc,st

March 14th 2:45 - 4:00 p.m. To 1,e announced

JOF,TH Maren 15th 2:4-) - 4:0: p.m. Oriole 2,1emntary

SOUTH March 13.h 2:45 - 4;03 p.m. Orance-irtich Elementary

.Please contact Dr. Skalny at 7&5 (;;95 far any additional information.

FS/dd

C\714:
cc; Johr Aycock, Area Superintend,nt

.-

JStaff 1(cpresentatives
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The School.Board of Broward County, Florida

Exceptional Child Education
March 8, 1074

FROM: Frederic Skalny, Ph.D. C.

Specific Learning Disabilities & lifted 7rozra7,s

RE: Lifted C'_11 Work Session for

Planning 2.2i,1

The purrose of the ss,.ssion is to estanisi, the for-at and co.7.tents

Area Workshops which will be as follc-,:s'

,:erth -a:ch 14 2.45 ?arc -2eech -'e-entary

1:orth Central -:-c:, 15 2:L5 Oriole 71eT:.en. ',

Sou Ctnt-.(7.1 %-..-ch 13 245 Orange-:rook 1-1:.-.entary

Soul_h -_.,rch 18 2:L5 Plan-Lation Park Clec.entary

The cont,n-, of- the werhop shou1,7 focus on recol-17%enticn$ for proing the

resour,-e cnv:ren ont e%i proviee an exchan-e of for cortiii

to plan arTl'oto ,;ituati.ons and ntratc:ies. Coen disens.-:Dn time

is to in :r3
opporty to raise concarrs particular

to their individual The rejor:ty of par,:icints ::111 reoresent

elementary shcols, mi(Idl and hi:h school staff h&ve Le:n invited

to

Itens for

1. Format

A. Selection of -.;or}-shop leadars for each Area.

B. nethod for presentation of content

For example
Introductirn ;-roup

Oenoral Frc:r-r1 .!n-:s - Total group

Specific Pr:--ralI - Snail gr,,ups

Suary - group

Open l'iscion Tetal group

Use of handouts, overhead projectors, 1.aterials

2. Contents

A. Frosentin;: the Gifted C1.i.10. iroram to the regular school staff;, the

role of the principal.
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B. Program goals.

C. Recommended pro:ram activities, etc.

D. Discussion of student scheduling and grou;:ir7.

E. Use of physical space.

F. naterials.

G. nethods for studont evaluation.

H. Use of resource personnel.

I. Parent e.ucati-n.

J. Estal)lishinr cc--u%icaticn channels for 7ifted peronn21 with and

het' ,en ad7in:7trativ-.: schopl arLas.

K. Recc7r,-n'ation follv4-up ::orkshoTlz.

L. ?r5cf `as r,eFs eac:i area werks:-on.

Other.

3. Aditic'n;:i S. !-=;.7,n re-cr-dat;rns

A. Folk:! -up meeting to discuss and swrrarize the vorkshops.

B. Prr.?-ent-Aion of area work sons for princirals and ad7.inistretive

C. CultIc,uation of Cifred Child .17-'ucat'on Planhins.
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RROWARD CCMY BOARD OF FUFLIC IrSTRUCTION

EXCEPTICMAL
GIFTED CHILD VCRY.S!'OP

4OUTH CE T.TT., ARE ;

MARCH 18, 1974

WORKSHOP MDEPATOS: LOCATICU: Plantation Par:: Elementary

TIjE: 2:45 to 4:00 p.m.

Mrs. Linda Benedetto,
Plantation Par:: Eler-entary

Mrs. Cathcrin
Nova Blanche For-en

Miss Therese :c5erts,
Nova i!iddle

Dr. Frederic Sl:alny
Acting County Coordinator, Progrars for the Gifted

WORICSI-,01) AGENn

I. INTROD=IO:

A. General

B. Bldlc:I.Ig nri4es

II. PROG:'A=G

A. Program Goals

B. Activities

C. Materials

D. Scheduiitr' 311,2 Grouping

E. Concerns

III. Sf:ALL G?a": r.TE:1ACTIO.:S

A. Evaluate "or%:-hoo (Fill in evaluation sheets.)

IV. SU
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SUTARY AND EVALUATION

Inasmuch as Broward Community College was approached by the

Principal of a Middle School in the Broward County School System con-

cerning the possibility of setting up a type of orientation program

for the Gifted students in his school so that th..v might be helped

to gain their potential in a more effective manner, Broward Community

College consented to begin a pilot program with this school.

A series of seven mini programs were developed for Gifted students

through a cooperative effort by staff from Broward Community College

and the School Board of Broward County, Florida. The iini projects

included: (1) Astronomy (Planetarium), (2) Learning Pesources, (3)

Library, (4) Art, (5) Psychology, (6) Self-concept (riPtting-To-Know-You"),

(7) Ms Communications (Data Systems-POlications).

Each project was offered once to the entire groun of students

during an intensive three-hour time block. Six of the projects were

held on the Broward Community College campus and one, the Self-concept

project, was held in the participating middle school. The project

was an in al attempt to provide a diverse and systematically defined

inter-institutional approach to enhancing the cognitive and affective

domains of Gifted students. The aim of the project was to determine

the effectiveness of the program with the intention of expansion for

the 1974-7: scne.11 year.



Effectivenetss of the seven mini programs was evaluated on the

basis of data collected on twenty of the forty participating middle

school Gifted students. The original group was to be elected and

matched for sex and I.Q.; however, the twenty finally used in the

experiment were those whomere not absent from any of the programs.

The only exception was the Self-concept Program where anonymousness

was essential, necessitating the use of data on all forty students.

The data was analysed or evaluated according to pre and post

project test scores; descriptions based on student questionnaires

related to specific project areas, and parent questionnaires.

Initial evaluation of data substantially indicates that (1) the

project was an effective vehicle for enhancing cognitive and affective

characteristics of the Gifted based on pre-post test gain scores,

student descriptive responses and parent evaluation; (2) students

and parents wish to continue and to expand the program; (3) other

middle schools in the county are interested in participating during

the 1974-75 school year; and (4) inter-institutional support will

continue. The primary problem areas center on staff availability,

time allocations and selection of rdditional areas of concentration.

320
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FOLLOW-UP

Mrs. Carol Findley, Coordinator of High School/College Arti-

culation of Broward Community College, was invited by Dr. Fred Skalny,

County Coordinator, Programs for the Gifted, Broward County School

System, to speak with teachers of Gifted students in Broward and Palm

Beach County in a class for teachers of Gifted students at Florida

Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida, on'July 24, 1974.

On August 16, 1974, Mrs. Findley served as a program participant

in the Exceptional Child Education Workshop, Gifted Child Division,

held in Broward County. (See Appendix)

Recently, Mrs. Findley was selected as one of eleven participants

throughout the United States to participate in the Council for Excep-

tional Children National Convention to be held in Los Angeles, April

21 through April 25, 1975. The Coordinator will participate in the

TPG (Talented and Gifted 'vision) and will present a visual program

followed by a question and answer session. A brochure entitled "Mini

Programs for Gifted Students" was designed especially for this program

and will be distributed during the sessiun. (See Appendix)

In addition to the aforementioned, Mrs. Findley has been contacted

by various school personnel throughout Broward County to serve A

consultant and coordinator involving problems, programs and information
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in relation to Gifted programs in various schools. Some of the

schools which have requested this service are: Piper, Northeast,

Plantation and Pompano high schools; Nova, Rickards and Olsen middle

schools; and Bennett Elementary School.

On May 29, 1974, Mrs. Findley received a memorandum from Dr.

George Young, Vice-President for Student Development, Broward Commu-

nity College, to discuss the evaluation of the Gifted child pilot

project with Olsen Middle School and to consider suggestions and/or

recommendations for future programs at the College.

A meeting was held on September 5, 1974, and the Committee to

Evaluate Gifted Child Programs recommended that a Committee to Draft

a Proposal for a Gifted Child Program for the College be established.

(See Appendix)

Due to the scope of the Gifted child program, the Committee to

Draft a Proposal for Gifted Child Programs recommended that Mrs. Findley,

Dr. David Grath, Vice-President for Academic Affairs, Broward Community

College, and Dr. Fred Skalny, County Coordinator, Programs for the

Gifted, 3roward County School System, meet to begin the initial draft-

ing of such a proposal. This meeting was held on September 30, 1074,

and four areas of involvement with the Gifted program in the county

and other co-sponsored programs were discussed:

il. 41'

I, r,
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),

(1) Classes or programs for the parents of Gifted students in

Broward County;

(2) Making the Broward Community College library available for

programs for the Gifted students in the county;

(3) A co-sponsored community project with the Broward County

School System and the College, "Community Learning Fair";

(4) Special programs for minority groups for above Avenge

students (not classified as Gifted) for minorities in the

county.

(The last two areas of involvement with the Broward County School

System do not relate specifically to the Gifted proposal, but resulted

as an outgrowth of the evaluation of the Gifted program).

A survey has been completed regarding interests involving special

programs for parents of the Gifted students in Broward County. The

results indicated that many parents would like to take part in such

programs. At this time, a proposal for programs for the parents of

Gifted students is being drafted and will be sent to Dr. Young and

Dr. Groth for their consideration.

mrs. Findley met with the County Coordinator, Dr. Skalny, again

on December 12, 1974 to discuss the areas of involvement. At that

time, Dr. Skalny reported that he had contacted Mrs. Frances Brown,

Broward Community College Librarian, and worked out a schedule which

will be available for all teachers of the Gifted. This will enable

all Gifted students in Broward County (elementary, junior high and
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high school) to take advantage of Broward Community College library

facilities and establish an inter-loan library system with the College.

Arrangements for special libra-y programs for the Gifted may now be

made by contacting Mrs. Frances Brown, Broward Community College.

(Additional information may be found in the Appendix).

Dr. Skalny and Mrs. Findley also discussed a co-sponsored "Com-

munity Learning Fair" involving the Broward County School System and

the College. This program may be incorporated into the forthcoming

"Whole Earth Arts Festival". Dr. Skalny and Mrs. Findley plan to

meet with Mrs. Patricia Novak, Director of Student Activities, and

Miss Ellen Chandler, Coordinator of Cultural Affairs at the College,

to discuss incorporating the "Community Learning Fair" with the

week-long "Whole Earth Arts Festival" which is a Spring Tern event

sponsored by the College.

In regard to the fourth item, Dr. Skalny, Dr. Groth and Mrs.

Findley decided upon investigation that it was not possible to

pursue co- sponsored involvement of special programs for minority

groups at this tiwe.

Gifted programs for many schools throughout Broward County are

now in progress on a limited basis through the facilities being made

available at Broward Community College. The programs include Astronomy,
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Data Systems, andtPsychology. The procedure at present is that the

Gifted teacher in a specific school contacts Mr. Gladwyn Comes, Direc-

tor of the Planetarium, regarding Astronomy programs; Mr. Fred Scott,

Director of Data Systems, concerning Computer programs; or Dr. William

Walker, Psychology instructor, in relation to Psychology programs.

The teacher of the Gifted may request specific type programs and

arrange for scheduling.

Upon request from teachers of the Gifted students, Mrs. Findley

has provided additional information regarding enrichment programs

available through the College which may be of interest to those

working with Gifted students. Materials have also been made available

to Dr. Skalny so that the information may be distributed to all teachers

of the Gifted throughout Broward County. The materials include the

Planetarium programs being held at the College throughout the year,

the 1974-75 Film Series, the 1974-75 Artist Series, and the Cultural

Events Calendar for 1974-75. (See Appendix)



IMPLEMENTING MINI PROGRAMS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL GIFTED STUDENTS:

An Inter-instituticnal Project of Broward Community College

and the School Board,of Broward County, Florida

by: Carol Findley
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BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mrs. Carol Findley

FROM:- Dr. Hugh Adams, President

RE: Practicum Project for Gifted Children in the Middle Schools

DATE: November 19, 1973

This will authorize you to proceed with the Practicum Proposal.



THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

TO: Mrs. Carol Findley

FROM: Mr. Hilton Lew , Director of Secondary Education

RE: Practicum Project for Gifted Children in the Middle Schools

DATE: November 29, 1973

This will authorize you to proceed with the Practicum Proposal.

HL/ak
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BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Hugh Adams, President

FROM: Carol Findley, Coordinator - High School/College Articulation

DATE: November 5, 1973

RE: Superior studpnts in Olsen Middle School

Mr. Jim Davidson has contacted Dr. Adams in relation to 42 students with
I.Q.'s of 130 plus, 11 - 14 years of age, grades 6 - 8, in relation to

a special articulation program for middle schools.

At Dr. Adams' request Mrs. Findley checked with Mr. Drake concerning library

facilities for use by the middle school students. Mr. Drake made the fol-

lowing suggestions:

1. That he have them ideally in groups of twenty for a one hour

program.

2. Time - Tuesday and Thursday - all day the most feasible time,

but not before I.:50 PM on any other day.

3. At that time they could look over the resources and if they

fond a book they wanted to check out, an inter-library lean

system could be worked out through the middle school.

4. This would give the middle school a better understanding of

the type of materials needed.

Mrs. Findley plans to meet with Mr. Davidson in the near future to ascertain

some points of interest he had in mind for these students in relation to

Broward romr.;:nity College.

Some suggestions for possible articulation measures:

I. Visit to Planetarium
2. Publications

3. Art
4. Dramatics and Music with special reference to production processes.

5. Clinical Psychology

5. Physical Education

These possibilities will be explored w4tk. Mr. Davidson in detail for his

consideration.

CF:ak

cc:Dr. Young
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PERSONNEL WHO ASSISTED IN THE OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL GIFTED CHILDREN PROGRAM

Dr. A. Hugh Adams, President, BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. Clinton D. Hamilton, Executive Vice-President, BCC

Dr. George W. Young, Vice-President for Student Development, BCC

Dr. Fred Skalny, County Coordinator, Program for the Gifted, BROWARD COUNTY
SCHOOL SYSTEM

Mrs. Carol Findley, Coordinator of Articulation, BCC (Planning and coordination
of all programs)

Mr. Gladwyn Comes, Director of Planetarium, BCC (Astronomy Program)

Mr. Fred Read, Planetarium Technician, BCC (Astronomy Program)

Mrs. Frances Brown, Librarian, BCC (Library Program)

Mr. Isaac S. Call, Director of Learning Resources, BCC (Learning Resources Program)

Mr. George Chillag, Media Specialist, Learning Resources, BCC (Learning Resources
Program)

Mr. R.W. Anderson, TV Engineer, Learning Resources, BCC (Learning Resources
Program)

Dr. William Walker, Psychology instructor, BCC (Psychology Program)

Miss Jackie Terranova, Psychology student, BCC (Psychology Program)

Mr. Thomas F. Parker, Counselor, BCC North Campus, (Self-concept - "Getting To
Know You Program)

Mrs. Sue Smith, Counselor, BCC North Campus, (Self-concept - "Getting To Know
You" Program)

Mrs. Anne Trickel, Dean of Girls, Piper High School, (assisted with Astronomy
Program)

Mrs. Betty Owen, English and Journalism instructor, BCC (Mass Communications --
Data Systems/Publications Program)

Mr. Fred Scott, Director of Data Systems, BCC (Mass Communications -- Data
Systems/Publications Program)

Mrs. Sandy Seaton, Art instructor, BCC (Art Program)

Mr. Lawrence 'robe, Art Department Head, BCC (Art Program)

Mrs. Phyllis Williams, Minority Recruiter, BCC (assisted in tours)

Mrs. Yolande McLennan, Secretary, Office of Articulation, BCC (assisted in tours)

0
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THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA t

June 3, 1974

Ms. Carol Findley
Director of Articulation
Broward Community College
3501 S.W. Davie Road
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33314

Dear Ms. Findley:

OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOnL
J W Davidson, Principal
1301 Southeast Second Avenue
Dania, Florida 33004
305/923 2381

Please report to all parties concerned my complete satisfaction and
appreciation for the cooperation extended our school by Broward

Community College.

I was overwhelmed by the response of Dr. Adams to my call asking for
some joint school-college efforts on behalf of our gifted students.

The reaction I have received from our gifted students concerning their
involvement in the programs offered by Broward Community College have
been positive in every respect.

I would be very much in favor of continuing and expanding this program
and I certainly would be happy to contract with the college tc pay for

these services from FTE funds.

Thanks again for your complete cooperation and many hours of work that
made this program such a success.

. /W, Davidson, Principal
Olsen Middle School

JWD:mb
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OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL
DANIA, FLORIDA
JUNE 4, 1974

ONE OF THE MAJOR OBJECTIVES OF THE ,s,IFTED STUDENT PROGRAM AT OLSEN
HAS BEEN TO ALLOW ITS STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN AS WIDE A RANGE OF NEW
EXPERIENCES AS POSSIBLE. STUDENTS, FOR THE MOST PART, COMING INTO A

PROGRAM IN WHICH THEY ARE EXPECTED TO MAKE MEANINGFUL DECISIONS CONCERN
ING THEIR DIRECTION WITHIN THE PROGRAM ARE UNABLE TO. Not BE...AUSE THEY

LACK THE INTELLIGENCE OR THE MATURITY TO DO SO, BUT BECAUSE THEY LACK THE

EXPERIENCES FROM WKICH TO DRAW.

THANKS TO THE BCC PROGRAM, MY STUDENTS HAVE BEEN GIVEN A BROAD BASE
OF EXPERIENCES THAT COULD NOT HAVE BEEN GAINED OTHERWISE.

MY STUDENTS NOW KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT DATA SYSTEMS, PSYCHOLOGY, ASTRONOMY,
PUBLICATIONS, AND ART THEORY TO USE THEM AS A BASE FOR MAKING GOOD DECISIONS.
THEY KNOW HOW A TV CAMERA WORKS AND THE PRINCIPLES BEHIND PROCESSING FILM.
A COLLEGE LIBRARY IS NO LONGER A PART CF THE GREAT UNKNOWN; THEY KNOW WHERE
IT IS, HOW TO USE IT, AND THAT THEY ARE WELCOME IN IT. THEY CAME OUT OF

A THREE HOUR SESSION ON SELFAWARENESS WITH A POSITIVE NEW IMAGE OF THEM
SELVES THAT HAS HAD LASTING EFFECTS.

I
DESPERATELY HOPE THAT THIS PROGRAM WILL 3E CONTINUED NEXT YEAR AND

THAT WE WILL BE ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IN IT. ITS BENEFITS ARE IMMESURABLE.

I
AM EVERLASTINGLY GRATEFUL TO CAROL FINDLEY ANO ALL OF THE PEOPLE

WHO HELPED GIVE SOME FORTY STUDENTS FROM OLSEN THE OPPORTUNITIES TO STICK
THEIR NOSES IN AN AWFUL LOT OF PLACES WHERE THEY HAD NEVER BEEN BEFORE.

DAVID C. HOWARD, TEACHER
OLSEN'S SIFTED PROGRAM

3



OFFICE OF THIS PRESIDENT

June 14, 1974

BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA

Mr. J. W. Davidson, Principal
Olsen Middle School
1301 Southeast Second Avenue
Dania, Florida 33004

Dear Mr. Davidson:

Please express my appreciation to Mr. Howard, the teacher at Olsen's Gifted
Program, and the many students who were thoughtful enough to send me a
signed statement of appreciation. That bouquet of thoughtfulness certainly
brightened my day, and 1 hope that you will convey my thanks to them.

I am very pleased that under the able leadership of Mrs. Carol Findley our
joint school/college efforts have resulted in constructive and needed programs
for gifted .,tudents. 1 trust that what we have learned to date will provide the
basis for expended efforts in cooperation with the schools. We have considered
it a privilege to be associated with these pilot programs and look forward to a
continued cordial working relationship.

Sincerely yours,

Hugh Adams
rc.:ident

HA : v v1)

cc: Mr. William Drainer
Mrs. Carol Findley ,/
Mr. David Howard

1

C 1 )
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BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

June 24, 1974

Mr. James Davidson, Principal
Olsen Middle School
1301 S. E. 2nd Avenue,
Dania, Florida

Dear Mr. Davidson:

335

Central Campus Davie Road
Fort Lauderialc, Honda 33314

(305) 581.8700

It was tT great pleasure to receive the Certificate of Award

for participation in the Gifted Program sponsored by Broward Cannunity

College.

Of all the prngrams we have had with various groups, I feel I

learned the most fron your Gifted Child group and from their very fine

teacners with whom I 'orked. It was my pleasure to coordinate this

series of experiences n the field of enrichment for the "gifted" and

it is my inpe that the dea will be carried on throughout all the schools

of Broward County.

Please thank your students for their thoughtfulness and their

teachers for their very fine cooperation.

Sincerest y)od wishes for the continuance of your program.

Very truly yours,

r,

Carol Findley /4

CF:ym
cc: Mr. David flow- rd

Mrs. Rosalii,.. Brown
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BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

4

MEMORANDUM

TO: Carol Findley

FROM: George W. Young

DATE: May 29, 1974
/

On the Olsen question':

Get a group together to discuss possibilities -- Carl Crawford,

Harry Smith, Dave Groth, Tom Parker, Dr. Young, Carol Findley and

appropriate school personnel.

If we come up with a proposal Dr. Adams will approach Dr. Drainer.

GWY/aek



MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Harry Smith
Dr. Carl Crawford
Dr. David Groth
Mr. Tom Parker

FROM: Carol Findley

DATE: July 19, 1974

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM OF BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. Young has asked me to contact you regarding the BCC project

with Olsen Middle School Gifted children during the 1974 school year. We

would like to discuss this program and also consider suggestions and/or

recommendations for future programs at the College.

If we come up with a proposal for such programs, Dr. Adams will

approach Mr. Drainer for further discussion of this matter.

The meeting will be held on Central Campus, at 1:30 PM, Friday,

July 26th, in the Administration Building Conference Room.

CF:ym
cc: Dr. George Young
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Harry Smith
Dr. Carl Crawford
Dr. David Groth
Dr. George Young
Mr. Tom Parker

FROM: Carol Findley, Office of Articulation

DATE: August 19, 1974

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM OF BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. Young has asked me to contact you regarding the BCC project with

Olsen Middle School Gifted children during the 1974 sctool year. We

would like to discuss this program and also consider suggestions and/or

recommendations for future programs at the College. If we come up with a

proposal for such programs, Dr. Adams will approach Mr. Drainer for

further discussion of this matter.

338

Inasmuch as this discussion has been unavoidably postponed, it urgently

needs your immediate consideration. The meeting will be held on Central

Campus, at 2:00 PM, Thursday, September 5th, in the Administration Building

Conference Room.

CF:ym

t A
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Harry Smith
Dr. Carl Crawford
Dr. David Groth
Dr. George Young
Mr. Tom Parker

FROM: Carol Findley, Office of Articulation

DATE: August 24, 1974

SUBJECT: COMMITTEE TO EVALUATE A GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM FOR BROWARD COMMUNITY

COLLEGE.
IJ

In a conference with Dr:Fred Skalny at the beginning of the .school

year, he asked that we consider and please respond!tothe following areas for

exploration at our September 5th meeting:

PROGRAMS AND OR PROJECTS OFFERED AT BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE FOR THE SCHOOL

BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

1. Physical resources available (such as Planetarium, Psychology (Rat Lab

Data S::stems).

2. Human resources available (BCC personnel who would be willing to work with

the Gifted).

3. Special Events calendar (cultural events calendar and special program

offerings made available to Gifted child teachers.),

4. Special interest groups/clubs/services: A) Student activities/clubs

B) Faculty ac,tivities/clOs

For observation, shadowing and internship (and participation).



5. Opportunities for independent study. ,

6. Opportunities for attending classes (based on student interest as part

of general earlier planning exposure purpose).

7. Establishing policy for any type of participation.

8. Continuation of the self-Ovelopment program initiated by Carol Findley

with the Counseling Division of Broward Community College.

* 9. Continuation and expansion of specific programs for the Gifted.

CF :ym

* One of the most important considerations as requested by Dr. Skalny.

41 1,

I' */ t ! ., )
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Roy Church, Dean of Academic "ffairs, North Campus
Dr. Curtis Murton, Dean of Academic Affairs, Central Campus

Dr. David Groth, Vice-President of Academic Affairs and Director

of Community Services
Mrs. Sandra Grady, Coordinator of Community Services
Mr. Gladwyn Comes, Planetarium
Mrs. Betty Owen, Journalism
Mr. Tom Parker, Ad hoc committee member
Dr. Fred Skalny, County Coordinator, Program for the Gifted, County

School System - guest.

FROM: Carol Findley, Office of Articulation

DATE: September 9, 1974

SUBJECT: COMMITTEE TO DRAFT A PROPOSAL FOR A GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM FOR BROWARD

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Attached find memo regarding Committee to Evaluate a Gifted Child Program

for Broward Community College. As a result of this meeting, a new committee is

being formed to draft a proposal concerning the aforementioned.

Due to the scope of the Gifted Child Program, the Evaluation Committee

recommended a special committee be established to consider the many concerns such

as time, staffing, expense and facilities for this particular type of program.

Dr. Skalny, County Coordinator, Program for the Gifted, Broward County

School System, is being asked to attend this meeting for his input and interest

in this project.

The meeting is to be held on Central Campus at 2:00 o'clock, Wednesday,

September 18th, in the Administration Building Conference Room.

CF:ym

ccs to: Dr. Harry V. Smith, Executive Dean, Central Campus

D.-. Carl M. Crawford, Executive. ()tan, North Campus

Dr. George W. Young, Vice - President to Student Development

Mr. :,,oel Keiter, Director of Exceptiona"; Child Education, Broward County

School System



TO: Dr. David Groth

Vr0:1: Glen A. Rose

"Gifted Students Enrollment"

DATEf September 12, 1974

1s per our conversation yesterday concerning the possibility of

admitting gifted students from the County School System to

BCC, T would like to recorrrend the following.

1. Thn College make an effort to contact Dr. Frederic Skalny,

Coordinator of the Exceptional Child Center at 425 Southwest

29th street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315, Telephone number

7,";-(;65/1, as soon as possible.

2. Investicp t-e the possibility of developing a program for admitting

such stuklents to the College. flar.y of these students do not

Nnet the reguirements of our current dual enrollment or early

admissions policy, yet I am sure many of these students could

benefit from pcograms offered by the College.

chlrles Pnrsdel of Piper high .School was in contact with me

inquiring about the possibility of enrolling students from the gifted

pnin in 'pin and his Enviorment" television cours2. this term.

I st-r()ngly reconmenri that we purlue this as expeditiously as possible

fi nrcv'r tau enroll these student3 for this term. Your consideration

ohl orfnrts will he greatly appreciated.

:

Fr 'nrt_.-in

Pv.

-r,

t!-- Fin Mr7.0/

Mr. C. Pamsdel
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fort Litillerdale center
fort lutlerciale, tiurida 33301

18, ic)74

)(/(Pansrlel

tr)r or Curriculum

,r

':. 1.i 43 Place

unri Village, Florida 33313

i.7111f7.(1;

y)1,- re,7u,-,t I discust,ed the admission of hig; school E,Ludents

cz,I;T nLiy orreiled in the Gifted Program at Piper Hicih £chool and

r er.rnliment it BCC this term with the Academic Vice President,

icadr,mir i"):,an:;, Dean of Student Development and Ms Carol Findley.

cLach cop': of LCC Policy 4-14 under which we f( c1

Ole ..Ltri-nt3 in cho Glfced Progran maybe admitted at this ne. This

t ;,reciedr, their enrollment in the community

y,t alc strongly recommenu that you invest2cate the

county :";chool Bo ard'a regulations to see that your request

con-;]stent wit'.1 current policv.

r.:',rding to you trough ns Findley, applications anu dual

t-orms. if you have any quest,.ons and I can bp of further

;,1.-1s, contact me.

iy,

,r <
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4-14

Dual Enrollment of nigh 5cho-.:1 Students

Suo,lriar high school students who have demonstrated their ability by
excs.iiling in their work, under a dual enrollment plan may be admitted
to the College to pursue a course or courses consistent with their
graduoting from high school and the meeting of State Board of Education
Regulations relative to classification of high school attendance. To
qualify' for such a dual enrollment, each student must have at least a
"3" groda 7.oint average, and be mcommended for such enrollment by
the director of counseling and the principal of the school. No college
credit will be granted until high school graduation has occurred.

Legal reference: S3E 6A-8.62

Policy adopted: June 20, 1972

344
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September 30, 1974

Mr. Charles E. Ramsdell
Curriculum Coordinator
8000 N. W. 43rd Place
Sunrise, Florida 33313

Dear Mr. Ramsdell:

Thank you for your memorandum regarding the dual enrollment of

Gifted students at Piper High School. We Nave had numerous discussions
at Broward Community College regarding the dual enrollment and early admission

policies. Our dual enrollment policy is as follows:

Superior high school students who have demonstrated
their ability by excelling in their work, under a dual
enrollment plan may be admitted to the College to pursue
a course or courses consistent with the graduating from
high school and the meeting of State Board of Education
Regulations relative to classification of high school
attendance. To qualify for such a dual enrollment,
each student must have at least a "B" grade point
average, and be recommended for such enrollment by
the director of counseling and the principal of the
school. No college credit will be granted until
high school graduation has occurred.

It is my understanding that the limitation of dual enrollment policy
requiring students to be within three credits of graduation is the policy of
the Broward County School Board, not Broward Community College. I am sure that

Mr. Rose has visited with you regarding this particular situation and has worked

out a satisfactory arrangement.

Dr. Skalny is scheduled to meet with me on September 30th, to
discuss the Gifted Student Programs in Broward County, and Broward Community
College's possible relationships to these programs. In addition, I am planning

to meet with Mr. Mosser to discuss other materials related to early admissions

and dual enrollment.

Be assured I applaud your efforts to provide sound education pro-

grams for the Gifted and hope we can assist you in your efforts.

Sincerely,

David A. Groth



MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Fred Skalny
A

FROM: Frances Browns

RE: Broward Community College Central Campus Library

346

Date: November 18, 1974

I. LIBRARY HOURS:
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Sunday

7:00 A.M. - 9:45 P.M.
7:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.

STUDENTS FROM -OTHER CCHOOLS ARE WELCOME IN THE LIBRARY AFTER 1:30 P.M.

I:. DAYS WHEN LIBRARY WOULD NOT BE AVAILABLE:

Thanksgiving Holiday November 28-29

Term I. Final Exams
Library open from 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

Christmas Vacation

December 13-19
December 20th
December 23-January 5

Term II. Library orientation January 13-20

Holiday February 17

Easter vacation March 27-28

Term II. Final Exams April 24-30

Library open from 8:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M. May 1 and 2

Holiday May 26

Term IIIA . Final Exams June 17

III. SPECIAL SERVICES AVAILABLE:

1. Brief lesson on differences between school and college libraries.

2. Technical and professional journals not available in other county libraries.

3. Collection strengths:

Art
Biographical reference materials
Criminal justice
Foreign language dictionaries
Literary criticism
World War II
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- TEACHERS OF THE GIFTED - PLEASE NOTE ''''''''''''''''

The Broward Community College Central Campus Library welcomes visitations, use of
facilities and special services for our gifted students (K-12). The enclosed

schedule has been prepared for your assistance in planning library trips.

Visitation requests should be- directed to Ms. Frances Brown, Director of Library

Services, BCC Central, 581-8700 at least two weeks in advance.

I. LIBRARY HOURS:
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Sunday

7:00 A.M. - 9:45 P.M.
7:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.

STUDENTS FROM OTHER SCHOOLS ARE WELCOME IN THE LIBRARY AFTER 1:30 P.M.

II. DAYS WHEN LIBRARY WOULD 119T BE AVAILABLE:

Thanksgiving Holiday

Term I. Final Exams
Library open from 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

Christmas Vacation

Term II. Library orientation
Holiday
Easter vacation

Term II. Final Exams
Library open from 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

Holiday

Term IIIA. Final Exams

III. SPECIAL SERVICES AVAILABLE:

1. Brief lesson on differences between

2. Technical and professional journals

3. Collection strengths:

(.1

Art
Biographical reference materials

Criminal justice
Foreign language dictionaries
Literary criticism
World War II

(.

November 28-29

December 13-19
December 20th
December 23-January 5

January 13-20
February 17
March 27-28

April 24-30
May 1 and 2
May 26

June 17

school and college libraries..

not available in other county libraries.
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THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA (2

3

January 29, 1975

Mrs. Carol Findley
Coordinator, High School/College Articulation

Broward Community College
Central Campus
3501 S.W. Davie Road
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

Dear Carol:

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD CENTER
Joel L Keller, Director
425 Southwest 28 Street
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315
305/765 6667

We have discussed several proposals involving a coonerative effort between

BCC, and The Broward County School System. Further discussion with Fxcentional

Child Staff, School Administrators and parents suggest two primary areas of

concentration:

1. Parent education programs offered for noncredit at BCC, in the

areas of Gifted and Specific Learning Disabilities.

2. Participation in The Whole Earth Arts Festival.

Snecific proposals are attached for Your review. Thank You for Your continuing

cooperation with the Broward County Schools, Exceptional Youth Programs.

Sincerely,

(2/

Frederic Skalnv, rh.n.
Coordinator, Gifted and Specific

Learning Disabilities Programs

FS/aim
Attachments

cc: Dr. Drainer, Superintendent
Mr. L. Walden, Instructional Services
"r. J. Veiter, Director, Exceptional child Center

Dr. G. Young, Vice President, Studunt Dev., BCC

Dr. D. Grath, Vice President, Academic Affairs
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THE, SCHOOL BOARD OF BROVARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD CENTER

PROGRAM PROPOSAL #1

AREA:

Parent Education: A noncredit course offering for parents who have

gifted children.

RATIONALE:

The need for this basic parent education course was determined through

a survey conducted by a sample of teachers of Gifted Programs in

Broward County. It is estimated that a minimum of 60 parents would

register for the course.

COURSE OBJECTIVE:

The primary aims of the course should be to promote a comprehensive

understanding of the unique characteristics of gifted youth and to

relate these features to concrete recommendations for how parents can

more appropriately meet their child's needs in the home environment.

Fmnhasis should also he directed to dealing with snecific parent

concerns and/or counseling.

INSTRUCTORS:

It is recommended that a team approach he used which includes Broward

Community College Instructional Staff, Broward Community College

Counseling Service Staff and School Board of Broward County teachers

of Gifted Programs.

LOCATION:

Broward Community College Central Campus

TIME:

Recommend one 3 hour evening session, per week for a minimum of 5 weeks.

NUMBER OF REGISTRANTS:

Initially, maximum registrants should he restricted to 20 parents.

The small enrollment is recommended to insure appropriate program

planning and the delivery of the required services.

e



THE SCHOOL BOARD OF RROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD CENTER

PROGRAM PROPOSAL #2

AREA:

Parent Education: A noncredit course offering for parents who have

Specific Learning Disabled children.

The course would follow the basic format proposed for the Gifted Parent

Education Program with the exception of emphasis on the unique

learning disabilities and home management procedures of the Specific

Learning Disabled child.

Al ,s
trOf,
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PANEL SPEAKER:

Carol Findley, M.A., Ed. S.

Director of Articulation,
Broward Community College
Office of Articulation
Bldg. N, Room 221
3501 S. W. Davie Road
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

AREA OF PRESENTATION:

Gifted Education

PRESENTATION TOPIC:

MINI PROGRAMS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL GIFTED STUDENTS:

An Inter-institutional Project of Broward Community College

and the School Board of Broward County, Florida

SUBMISSION DATE:

May 13, 1974
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MINI PROGRAMS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL GIFTED STUDENTS: AN INTER-INSTITUTIONAL PROJECT

OF BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA.

INTRODUCTION: The Mini Programs for the Gifted project is submitted for review

as a Vi hour panel presentation. The presentation would include a comprehensive
discussion of the program components, evaluation data, and audio and visual supple-

ments. It is assumed that the information presented would evoke Considerable
audience discussion relevant to programming "special projects" far Gifted students

primarily at the middle and high school level:

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A series of seven mini programs were developed for Gifted

students through a cooperative effort by staff from the Broward Community Col1ege

and the School Board of Broward County, Florida. The project was an initial attempt

to provide a diverse and systematically defined inter-institutional approach to

enhancing the cognitive and affective domains of Gifted students. The aim of

the project was to determine the effectiveness of the Program with the intention

of expansion for the 1974-75 school year.

An original group of forty middle school students participated in the project. The

students had been identified as Gifted by the County School Board Special Services
staff under the supervision of a school psychologist.

The data to be reported in this presentation relates to the effectiveness of the

seven mini programs based on information collected on a sample of twenty students

matched for sex and I.Q. The data was analysed or evaluated according to pre and

post project test scores, descriptions based on student questionnaires related to

specific project areas, and parent questionnaires.

The mini projects included: 1) Astronomy (Planetarium), 2) Learning Resources,

3) Library, 4) Art, 5) Psychology, 6) Self-concept ("Getting-To-Know-You"),

7) Mass Communications (Data Systems/Publications). Each project was offered once

to the entire group of students during an intensive three hour time block. Six of

the projects were held on the Broward Community College campus, and one, the Self-

concept project, was held in the participating middle school.

Initial evaluation of data'substantially indicates that 1) the project was an

effective vehicle for enhancing cognitive and affective characteristics of the

gifted based on pre-post test gain scores, student descriptive responses and parent

evaluation; 2) student and parent motivation and desire to continue and expand the

program; 3) interest among other middle schools in the county to participate during

the 1974-75 school year; 4) continuation of inter-institutional support. Certain

problem areas were identified and will be discussed. The primary problem areas

center on staff availability, time allocations and selection of additional areas of

concentration.
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Ms, Carol Findley
Director of Articulatit4,
Broward Community College
Office of Articulation
BLDG. N, Room 221
3501 S.W. Davie Road
Ft. Lauderdale, FLA. 33314

Dear _rsi_Findley

October 1971

Final drckions ore beinc rode cencerninc,, 111P Association for

the Gifued in-cgrahl in (.oc rolu(lo', on Tuesdiy, April 2?, ,1q75. Ec.cause

of your opertise in cii*ted education arc! your expressoc1 intore:t in
being a se.,sion vie are ashinc2 you to a'part of the nrogr,:.m.

rt

Specifically, your role will be to AAUP . AN.P.,W114Eq in a
session entitled, "Elements of Enrichments A Fotpduri.i

Program Ideas"...it.is.A0V01.0.0.fAr.TPP.944YA-Org.??,. 1975,
from 1145 to 4145 pm. The purposesof this long and important

aassion"are,...firAts.ta-glYP-q401.114r#PARIL0,4P.
opportunity

to share, in ten to fifteen minutes, an essential idea a'bout
gifted_education)...sma"wopg?..to allow all of the chosen par-
tiCipants the opportunity to interact so as to create new, ideas.

This it34 pox sopepV .5-rt .12rPEr.V114.r1g and we pincerely, hope

that yots will come to Los Angeles and snare your ideas. /our
prAgipp.A.progr4m:pxoposall."Migi.Frograms*for Middle School

Gifted Students", encompasses- concepts
You are certainly invited to ask Mr.eFrederic Skalny to,ac-

company you, remembering that the total preseniitrdn'titsii'is
ten to fifteen minutes.
Cve feei ihalt essence ptligtaA4

together that the audience will receive the best possible

program ideas.
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vr C. F. C. nor T. A. G. rc L oycl eiperi:e5 (or

.1,1y of,_or.t a,sy.ncy (or

ri); Hl ,o-ss I ; LnC2.. if 1( Y(Ar )lcS 1 0;.1 t; you will

1et 1, .9- I j,Li.L.

If iou Hl bo JD1 ft, Lc) it i , ;Li L.,1 t!, tmcct.1 't2 the

or ft ,or; a, tro' '/u',4 (uur d. Lii inc. i ; 1.41',.2L1, on the
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n d .1) us cll.-IL:I', ilc,w long your ses-

-1c,1 hi) i 'any .r 1 1 'L. o lo with you.

r,,a i ;, eor 'IsscnLial idoas

",1,' In aud1POCr'.

onicico and a r:c.-ovt C. E. C. ,-.2o.-;tfonnaire sho th,ot ih t people

_It 11,i12 s flr. ce Hva the opportunity to "shop" for

y !),;,y short, ,e and to hear ,tout i

v e' -s FF2r2rIL p f o scs-
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Session Leader: :Is. Isabelle P. Rucker
Director of Special 0roc;ra7's for the Gifted

State :epartwent of :-.duzatio-

Gifted Education
Riermond, Virjnia 2327:3

Session Participants: June Allen
Coordinator of the Arts
!ontgomery County Department of Recreation
6190 Democracy Boulevard, First Floor
Bethesda, laryland 20034

:Ir.. Richard 'A. Erdman

Colonel Northampton Intermediate Unit :ftrter

19 South :lain Street

Nazareth, Pennsylvania 1fl04

"Is. Roberta Feldman
Supervisor, Gifted and Talented Program
Allegheny Intermediate Unit
Suite 1300, Two Allegheny Center
Pittsburgh, PennSylvania

Carol Findley
Director of Articulation
Broard Community College
Office of Articulation
Buildinn N, Room 221
3501 Southwest Davie Road

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 3331'

Dr. Fruge
Assistant Dean, College of alucation and Psy6inloov

Southern Street, Cox 326
University of Southern :lississipoi

Hattiesburn, 'lississippi 30101

"s. Alva ", Fuller
'iortheast Ctrs Avenue

Deerfield Beach, Florida 33i',41

'Is. Charlotte Hoffman
Reint,urseent Director
'1uldoon SDCCill Services

121 South Stanley Street
Rockford, Illinois (;11",2

'Irs. Louise Roslund
Coordinator, :*.lulentary Academicall: 7r,:/ ;.n

Shari and Locus Street

"cKcesport, Pennsylvania 1A32
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Session Participants: Dr. Linda Reese
413 West Delaware
Tahlequah, Oklahoma 74e61

Wrs. Connie Shea
Robert Shaw Center
Scottsdale, Georgia 30079
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DIVISION

FORM
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To be completed by Division Program Chai
in cooperation with Session Leader
Xerox 3 copies - Send one copy to

CEC HeadT:2rtert:
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Va. 22091

Retain one copy for Progra,a Chairman's fi
Forward one copy to Session Leader

Deadline for submitting this copy Dnembe
1974

Type or print the following information. This will be the printer's manuscript copy for
the professional program

CEC Office Use Only DIVISION

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday only.

Room and Hotel /Center

DIVISION MEETING NO.

(to be assigned

TIME 1:P5 PM to 4:45 PM DATE Tuesday, April 22nd1 197_5_

TITLE OF MEETi;
PARTICIPANT

seltnm!XXVOU Carol Findley

"Elements of Enrichment: A Potpourri of Program Ideas"

V

Job Title Director_afArliculatun

Kmpinyin

Bucjness Address

_arawarsiSamunityCDnege

3501 5euthwest _Dayie_212acL

Fort _Lauderdale, Florida

Phone 305-58178700. Ext. 264____
Area codo

33314

4ip

NOTE' COMPLETE THIS FORM AND RETURN IT WITH TWO ADDITIONAL
XEROXED COPIES RY NOVEMBER 15th. DO NOT MAIL THEN TO CEC.
WE,WILL NAIL TEEM. Return this sheet-TO Dr. Catherine Rruch.

(11.,:f,i: ff'Y '; 1, P)/141

TTEs IF YOU ARE A SESSION PARTICIPANT 'RATHER THAN A f7ESSION
LEADER, PLEASE CROSS OUT "LEADER" AND WRITE "PARTICIPANT".
PLrqtflE FILL CUT ALL REQUESTED INFORMATION, USING THE TINE,
DATE, AND TITLE OF YEETIM Ufl'ED IN YOUR ACCEPTANCE LETTER.
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MEETING ROOM NEEDS

FORM 3
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partici

(To be compiled and submitted by Program Chairman in cooperation with Session UMW

Date April 22; 1975

Tim: 1:45 PM to 4:45 PM Room & Hotel

Title of Presentation "Mini Programs for Middle School Gifted Students: An

participant Inter-institutional Project of Broward Community College and

Session /741004Xr the School Board of Broward County, Florida"

Carol Findley
The following items and room arrangements will be provided for your meeting.

Room Arrangements

1. Speakers Table
2. Lectern
3. Microphone (If room si.:e indicate-, it is nece,sary)

4. Auditoriu-1 (theater) seating

If you need ditferevt ro)m arrangements and mentioned above, please_ describe

below and .It t, :' 11 a Ji,wram indicatin,; placement of chairs, tables, and equirnent,

PId \SL N";11.:, -hile every etJort will be m.Ide to accommodate your reque ts, we

invite ;'our under';tandin4 diouid it not be possible to do o. Do plan, to-review

v,,ur root: setup dud mike the necessary ad.iptations WO your- prewntations

at least

Jrt.

;,11 t

'111,ute--, in ,,Nonce' of your metln.i.

Descripti Physical_facilities which will accomodate a ten to 12 minute

synchronized_ slide tape_ resentation.

1 I

I '

04, . t 'r

I "

X

o 1:1 1 ':T11, 'I f,,,H, i,,..' i I pl Ilt I t it): ! -,ulition,,

- ' r.e. ' I i H I I): I, 1 .t , I . A I , : l . ,110'..,inv,

,.1 e -,,,e,i 1 ,, I . 't. ,, e tors and

f he .,, I t, I I, .c.a .-I ,I;m,,,,uated.

I Aulio
It, ,

c,1-

Id

cia\ i

Der.,
040.11.11hwea

VOTE: RETI.P,N TC DR, CATHERINE B. BRUCH BY NGVEIV'BEF. `,:th
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111'1:01,1T",f1i1;.1
Page 2

levels Jr o which the project is appropriate,
part. t.J.n itid;

maleriat rs needed, etc.

3. A cop:, or ,,,our 11,-nd-out.

Ill ortVr to your response, I am enclosim; a form
which you Tr,.:" \.,ant- to use. Please let we have this infou-mation
no late) tha:i ,f,n-pin,t-v_12_,...1975,. I will then osseiltble a pacLet
for our sessie.-1 and send it to GEC ileadqu:rters.

in 0i-dur 1-) nrcoa.,7c H. 'ioy lrnr jo Jrlti

IWOUld vcry apcirociate h.ving a van on each mtAll! of

the pat-1. You voy ,L'ad this ato,13 with the info rmation
requested ;rho',.

Judc:-d, I look forwc,c?"-to meet-in of you awl
I ;.n.tir.-.7 pa L. ion that you ill make, this se:-,sioil
ro,. and 1 r.";-r(mC1-, c:n., for Ai. Do have a hal,y,:

Pol

c y,

,.1).-11t P
;;; C:I*L '1'.),;t .;.11 ; c,

tw
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ASSOCIATION FOR T1fl GIFTED CONVENTION

Los An;,,c1es, California
April 22, 1975

SESSION: "EnricliL:Aft Eto,ntnis: A Potpourri of Idens"

T1T.1E: 1:45 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.

PLACE: Not yet announced

NAME 017 PANEL MMBER: Carol Findley_

ADDRESS (if different from that noted by Bruch and Curry)

TELEPH,TE NIWP:: 305 - 781-9978

.305 - 781-9978
581-8700, Ext. 264 1100EOFFaCE 305

Area Number Area Numbor

361

TTTIE oE PRLSEN;C:CLC MINI PROGRAMS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL GIFTED STUDENTS: AN

INTER-INSTITUTIONAL PROJECT OF BCC AND THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA.

l'iSCR1N'ION 01 c:'TATT(Y,1: (100 \erds or les:-1, if possible)

col Findley,line_ctgrof Articulation, Braward Community Cgllege
4

the inception of the program, procedures, objectives and ultimate results of

the experimental Gifted Child Mini Program conducted at BCC. The mini projects

included: 1) Astronomy (Planetarium), 2) Learning Resources, 3) Library 4)Art,

5) Psychology, 6) Self-concept ( "Getting -(o- Know - You"), 7) mass Communications (Data

Systems/Publications). Each project was offered once to the entire group7Df students

during an intensive three-hour time block. Six of the projects were held on the

.8-roward Community College camrws-, -and.-one;-the-Self-concept-project, wa6-44eld in the

participating middle school. This will be accompariied by a svchronized tape-slide

presentation and printed support materials.

Januayy9, 1975_

'4 t 1
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Session Leader and Participants
Elements of Enrichment Session
TAG Division, CEC-

FROM: Carol Findley, 1.A.,Ed.S.
Director of Articulation
Droward Communjty College
Office of Articulation

. Bldg. M, Room 221
33)1 S. W. Davie Road
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

AC 305/5:;1-3700, Ext. 264/265

DATE: November 2C, 117,1

RE: PRESENTATION TOPIC Mini Programs for Middle School Gifted Students:
An Inter-institutional Project of Broward Community College and the

School 3oard of Broward County, Florida

1,

364

A series of seven mini programs were Jeveloned for Gifted stude,its throught.

a cooperative effort by sta4-f-f,:rom the Broward Community College and the School

Board of 3roward Count", Florida. The mini erojects included: 1) Astronomy

(PlanetariunY, 2),,Learning Resources, 3) Library, !!) Art, 5) Psychology, 6) Self-

concept ("Gettinn-To-i:now-You"), 7) "ass Communications (Data Systems/Publications).

Each project was offered once to the entire group of students during an intensive

taree-hour time block 'Six of the projects were held on the Broward Community

College campus, and one, tnc, Self-concept project; was held in the participating

middle school. The project was an initial attempt to Provide a diverse and systemati-

cally defined inter-institutional approach to,enhancing the connitive and affective

domains of Gifted students. The aim of the prQiect was to determine the effective-

yea of ou,nal71 wit thc: ,-it,tion of ,,oansior for tho 127,'.-71: school !olr

Excernts of the nini programs Iii 11 be presented in the form of a ten

synchronized tape-slide orograll along a bri'ef discussion and materials.



MEMORANDUM

TO: Isabelle P Rucker, Section Leader

FROM: Carol Findley, Broward Community College

DATE: January 10, 1975

SUBJECT: "ELEMENTS OF ENRICHMENT: A POTPOURRI OF IDEAS": APRIL 22,
1975.

Enclosed please find title of my particular discussion in

the above program,'along with the description of the Gifted child

project, and a copy of the text of the handout which will be in the

form of a brochure entitled, "Mini Programs for Gifted Students".

CF:yr,1

encs: (3)

Attached also is the vita which you recommended.

r

365
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Section Leaders and Participants
Elements of Enrichment Section,
TAG Division, C.E.C.

FROM: Carol Findley, Coordinator of Articulation
Broward Community College,
Office of Articulation
Building 07, Room 221
3501 Southwest Davie Road

//Fort Lauderdal,p, Florida 33314

'DATE: January 23, 1975

RE: PRESENTATION TOPIC: MINI PROGRAMS FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL GIFTED

STUDENTS: An Inter-institutional Project of Broward Community

College and the School Board of Broward County, Florida.

I have received correspondence from many of you and find your

proposed presentations very interesting and most informative.

Recently, I completed the brochure to be used as handouts during

our presentation on April 22, 1975. This is a brief overview of my

topic and perhaps will amplify the preceding data or information which

you received earlier.

CF:ym
enclosure
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A( twill\ feeding a trained rat in order to have him perform
a task made the ideas of conditioning, reinforcing., and
Skinner be: es viable concepts for the students. The visit to
the psychologc lab was preceded by a hand-out which
lamliiiri?,,K1 the students with the vocabulary and concepts.
l'her saw the "home ,tees" first, then the lab where the
rrin:Wiments m training d N' ( ()minuted Explanations were
elven tor how the diurnal,. are trained and why animals are
US ( "wEt ( an control their environment '').

The birth of stars., the formation of the earth, and the

Shape and form came alive for the
students as they created abstract
and-or realistic designs with simple
ohiec is exposed on blueprint paper,
the third part of the Art program.
Prefacing this activity was a visit
through the art gallery, featuring
130: students' works. and a slide
presentation on shapes and forms

abstract and realistic, natural
and man-made. An in-depth slide
presentation on types of art fol-,
lowed the activity.



... swirs epas-11.1.7 177' ,1117 TTW 1,11.11M. avm>am On

perienced during the planetarium show, "Pre-Historic
Earth.' After the presentation, the students were shown
how it was produced, including sound tapes, slides and
panorama systems (series of interlocked protectors that
throw a scene across the horizon).,

AL

hit using on the positive aspects of o
the "Getting 'En Know You" session p
arlieted, open room was used so moj

',loci, Each section of the program rej
at h student to share with others thi(
hurvd (di in twos, fours, and finally
nunneries and experiences. Each
is)i-tive -What I like about you" co
final Nession, ;tudents felt they lead
compliments more freely., and to be 11
Mil 1 personalities.

After a itrief introductory session.
the stturents actively explored the

library's book and magazine
sections. Stress was placed on the
personalized nature of each library
and on how, libraries cooperatively
aid students through open use poli-
cy and inter-library loans. The Ii-
!minim from the middle school ac-
t ()wanted the students so she also
found out about the college's avail-
ability.

3k GLIBRART
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Going from sitting in front of the TV to being on the screen'.,
was part of the Learning Resources program: Students were
briefed on how video taping is achieved: then each student
appeared before the camera and a few minutes later saw
the tape played back. Still photography and darkroom work
were also participatory activities. and ones in which the
students revealed surprising expertise. A display of antique
cameras interested them. Final feature of the visit was the
language lab where each student recorded his voice.



If and of others was the basis of
by two BCC counselors. A large,
and group clustering could take

td the next: the first part was for
out himself: Next., students were
or sharing feelings and pleasant
being the Target receiving
; from each member was the
) like themselves better, to give
ware of other students interests

Jt

L =

Seeing the computer printout of a
survey they took ten minutes before
and then discussing the results as
the basis for a news story were
part of the integrated journalism-
data systems program. In a visit to
the computer lab, the students saw
how a computer works and learned
how dependent a computer is on
people. A lively discussion followed
the showing of a two and a half
minute film in the journalism de-
partment which demonstrated., via
the students' interpretations, that
facts are not reliable, even though
the reporter may he writing what
he considers truth.,

morass Co



Mrs. Carol Findley (Coordinator of High
School-College Articulation, Broward
Community College) discusses the gifted
students program with, left. Mr. David
Howard, (Gifted Child Instructor, Olsen
Middle School Gifted Program), renter,,
Mr J.W. Davidson (Principal, Olsen
Middle School), and right. I red Shalny,
PILE) (County Coordinator, Programs
for the Gifted)

Effectiveness of the seven mini programs was evaluated
on the basis of data collected on twenty of the forty partici-
iting middle school gifftid i;tudents. The original group was
to be selected and matched for sex and I.Q.; however., the
twenty finally used in the experiment were those who were,
not absent from any of the programs. The only exception
was with the Self-concept Program where anonymousness
v,as essential.. necessitating the use of data on all forfv
students.

Initial evaluation of thita substantially indicates that 1)
the project was an affective vehicle for enhancing cognitive
and affective ( hard, teristics of the gifted based on pre-post
test gain s«ires, student descriptive responses and parent
evaluation. 2) students and parents wish to continue an to
expand the program:, 3) other middlii schools in the county
are interested in participating during the 1974-75 school
war; and 4) interastitutumal support will continue. The
minim, problem areas center on staff availability. time al .
loc a bons and selection of additional areas of concentration.

For further information. cl
Carol Findley
Coordinator of High School

Articulation
Bronard Community Co 111
3501 l)as ie Road

Landerdale,,'Florida
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To: Session Leader and Participants
Elements of Enrichment Session
TAG Division, CEC

Dear Fellow Planners,

Linda Reese
413 West Delaware
Tahlequah, Oklahoma 741464
1-918-45641445

November 1$, 1974

I received a letter describing our contribution to the TAG division
in April. So, as per instructions from Dr. Bruch, I am contacting all of
you (en masse at first) to explain my project and some of the interests I
have for the Gifted. My project is entitled "Camping for the Gifted Child"
and I will shcw a very few slides of the camp and an original movie made by
the children at camp. My main thrust at camp and for the Gifted in general
is toward the productive use of local community resources to provide varied
and valuable experiential activities. Of course tnis is not to ignore many
fine classroom programs of a national or commercial source, but it does offer
a very pragmatia source of situations and people frLm widen to draw. I am in
a rural community wit ti a srall college so the resources to be drawn on in
my area will differ, as might be expected, from a metroi_-olitan area. I am
interested in haring, your ideas and in sharing more th, t I have, so please
write when youhave tirre.

3 9
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HAROLD TURNER
0 HECTOR

0,Kall) County School System

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
THE ROBERT SHAW CENTER

313;) GLENDALE ROAD
sCOTTDAIE GEOFIGUI 30079
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ether curriuri areas included typing; indi.71dul and tea.

social stud- o:7ming on today's social, political ard

concerns; fJ'reic-o lnngunges (Spanish, French, Oer,-.an); ,Lnd

arts (creative writing, public speaking, poetry, rea!i,:-

the area of sci-z.c, were offerings which allowed

ani tc explore astronomy, biology, botany L).;

Learnint- .x.reri-noes were guided by :raster tear ; draJwn

)eKalh's ,lernia.-17 and secondary schools, the Cornnuniy

r,r01 Forr.nk :;t1;n:-2 -crier, as Well as outstnnaint-: resource Iec,,,Lt--

fror c-:Lrtunity.
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:ftiveness with a visual present'ttdr,n,
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Department of Recreation 530-8017

MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND
6400 DEMOCRACY BOULEVARD, FIRST FLOOR, BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20034

December 27, 1974

I

Dear Felloi./ Planners:

I am looking forward to sharing program experiences
with you all.

During the past two years the Montgomery County Public
Schools have funded an innovative curriculum project at an
elementary school in Potomac, Maryland. The project has
developed activities from theatre techniques to develop a
high degree of flexibility and fluency in the gifted child.
Such learning characteristics develop a sense of independence
and imaginative original thinking.

For our session I hope to involve the audience in a
few of these activities so that they may experience for them-
selves the nature of the creative response.

See you in April.

Sincerely,

/ (

Jute Allen
Arts Coordinator / Montgomery County

JA:ej c

ib ,

TEACHING PERFORMING -;;- COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM
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McKEESPORT AREA SCHOOL_ DISTRICT
ACIMINISTRAVIVE OFFICES
SHAW AVENUE AND LOCUST ErcREIET

McKEESPORT, PENNSYLVANIA 15132

Dear. Fellow Planner:

I an looking forward to meeting you and learning about your
programs.

Our program at McKeesport is in it's sixth year. A specialized
unit is developed under the broad head,ng of Environmental Education.
This broad theme provides the frame work and direction for independent
study within the group. In addition,Title III funding enables the
students to participate ingan environmental peer-teaching program.

Through a series of slides I hope to show how we have developed
a program of community involvement, child-adult relationships and a
class room without walls centered around our theme of environmental
education.

Looking forward to April.

LR/eag

/) 7.."6

Louise Roslund, Coordinator
Academically Talented Program
McKeesport Area School District

rr
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405 North Ocean Boulevard
Apt 402

Pompano Beach, Florida 33062

November 25, 1974

Dr. Bert Kleiman
14321 S. W. 77th Avenue
Miami, Florida

Dear Bert:

At our Cluster Meeting yesterday you asked me to send you information regarding
my Maxi If Project which has been accepted by C.E.C. (Council for Exceptional
Chilaren) in California for presentation at the National Convention in
April.

Ten participants have been selected throughout the United States to present
their projects in the T.A.G. (Talent and Gifted Division) under the program
title, "Elements of Enrichment: A Potpourri of Program Ideas", scheduled for
Tuesday, April 22, 1975. During the three-hour program, I will present excerpts
from my Maxi II Project in the form of a ten to fifteen minute synchronized
tape-slide presentation. The title of the presentation will be, "Mini
Programs for Middle School Gifted Students: An Inter-institutional Project of
Broward Community College and the School Board of Broward County, Florida."
This will be followed by interaction with the other nine members on the panel,
The last part of the program will be open for questions from the audience.

In addition to sharing ideas and information with other members of the panel
between now and April, I am in the process of preparing materials and handouts
to be distributed to the members of the panel, as well as a synopsis of the
program which will be for distributing to those attending the session.

Attached find a copy of the original proposal which was sent to C.E.C. for
their consideration, along with correspondence received concerning the accep-
tance and he program to be organized.

cc: Mr. S. O. Kaylin

Sincerely,

Caro Findley
(Ft. Lauderdale Cluster)
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405 North Ocean Boulevard
Apt. 402
Pompano Beach, Florida 33062

November 25, 1974

tir. Sam O. Kaylin

Practicums Department
National Ed. D. Program for Educational Leaders'
Nova University
College )venue
Fort Lauuerdale, Florida 33314

Dear Mr. Kaylin:

Pertaining to your request of August 26, 1974 regarding evaluations by
observers of my Maxi II Practicum, I am enclosing photocopies of the
recommendations from Dr. Hugh Adams, President of Broward Community
College, Mr. J. W. Davidson, Principal of Olsen Middle School, and Mr.
David C. Howard, teacher of Olsen's Gifted Program. (The originals will
be part of the Maxi II Project.)

Dr. Bert Kleiman requested information regarding my Maxi II Project when
he became aware that I was invited to make a presentation of it at the
C.E.C. (Council for Exceptional Children) National Convention; to be held
in California the week of April 22nd. Please find enclopd the materials
as per Dr. Kleiman's request.

Currently, I am working on the slide presentation with synchronized tape
and materials and/or brochures for the Convention. At the same time, Pam
involved in the finalizing of the Maxi II Project to be completed by the
required time.

Cordially yours,

Carol Findley
(Ft. Lauderdale Cluster)
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CLUITElic% unros
3501 Southwest Davie Road

. ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33314s

581-8700

ildnafirtistamtEsn
Executive Dean Dr. Harry V Smith, Jr.,

210-11
220-221

Academic' Dean

. ,
..

Dean of Student Development Dr George Young
342

Fnrcuitors/in-enrcn.:1'nt-.7711

Articulation, Mrs Carob Findley .

EXT.
264-5

Bookst'ore', Miss Helen Weil( It , . . .
290-2

Community Servii.cs.
'228-9

to-O;leratise Ldi.eat.om Mr Walter Thomason.. . 241-2
Crimu Nlr James M.Gowan . .

330-3

I) iii S1 t:.:1%. Mr Fred Sc,tt 260-3

Ii ial Aid, Mr Pom.eP,1,j, 340-1
1!":;ors P3111.' Ms Cade,: &liar .,...-... , 243
Le.1Ing Resources. Mr Issae Call .. . . 293-5 ..
Library. Mr Grady Llrake ... .. 201-3,

Pli ci,a1 Plant. Mr. Richard Busey '. ... 280-1 ..
l'Iam tart..m. Mr Gladwin Cordes ""1'.. . . 256-7
Printing. Mr JO; Forte . . . . .: . 297-8 - --

Rs:ra. Assistant , Mr...I.Malcom Black loo-3
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International Sit
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t
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Fred Skalny

A
FROM: Carol Findley

DATE: February 4, 1974

SUBJECT: GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM

Attached find copy of the survey which was missing from your files and

an article from the Educational Times regarding problems of Gifted Blacks

which I thought might interest you. Also you will find three coordinated

units for English and Social Studies for the Gifted child which you may

want to consider in your curriculum materials for the Gifted.

If you are going to give credit to individuals responsible for designing

special programs, Mrs. Anne Trickel designed the units enclosed when she

was working with Gifted chilaren.

CF:yrn
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Therese Roberts

FROM: Carol Findley, Articulation

DATE: February 4, 1974

SUBJECT: Gifted Child Program

Enclosed find the article from the Times Educational Supplement

regarding problems of the Gifted Blacks which you requested. Also

you will find a rough draft of the BCC Personnel Directory which

I am currently working on and which I hope will be ready for

publication in the very near future. Hope this helps.

CF:ym

Note: You also requested materials on our Planetarium Program.

Attached find pre-test and post-test. In the event you decide to
initiate this program on your own, I would be interested in learning
the results should you decide to use the pre-test and post-test for

the Planetarium Program. CF



MEMORANDUM

TO: Ellen Rieveman

FROM: Carol Findley, Articulation t'l /

DATE: February 4, 1974

SUBJECT: Gifted Child Program

Enclosed find the article from the Times Educational Supplement

regarding problems of the Gifted Blacks which you requested. Also

you will find a rough draft of the BCC Personnel Directory which

I am currently working on and which I hope will be ready fur publication

in the very near future. Hope this helps.

CF:ym

." 4,

i.- )
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Sharon Goldstein

FROM: Carol Findley, Articulation

DATE: February 4, 1974

SUBJECT: Gifted Child Program

Enclosed find the article from the Times Educational Supplement

regarding problems of the Gifted Blacks which you requested. Also

you will find a rough draft of the BCC Personnel Directory which

I am currently working on and which I hope will be ready for

Publication in the very near future. Hope this helps.

CF:ym

P...),
,)
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Therese Roberts, Gifted Child Instructor

FROM: Carol Findley, BCC Office of Articulation C

DATE: February 15, 1974

SUBJECT: GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM - NOVA MIDDLE SCHOOL

Please find enclosed 100 Gifted Child Information cards.

Since we wish to treat this information confidentially, we respectfully

request that you NOT ask parents or students to complete the information

form. Perhaps a secretary, aide, counselor or teacher could help with

this effort.

If you need additional cards or pre-test sheets, please call the Office of

Articulation, 581-8700, Ext. 351, as soon as you have the information com-

pleted so that Mrs. Findley can pick up the materials from your school as

soon as possible.

NOTE: Please have students write in age and grade in upper righthand corner

of pre-test sheet.

CF:ym

A
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Fred Skalny, Coordinator, Program for the Gifted, Broward
County School System

FROM: Carol Findley, Office of Articulation, Broward Community College ,

DATE: September 18, 1974

SUBJECT: BCC MATERIALS SENT TO PERSONNEL RESPONSIBLE FOR GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM

Attached find materials which have been sent to the following schools.

As you can see, it would be impossible due to cost and time to make these

materials available to all the elementary and middle schools in the county.

However, I have made every attempt to provide these materials to all the

high schools and the specific middle and elementary schools who have contacted

our office.

I am enclosing this packet in the event that you wish to make the

materials available to other schools in Broward County.

CF:ym

encs
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Personnel Responsible for Gifted Child Program, Broward County Schools

FROM: Carol Findley, Office of Articulation, Broward Community College 61- i-

DATE: September 18, 1974

SUBJECT: CULTURAL EVENTS TAKING PLACE AT BCC DURING THE 1974-75 SCHOOL YEAR

Many of the teachers of Gifted children have asked for materials we have available

regarding cultural events taking place at Broward Community College.

Included in this packet you will find a Cultural Events Calendai for 1974-75.

You will note that some of the programs have already been deleted. It is

impossible to have a firm confirmation of all events for the entire school

year. Therefore, on the first and third Fridalbf each month there will be

an updated list of the current cultural events sponsored by BCC published in

the Fort Lauderdale News, the Hollywood Sun Tattler and the Miami Herald

(Broward Edition).

You will also find information concerning the Artists Series, the Film

Series and the Planetarium Program. It may be possible for you to make special

arrangements for the Planetarium Programs for your students during the regular

school day by contacting Mr. Gladwyn Comes in the Planetarium (791-4590).

We hope you will find this information useful and will be able to enjoy some

of these events.

CF:ym
encs

s
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PERSONNEL RESPONSIBLE FOR GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM

Boyd Anderson High School - Mrs. Constance Davis

Cooper City High School - Mr. Torn Cicero

Fort Lauderdale High School - Mrs. Van.Roo

Hollywood Hills High School - Dr. Lillian Trubey, Mrs. Frances
Z. Mason

Miramar High School - Mr. Richard Frances
A

Northeast. High School - Mrs. Boone Delaney

'Piper High School - Mr. Charles Ramsdell

Plantation High School - Mr. Brad Gardner

Pompano High School - Mrs. Bonney Spradling

South Broward High School - Mrs. Jane Leone

South Plantation High' School - "Mrs. 'Frances Haitbcock

Olsen Middle :school - Mr. Dave Howard

Nova Middle School' - Sister Therese Roberts

Nova B. F. Elementary

Rickards Middle School

Flawing() Elementary

Attucks Middle School

Parkway Middle School

Bennett Elementary School

Plantation Middle School

- Mrs. Catherine Konefai

- Mr. Paul Corli

- . Mrs. Sandra McGhee

386

- Mrs. Audrey Honig, Media Specialist

- Mrs. Diane Maile..

- Miss Joan Pippin

- Mrs. Carolyn Sue Fisher
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ROGER WAGNER CHORALE

"Second to none is the world.".
Leopold Stokowski

In its twenty-seventh season, the Roger Wagner .
' Chorale was founded in 1947 and has since toured
South America, Europe and the Far East, as well
as North America. Aspiring auditioners we subject
not only to difficult vocal, tests, but also to
countless examinations in music theory and
history. The Chorale's repertoire covers a
tremendous range, front 16th Century church
music and grand opera to :European and American
folk musk, spirituals and popular songs. They have
recorded more than forty albums and won
numerous awards, including the coveted
"Grammy."

Sunday, October 13,8:15.p.m.

. JEROME LOVIENTHAL

"A soulful, singing tone. a dazzling array of
techiiical achievement, beiutiflilly sensitive ... the
perfect approach." r

Washington Post

Jerome Lowenthal is one of the most electric
pianistk penonaiities before the public. 1k has
concertized in such diverse Corrien of the globe as
Japan, Mexico, Chile, Israel, the Soviet Union,
Lebanon, and New ZealandBorn hi Philadelphia,
he snide his debut at the age of thirteen with the
Philadelphia Orchestra and studiid with three
master artists: William Kapell,' Edward
Steueimasui, and *Alfred Cortot. He has appeared
with virtually every major American orchestra.

Sunday, Decimuer 15,13:15 p.m.

O

ISMAEL IMUNIffit

"Lou ifser belongs in the lop sale of the send
deakel eptioriO who hoe followed lielpsdst
wake Who G. DIOnit Pere Poo

Baniy inta Ms 'toad's, Lorimer is sissod
o o h i n g the' t o p of his peoleselan. Andes lapses,
h e is J e s e I as oat of the two or duce leak*
denied ot glee power paretion: Ike
his lecher. Andres depoie, la is Wolf a
teacher, trim:Aber. nisolst, and potatoes. He
In concealed in Spain. Italy and thmegliout
*lora -Amenca, His busy whelk*, Weiss
teaching pito cisme at do San Preedsoa
Coneenntoty of Musk, and he is on the feadty
the University of California at fierfsbley.

Sunday, November 17,-11:15

MARY COSTA

"The most beautiful staging star in the world ."

Hers is a ricclear soprano of fine (peaty. fies
phrasing and projection we amides* nastily
and wi - ht ace, and her acting ability awl
stay premix. rve opera Oscars.

lofts Costa has performed with virtually every
major orchestra and open-company in the United
States, while so.ohcor nonming numerous
television guest appearanc4s, recoldingi, workshop
classes for college students, and tours abroad.

A Metropolitan Opera star, Mies Costa ham
performed with the Potshot Opera, San Francisco'
Open, and Boston Opera Company.

Sunday, February 9, 815 p.m.

4



PRIORITY SUBSCRIPTIONS

If you are a previous Artist Series subscriber, you have first opportunity to renew your seats from last
season or to request a change of seating. In order to honor your request for priority seating, your order
must be received by September 3.

New ticket orders will be honored after September 3 according to the date they are received by the
Community Services office. Subscription ticket sales will close October I I,

Upon receipt of your order with payment, your tickets will be mailed to you prior to the first
performance on October 13, 1974.

DONATIONS

A donation in excess of ticket value is tax deductible.

Patron - $100
(includes four season subscriptions of

choice reserved seats.)

Sponsor $50
(includes two season subscriptions of

choice reserved seats)

A Series subscriptioa is a special purchase providing a price savings, a priority choice of seats, and
opportunity to meet our guest artists at post-concert receptions. To be able to offer these advantages, the
Community Services office cannot refund or exchange any series tickets. (All dates are subject to routing
changes.)

PERFORMING ARTS COMPLEX

Broward Community College announces its intention to construct a Performing Arts Complex for the
benefit of students and the citizens of Broward County, We envision that this facility will include a
concert hall, a children's theater, an arena theater, an art gallery and studio, and rehearsal halls.
Donations toward this facility are tax deductible and may be added to your series subscription check. We
earnestly seek public support. The Coordinator for Cultural Affairs and Mr. Albert Robertson, Director
of Development and Federal Programs will be happy to discuss the Complex plans with you. For further
information call 525-4271, extension 230..

!froward Community College 1 9 74-75 ARTIST SERIES Parker Playhouse /Ticket Information and Order Blank

Check Your Choice

Front

Series Subscription Price Regular Box Office Price Number of Tickets Ordered

Rows 1 A-M $18.00 $28.00

Middle
Rows 13.21 N-V $15.00 524.00

Rear
Rows 22.25 W-Z $12.00 $20.00

0 Check if a priority mailing list customer

Name

Check if renewal order

0 Check if sponsor category 0 Total Enclosed ($)

ElCheck if patron category 0 Check if Performing Arts Complex donor

Address

City State Zip

Phone

Fill out the order blank, enclose with check (made payable to Broward Community College), a self-addressed, stamped envel-
ope, and mail to; Community Services For Ticket Office Use Only

Broward Community College
Row Seat Numbers Conf T.M.

225 East Lis Olas Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale; Florida 33301



Front , . . , , A-M
Middle , . , . , , , , N-V
Rear , . . , , , , , , W-Z

Community Services
Broward Community College
225 East Las Olas Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale. Florida 33301

Pitiier Minimise

f381y.,' 9/4/g 6

Indicate your choice of
seating area with an x on
the plan above.

NON- PROFIT .

U.S. Postage

PAWFt. Lauderdale. Fla.
PERMIT NO. 1084
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THE BUEHLER PLANETARIUM

The Planetarium at Broward Community College is
named in honor of Mr. Emil Buehler, pioneer of
aeronautics, who established the Buehler Foundation
which enabled the College to design and construct the
Planetarium Complex and to continually improve and
update it.

Buehler Planetarium opened in 1965 and has been
serving the public since its inception. The Planetarium
Complex is unique because it contains two separate
planetarium chambers - one forty foot chamber,
which provides 100 seats for college classes and
public shows, and one twenty foot chamber, which is
extensively used for instructing local school children.

The Planetarium facilities were planned to
incorporate three areas of interest. The first area is
that of college education in astronomy; second is that
of adult community services through shows and
presentations; the third area of interest is dedicated
to school children, both public and private, as well as
scouts and other interested groups.

REGULAR ADULT COMMUNITY SHOWS
The general public, as well as civic groups and other
organizations, are cordially invited to attend our
regularly scheduled shows each Thursday at 7:30
p.m. and each Sunday afternoon at 2:30 p.m. & 3:30
p.m. Special group shows, at times other than those
regularly scheduled, may be arranged by calling the
Planetarium - 791.4590.
Thanks to the generosity of Mr., Buehler, the
Planetarium has acquired a ten-inch telescope which
will be made available to the general public, when
weather and astronomical conditions are favorable,
on Thursday evenings after the public show. In
addition, the college now possesses a twelve inch
telescope, (donated by John Ruiz, veteran astronomer),
located in the new observatory. This facility will be a-
vailable for public use.

There is never a charge or admission fee for regular
star shows at the Buehler Planetarium.

ej

WISH UPON A STAR
Sept. 19-Nov. 24

ti

The stars and planets moving across our night sky are
seldom noticed and rarely recognized by people
today., Yet the star lore accumulated over the
centuries helps to bring them to life, Share with us
the grandeur of an autumn evening as we witness the
beauty and serenity of a starry night.

11111111

NO SHOW ON THURSDAY, NOV. 28
THANKSGIVING DAY

THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM*
Dec. 1, 1 9 74-Jan 5, 1975

4( Additional shows at 7:30 Tuesday for this program
only = NO SHOWS on Dec., 24.)

Our traditional Christmas time show in a setting of
heavenly constellations. Journey back in time with us
and view the sky as it may have appeared on the first
Chnstmas when the greatest star ever described,
marked the birth of the Christ child, We tell a story
of the many possibilities concerned with the scientific
and spiritual truths surrounding The Star,

TIME TRAVELERS
Jan, 9-March 16

vgalfd.1111111111qr;.+,

The appearance of U.F.O.'s in the sky is not new.
Sightings have been made by people of all walks of
life. Many U.F.O. have proved to be just natural
phenomena, but some sightings still remain
"unidentified". What are they? Where do they come
from? Are they from this world and this time period?
Or are they of the future? We pursue these intriguing
questions in the story of Time Travelers.



THE EASTER STORY
March 20-March 30 .

Look into the past with us as we explore the
connection between astronomy and the Biblical
Easter account. Experience the pagentry & customs
of various people & see the historical influence of this
Holy Festival.

MARTIAN VISITORS
April 3-June 22

The planet Mars has engendered more interest and
speculation than all of the other planets. Ever since
the days of Schiaparelli and Lowell and the time of
Orsen Well's . "War of the Worlds", Mars has
maintained its attraction. And now, on July 4, 1976 a
space ship from earth will set down on the Martian
sands and visit this age old planet.

TO THE MOON & BEYOND
June 26-Sept. 14*

Since the beginning of the spice age in 1957, man has
taken long strides across the frontiers of the
unknown, He has traveled through a quarter of a
million miles of space in order to set foot on our
nearest neighbor, the moon. His unmanned spacecraft
are blazing trails to Mercury and Venus, to Mars and
Jupiter, and even beyond. Travel with us as we trace
the steps of man as he prepares to conquer space!

*PLANETARIUM CLOSED AUG. 3-AUG, 23
FOR REPAIRS AND REMODELING

JUNIOR PLANETARIUM

Our Junior Planetarium is used exclusively for the
school children, scouts, civil air, naval cadets, church
groups, private schools, and any interested children's
organization.

Our shows are entertaining as well as educational in
nature, and are specifically written for the particular
age group in attendance. Children of any age are
welcome and can be accommodated in groups of 40
or less. There is never a charge fo this service, but
reservations are required for all special children's
shows. Ph one :; 7914590

Astronomy Club The South Florida Amateur
Astronomical AssocPtion holds its weekly meetingat
the Planetarium at 8:3G each Thursday evening.
Persons having a sincere interest in Astronomy are
always welcome,

GRADED SCHOOL PROGRAMS

(Reservations Required)

For Pre-School, Kindergarten, and First Grade..,

1, THINGS WE SEE IN THE SKY
2. OUR SUN'S FAMILY

For First, Second, Third, and Fourth Grade. ., ,

THE SUN AND MOON

For Second, Third, and Fourth Grade

SCOUTING THE SKIES

For Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth.Grade. , , . , , ..... .

LIGHT AND THE TELESCOPE

For Fifth through Eighth Grade

I , SEARCHING THE GALAXY
2. EXPLOitING THE SOLAR SYSTEM

For High School. ,

. SPACE TRAVELERS
(A STORY OF UFO'S)

2. INTRODUCTION TO THE PLANETARIUM
3 NAVIGATION

Length of shows varies from 30 minutes to I hour
444 "?depending upon grade level of group.
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CU
WOMEN"

Broward Community College presents its annual free film series as a
community service to the students and citizens of Broward County. The
1974-1975 Series focuses on portraits of women as reflected through film, The
central theme poses questions relevant to modern society and the changing
values of women.

Film selections are from the United States, Great Britain, Italy, Greece, and
Germany. Each of the eight films will be shown at three locations for the
convenience of Broward Countians. The BCC Office of Cultural Affairs
welcomes your reactions and suggestions concerning the Film Series. For further
information about College Cultural programming, call 525.4271, extension 235.

MIEN WIVE IDIJULIC
Central Campus Thuisdays, 7 30 p
3501 S.W. Davie Road
Fort Lauderdale,, Florida
North Campus Fridays, 7.30 o m.
1000 Coconut Creek Drive
Pompano Beach, Florida

Fort Lauderdale Center Sundays, 2 00 p.m
225 East Las Olas Blvd.
Fort Laucrdale, Florida
CC-Central Campus
NC-North Campus
Ft LC Ft Lauderdale Center

GEORGY GIRL 1966 Great Britain

Directed by Silvio Narizzaro, this heartwarming film marks Lynn Redgrave's first
starring role, and she shared the New York Film Critics Award as Best Actress
with Elizabeth Taylor Alan Bates, James Mason, and Charlotte Rampling also
star Georgy is a gawky rebellious, sentimental girl who attains her ends with
triumph.

"Georgy Girl is a heartthrob, a charmer that comes right from the depths of
kitchen-sink drama to provide a Cinderella story that's as offbeat and kooky as
the heroine. ,,Georgy Girl has vitality but more than that it has laughter and
compassion and the ring of crazy truth about it."
Cc 9 1) Judith Crist, New York WorldNC ,1
FILC, 9 1 Journal Tribune

5

BORN YESTERDAY 1950 United States

Judy Holliday won the Academy Award for her performance in this film which
also stars Broderick Crawford, William Holden, Howard St. John and Frank

4 16



Otto. Born Yesterday is the most popular of three films based on original
comedies by Garson Kanin, starring Judy Holliday, and directed by George
Kukor, Billie, the heroine and exchorus girl, becomes disillusioned with her
boyfriend's coarseness and corruption and acquires new powers along with new
cultural polish.

"More firm in its social implications than ever it was on the stage . Miss
Holliday brings to the screen a talent for characterization that is as sweetly
refreshing as it is rare .. . a triumph of candor and real adapting skill."

CC- .10/10
NC- 10/11
Ft LC 10/13

TWO WOMEN

Bosley Crowther, New York Times

1961 Italy

One of the last great examples of Vittorio DeSica's neorealistic style, Two
Women stars Sophia Loren, JeanPaul Belmondo, Eleanor Brown, and Raf
Vallone. Miss Loren won the Cannes Film Festival award and the Oscar as Best
Actress. The film is the story of a mother and daughter struggling to survive in
Italy during World War

"In its terrible climax, the film works up to a pitch that is torturing in its
anguish and yet most delicately affirmative as Miss Loren tries to penetrate to the
shocked child's mind."

CC - 11/14
NC 11/15
Ft LC -.11/17

THE MEMBER OF THE WEDDING

Paul V. Beckly, New York
Herald Tribune

1952 U.S.A.

Julie Harris, one of the best American actresses of the past three decades, gives a
rneri7,nrable performance in this film which is based on the book and play by
Carson McCullers. Miss Harris plays Frankie, an awkward, lovely girl of twelve
caught between childhood and adolescence and relying on the company of her
strange six-year-old cousin (Brandon DeWilde) and her housekeeper (Ethel
Waters).

"The theme is human isolation and the form is a fugue for three
voices , Although Fred Zinnemann's direction imparts a fine nervous intensity
to the film, the drama is in the dialogue. The finest qualities of this film are in its
sense of language and in the extraordinary performance."

CC 12/12 Pauline Keel Kiss Kiss Bang Bang
NC 12/13
Fri r 12115

ANTIGONE 1962 Greece

Adapted from the text by Sophocles and starring Irene Papas and Manos
Katrakis, this film is an up-date of one of Greece's classic tragedies for an
international audience. Mr. Katrakis won the San Francisco Film Festival Best
Actor award., Irene papas is a magnificent rlas Antigone, daughter of

(



Oedipus, the woman who defies the kingly authority of her uncle Creonwhen it
outrages her feelings and sense of justice and obligation.

This is Greek drama as one has always hoped to see it performed -- the action
simple and uncluttered, the characters driven by instinct and passion, and the
voices so eloquent that we experience the beauty of the language."

CC - 1/16 - Pauline Kael
NC 1/17
FtLC 1/19

THE BLUE ANGEL 1930 Germany

Acclaimed by Herman G. Weinberg as "the most celebrated of all German sound
f I ms,"' The Blue Angel was a resounding over-night success and made
international celebrities of Marldne Dietrich and director Josef von Sternberg.
Emil Jannings stars as Professor Rath, a stern, middle-aged high school teacher
whose infatuation with Lola Lola, a sultry cabaret singer, leads to his dismissal,
humiliation, madness, and death.

"The Blue Angel is (Steinberg s) most relentless film . . The tragedy of
Professor Rath is that he struggles not so much against a flirtatious woman as
against his own inferiority complex, and von Sternberg, with his skill in ordering
sound and chiaroscuro, gives the film the contained power of a nightmare."
CC 2/13 - Peter Cowie, Seventy Years of Cinema
NC 2/14
FtLC 2/16

RUBY GENTRY 1952 United States
Directed by King Vidor, this film is one of his most compelling dramas of
thwarted passion and frustrated aggression. Jennifer Jones stars as Ruby Corey,
born on the wrong side of the tracks but determined to win the respect of her
native town and the love of its leading citizens portrayed by Charlton Heston
and Karl Malden. Distraught over her shattered dreams, Ruby embarks on a
tragic plot to destroy the town,

. a classic of (Vidor's) delirious modern period . . .

CC.3/13 Andrew Sarris, The American Cinema
NC3/14
FtLC 3/16

RACHEL, RACHEL 1968 United States

New York Film Critics Awards were given to Paul Newman (Best Directur) and
Joanna Woodward (Best Actress) for their work on Rachel, Rachel. This film has
been acclaimed as one of the most sensitive portrayals of a woman in recent
years Although Newman On his directorial debut) uses fantasy and flashback
scenes, the film :7; essentially a realistic, straightforward portrait of a spinster's
attempts to come to grips with her thwarted life and neurotic fears.
" . the best written, most seriously acted American movie in a long
time . Miss Woodward (is) extraordinarily good, kind, funny, submerged . .
CC 4/10 - Renata Adler, New York Times
NC 411 1
FtLC 4/13

44 S



GEORGY GIRL

BORN YESTERDAY

TWO WOMEN

MEMBER OF THE WEDDING

ANTIGONE

THE BLUE ANGEL

RUBY GENTRY

RACHEL, RACHEL

1974-75 Film Series
Presented by

Broward Community College

`Central
Campus

Noith ;
Campus

:Fort Lauderdale
Center

9/12/74 9/13/74 9/15/74

10/10/74 10/11/74 10/13/74

11/14/74 11/15/74 11/17/74

12/12/74 12/13/74 12/15/74

1/16/75 1/17/75 1/19/75

2/13/75 2/14/75 2/16/75

3/13/75 3/14/75 3/16/75

4/10)75 4/11/75 4/13/75

7:30 p.m.
Central Campus
Bldg. 85 Room 208- Allied Health Building Lecture Theatre

3501 S.W. Davie Road,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

7:30 p.m.
North Campus
Bldg. 17 - Room 114
1000 Coconut Creek Boulevard

Pompano Beach, Florida

2 p.m.
Fort Lauderdale Center
Room 406, 4th floor
225 East La, Olas roulevard
-Fort Lauderdale, Florida



August 26

September 4, 5,

September 7 thru 28

September 9, 10

(

1{Per veilimrs114

September 19, 26

1

BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Cultural Calendar

1974-75

Term 1, classes begin

+"Lion in Winter"
B.C.C. Drama Production
Phyllis Ullivarri, director
Central campus Lecture-Theatre, 8:15 p.m.

Florida Painters Show Opening
Fine Arts Gallery
Opening Day, September 7, 7:30 to 10 p.m.
Remaining dates, Monday thru Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

"Mother Courage"
Drama' Production Tryouts
Central campus Lecture-Theatre, 4 to 7 p.m.

Fee4.4914issihs I
,

13.14prrerrAihrisnielppouilmmemignmii.,
leetert.44,,ceorerErnirreri-eerrnpekof.ioliorm f

"Wish Upon A Star," Buehler Planetarium Show. The stars and panets
moving across our night sky are seldom ncticed and rarely recognized
by people today. Yet the star lore accumulated over the centuries
helps to bring them to life. Share with us the grandeur of an autumn
evening as we witness the beauty and serenity of a starry night.
BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

September 22, 29 'Wish Upon A Star,"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

' September 28

.October 3,10,17,24,31

Jimmy and Kathryn Woodle, Pianists
Concert of Music for Two Pianos -Four Elands
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre, 8:15 p.m.

"Wish Upon A Star,"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

October 6,13,20,27 "Wish Upon A Star,"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

44 14 0
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Broword Community College
Cultural Calendar, 1974-75
Paso Two

October 13

October 18

October 19

October 21

CC i" L.15

October 26

November 7,14,21

November 3,10,17,24

4i4e1r-YeritSeetytene44ow
P;...406.-rotrwer7.7arer.r...ipei4imiws
004.17.0.1n.

4....elrerlerrEyrieq116104.0se r t
1C-C-etnirei-eumptiolookorealleeice
4114,51mn

*B.C.C. Artist Series
Roger Wagner Chorale
Parker Playhouse
8:15 p.m.

Elena Nikolaidi, mezzo-soprano
Workshop - 2 p.m.
Concert - 8:15 p.m.
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre

Symphonic Band Concert
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

Adult Jazz Band
Lowell Little, director
Central Campus Lecfure-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

Student Recital
B,C.C. Music Students
Centre --Impus Lecture-Theatre
2 p.m.

Broward Symphony Orchestra Concert
Jimmy Woodle, conductor
Central Campus Gymnasium
8:15 p.m.

"Wish Upon A Star,"
Beuhler Planet arium, BC:Central Ca

"Wish Upon A Star"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:35 3:30 p.m.

0 p.m.

;



Broward Community College
Cultural Calendar, 1974-75'
Page Three

November 7,8,9,14,15,1,6 +"Mother Courage"
B.C.C. Drama Production
Phyllis Ullivarri, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

November 8 thru
December 22

November 17

November 18

November 22

November 23

December 1

December 2

Dece mber

Crafts Show
Fine Arts Gallery
Opening Day, November 8, 7:30 to 10 p.m.
Remaining dates, Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5 p.m.

"'B.C. C. Artist Series
Michael Lorimer, classical guitarist
Parker, Playhouse
8:15 p.m.

Michael Lorimer, classical guitar
Workshop
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
10 a.m. to 12 Noon

Student Recital
B.C.C. Music Students
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
2 p.m.

B.C.C. Accordion Ensemble
Ernest Webster, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

Concert Choir
Thomas J. Cole, director
TBA

Adult Jazz Band
Lowell Little, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

Student Recital
B.C.C. Music Students
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
2 p .m .
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Broward Community College
Cultural Calendar, 1974-75
Page Four

December 6 B.C.C. Jazz Ensemble Concert
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

December 3,10,17,31 "The Star of Bethlehem," Beuhler Planetarium Show. Our
December 5,12,19,26 traditional Christmas time show in a setting of heavenly

constellations. Journey back in time with us and view the
sky as it may have appeared on the first Christmas when the
greatest star ever described, marked the birth of the Christ
child. We tell a story of the many possibilities concerned
with the scientific and spiritual truths surrounding The Star.
BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.9.

December 1,8,15,22,29 "The Star of Bethlehem"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

December 7

December 8

December 13

December 14

December 14

December 15

Concert Choir
Thomas J. Cole, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

**Annual Kiwanis Music of Christmas Concert
Combined Musical Organizations
Parker Playhouse
8:00 p.m.

Symphonic Band Concert
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

College Singers Concert
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

Jerome Lowenthal, piano
Workshop
North Campus, 10 a.m. to 12 Noon

*B.C.C. Artist Series
Jerome Lowenthal, pianist
Parker Playhouse
8:15 p.m.



/toward Community College
Cultural Calendar, 1974-75
Page Five

December 17 B.C.C. Choral Society Con ert
Thomas J. Cole, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

January 2 "The Star of Bethlehem"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

January 5 "The Star of Bethlehem"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

January 6 Term II, classes begin

January 17 thru
February 7

B.C.C. Faculty Art Show
Fine Arts Gallery
Opening Day, January 17, 7:30 to 10 p.m.
Remaining dates, Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5 p.m.

January 21 Annual Concerto Competition
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
7:30 p.m.

January 9,16,23,30

January 12,19,26

February 6,13,20,27

February 2,9,16,23

"Time Travelers," Buehler Planetarium Show. The appearance of
U.F.O.'s in the sky is not new. Sightings have been made by

people of all walks of life. Many U.F.O. have proved to be just
natural phenomena, but some sightings still remain "unidentified."
What are they? Where dr they come from? Are they from this
world and this time period? Or are they of the future? We pursue
these intriguing questions in the story of Time Travelers.
BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

"Time Travelers"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

"Time Travelers"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

"Time Travelers"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.



Broward Community College
Cultural Calendar, 1974-75
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February 9

February 10

February 16 thru
March 29

*B.C.0 Artist Series
Mary Costa, soprano
Parker Playhouse
8:15 p.m.

Adult Jazz Band
Lowell Little, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

Print Show
Fine Arts Gallery
Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5 p.m.

February 21 B.C.C. Jazz Ensemble Concert
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

,
February 28 Student Recital

B.C.C. Music Students
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
2 p.m.

CU y

March 1

March 6, 13

AR, 7
March 2,9,16

March 26 thru
April 25

Symphonic Band Concert
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

Broward Symphony Orchestra Concert
Jimmy Woodle, conductor
Presenting winners of the Annual Concerto Competition
BCC Central Campus Gymnasium
8:15 p.m.

"Time Travelers"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

"Time Travelers"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

Annual B.C.C. Student Art Show.
Fine Arts Gallery
Opening Day, March 26, 7:30 to 10 p.m.
Remaining days, Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5 p.m.



Broword Community College
Cultural Calendar, 1974-75
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March 20,27

4
March 23,30 "Easter Show"

Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campu3, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

"Easter Show," Buehler Planetarium Show. Look into the past
with us as we explore the connection between astronomy and
the Biblical Easter account. Experience the pageantry and
customs of various people and see the historical influence of
this Holy Festival. B.C.C. Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

April 3,10,17,24 "Martian Visitors," Buehler Planetarium Show. The planet Mars
has engendered more interest and speculation than au of the
planets. Ever since the days of Schiaparelli and Lowell and the
time of Orson Welles' "War of the Worlds," Mars has maintained
its attraction. And now, on July 4, 1976, a space ship from
earth will set down on the Martian sands and visit this age old planet.
BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

April 6,13,20,27 "Martian Visitors"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

April 4

April 4

April 5

Student Recital
B.C.C. Musk Students
Central Campus, Lecture-Theatre
2 p.m.

B.C.C. Jazz Ensemble Concert
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

B.C.C. Concert Choir
Thomas J. Cole, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

April 6 thru 10 Concert Choir Annual Tour
Thomas J. Cole, director
Florida

April 11 Symphonic Band Concert
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

April 12 B.C.C. Accordion Ensemble
Ernest Webster, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m. )
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April 14

April 18

April 19,

April 20

April 22

April 24

April 28

Adult Jazz Band
Lowell Little, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

Student Recital
B.C.C. Musk Students
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
2 p.m.

Broward Symphony Orchestra "Pops" Concert
Jimmy Woodle, conductor
BCC Central Campus Gymnasium
8:15 p.m.

College Singers Concert
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

B.C.C. Choral Society
Thomas J. Cole, director
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
8:15 p.m.

Broward Symphony Orchestra Concert
Jimmy Woodle, conductor
Dania Chamber of Commerce
The Viking Restaurant
Dinner 7:30 to 9 p.m.
Concert - 9 to 10 p.m.
(Tickets available through Dania Chamber of Commerce)

B.C.C. Music Scholarship Auditions
Central Campus Lecture-Theatre
7 to 10 p.m.

May 5 Term IIIA, classes begin

May 1,8,15,22,29 "Martian Visitors"
Beuhler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.
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May 4,11,18,25

June 5,12,19

June 1,8,15,22

June 26

"Martian Visitors"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

"Martian Visitors"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

"Martian Visitors"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

"To The Moon & Beyond," Buehler Planetarium Show. Since the
beginning of the space age in 1957, man has taken long strides
across the frontiers of the unknown. He has traveled through a
quarter of a million miles of space in order to set foot on our nearest
neighbor, the Moon. His unmanned spacecraft are blazing trails to
Mercury and Venus, to Mars and Jupiter, and even beyond. Travel
with us as we trace the steps of man as he prepares to conquer space!.
BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

June 29 e "To The Moon & Beyond"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

July 3,10,17,24,31 "To The Moon & Beyond"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Cc Aral Campus, 7:30 p.m.

July 6,13,20,27 "To The Moon & Beyond"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

August 7,14,21,28 "To The Moon & Beyond"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

August 3,10,17,24,31 "To The Moon & Beyond"
Buehler. Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

September 4,11
..

"To The Moon & Beyond"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 7:30 p.m.

September 7,14 "To The Moon & Beyond"
Buehler Planetarium, BCC Central Campus, 2:30 & 3:30 p.m.

****************************************

4Ticket Reservations necessary through Drama Department, 581-9052
*Tickets available through Community Services Office, 525-4271, Ext. 235

**Tickets available through kiwanis Clubs of Broward County

.,

.:,
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Iliat are the nnxtrntn nomlwr of stoflent:n t'!Io can he scheduled in n resource
program?

4ax1mom numher of teicher contact honrs Lf111 not exceefl 78(1 1/ourn per week.
The folio r- list of stodent-tea,11er ratios are sue,geqted rus reference
points for scheduling:

Number of r;:r:net Weeklv
Stuaents Poorq Total....._...-- ___. .._

71 12 ?poi

29 10 1.Pr,

40 7 '40

-he actoril :1;o711..r or contw-t 4rermircl thf. needg
of the qrolent.

are tb. genenli 1 '1C t :-. I Orni i von f olnoninsf cif teo r.rrT 11.4

Ti . mrirrArv' flnr10.1:in in on 1-,t-rr.4! noP )f
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WELCOME
TO WE

ExcEirricaL CHILD EDUCATION

Itr_KSI:JP

MST OUCH
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

AnguA le, 1974

Congratulations on heir7 a mc.2.60:- of the Bre:ward County Exceptional
Child Education teen, 1974-751

It is hoped that this dily will be the
school your. In cdditiun to renewing
colleagues, we, trust the Workshop will
infornation.

b;:gillnillg of a highly succe:,sful
friendships and meeting new
be a source of inspiration and

To help mkl:e your clay most rlt-.nfInt nay share the following
suggestions:

.1. PARKING lto 2i.mdtod to the spices available
on the Lrc^.:ard Beuloy:_rd side of the church. Parked
spaces on the north rid: of the Luilding are reserved
for church vino! Etaff each dsy.

2. Please LIMIT PiKVE CALLS thrcuph the church office..
Because of regular Lusiness, it is impossible
to delivcr rhona 71:'::5iTes to ytur group. The office
staff will 6 t:blo to J-4,n1.(!, "or,,Drgency calls" only.

3. Plea:-) rani trash cans that are
available; fur your gret.:p.

4. SMOKING is not ,.11c.:c.e. in pnv of the church buildings.
Your ecoprz.tit,n rrgarOs will be appreciated.

S. RESTIYX: rr2 nwiln'sle 03 all thrL:o fleors of the
Educational Lnildj:.!-,



8:30 A.M.

9:45-10:30 A.M.

c 10:30-11:45 A.M.

11:45 A.H.-1:00

1:00-1:45 P.M.

1:45-2:00 P.M.\

2:00-3:30 P.M.

PROGRAM FOR TqF PAY

FIRST GE.Nlakt. (Fellowship Hall)

Welceno Ni-. Joel niter

IntroductZon: r. Larry 1. Walden
Dr. Lanis Stetler

, . Other3

RecognitioA cf rscnntA

Addross: Mt. H. T. (Dutch) Shulenbezger

REER.15-71En'

c ;-. xcLpticnal Children"

SPEC IA'.., 117,:;F:r;
rola

-
De.

- !.IAIADjUSTED

C

1,'s

S..:".:.:1:11-1 1:1::LLIL1TIES

T :71:

Srf S:'.11 LL
!Jr.

rnr, "iiq; SECRIT' AND

31
1. ;::;( (11.J").5)

Mr. :1'

/15. L-.)./..1 11

prAN

SECUND
Cnti

!- or itf I 1:ceirr.rnt
. District ..oWti.

_
It

1.;v.

I AJJfl1T (New Ten cIlers)

61171.1f
1).r.

S1'131:Cil 2
?At; Itlionta, Work

VIP

A\D
Gain '

Dr. .

11,0'11;'. r ';*,!';12:.; )..JP.CLS SYS-112,1

!'.)yer
H IL!)!.; 1.1)
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LUNCH: ':HERE AND HO'kil TO GET 'THERE

Governors Club !foto' - Colonels fable, 236 S.E. 1 Avenue
Williamsons Resta0rint, P.:deral highway
Reef Restaurant, 2700 S. idre.:s Avenue
Ranch House, 1003 17

Tina's Sm;nettt 2110 S. F,...dern1 Highway
Howard Johnsbn's, 317 1,orth rociTt't1 Hi8hwy
Polly Davi:: (.afnteri, 2354 Roulovard
Creighton': Le U.curvnt, 2')712 F-wirise Boulevard
Italian Gard:!li's, 'ei.1 N. l'ed..:ra. Eit;hway

Red Coach Cri../1 12U0
Uncle John's PIncAc. 1301 N. Eederal highway
Black Angus, 2,,L0 N. Fc.l'erl HiOlway

International house of F::ncokes, 1761 N. Federal Highway

OR

X e harci you lwro cctning

is C:171: All you neod for it
is one olcyrni. r.,:)bit!,. rabbits ..ixe optionr.1)
cut ln nieces, i5 will i.ake about
tvo gr;IVY tO cover. 577).-.

ov-r for about four weeks. Will serve
38UU For ml:rected guests, add twQ rabbits,
but only in moremy, nost people don't like hare
in their 5itl,

Brown's fri:d Avenue
Chiccn

Vou:(,vard
Kentucky Fried Chick n. N.F. Str,:et

829 S.E, 17 Str eet
Burger King, 172'.; E. -.Lrrf:.o

I IC, Par br:nlevord
McDonald's, 2(6 '..:. ;,:-J76

SOS E. Sul;-i..0

1639 :3.

borden Duric,-, 017 I.
Sizzler 777 ',-::2J:11
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BPOWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

i

I

Mr. Robert Beale, Principal
Piper High School
3000 N.W. 43rd Place,
Sunrise Village, Florida 33313

401

Cintrai ( ampus 1).i e Raid
1 mt Litiderthilc I Linda 13314

(111, ) Sh 1 X'flt)

January 17, 1974
0

i

Dear Mr. Beale:
s

Thank you for letting Mrs. Anne Trickel assist us with the Gifted
children program taking place on this campus on January 29th.

.

We are looking forward to the success of this undertaking and wish to
express our appreciation for your cooperation.

CF:ym

cc:Anne Trickel

0

Sincerely yours,

Carol Findley, Coordinator
High School-College Articulation

d



MEMORANDUM

TO: Carol Findley, Coordinator High School/College Arti lation

FROM: George Young, Vice-President For Student Developme

DATE: March 22, 1974

SUBJECT: GIFTED CHILD RESEARO PROJECT - OLSEN MIDDLE SCH LOGY PROGRAM

402

It has come to my attention" that one of our students has contributed

considerable time and effort in the research project under your direction con-

derning Gifted children.

Please convey to Miss Jackie Terranova my personal expression pf

appreciation for he`r Work in the preparation of, the program the written tests,

the rat training and the demonstration of the training to the visiting students,

all of which was accomplished successfully due to her hard work.

It is not ofen the College has the opportunity to express gratitude

for this kind of involvement on the part of a student and I believe we, at BCC,

owe.Miis Terranova a vote cf thanks and congratulations for a job well done.

GW:ym

'''cc to: Boyd HildLorand, Chairman, Division of Social Sciences
Dr. William Walker, instructor
Jackie Terranova, student

o

4



MEMORANDUM

TO: ,Mr. Gladwyn Comes, Fred Read - Astronomy Department

FROM: Carol Findley, Articulation

DATE: March 27, 1974

SUBJECT: Articulation Tape and Olsen Middle School Gifted Child Pm., Am

t

This is to let you know that checking the tests fot*the Olsen Middle

School and putting in the music background for thq-Articulation tape

reprftents, I am well aware, many hours of hard work. I would like you

to know that your efforts are much appreciated and would like to extend

very sincere thanks to you both and to your staff for everything you

have done to help us.

CF:ym

cc:Fred Read

C.

403
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MEMORANDUM

Bud Call, Director of Learning Resources

FROM: Carol Findley, Office of Articulation

DATE: March 27, 1974

SUBJECT: Olsen Middle Schogi Visit and Articulation Script

This is a word of thanks to you ,nd your staff for the hard :ork put in

during the visits of the Olsen Middle School Giftel Child visits. The
--

visit to Learning Resources was much enjoyed, the tests were run success-

fully, andthe children had a good time. The pictures were very good

as well. With such cooperation, our projacts can't help but be successful!

Thanks also for your work 9n the Articulation Script -- without it we would

be more han handicapped, and I am sorry to have had to push you on the

synchro zation of the slide's. This is to let you know that all your hard

work is much appreciated.

CF:ym

cc to: Georgethillag
Murray Spitzer

404



MEMORANDUM

.

TO: Mrs. Brown, Library

FROM: Carol Findley, Articulation

DATE: March 27, 1974

SUBJECT: (IIFTED CHILD PROGRAM

This is tb let you know that your program was very much enjoyed by the

Olsen Middle School children -- in fact, some of themwonted more time in
o

the Library. The slides came out very well too.

Until the statistical reports' are ready, this is.just to say thank ybu and

that your help was much appreciated.

CF:ym .Y

4O



MEMORANDUM

TO: Sandy Seaton, Art Department

FROM: Carol Findley, Articulation

DATE: March 27, 1974

SUBJECT: Gifted Child Program

This is to thank you for all your help in the Gifted Child Program.

Not only was the program useful in the project, but the children

seemed to enjoy it very much as well.

Many thanks again.

CF:yrn

,
c
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Tom Parker and Sue Smith, North Campus, Counseling and Advising

FROM: Carol Findley, Articulation /

DATE: June 4, 1974

SUUECT: OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL GIFTED CHILDREN, "GETTING-TO-KNOW-YOU" PROGRAM

The success of the "Getting-To-Know-You" Program for the Olsen Middle School

Gifted is due entirely to you both and this is to let you know that your

time and efforts have been greatly appreciated, more so particularly because

the Self- concept work with this age group was unprecedented and experimental.

May I take this opportunity not only to convey my sincere thanks but to

congratulate you.

CF:ym
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Fred Scott, Data Systems

FROM: Carol Fihdley, Articulation C'

DATE: June 4, 1974 '-

SUBJECT: OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

Your cooperation and efforts on behalf of the Olsen Middle

School project contributed immeasurably to the success of the Gifted

children experiment and was greatly appreciated. Please accept my

very sincere thanks.

CF:ym
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Bud Call, Learning Resources

FROM: Carol Findley, Articulation Department

DATE: January 9, 1974

SUBJECT: GIFTED CHILDREN PROGRAM - JANUARY 29, 1974

We would like to have black and white pictures and colored slidei to be

taken on January 29th in conjunction with the visit of the children and

parents from Olsen Middle School.

As you know, the program has been arranged for from 9:00 AM to 12:00 NOON,

covering the Planetarium", Library and Learning Resources and we would like

to have pictures on all three locations.

As the group will consist of about 50 persons, we will divide the visits in

groups of 20-25 at a time. Roughly, the schedule is as follows:

9:00 AM - 9:15 AM - Meeting in Planetarium Auditorium

Group 1: Planetarium - 9:15 AM - 10:45 AM

Library - 10:45 AM - 11:30 AM

L'rng. Res's.- 11:30 AM - 12:00 NOON

Group 2: Library - 9:15 AM - 10:00 AM
L'rng. Res's.- 10:00 AM - 10:30 AM

Planetarium - 10:30 AM - 12:00 NOON

The group will then go to Hospitality Center for lunch.

If there is any further information you require, please don't hesitate to call.



BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Mr. J.W. Davidson, Pribcipal
Olsen Middle School
1301 S.E. 2nd Avenue
Dania, Florida

Dear Mr. Davidson:

'411

erttal Campu, D.o,le Road
I ou Lauderdale I louda 33314

(30S 5111-8100

January 10, 1974

This is to inform you that the Gifted Children Program to take place on this

campus has been set for January 29th, from 9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, covering the

Planetarium, Library and Learning Resources.

As we understand it from Mr. Howard, there will be approxinitely 50 persons

participating. In order to accomodate the students comfortably, the program

has been divided into two groups of 20-25 at a time, and the schedule

tentatively set as follows:

9:00 AM - 9:15 AM

Group 1. Planetarium
Library
Learning Resources

Group 2. Library
Learning Resources
Planetarium

- Meeting in Planetarium Auditorium

- 9:15 AM - 10:45 AM

- 10:45 AM - 11:30 AM
- 11:30 AM - 12:00 NOON

- 9:15 AM - 10:00 AM
- 10:00 AM - 10:30 AM

- 10:30 AM - 12:00 NOON

We will all then adjourn to the Hospitality Center for lunch.

If it i, agreeable with you, black and white photographs and color slides will

be taken during the visit.

If there is any further information you require, please don't hesitate to call.

Many thanks for your cooperation, we are looking forward to welcoming the Olsen

Middle School group and parents on campus.

Sincerely yours,

Carol Findley, Director
Office of Articulation

CF:ym
copy to Mr. Dave Howard



MEMORANDUM

TO: Jerry Moore, Physical Plant

FROM: Carol Findley, Coordinator High School/College Articulation _

DATE: January 23, 1974

SUBJECT: January 29th - Hospitality Center
..

Please reserve area for 50 people on January 29th for lunch from 12:00

to 1:30 PM.

CF:ym

I-.
'.f '
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Dr. Walker (Psychology), Sandy Seaton (Art)

FROM: Carol:Findley, Articulation ,2

DATE: March 14, 1974 .

SUBJECT: GIFTED CHILD PROGRAM - MARCH 19TH - OLSEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

This will confirm that the Olsen Middle School Gifttd Child

Program will begin on March 19th, at 9:00 AM, with the Psychology

Department program, Bldg. 15, Classrooms, Room 207.

At 10:30 AM, the students will meet in the lobby of the
;t1x._

FineArts, Building 35. At 12:00 o'clock they will leave there to

go to Hospitality Center for lunch where tables have been reserved

at the north end of the student cafeteria.

CF:ym
copy to "Jackie", (Psychology)

, 414
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